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Mission statement
UNHCR - THE UNITED NATIONS REFUGEE AGENCY

UNHCR is mandated by the United Nations to lead and coordinate international action for the worldwide protection

of refugees and the resolution of refugee problems.

UNHCR’s primary purpose is to safeguard the rights and well-being of refugees. In its efforts to achieve this objective,

UNHCR strives to ensure that everyone can exercise the right to seek asylum and find safe refuge in another State,

and to return home voluntarily. By assisting refugees to return to their own country or to settle permanently in another

country, UNHCR also seeks lasting solutions to their plight.

UNHCR’s efforts are mandated by the organization’s Statute, and guided by the 1951 United Nations Convention relat-

ing to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. International refugee law provides an essential framework of prin-

ciples for UNHCR’s humanitarian activities.

In support of its core activities on behalf of refugees, UNHCR’s Executive Committee and the UN General Assembly

have authorized the organization’s involvement with other groups. These include former refugees who have returned to

their homeland; internally displaced people; and people who are stateless or whose nationality is disputed.

UNHCR seeks to reduce situations of forced displacement by encouraging States and other institutions to create condi-

tions which are conducive to the protection of human rights and the peaceful resolution of disputes. In pursuit of the

same objective, UNHCR actively seeks to consolidate the reintegration of returning refugees in their country of origin,

thereby averting the recurrence of refugee-producing situations.

UNHCR is an impartial organization, offering protection and assistance to refugees and others on the basis of their

needs and irrespective of their race, religion, political opinion or gender. In all of its activities, UNHCR pays particular

attention to the needs of children and seeks to promote the equal rights of women and girls.

In its efforts to protect refugees and to promote solutions to their problems, UNHCR works in partnership with govern-

ments, regional organizations, international and non-governmental organizations. UNHCR is committed to the princi-

ple of participation, believing that refugees and others who benefit from the organization’s activities should be

consulted over decisions which affect their lives.

By virtue of its activities on behalf of refugees and displaced people, UNHCR also endeavours to promote the purposes

and principles of the United Nations Charter: maintaining international peace and security; developing friendly rela-

tions among nations; and encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.
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Foreword by
the High Commissioner

Over the past year we have seen many far-reaching

developments in the political and humanitarian

context in which UNHCR protects and cares for refugees.

The pattern and scale of migration are increasingly

recognized as a major global challenge. New forms of

inter-agency cooperation are changing the way we assist

internally displaced people and access funds. And while

the sustainability of refugee returns is an abiding concern

for the Office, the new UN Peacebuilding Commission is

an encouraging development which we are eager to

engage with.

UNHCR’s core mission remains to protect and aid

refugees. But increasingly we are called upon to protect

other vulnerable groups such as the internally displaced

and stateless people. This evolving role implies a com-

plex set of new challenges. These include providing

emergency response to a widening range of people,

ensuring asylum to refugees caught up in mixed migratory

flows, and improving the physical security of refugees

and humanitarian workers. The critical issues which will

demand UNHCR’s attention and resources in 2007 are

set out in the chapter entitled Key Challenges.

In order to meet those challenges, in March 2006 we

launched a thorough review of UNHCR’s processes and

structures. Our goal is simple: to increase UNHCR’s

effectiveness and efficiency and to maximize our impact

on the ground. This is the way we will judge ourselves

and this is the way we want others to assess our

peformance. Based on the comprehensive structural and

management reviews now taking place at Headquarters

and in the Field, in 2007 we will begin to put in place

the first elements of what will be a multi-year reform

effort.

This year we have introduced a number of changes to

the Global Appeal itself. It remains a document of refer-

ence for a range of readers, with a wealth of information

on populations of concern and field activities, but we

have tried to make it more analytical and issue-oriented

by focusing on key areas of intervention and the links

between operations and the objectives we have set for

the Office. All operational information is featured in a

CD-ROM included with the Appeal.

We have a vision of UNHCR’s role and a clear sense of

what is to be done. Of course, none of this is possible

without political and financial support. This year’s bud-

get reflects our commitment to achieve greater financial

flexibility and to ensure that the resources we receive are

used as effectively as possible. It is my hope that donors

will respond generously to this appeal so that we can

improve the protection, care and solutions we are com-

mitted to providing for all those forced to flee because of

persecution or conflict.

I thank you for your continued support.

António Guterres
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The Global Appeal 2007
Introduction

UNHCR’s Global Appeal is published yearly to alert

governmental and private sector donors, Executive

Committee (ExCom) members and Standing Committee

observers, Governments and their Permanent Missions

in Geneva, the UN Secretariat, UN agencies, intergov-

ernmental agencies, NGOs, regional organizations and

other institutions and interested individuals to the plight

of millions of refugees and others of concern to UNHCR.

This tenth Global Appeal outlines the Office’s strategies

and programmes for 2007, and will be launched offi-

cially at UNHCR’s annual Pledging Conference in

Geneva in early December 2006. At this conference, it

is hoped that many donors will inform UNHCR of their

funding priorities and make announcements of financial

contributions towards the protection and humanitarian

needs of the world’s displaced. As the Office depends

almost exclusively on voluntary contributions to finance

its programmes, flexible, early and predictable funding

is vital to ensure uninterrupted operations.

Structure

This year, we are making several changes to the

Global Appeal. We are including more information on

UNHCR, including its presence throughout the world

and numbers of staff. We are highlighting the challenges

which the Office will have to face in 2007 to provide

protection and assistance and find durable solutions

for over 21 million refugees, asylum-seekers, and inter-

nally displaced and stateless people. In addition to the

chapters on protection and durable solutions, we have

also introduced separate chapters on important policy

issues and priorities such as emergency response,

internal displacement, protection of women and chil-

dren, HIV/AIDS, and the environment. The Global

Appeal continues to emphasize work in partnership

with NGOs, other UN agencies, the Red Cross/Red

Crescent Movement, and intergovernmental organiza-

tions such as IOM, as well as donors and host govern-

ments, giving due recognition to the important

contribution they make towards the realization of

UNHCR’s mandate. The new Identifying needs and

funding programmes chapter provides a broader view of

UNHCR’s budgeting exercise and programming criteria

and comparisons between 2007 and 2006 budgets

have been included throughout the document.

The presentation of the Global Appeal has also changed:

all the information related to programmes and operations

has been included in a CD-ROM. In order to provide an

overview of UNHCR’s operations in the printed version,

we have included five new regional summaries as well

as summaries of Global programmes and Headquarters.

In the CD-ROM, UNHCR’s operations are presented in

17 subregional overviews and 29 country chapters,

according to UNHCR’s regional structure, as well as in

the Headquarters and Global programmes chapters.

In order to keep this document to a manageable length,

only those operations with a budget of USD 5 million or

more are presented in separate chapters. As in previous

years, other operations are described in their respective

regional overviews. More detailed information on specific

countries can be found on UNHCR’s website at

www.unhcr.org/cops, where country operations plans are

posted for the convenience of ExCom members.

Finally, the list of current ExCom members, as well as a list

of acronyms and a glossary can be found in the CD-ROM.

Further information on UNHCR’s policies, operations,

ExCom documents and decisions, news stories and

publications can be found on UNHCR’s website,

www.unhcr.org.
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Part I

UNHCR: An overview

Internally displaced people make their tents as homely as possible at a UNHCR camp by the airport in Dili. UNHCR/N. Ng



Populations of concern
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Populations of concern (beginning of 2006)

Subregion Refugees Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Asylum-

seekers

Returnees

(refugees)

IDPs

protected /

assisted by

UNHCR

Returnees

(IDPs)

Stateless

persons

Various
1

Total

population

of concern

Central Africa and the Great Lakes 1,193,653 758,585 35,003 119,019 11,500 - - - 1,359,175

East and Horn of Africa 771,967 647,554 24,611 30,649 1,241,946 - - 36,141 2,105,314

West Africa 377,167 292,070 27,316 77,908 278,861 266,744 - 3,034 1,031,030

Southern Africa 228,637 98,922 151,966 53,824 - - - - 434,427

North Africa2 107,205 94,400 2,467 1 - - 4 29,500 139,177

The Middle East 492,182 155,319 35,149 56,183 1,200,000 196,000 580,105 21,019 2,580,638

South-West Asia3 2,059,028 2,059,028 3,580 752,159 142,505 17,044 - - 2,974,316

Central Asia 66,794 18,288 1,174 40 - - 150,576 - 218,584

South Asia 286,923 138,703 1,754 2,700 324,699 27,185 650,000 10,928 1,304,189

East Asia and the Pacific 538,676 164,011 47,637 406 - - 252,076 62,730 901,525

Eastern Europe 229,729 18,272 2,307 205 983,338 2,075 156,334 243,226 1,617,214

South-Eastern Europe 163,089 155,858 1,014 12,362 433,942 10,382 2,220 85,123 708,132

Central Europe and the Baltic States 25,189 5,053 25,207 21 - - 564,315 1,400 616,132

Western Europe 1,557,495 149 212,269 - - - 26,150 3,000 1,798,914

North America and the Caribbean 527,217 559 190,327 1 - - - - 717,545

Latin America 37,043 16,832 10,811 52 2,000,000 - 106 464,265 2,512,277

Total 8,661,994 4,623,603 772,592 1,105,530 6,616,791 519,430 2,381,886 960,366 21,018,589

1 Persons of concern to UNHCR not included in the other columns, including forced migrants (Russian Federation), local residents-at-risk (Serbia and Montenegro, Kosovo), Saharawis

(Mauritania), Afghan asylum-seekers (Russian Federation), rejected Eritreans following cessation (Sudan), Muslims from the Philippines (Malaysia), Colombians (Venezuela and Ecuador).
2 According to the Government of Algeria, there are an estimated 165,000 Saharawi refugees in Tindouf camps.
3 UNHCR figures for Pakistan only include Afghans living in camps who are assisted by UNHCR. According to a 2005 government census of Afghans in Pakistan and subsequent voluntary

repatriation during the year, there are an additional 1.5 million Afghans living outside camps, some of whom may be refugees. Those Afghans living outside camps receive no UNHCR

assistance except access to UNHCR-facilitated voluntary repatriation.

Data are provisional and subject to change. Data are generally provided by governments, based on their definitions and methods of data collection. In the absence of government figures,

UNHCR has estimated the refugee population in most industrialized countries, based on recent refugee arrivals and recognition of asylum-seekers. For Canada, the United States,

Australia and New Zealand estimates are based on arrivals or recognition rates during the past five years, whereas for most European countries a ten-year period has been applied. These

periods reflect the different naturalization rates for refugees in these regions. A dash (-) indicates that the value is zero, not available or not applicable.

Source: UNHCR and governments. Compiled by UNHCR, FICSS.
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Key challenges
UNHCR’s operational environment is characterized by

four main trends. These are:

• a decreasing number of refugees;

• increased internal displacement;

• growing numbers and complexity of irregular and

mixed migration movements; and

• a pressing need for reform across the humanitarian

response system.

The number of refugees has fallen steadily, and is the

lowest in almost a quarter of a century. This is partly due

to the fact that there have been fewer refugee-producing

crises and several conflicts have come to an end or

diminised in intensity, allowing refugees to return home.

In 2005, an estimated 1.1 million refugees returned to

their countries of origin. Over half returned to Afghanistan;

other countries of large returns included Angola, Liberia

and Burundi.

On the other hand, internal strife and civil wars have

triggered fewer refugee exoduses, but have provoked

more displacement. Internal conflicts, and a declining

respect for human rights and humanitarian law, have

resulted in increased attacks on civilian populations and

on those trying to assist and protect them. For example,

in Africa, in three countries alone – the Democratic

Republic of the Congo, Uganda and Sudan – conflicts

have led to the internal flight of some nine million peo-

ple. In many areas, security has deteriorated to such an

extent that humanitarian work has been impossible and

past successes, including repatriation and successful

reintegration, are now jeopardized.

Another important trend has been the increase in irregu-

lar and mixed migration movements, in particular, but

not exclusively, to industrialized countries. In the face of

barriers to immigration, some economic migrants have

tried to use the asylum door, which has led to many

calls for restrictive asylum policies in an effort to curb

“bogus” asylum claims, and to the perception that refugees

and asylum-seekers are only after a better life. Asylum

systems have become discredited, but rather than making

procedures more effective, many States have resorted to

restricting access to asylum, thereby depriving refugees

of the protection to which they are entitled.

Yet, the number of asylum-seekers has been steadily

declining in the past years. Some of the causes most

commonly attributed to this decline are the increasingly

restrictive measures imposed by States in an attempt

to curb irregular migration and because of national

security concerns; as well as growing xenophobia and

intolerance.

At the same time, reform processes within the United

Nations, particularly with regard to responses to humani-

tarian concerns and notably to situations of internal dis-

placement, require UNHCR to adopt new methods of

work and new approaches in order to become a more

flexible, efficient, reliable and integrated partner within

the broader UN system.

This context presents UNHCR with several challenges.

Some of the key issues are outlined below.

Preserving the asylum space

The increasingly restrictive asylum policies and measures

imposed by governments are essentially a response to

concerns of their own citizens for whom the issues of

economic migration and asylum have become blurred.

Fuelled by some sections of the media and politicians

with an anti-foreigner agenda, many citizens, in particu-

lar in the industrialized world, have come to believe

that most, if not all, asylum-seekers are in fact eco-

nomic migrants, seeking better opportunities in a

richer country, threatening their jobs and eventually

their livelihoods. Asylum-seekers, including children,

are frequently detained, and many are even prevented

from gaining access to territory and returned, often to

insecure places.

In 2007, UNHCR will be active on several fronts in order

to preserve the asylum space. First and foremost, it will

seek to establish respect for international law, providing

support to States to ensure that they have the adequate

legal frameworks and administrative capacities to

ensure compliance with their international protection

obligations under the 1951 Convention and its 1967

Protocol and/or related international and regional

standards.

Key to preserving the asylum space is the identification

of those who are in need of protection. UNHCR will

collaborate with States to ensure the provision of

protection, especially by building the capacity of law-

enforcement officials, border guards and those in charge

of identifying and determining who is, or may be, a

refugee.

In order to reinforce public awareness and create a cli-

mate of tolerance for refugees, UNHCR will also

redouble its efforts to advocate for refugees, counter

misperceptions and misinformation and offer real solu-

tions to the problems that may arise.

14 UNHCR Global Appeal 2007



Addressing the protection
concerns in mixed population
flows

Another key challenge for UNHCR is to ensure refugee

protection in migration-focused responses to mixed

population movements. Faced with restrictive policies

and obstacles to entry into territory, asylum-seekers

and refugees have been resorting increasingly to illegal

means, often using the same routes and smugglers as

those migrating for other reasons. While illegal migration

is a legitimate concern for States, policies to combat

it should distinguish between those seeking better eco-

nomic conditions and individuals in need of — and enti-

tled to — international protection. The Office fears that

increasing numbers of asylum-seekers and refugees are

being treated as if they were illegal migrants, and in the

process their right to international protection is violated.

UNHCR aims to create an environment where those in

need of international protection can be identified and

given protection. The Office is committed to increasing its

capacity in relevant countries to provide practical support

to States, providing country-of-origin information, build-

ing national capacities and using its good offices to fos-

ter collaborative partnerships or to obtain resettlement

in appropriate cases.

Providing solutions

Recent years have witnessed renewed efforts to reach

durable solutions. Still, the majority of today’s refugees

remain in situations of protracted displacement. The

three classic durable solutions are voluntary repatria-

tion, local integration in the country of first asylum and

resettlement in a third country. UNHCR will prioritize

the use of each solution according to the particular cir-

cumstances and needs of refugees in each case. While

they all present different challenges, ensuring the

sustainability of returns and promoting a more strategic

use of resettlement will be very high on UNHCR’s

agenda in 2007.

Ensuring the sustainability of returns

In any operation, the promotion of return comes only

after minimum conditions are met and UNHCR is able

to verify that people will be safe following their repatria-

tion. But this is just the beginning. The hope and enthu-

siasm that returning refugees bring back home has to be

matched by adequate conditions for them to create

livelihoods and sustain their families. Many refugees

go back to countries which have been devastated by

war, without adequate infrastructure or services.

Reconstruction and development assistance are thus

crucial. Acknowledging this need, some years ago,

UNHCR launched an integrated approach combining

repatriation, reintegration, rehabilitation and recon-

struction in countries of origin. As a member of the UN

Development Group, the Office has engaged in fruitful

cooperation with UNDP, ILO and other develop-

ment-oriented agencies. The establishment of the UN

Peacebuilding Commission presents further opportuni-

ties, and UNHCR has already seconded staff to the

Commission and become involved in pilot programmes.

But much more needs to be done to address transition

problems after conflicts end, and to ensure that

well-designed activities begin early on and are sus-

tained. Garnering strong international support – both

politically and financially – for reconstruction to be

initiated and be followed by larger development

programmes is a challenge that will demand much of

UNHCR’s attention, not only in 2007 but in the years to

come.

In addition, UNHCR will continue to seek to identify

situations in which self-reliance and local settlement

and integration are the most appropriate solutions for

refugees.

Promoting the use of resettlement

Resettlement is a vital instrument of international soli-

darity and responsibility-sharing, and UNHCR will con-

tinue to promote it. In this respect, the adoption of the

Multilateral Framework of Understandings on Resettlement

by a range of resettlement and host states is helpful as it

codifies standard principles and practices. In Latin

America, the implementation of the “Resettlement in

Solidarity” component of the Mexico Plan of Action is

opening the resettlement door, particularly for Colombian

refugees.

In addition to traditional resettlement countries such as

Australia, Canada and the United States, new countries

– Argentina, Benin, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Chile, Iceland

and Ireland – are agreeing to annual resettlement quo-

tas, however small. Nonetheless, resettlement in some

occasions has been hampered by a very restrictive

implementation of anti-terrorist legislation.

Becoming a more predictable
and fully-engaged partner in the
new approach to situations of
internal displacement

A persistent weakness in UN humanitarian activities

has been the response to the plight of internally dis-

placed people forced to abandon their homes as a result

of human rights violations or armed conflict, but who,
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unlike refugees, remain within the borders of their coun-

try. A humanitarian response review, led by OCHA in

late 2004, proposed a number of measures to improve

the collective humanitarian response in emergencies, to

which UNHCR fully subscribed. The Office assumed

leading responsibility for the Protection, Emergency

Shelter and Camp Coordination and Management

clusters, and participated in all of the operations where

the new “cluster leadership approach” was launched.

This has involved and will certainly continue to involve

changes in the way UNHCR works, not only internally

but also within a broader inter-agency framework.

Ensuring that the approach is flexible and adapted to the

reality on the ground, that its framework is light and

non-bureaucratic and that all humanitarian actors are

effectively engaged as full strategic partners, is a chal-

lenge not only for UNHCR but for all those providing

assistance and protection to those uprooted within their

own country.

Improving the security of
refugees and humanitarian
workers

Threats to the physical security of refugees and others of

concern have grown in recent years. They emanate from

armed criminals, state and non-state armed actors,

local populations and even elements within the refugee

community itself. At the same time, the “humanitarian

space” for aid workers has also been shrinking, and staff

of humanitarian agencies have increasingly become the

target of violent attack.

To counter violence against refugees and others of con-

cern, UNHCR usually establishes refugee camps at a

significant distance from volatile borders, and has on

occasion requested the assistance of UN peacekeepers

and national police and armed forces to separate com-

batants from civilian elements. The Office also con-

stantly strives to provide safe access to food, water and

firewood and to train local police and refugee leaders on

security issues. Some of these measures call for assist-

ance from UN peacekeepers and collaboration with

other agencies. UNHCR has also undertaken a review of

its own security policies, and sought to implement mea-

sures to enhance staff security. Interaction with the UN

Department of Safety and Security will remain vital to

ensure that security arrangements for UNHCR staff and

partners are in place.

Still, measures taken by humanitarian agencies alone

will not be sufficient to ensure the physical security of

those affected by conflict as well as the humanitarian

staff protecting and assisting them. Effective responses

only come about when there is the political will backed

up by sufficient resources. Sometimes, sadly, this hap-

pens too late – or not at all.

The internal reform challenge

Last but not least, one of the biggest challenges for

UNHCR as an organization is how to become more flexi-

ble, effective and results-oriented.

In 2006, UNHCR embarked on a change process, under

which all structures, systems, processes and staffing

arrangements are being reviewed to make sure that they

are fully aligned with the challenges outlined above.

UNHCR’s emergency response capacity is being

strengthened to ensure the quick and efficient deploy-

ment of expert staff and relief material to respond to an

exodus of up to 500,000 people within 72 hours.

The introduction of results-based management has

made some progress and the next step is the testing and

application of specially-designed software.

These challenges, and UNHCR’s plans to address them

in the next year, are described in more detail elsewhere

in this Global Appeal. UNHCR’s ability to meet them will

have important implications for the protection and wel-

fare of the 21 million people the Office works for.
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UNHCR’s global strategic
objectives

Global strategic objective 1 - Ensure international standards of protection are met for all persons of concern
to UNHCR taking into account their age, gender or personal background, with priority given to:

Expected accomplishments Performance targets

1.1 Improving protection against refoulement and
physical security and reducing incidents of
violence, in particular preventing and
responding to sexual and gender-based
violence.

1.1.1 States respect the principle of
non-refoulement and grant all asylum-seekers
access to asylum procedures that provide for
fair, effective and prompt decision-making
with UNHCR’s monitoring detecting no
instances of refugees being returned against
their will (Agenda for Protection (AfP) Goal 1,
Objective 2).

1.1.2 100 per cent of UNHCR operations have in
place standard operating procedures to
prevent and respond to sexual and gender-
based violence, including systematic and
timely reporting (AfP Goal 4, Objective 4 and
Goal 6, Objective 1).

1.2 Preventing malnutrition, and reducing the
prevalence and impact of HIV and AIDS.

1.2.1 In operations receiving food aid and recording
high malnutrition rates, steps have been taken
in collaboration with WFP to stabilize acute
malnutrition rates to a level below 10 per cent
and to eliminate micronutrient deficiencies.

1.2.2 At least 85 per cent of refugees in camps have
access to culturally appropriate HIV and AIDS
information, education, communication
materials and at least 80 per cent can benefit
from antiretroviral therapy when it is available
to surrounding local host populations.

1.3 Ensuring civil, social and economic rights are
secured and opportunities for self-reliance
maximized with particular attention to the
rights of women and children.

1.3.1 100 per cent of UNHCR operations use a
participatory age, gender and diversity
mainstreaming approach in the design,
implementation and monitoring of
programmes.

1.3.2 Self-reliance and empowerment of refugees,
including community self-management, are
enhanced in 100 per cent of UNHCR operations
enabling refugees’ increased enjoyment of
their civil, social and economic rights, reduced
dependence on assistance, and improved
sustainability of any of the three durable
solutions (AfP Goal 5, Objective 7).

1.4 Ensuring the right to education. 1.4.1 School enrolment of primary-school-age boys
and girls in camp and urban situations is
increased.

1.5 Increasing and improving the level and quality
of registration of persons of concern.

1.5.1 All country operations registering refugees and
others of concern are implementing standard
operating procedures for continuous
registration (AfP Goal 1, Objective 11).

�



Global strategic objective 2 - Advocate for and support governments in the development and maintenance of
an international protection regime including its implementation at the national level, with priority given to:

Expected accomplishments Performance targets

2.1 Preserving asylum space through effective
implementation of the 1951 Convention and its
1967 Protocol and related international and
regional standards.

2.1.1 The legal frameworks and administrative
capacities of States are strengthened in order
to ensure compliance with their international
protection obligations.

2.1.2 The UNHCR mandate refugee status
determination (RSD) processes in the 15
countries accounting for 90 per cent of
UNHCR’s global RSD operations are further
improved in terms of quality of decisions and
more efficient processing capacity
(AfP Goal 1, Objective 2).

2.2 Strengthening host country capacity to
undertake refugee status determination,
provide quality asylum and offer durable
solutions.

2.2.1 Host countries are assuming increased
responsibility for protection and durable
solutions, including their capacity to
undertake RSD, provide quality asylum and
offer durable solutions, through the provision
of technical and financial assistance, and
increased usage of international human rights
instruments, Executive Committee conclusions
and UNHCR guidelines, in particular in States
not parties to the 1951 Convention and its
1967 Protocol (AfP Goal 3, Objective 2).

2.2.2 Number of protracted statelessness situations
has decreased through acquisition of effective
citizenship.

2.3 Addressing situations of statelessness more
effectively.

2.3.1 Minimum rights and a specific legal citizenship
regime to address the situation of stateless
persons with no prospect of obtaining
nationality are established in various
countries.

Global strategic objective 3 - Redoubling the search for durable solutions, with priority given to:

Expected accomplishments Performance targets

3.1 Promoting the creation of conditions
conducive to return and to ensuring
sustainable reintegration.

3.1.1 Within one year of return, returnees are
making steady progress towards self-reliance
and are fully integrated into national and area
recovery and development programmes
(AfP Goal 5, Objective 3).

3.2 Developing and implementing comprehensive
strategies to resolve protracted situations.

3.2.1 Multi-year comprehensive durable solutions
strategies, in which the strategic use of
resettlement and local integration have their
proper place, jointly developed by UNHCR and
relevant actors are under implementation in
100 per cent of operations with protracted
refugee situations (AfP Goal 5, Objective 1).

3.2.2 Best interests determination procedures to
identify durable solutions for unaccompanied
and separated children are being implemented
in all UNHCR operations (AfP Goal 6,
Objective 2).
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3.3 Strengthening local integration as a durable
solution.

3.3.1 Refugee-hosting areas are being included in
national development plans and strategies for
sustainable funding based on mechanisms such
as the Common Country Assessments (CCA) and
United Nations Development Assistance
Frameworks (UNDAF), as well as Poverty
Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP)
(AfP Goal 3 Objective 5).

3.3.2 Number of countries allowing refugees to
locally integrate as a durable solution has
increased (AfP Goal 5, Objective 4).

3.4 Enhancing the use of resettlement as a
strategic protection tool, durable solution, and
burden and responsibility sharing mechanism.

3.4.1 The strategic use of resettlement has been
expanded in line with the guidance provided in
the Multilateral Framework of Understanding
on Resettlement (AfP Goal 5, Objective 5).

3.5 Implementing effective exit and phase-down
strategies through partnerships and handover
arrangements with development partners and
the competent authorities.

3.5.1 UNHCR’s presence and cost of operations have
been reduced in situations in which durable
solutions are being achieved.

Global strategic objective 4 – Establish effective partnerships and frameworks for action for responding to the
challenges of protecting and finding solutions for persons internally displaced due to conflict and abuses of
human rights; protecting refugees in broader migration movements; and bridging the gap between relief and
development, with priority given to:

Expected accomplishments Performance targets

4.1 Supporting and leading efforts to provide
protection and solutions for persons internally
displaced due to conflict and abuses of human
rights as part of the collaborative response to
IDPs.

4.1.1 Cluster arrangements for IDPs and the
appropriate tasks and responsibilities of
UNHCR as cluster lead have been implemented
at the country level in IASC-prioritized
situations and have resulted in a better,
predictable, coordinated, effective and
consistent delivery of protection and
assistance.

4.1.2 UNHCR is actively engaged in UN Country
Team needs assessments, planning and
strategy formulation for IDPs, and when
appropriate, is delivering timely and effective
humanitarian assistance in clusters outside its
lead responsibilities.

4.1.3 Adequate funding support from the donor
community has been received so as to enable
UNHCR to undertake its cluster-lead role in
countries selected for implementation of the
new collaborative response to IDP situations.

4.2 Improving policy and operational responses to
ensure that refugees are protected within
broader migration movements.

4.2.1 States are increasingly turning to UNHCR to
provide practical solutions in responding to the
need to protect refugees within broader
migration movements (AfP Goal 3).

4.2.2 UNHCR, in cooperation with States and other
relevant actors in regions receiving refugees
within mixed flows, is establishing a system
through which people wishing to seek asylum
will be identified and given access to the
asylum procedure while people with other
needs are channelled into alternative response
mechanisms and solutions (AfP Goal 1,
Objective 2 and Goal 2, Objective 1).

�



4.3 Mobilizing development actors to support
reintegration and recovery in
returnee-impacted areas so as to make return
of the displaced sustainable.

4.3.1 UNHCR’s active involvement in United Nations
common programming processes (CCA and
UNDAF), post-conflict needs assessments and
the preparation of poverty reduction strategies
is resulting in early and sustained engagement
of development actors in supporting
sustainable reintegration of returnees, early
recovery of affected communities, and support
to refugee-impacted areas.

Global strategic objective 5 - Strengthen UNHCR’s external relations through improved public information,
public awareness, media relations and fund raising, with priority given to:

Expected accomplishments Performance targets

5.1 Promoting values of tolerance and respect for
asylum-seekers, refugees, IDPs and others of
concern to UNHCR.

5.1.1 Respect and tolerance for asylum-seekers and
refugees has increased through the
implementation of preventive and reactive
advocacy strategies as elaborated in UNHCR’s
respect and tolerance strategy
(AfP Goal 1 Objective 8).

5.2 Raising UNHCR’s overall visibility, branding
and image.

5.2.1 New public information strategy, including a
multi-media branding campaign, is developed
and under implementation, resulting in
increased visibility and public awareness of
UNHCR.

5.3 Expanding UNHCR’s donor base and increasing
contributions to UNHCR’s programmes.

5.3.1 New fund raising strategy that includes
increased delegation to field representatives,
including country-specific strategies that take
into account bilateral and other initiatives
being implemented, is resulting in an enlarged
donor base and increased contributions to
UNHCR programmes and a reduced gap
between UNHCR’s total budget and funds
received.

5.3.2 Current level of USD 28 million from
individuals, companies and foundations as well
as the number of private individuals donating
regularly to UNHCR has significantly increased.

Global strategic objective 6 - Strengthen UNHCR as an effective, fully engaged, responsive and respected
humanitarian agency worthy of public, political and financial support, with priority given to:

Expected accomplishments Performance targets

6.1 Maintaining financial stability by redesigning
the structure of UNHCR so as to streamline the
organization and reduce bureaucracy, improve
decision making and support to operations,
and reduce fixed costs.

6.1.1 A comprehensive review of the design of
UNHCR has been completed and
implementation of results is under way,
resulting in a streamlined structure, reduced
bureaucracy, improved decision-making and
support to operations, and improved internal
management control.

6.2 Strengthening UNHCR’s partnerships and
cooperation with all stakeholders, in particular
with Governments, the UN, and NGOs.

6.2.1 All UNHCR field teams are active participants
in UN common programming processes and are
using comprehensive assessment of needs and
participatory planning with stakeholders to
strengthen partnership and develop strategies
that utilize the full range of resources
available.
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6.3 Developing and maintaining an emergency
preparedness and response capacity to
respond to emergencies of 500,000 people.

6.3.1 UNHCR’s global emergency response capacity
(including non-food relief items, vehicles,
office accommodation, and staffing surge
capability) have increased so as to have in
place a capacity to respond to an emergency
of 500,000 people.

6.3.2 UNHCR’s regional response capacity has been
strengthened through improved contingency
planning, preparedness and cooperation with
regional and national actors.

6.4 Undertaking comprehensive reform of UNHCR’s
human resource policies, in order to ensure
maximum operational effectiveness, including
enhanced capacity to operate in situations of
insecurity, and progress in the achievement of
gender equity.

6.4.1 An integrated workforce strategy is being
implemented which enhances the speed and
effectiveness of organizational response and
better meets the needs of the organization
and aspirations of staff.

6.5 Institutionalizing results-based management
(RBM) as a fundamental performance and
accountability framework for the organization.

6.5.1 An RBM framework and strategy are under
implementation resulting in improved strategic
and operations planning, performance
management and reporting.

6.5.2 Planning and prioritization of and within
operations as well as resource allocation
decisions are increasingly based on the
systematic use of standards and indicators.

6.5.3 A knowledge management strategy for UNHCR
has been developed and implementation is
under way.

6.5.4 A comprehensive management development
strategy is under implementation including
individual development plans and increased
participation in security management learning
programmes.

6.5.5 Management Systems Renewal Project (MSRP)
roll-out is completed resulting in increased
efficiency and savings.

6.5.6 Percentage of unsatisfactory audits and
inspections is decreased and above-average
ones increased.



Providing international
protection
In a climate of increased security concerns, disrespect

for international law in the conduct of warfare and

mounting xenophobia and intolerance in general across

the globe, it is all the more important that the protection

of refugees, internally displaced people and others of

concern to UNHCR remain a top priority throughout all

forms of humanitarian action.

As numbers fluctuate, situations become complex and

humanitarian resource mobilization remains challeng-

ing, UNHCR and its partners struggle to uphold the

institution of asylum and provide the quality of protec-

tion that is due to those of concern to the Office. That is

why so much attention is being placed today on

enabling the organization to focus more on results and

become more flexible in its responses.

Thus, UNHCR’s first global strategic objective is to

ensure that international standards of protection are met

for all refugees and others of concern to UNHCR taking

into account their age, gender or personal background,

with priority given to improving protection against

refoulement and reducing incidents of violence, in par-

ticular of sexual and gender-based violence; ensuring

civil, social and economic rights and improving the cov-

erage and quality of registration and documentation.

The second global strategic objective aims at the devel-

opment and maintenance of an international protection

regime, by advocating and providing support to govern-

ments in the establishment of national protection

regimes in accordance with international standards.

This includes preserving the asylum space through the

effective implementation of the 1951 Convention and

its 1967 Protocol and related international standards;

strengthening the capacity of host countries to under-

take refugee status determination, provide asylum and

offer durable solutions; protecting refugees within

broader migration movements; and addressing situa-

tions of statelessness more effectively. The search for

durable solutions, with a focus on self-reliance and inte-

gration, and the use of resettlement as a strategic pro-

tection tool also feature high on the organization’s

agenda, as does the protection of and assistance to

internally displaced persons (IDPs). These issues are

discussed in subsequent chapters.

To achieve its objectives, in 2007 UNHCR will prioritize

three types of response, which are rooted in the Agenda

for Protection:

• supporting governments in their implementation of a

national protection regime in accordance with inter-

national standards;

• responding to the challenge of protecting refugees in

broader migration movements; and

• ensuring that international standards of protection are

met for all persons of concern to UNHCR taking into

account their age, gender or personal background.

The Office will reorient its protection services and

methods of work in order to maximize the impact of

these responses. Efforts to build the capacity of authori-

ties, host communities, refugees and displaced people

will help advance an environment that is both more

secure and conducive to achieving solutions. Using a

rights- and community-based approach to planning,

implementation and monitoring, the Office will strengthen

the impact of protection interventions and ensure that

there are no gaps in the protection of groups frequently

discriminated against. Moreover, such an approach is

designed to reduce incidents of violence, in particular

by improving prevention and response to sexual and

gender-based violence.

Supporting governments in their
implementation of a national
protection regime in accordance
with international standards

Working with States to improve the protection situation

of refugees and others of concern is central to UNHCR’s

mandate. UNHCR’s capacity-building efforts engage

authorities on all aspects of state competence to receive

and protect refugees and others of concern, from recep-

tion of those in need of international protection and

adjudication of refugee status, to finding solutions to

their situation.

UNHCR’s capacity-building activities are diverse. In

2007, the Office will reinforce its efforts to provide such

services in a systematic and comprehensive manner

which is consistent with the rights-based approach, and

will capacitate not only governments but also other actors

including, most importantly, refugees, IDPs, and their

host communities. For example, through its Strengthen-

ing Protection Capacity Project, UNHCR has developed a

methodology that starts with an assessment of the
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situation and the gaps in the protection of refugees and

others of concern. This assessment is based on inputs

from the State concerned, partners and refugees or IDPs,

and builds consensus around the interventions needed to

remedy the gaps identified. In partnership with all those

involved, it develops a comprehensive plan, with specific

project interventions, to strengthen protection capacity in

the immediate and longer term.

In 2007, the Strengthening Protection Capacity Project

will continue with this work, initiated over the past two

years in Africa, and expand its activities on that con-

tinent as well as in the southern Caucasus and Asia.

UNHCR’s work to strengthen protection includes efforts

to build and/or reinforce legal and administrative capaci-

ties including through training initiatives and working

with governments to improve registration, documenta-

tion and refugee status determination procedures. In

addition, capacity building has also entailed providing

input on legislation – in 2006, UNHCR did so in 19

countries around the world.

UNHCR also works with governments and partners to

address serious security concerns faced by refugees

including refoulement, arbitrary detention, and sexual

and gender-based violence. This work includes work-

shops and training in conflict resolution, programmes

for the prevention and response of sexual and

gender-based violence, youth entertainment and educa-

tion centres, and support and training of community

paralegals.

With protection encompassing all actions aimed at

ensuring the equal access to and enjoyment of human

rights in accordance with the relevant bodies of law,

UNHCR’s work also includes interventions to address

the serious food, health and education problems faced

by refugees and others of concern. These include com-

plementary food assistance programmes; improved

capacity for health services; access to primary and sec-

ondary school; skills development for school dropouts

and long-term unemployed youth; and technical and

vocational training programmes.

UNHCR will continue to carry out its multi-faceted pro-

tection interventions and to develop operational tools for

addressing complex issues for use by States, NGO part-

ners and field operations, such as a handbook on volun-

tary repatriation; safeguards in interception on high

seas; a handbook on the protection of women and girls,

guidelines on family unity, as well as those on the age-

and gender-sensitive interpretation of the refugee crite-

ria. Further, the Office will continue training government

counterparts and making available accurate protection

information relevant to adjudicators and asylum policy

makers. Increasingly, UNHCR is called upon to give

direct technical support and on-the-job training to
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States endeavouring to accept responsibility for refugee

status adjudication, Turkey being a recent example.

Another issue where UNHCR has made much progress

and will continue to be active in 2007 is registration.

Registration and provision of documentation are funda-

mental components of international protection and

serve as practical tools in preventing refoulement, arbi-

trary arrest and detention. Increasing and improving the

level and quality of registration and documentation of

persons of concern is therefore another area in which

the Office capacitates States to meet their obligations.

By identifying those of concern to UNHCR, registration

and documentation help them get access to the services

and assistance they need and are indeed crucial for

identifying those who are at risk and those who have

special needs. Accurately registering children helps

ensure family unity, and, in the case of separated chil-

dren, reunite families. Registration also helps to ensure

that decisions about durable solutions are voluntary by

recording an individual’s agreement to a particular

solution.

In addition, UNHCR continues to be concerned about

the situation of stateless persons throughout the world.

Although precise data on statelessness is not available,

it is estimated that 11 million people are not recognized

as nationals of any country. During 2007, UNHCR will

further strengthen cooperation with States, other UN

agencies and civil society to fulfil its mandate to address

statelessness, taking into account a recent conclusion

adopted by the Executive Committee (ExCom) on

identification, prevention and reduction of statelessness

and protection of stateless persons. The conclusion

notes that statelessness may arise as a result of a variety

of circumstances such as denial of a woman’s ability to

pass on nationality to her children; automatic loss of cit-

izenship from prolonged residence abroad; loss of

nationality due to a person’s marriage to a foreigner or

due to a change in nationality of a spouse during mar-

riage; and deprivation of nationality resulting from dis-

criminatory practices.

One of the biggest challenges preventing an adequate

response is the absence of detailed information on state-

less populations in many areas of the world. Therefore,

the Office will continue efforts to identify stateless per-

sons and populations in order that measures be taken to

protect their rights and resolve their nationality status.

UNHCR will strengthen its operational assistance to

States on the prevention of statelessness through, for

example, effective birth registration. Pursuant to Global

Strategic Objective 2.3, the Office will seek to build on

recent successes and redouble efforts to resolve situa-

tions of protracted statelessness by assisting States to

undertake nationality campaigns and facilitate integra-

tion of stateless populations. For the particular situation

of those who have no prospect of obtaining nationality,

UNHCR will aim at the establishment of a specific pro-

tection regime which guarantees their rights.

As internationally agreed rules are essential for address-

ing statelessness, the Office will continue to encourage

States to accede to the 1954 Convention relating to the
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Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on

the Reduction of Statelessness. As at 1 October 2006,

60 States had acceded to the former and 32 to the latter

instrument. As in the past, the Office will also dedicate

significant efforts to providing technical advice to States

when adopting or redrafting legislation relating to

nationality and statelessness.

Protecting refugees in broader
migration movements

Refugees are “migrants” in the broadest sense of the

term. Yet, they are a distinct category of people. As speci-

fied in the 1951 Convention, they are unable or unwilling

to return to their country of nationality because of a

well-founded fear of persecution. What makes refugees

different from other categories of migrants is their need

for international protection and their right to seek and

enjoy asylum in another State.

Patterns of human mobility have become increasingly

complex in recent years, and refugee and migratory

movements now intersect in a number of different ways.

People, whether refugees or other migrants, moving

from one country to another do so increasingly without

the requisite documentation, use the same routes and

vehicles and employ the same smugglers. In addition,

faced with barriers to legal migration, many migrants

have put forward fraudulent asylum claims, as they see

no other way to enter more prosperous countries. While

these factors have no bearing on the fundamental differ-

ence between refugees and other migrants, they have

contributed to a confusion between the two. Exploited

by unscrupulous politicians and journalists pursuing a

wider anti-foreigner agenda, this confusion has led to

the perception that asylum-seekers and refugees abuse

the hospitality of their hosts, and that there are too

many of them, with more on the way.

Irregular migration is, indeed, on the rise. For example,

in August 2006 alone, Spain’s Canary Islands registered

some 6,000 irregular arrivals, which boosted the total,

at that point, to 20,000 people since the beginning of

the year. In 2005, irregular arrivals had numbered

4,700. A high number of those arriving are unaccompan-

ied and separated boys who require appropriate atten-

tion and support. In Italy, the number of arrivals by sea

at the time of writing was over 14,600, some 13,000 of

whom reached the tiny island of Lampedusa. And these

figures barely reflect the scale of the global problem,

which includes large numbers of people arriving as part

of mixed flows to Yemen, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, or

those passing through Southern Africa, the Indian sub-

continent, South-East Asia or the Balkans.

In today’s migratory movements, refugees and

asylum-seekers account in fact for a relatively small

portion of the global movement of people, and the num-

ber of those seeking asylum in the most industrialized

countries has been on the decrease for a number of

years. However, concerns about national security,

efforts to stem abuse of asylum systems and growing

inter-state cooperation to curb irregular migration have

resulted in more restrictive policies that make it difficult

for refugees to have access to international protection.

A principal challenge for the international community is

to develop responses which combine a coherent

approach to the management of migration with the

effective protection of refugees, two functions which

UNHCR considers to be distinct but complementary and

mutually reinforcing. States do have a legitimate right to

control and secure their borders, but this does not

relieve them from their obligation to provide interna-

tional protection to those whose life and liberty would be

at risk if they returned to their country. Measures to curb

irregular migration should not prevent refugees from

accessing and enjoying the asylum to which they are

entitled.

UNHCR does not consider itself to be a migration orga-

nization, nor does it consider migration management

one of its functions. Nonetheless, the Office is con-

cerned that the phenomenon of irregular migration is

impacting negatively on the possibilities for those in

need of international protection to have access to and

enjoy asylum.

Thus, UNHCR aims, first of all, to preserve and rebuild

asylum space through activities which ensure that bor-

der management is sensitive to protection needs and is

able to differentiate appropriately between the different

groups of people arriving in a country. Asylum must
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the perilous journey into Yemen in unseaworthy boats provided by
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inevitably be part of any coherent and comprehensive

response to mixed migration. Secondly, refugees have

an enormous potential to contribute to the develop-

ment of their host countries, as they bring new skills

which could fill labour gaps, and can certainly

broaden cultural perspectives to help bridge cultural

divides. Having States recognize this, and correcting

the prevalent misperceptions about who are refugees,

why they are arriving and what they can potentially

give as opposed to take, are high priorities in UNHCR’s

agenda.

On the issue of migration two important developments

occurred in this regard in late 2006. A High-Level Dia-

logue on Migration and Development took place in New

York in September 2006. This dialogue was geared

towards focussing attention on the need to improve

international cooperation for the betterment of migration

management, and recognized that migration could be a

positive force for development in both the countries of

origin and the countries of destination, provided that it

was supported by the right set of policies. In October

2006, UNHCR welcomed the agreement by European

Union Justice and Home Affairs Ministers that measures

to reinforce the Union’s southern maritime borders and

to counter migration on high seas must be “without prej-

udice to the principles laid down in the international legal

framework on the law of the sea and the protection of

refugees”.

Still, much more needs to be done, and the Office has

taken action on a number of fronts. At the inter-agency

level, UNHCR is a founding member, together with IOM,

of the Global Migration Group, which brings together

those international agencies whose mandates are, in

one way or another, directly relevant to one or several

aspects of the migration phenomenon. The Group

serves as an important entity for information exchange

and has the ambitious aim to coordinate common posi-

tions on migration situations.

At the operational level, UNHCR has recently issued a

ten-point action plan which proposes activities to be

built into more broadly-based migration management

systems in order to address the asylum component of

mixed movements in a manner that takes into account

the protection of those in need and opens up opportuni-

ties for solutions which address appropriately and differ-

ently the needs and situation of the various respective

groups. The plan proposes collaboration among key part-

ners; data collection and analysis; protection-sensitive

entry management (in-country, at borders and at sea);

reception arrangements; mechanisms for profiling and

referral of people in need of international protection; dif-

ferentiated processes and procedures; solutions for refu-

gees; addressing secondary movements; return

arrangements and alternative migration options for

non-refugees; and an information strategy in countries

of origin, transit and arrival.

Ensuring that international
standards of protection are met
for all persons of concern to
UNHCR taking into account their
age, gender or personal
background

The majority of problems faced by refugees, in particular

women and girls, are to do with the wider protection

environment, gender inequalities and the economic

reality of their communities. Prevention and solutions to

combat survival sex and exploitation thus require not

only a close review of how assistance is provided but

also mechanisms to build the capacities of refugees and

others as agents of protection to complement the work

of UNHCR. In order to strengthen the delivery of interna-

tional protection in operations, particularly for women,

children, older people, and other groups, UNHCR has

adopted a strategy to mainstream age, gender and

diversity considerations in all its programmes.

Mainstreaming age, gender and diversity means that

the meaningful participation of all those of concern to

UNHCR, of all ages and backgrounds, is integral to the

design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of

all policies and operations so that these impact equita-

bly on them. An elaboration of protection problems

faced by older refugees and refugees with disabilities

can be found in the Policy priorities section. The overall

goals are gender equality and the enjoyment of the

rights of all refugees of all ages and backgrounds. Thus,

UNHCR aims to:

• Implement a system-wide multifunctional team

approach to mainstream age, gender and diversity

using participatory assessment to facilitate the identi-

fication of protection risks and gaps with partners,

staff and persons of concern to UNHCR.

• Reinforce a rights- and community-based approach in

operations which builds on the skills and capacities of

refugees and others of concern and promotes their

active participation in the protection of their rights.

• In partnership with UN agencies and government and

non-government partners, build institutional capacity

to undertake age, gender and diversity analysis and

promote targeted action to address protection gaps

faced by discriminated groups in all areas of work.

• Provide an accountability framework for UNHCR’s

responsibilities to promote gender equality, the rights

of women, children, older people, those with disabil-

ities and other discriminated groups which are rooted

in its mandate, international legal instruments and

Executive Committee conclusions.

The community-based approach is a way of working

based on an inclusive partnership with communities of
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refugees and others of concern. It recognizes their resil-

ience, capacities and resources, and mobilizes and

builds on these to deliver protection and assistance

through community support mechanisms and goals.

This approach reinforces the dignity and self-esteem of

individuals of concern and seeks to empower and sup-

port the different members of the community to exercise

their human rights.

Different UNHCR internal processes, such as planning

and programming, now incorporate requirements which

support the consolidation of the mainstreaming strategy

through the regular undertaking of and reporting on

participatory assessments. For 2007, participatory

assessment is being introduced into learning programmes

and emergency operations, drawing on the 2006 experi-

ences in Timor-Leste and Lebanon.

In 2007, the field testing of the accountability frame-

work will be completed with some 20 representatives

and senior managers and it will be evaluated in the first

quarter with a view to expanding it globally. By the first

half of 2007, UNHCR will have undertaken a consulta-

tion process with all internal and external stakeholders

to obtain feedback on the implementation of the age,

gender and diversity mainstreaming strategy to date and

will have elaborated a three-year strategic plan to con-

solidate the gains made and adjust the strategy.

The three-year plan will address some priority issues in

terms of delivering protection which were highlighted

through the analysis undertaken with UNHCR and part-

ner teams in the Field and the people of concern. In

addition to the link between protection, food security

and livelihoods elaborated upon above, one particular

area under consideration is protection systems.

Participatory assessments in more than 80 offices

across the globe have highlighted that some offices have

established standard operating procedures and other

good practices on how to mainstream age, gender and

diversity. The focus in 2007 will be to build on such

field practice and develop a practical model to support

offices to design age, gender and diversity-sensitive
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Participatory assessments

UNHCR firmly believes that the specific needs of all refugees and others of concern should be taken into

account when designing programmes to serve, assist, and protect them. Participation is particularly

important for those who are often excluded, such as women, children, adolescents and older people. The

Office regards participatory assessments as a crucial part of its protection programme.

Participatory assessment is a process of building partnerships with refugees and others of concern, of all

ages and backgrounds, through systematic, structured dialogue on issues that they identify as important.

In other words, they describe their situation from their own perspectives, articulate their needs and mobi-

lize their own capacities, skills, and efforts in solving problems within the community, thus taking control

of their immediate future.

Participatory assessments have now been undertaken in over 80 countries in camp, urban and internal

displacement contexts. UNHCR teams have been able to support community-initiated projects by

changing the way of doing things and engaging with new actors.

For example, in Benin and Burkina Faso, during participatory assessment discussions, both male and

female refugees and asylum-seekers asked for the creation of community centres so they could form their

own support groups to help each other and discuss personal problems. UNHCR’s Regional Office in

Benin was thus not only able to establish the centre, but also to provide training to refugee women

associations to create support groups for the community. It also engaged a psychiatrist who provided

follow-up for seriously traumatized refugees.

In Thailand, refugees often held misconceptions about their status which undermined their ability to

become self-sufficient and adversely affected their relationship with UNHCR. As a solution, refugees pro-

posed that access to and communication with the Office be improved to prevent misinformation on

important issues such as status determination and resettlement. UNHCR now has a designated a roster

of protection, community services and programme officers to run counselling sessions for urban refugees

and asylum-seekers.

Finally, in Angola’s Sungui refugee settlement, both female and male members of youth groups wanted

to volunteer to do sports training for other young refugees. UNHCR helped link them with a UNDP appeal

for a volunteer project. The youth community then presented a small project on sport activities, which

was approved by UNDP.



protection systems together with the people of concern

and partners. These will facilitate the speedy identifica-

tion of protection risks and gaps, create mechanisms for

responding and monitoring people facing heightened

risks because of their particular circumstances or condi-

tion and bring attention to the need for solutions to be

developed with individuals from the outset. Such a sys-

tem requires bringing together the multiple benefits of

UNHCR activities and tools such as registration; stan-

dards and indicators; protection gaps analysis; partici-

patory assessment; the guidelines on best interests

determination and on prevention and response to sex-

ual and gender-based violence; the manual on the

community-based approach in operations, as well

as manuals on self-reliance and local integration,

women-at-risk assessment and resettlement, mapping

out for offices how they can be used together and the

kind of results they should generate.

Sexual and gender-based violence

UNHCR’s mandate includes supporting governments to

provide protection to forcibly displaced people to enable

them to live in safety and security. Therefore, addressing

the absence of assistance and livelihood options and the

consequences thereof in terms of exploitation and abuse

is an integral part of delivering protection.

Sexual and gender-based violence is the most common

violent crime in the refugee context. It is often associ-

ated with, and thus addressed by, adjustments in refu-

gee camp design and programmes to allow access to

firewood, and, in the case of harmful traditional prac-

tices, through community mobilization. However, this

does not address the issue of “survival sex”, which is

prevalent in many refugee situations, both urban and

rural. Survival sex is understood to refer to a situation

whereby a person engages in sex in order to obtain

money or material assistance, for example for educa-

tion, or to meet her/his basic needs and/or those of other

family members due to the lack of alternative options

available. Abusive relationships have been reported

with members of the local population, fellow refugees

and in some cases, humanitarian staff. Tackling the

issue is fraught with difficulties, not least because it is

too often a taboo subject, and such abuse often goes

unreported. As far as humanitarian and peacekeeping

staff are concerned, the UN and its partners have issued

very strict guidelines and codes of conduct and intro-

duced zero-tolerance policies, as well as measures to

prevent, monitor and severely penalize any such

incident.

The relationship between protection risks, material

assistance and the delivery of services is perhaps most

evident in UNHCR’s work to protect women and girls. A

holistic response to address the protection risks related

to the socio-economic and legal environment in which

women and girls live and the individual protection risk

factors they face is required to ensure that sexual and

gender based violence, which includes survival sex, is

addressed in a more meaningful manner.

The analysis undertaken with women and girls who are

directly affected, but also with men and boys in the

community, persistently links the problem of survival

sex to the following causes:

• Inadequate food supplies lead to the community “tol-

erating” survival sex in order to increase meagre

incomes and provide food and basic needs.

• Unavailability of sanitary materials places women

and girls in embarrassing situations and deprives

them of their dignity. They are forced to find desper-

ate solutions to provide for this most basic need.

• Lack of distribution of clothing and insufficient

non-food items such as blankets, compounded by no

access to income, work permits and restrictions on

freedom of movement.

• Lack of basic education opportunities – for girls in

particular – makes them easy prey for older men who

apparently offer a means to resolve the problem.

• Many girls have reported numerous protection risks

in an education environment which is hostile and

violent, rather than safe and secure and, therefore,

increases the risk of survival sex and exploitation.

Survival sex and sexual exploitation lead to a number of

subsequent protection problems from which few man-

age to recover without a considerable amount of support

and assistance. These problems include rejection by the

family and community; unwanted pregnancies, particu-

larly among teenagers; early termination of school;

health, shelter and economic problems common to

child-headed and single-headed households. Exposure

to HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases is

seriously increased and there are also severe health

risks to girls due to early pregnancy, obstructed labour

and maternal death. Those engaging in survival sex are

also more easily exposed to human trafficking.

The challenge of reducing exposure of people of concern

to survival sex requires greater emphasis on the role of

the community from a rights- and community-based

perspective, a shift in focus in operations from the deliv-

ery of assistance to livelihoods and solutions, as well as

improved protection risk analysis and strengthened pro-

tection systems. A number of practical steps have been

taken by UNHCR to strengthen the protection of dis-

placed women, promote gender equality, and protect

the rights of children, such as reinforcing the capacity of

the local judiciary, arranging for mobile courts, bringing

in female security and police officers, bringing camp jus-

tice systems into compliance with human rights stan-

dards and supporting women as leaders of refugee

committees. These activities are complemented by the

development of manuals on self-reliance using a com-

munity-based approach, a women-at-risk assessment

tool, targeted action to support children’s participation,
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an analysis of safe school environments, a review of

child protection systems and the implementation of the

age, gender and diversity mainstreaming strategy, to

mention a few. Men and boys are also survivors of sex-

ual and gender based violence and their role in address-

ing this problem, as well as gender inequalities, is

gradually being recognized by some field operations

which have taken the first steps towards working with

men on the issues. The most recent developments have

been the 2006 Executive Committee’s Conclusion on

Women and Girls at Risk, the new Handbook on the

Protection of Women and Girls and the provision of

guidance on drafting standard operating procedures on

the prevention and response to sexual and gender-based

violence. All field operations are to have standard oper-

ating procedures in place by December 2007. UNHCR

will undertake an independent global review of

UNHCR’s progress in the prevention of and response to

sexual and gender-based violence to enable compara-

tive analysis by regions, the sharing of challenges, good

practices and define areas for improvement.

Details on UNHCR’s plans for the protection of women,

children and older refugees can be found in the Policy

priorities chapter.

Strengthening the capacity of States, and relying on and

bolstering the resources of both displaced and affected

host communities, are imperatives for sustainable and

quality protection. This approach is all the more appro-

priate in an era of limited resources coinciding with an

increase in the number of persons of concern to

UNHCR. The changes in approach to the provision of

protection elaborated above will take time to consoli-

date, but promise to make the organization more flexible

and responsive both to those it serves and to its part-

ners. From designing protection systems within broader

migration movements to eliminating the causes of sur-

vival sex, the challenges are complex and diverse. Only

by forging strong partnerships, providing States with the

tools to offer protection, and empowering refugees and

others of concern to be part of the solutions, will

UNHCR achieve the results it is aiming for.
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A safe education environment is crucial to prevent sexual and gender-based violence. UNHCR / N. Ng



Finding durable solutions

Millions of refugees around the world presently

have no access to timely and durable solutions.

The protection problems for refugees confined for many

years in closed camps without freedom of movement or

possibilities of achieving some degree of self-reliance

are compounded by the absence of solutions in the longer

term. Likewise, urban refugees suffer from social exclu-

sion and live in precarious conditions in marginalized

communities around big towns. Therefore, an important

element of providing international protection to refugees

and others of concern is to find durable solutions to their

plight. In 2007, the search for durable solutions will

focus on clear objectives and targets as part of compre-

hensive strategies to resolve protracted situations

(Global Strategic Objective - GSO 3.2); promote the

creation of conditions conducive for return and ensure

sustainable reintegration (GSO 3.1); strengthen local

integration as a durable solution (GSO 3.3); and

increase the use of resettlement as a strategic protection

tool, durable solution, and burden- and responsibility-

sharing mechanism (GSO 3.4).

As part of its ongoing efforts to formulate comprehensive

approaches to durable solutions, in 2006, UNHCR

created a Solutions and Operations Support Section

within the Division of International Protection Services,

charged primarily with reviewing protracted refugee

situations in consultation with Regional Bureaux. Of

some 38 protracted situations worldwide, UNHCR will

review, in particular, the situation of Sudanese refugees

in Cairo; the Afghan refugees in Tajikistan; the situation

of refugees in camps in Nepal; the Myanmar refugees

in Thailand and Bangladesh as well as, in Africa, the

protracted situation of the Eritrean refugees in Sudan;

Liberian refugees in West Africa; Angolan refugees in

Zambia, Namibia and the Democratic Republic of the

Congo; a Sierra Leonean residual refugee group in Liberia;

and the Congolese refugees in Angola.

By the end of 2007, UNHCR aims to have put in place

multi-year, comprehensive durable solutions strategies

to resolve protracted refugee situations, developed in

collaboration with relevant actors, which contemplate

the strategic use of resettlement and local integration in

all its operations dealing with protracted refugee situ-

ations (GSO 3.2.1). At the same time, UNHCR will pro-

mote refugee livelihoods whenever possible, and make

self-reliance and empowerment a policy priority in situa-

tions where short-term solutions are not available, such

as in Bangladesh, Gabon, Malaysia and Thailand.

The need to address the negative effects of the presence of

large numbers of refugees in often remote and impover-

ished areas has been repeatedly discussed. In recent

years, UNHCR has sought to promote the beneficial

effects that a refugee population can bring to its hosts, for

example, in terms of availability of basic services such as

health, education and water, as well as attention and
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Since January 2006, some 25,000 refugees have returned to the Democratic Republic of the Congo with UNHCR’s assistance.

UNHCR / J. Ose



funding from agencies involved in longer-term develop-

ment. In addition, refugees often bring new skills and can

make an important contribution to local development.

Through its Development Assistance for Refugees

(DAR) approach, UNHCR has sought to address pro-

tracted refugee situations in an integrated manner, by

promoting self-reliance for refugees pending durable

solutions, and improving the quality of life for host com-

munities. In Bangladesh, for example, a rural participa-

tory assessment conducted in 2006 led to a joint UN

proposal for community development opportunities in

the Cox’s Bazar area that will benefit the local popula-

tion and refugees alike. DAR projects will be designed in

Ecuador and Gabon in cooperation with other agencies.

Most refugees prefer to return home as soon as circum-

stances permit, generally when a conflict has ended, a

degree of stability has been restored and basic infra-

structure is being rebuilt. UNHCR encourages voluntary

repatriation as the best solution for displaced people,

providing it is safe and their reintegration is viable. The

same can be said for the return of IDPs. In 2005, some

1.1 million refugees returned home. In 2007, it is

expected that around one million refugees and 700,000

IDPs will return to their areas of origin, mainly in

Afghanistan, Burundi, Côte d’Ivoire, the Democratic

Republic of the Congo, Liberia, Lebanon, Uganda,

Sudan and Iraq.

In any operation, the promotion of return comes only after

minimum conditions are met and UNHCR is reassured

that returnees will be safe. But even when peace and

security have been restored in a country, voluntary

return presents enormous challenges, not least the

sustainability of returns. There is a strong need to

address the transition between reconstruction and reha-

bilitation and long-term development in order to ensure

that infrastructure is in place to allow returnees to

rebuild their lives.

UNHCR, together with UNDP and other agencies in the

Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) Early Recovery

Cluster, will support the initial reintegration of returnees,

and partner with development agencies to ensure that

the recovery and long-term development processes lead

to sustainable return. It will also work with the UN

Peacebuilding Commission and the Peacebuilding Support

Office (to which it has seconded a staff member) and

will be involved in its pilot programmes in Burundi and

Sierra Leone. Furthermore, in 2007, UNHCR will focus

on improving data collection and returnee monitoring to

provide technically sound inputs to development and

transition actors. However, several constraints, such as

lack of resources for reintegration activities for returning

refugees and IDPs, lack of expertise and strategic plan-

ning; difficulties in mainstreaming reintegration efforts

into national transition and development plans; and dif-

ficulties in establishing partnerships with development

agencies still need to be addressed.

UNHCR will reinforce its partnership with UNDP both at

the global level and in some of the ongoing return and

reintegration operations. By taking into account the les-

sons learned from the implementation of the “4Rs”

(Repatriation, Reintegration, Rehabilitation and Recon-

struction) approach, and reviewing and drawing on the

analysis of challenges and opportunities surrounding the

existing collaboration, the two organizations will work

closer together in Burundi, the Democratic Republic of

the Congo, Liberia, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda to cre-

ate conditions conducive for return and sustainable rein-

tegration (GSO 3.1). UNHCR and UNDP will agree on

practical options for proposed actions, and outline

mechanisms for the implementation and monitoring

stages. UNHCR aims to measure the progress made by

returnees within a year of return, aiming at ensuring that

they are self-reliant and that they are fully integrated

into national and area recovery and development

programmes (GSO, 3.1.1).

When voluntary repatriation is not possible, host States

may opt to provide opportunities for the gradual integra-

tion of refugees. To that effect, UNHCR has developed a

strategy for Development through Local Integration

which, in a similar way to Development Assistance for

Refugees, seeks to exploit the potential of refugees to

contribute to the development of their host communities

by creating economic opportunities for both. The Zambia

Initiative (ZI) was a pioneering example of improving the

self-reliance of refugees and providing support to the

communities that hosted them. An external evaluation of

the Zambia Initiative in 2006 recommended the closure

of the first phase of the Initiative, a reorganization of the

programme and the relaunch of a “ZI phase 2”. A frame-

work to clarify the goals, context and strategies of the Ini-

tiative will be developed and an umbrella created under

which improved coordination of activities can take place.

Finally, lessons identified by the reviewing team will be

taken into consideration to improve the implementation

of similar programmes in the future (GSO 3.2).

In other parts of the world, UNHCR will map the extent

to which local integration can be utilized as a solution.

UNHCR aims at increasing the number of countries

allowing refugees to integrate locally (GSO 3.3.2) and at

the inclusion of refugee-hosting areas in national devel-

opment plans and strategies (especially in Poverty

Reduction Strategy Papers) and in UN common pro-

gramming processes such as the Common Country

Assessments and the UN Development Assistance

Frameworks (GSO 3.3.1). Benchmarks will be devel-

oped to measure progress in achieving local integration

and a catalogue of good practices will be prepared. In

2006, comprehensive durable solutions strategies,

including those for local integration, were initiated in

Belarus, Guinea, Liberia, the Republic of Moldova,

Papua-New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Tajikistan and

Ukraine. These initiatives will need further support in

2007. By adopting a holistic approach, UNHCR will

seek ways to support local integration initiatives in
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countries where voluntary repatriation is taking place,

and to prioritize the operations that have already started

through consultations with governments on local inte-

gration opportunities for residual populations. Based on

decisions taken by the Task Force on Local Integration

in Africa in 2006, governments and UNHCR offices in

West and Southern Africa will be assisted to improve

integration prospects of refugees in legal, social and

economic areas and conclude discussions on the even-

tual integration of residual refugee populations.

According to two 2006 evaluations, UNHCR staff

require training in the area of reintegration, local integra-

tion and livelihoods generation. In 2007, these areas

will be incorporated into the operations and protection

learning programmes as well as the protection thematic

learning course on durable solutions offered to staff

worldwide.

Following the High Commissioner’s call to increase

the use of resettlement by reinforcing and expanding
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Building entrepreneurial capacity for
returnee women in Lumbala
N’Guimbo, Angola

Self-reliance support provided in a country of

asylum does not necessarily hamper the return of

refugees, but is certainly a factor taken into

account when deciding whether to repatriate or

not, especially when no social structures are func-

tioning in the areas of origin. Hence, UNHCR tries

to make sure that refugees freely choose to return

to their country and are gradually reintegrated into

their former societies both socially and econom-

ically. In Angola, UNHCR has implemented a

series of activities together with other agencies to make returns sustainable and bridge the gap before the

emergence of more long-term development initiatives.

Following the signing of the peace agreement between the Government and the National Union for the Total

Independence of Angola (UNITA), most Angolan refugees were eager to return home. However, landmines,

impassable roads and a shortage of food, seeds and tools, as well as education and employment opportun-

ities, prevented or discouraged many from making the journey immediately. Moreover, many refugees from

eastern Angola were generously hosted by the Government of Zambia, where they were encouraged to prac-

tise the skills acquired through vocational training programmes and to engage in income-generating

activities.

In Angola, UNHCR and ILO explored an innovative approach in the six destroyed communes of Lumbala

N’Guimbo, to develop them and make it a place where women could come back to find economic opportun-

ities. Already in March 2003, UNHCR had helped open a Community Development Centre in Lumbala

N’Guimbo, six months before the organized repatriation started. Today, this centre is run by a women’s

group called Kukwava (“Bringing Women Together”) and focuses mainly on women’s socio-economic

empowerment. Kukwava helps women to start activities such as dressmaking, making handicrafts and

practicing horticulture or attending literacy classes. In addition, it also gathers women for sensitization cam-

paigns on issues that affect the community such as domestic violence, HIV/AIDS and mine hazards, and

creates innovative ways to address them.

Through the UNHCR-ILO cooperation, the ILO Women’s Entrepreneurship Development and Gender

Equality Team helped the Lumbala N’Guimbo Community Development Centre to empower women and

thereby rehabilitate the region’s economy. To this effect, a technical expert undertook an economic map-

ping exercise of the administrative area of Lumbala N’Guimbo and a capacity-building training for the

women at the centre. The economic mapping brought to light capacities already existing among the popula-

tion, and identified the kind of economic opportunities that could flourish in the region. The communities

were then given practical advice on those income-generating activities with strong potential to succeed.

Subsequently, training was given to assist women on how to start, run and manage individual businesses in

a sustainable manner. The participants were, furthermore, exposed to the concept and advantages of asso-

ciation, and instructed on how to best structure the functions and overall management of the Community

Development Centre, which is also used to promote the improvement of the condition of women, women’s

rights and gender equality and restore dignity.

This project is only one example of how partnerships can lead to the development of sustainable solutions

for returning refugees. Further possibilities for collaboration are being explored with ILO and other partners

in Angola and in other post-conflict situations to help the smooth transition from relief to development and

to stabilize the condition of the populations.

Residents of Lumbala N’Guimbo, themselves returnees,

welcome new arrivals from Zambia. IRIN



resettlement activities, a Resettlement Service was created

in 2006. It aims to enhance outreach and communica-

tion with resettlement countries and other partners, as

well as advocate resettlement in line with the Agenda

for Protection.

In 2007, resettlement will continue to be used as a pro-

tection tool, a durable solution and a responsibility- and

burden-sharing mechanism, as stated in UNHCR’s

Global Strategic Objective 3.4. It will be considered as

part of comprehensive durable solution agreements,

with emphasis on finding solutions in protracted refugee

situations and making use of the Multilateral Framework

of Understandings on Resettlement.

UNHCR will improve the quality of resettlement opera-

tions worldwide. Resettlement criteria for similar groups

of refugees and procedures will be harmonized to

improve global predictability and consistency of resettle-

ment delivery. Resettlement-related family reunion pro-

cedures will also be reviewed. Regional resettlement

hubs in Accra, Nairobi and Beirut will be consolidated

and, where needed, similar structures will be estab-

lished. Training on resettlement will be provided to

UNHCR staff and partners.

Partnerships with governments, IOM and NGOs will be

strengthened through the Annual Tripartite Consultations

and the Working Group on Resettlement. The

UNHCR-ICMC deployment scheme will continue to

have a vital role in forging closer working relationships

with NGOs and supporting field operations. Options for

“regional resettlement transit facilities” will be explored

with partners. Resettlement countries will be encour-

aged to support education and skills development in

countries of asylum to upgrade refugees’ potential for

integration in resettlement countries.

Best practices will be collected and disseminated

among all stakeholders to better manage refugees’

expectations and misperceptions about resettlement.

UNHCR will take stock of lessons learned and make

more effective use of group resettlement. Culturally

oriented pre-departure packages will be harmonized

among resettlement countries.

The Resettlement Service will prioritize efforts to

improve the access of refugees to resettlement opportu-

nities though active participation in operational and

strategic planning activities such as participatory

assessments and protection profiling methodologies –

tools which assist gender, age and diversity

mainstreaming and the identification of refugees, or

groups of refugees, most in need for resettlement. The

development of practical tools to improve identification

and processing methods will assist UNHCR offices to

engage resettlement in a more predictable and effective

manner. The quality, consistency and efficiency of reset-

tlement delivery will also be improved with the wide-

spread use of the proGres database for registration

purposes. This will dovetail with training initiatives and

improvements in organizational understanding of the

strategic use of resettlement and ways to mitigate risks

whilst providing resettlement in a comprehensive and

proactive way.

Managing risks to ensure the integrity of resettlement

will be a priority in 2007. This will involve the imple-

mentation of the UNHCR Resettlement Anti-Fraud Plan

of Action to specifically upgrade field offices’ capacity to

mitigate fraud in the resettlement process. Simultan-

eously, offices’ procedures will be systematized

through the application of global baseline standard

operating procedures on resettlement.

Furthermore, support and advice will be provided in

relation to UNHCR’s mandate, legal standards and

policy aspects of the organization’s engagement with

IDPs to strengthen operational involvement as the lead-

ing agency in the Protection Cluster.
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Reconstruction in Lofa County, one of the most destroyed

areas in Liberia. UNHCR / E. Compte Verdaguer
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Strengthening emergency
response

Over the past 16 years, UNHCR has responded to

13 large-scale emergencies, in which more than

500,000 people were displaced and in need of assist-

ance, in areas as diverse as the Middle East, the

Balkans, Central Asia, West and Central Africa and

South-East Asia. In statistical terms, every 16 months

there has been a large-scale emergency, with a massive

one, involving the displacement of more than 1.5 million

people, every two years. The Office has also had to deal

with an even larger number of smaller emergencies,

which have not commanded the same international

news media attention.

UNHCR, as a major player in the international emergency

response system, has over the years strengthened its

planning, human resources, supply stockpiles and early

warning systems, to face the operational challenges of

the numerous emergencies it has had to respond to.

While much progress has been made, more needs to be

done.

Thus, one of the principal commitments made by the

High Commissioner upon taking office in 2005 was to

ensure that UNHCR is better equipped to respond to

emergencies in any part of the world. This commitment

has been translated into one of the Office’s Global Stra-

tegic Objectives for the period 2007-2009, which aims

to strengthen the organization’s emergency prepared-

ness and response capacity to cater for the initial needs

of up to 500,000 displaced people in humanitarian

emergencies.

Responding to emergencies demands significant opera-

tional engagement, readily available staff and resources,

and an effective, coordinated humanitarian response. In

essence, it depends on how fast the right people and the

necessary relief items can be mobilized to the areas

where they are needed, together with operations sup-

port equipment and management and administration

capacity with efficient emergency procedures. Early

warning and situation-specific awareness linked to

emergency procedures are also key components of

emergency preparedness, and need to be constantly

updated.

The Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 and the South Asia

earthquake of 2005 were stark examples of the destruc-

tive power of nature, taking the lives of more than

270,000 people in countries as far apart as Indonesia,

the Maldives, Sri Lanka, Somalia, Pakistan and India.

The response to these events, together with operational

responses to conflict-generated humanitarian emer-

gencies in places such as Sudan, the Democratic

Republic of the Congo, Somalia, Timor-Leste, Lebanon

and elsewhere, have severely tested the capacity of

UNHCR and the humanitarian system as a whole. They

have also confirmed the imperative for a strengthened

emergency response capacity within the Organization,

and underscored the need for more effective coordination

and interaction between humanitarian organizations

and political, military and financial actors (both donors

and the private sector).

The UN humanitarian reform initiative has resulted in a

number of important changes in the way that humani-

tarian agencies and organizations go about their work.

Principal among them is the development of the “cluster

leadership approach” by the Inter-Agency Standing

Committee (IASC) with regard to responding to the

humanitarian needs of internally displaced people.

UNHCR was delegated global leadership of the follow-

ing three clusters: protection, camp coordination

and management, and emergency shelter, for conflict-

generated emergencies. The “cluster leadership approach”

was applied in six countries in 2006. While the

reform process has objectively sought to strengthen the

system-wide emergency response capacity, build col-

laborative partnerships, improve humanitarian leader-

ship and coordination, and ensure more predictable

funding, for UNHCR it has entailed a major engagement

in the process by chairing the three clusters at the global

level as well as in the Field.

In line with the High Commissioner’s commitment, in

late 2005 UNHCR developed a plan of action to

strengthen its capacity to respond to emergencies

involving up to 500,000 people. The plan, which

reflects the new inter-agency commitments and working

methods outlined in the humanitarian reform initiative,

incorporates elements such as an increase in the num-

ber of emergency preparedness and response, informa-

tion technology, telecommunications and logistics staff;

cost analyses for the provision of relief items; changes in

internal rules to make emergency response more flexible;

the immediate availability of information technology and

telecoms equipment; and the reinforcement of standby

agreements with other organizations to deploy technical

emergency staff when needed. UNHCR has systemat-

ically worked through its plan of action in order to ensure

that the necessary emergency response capacity is put

in place. Drawing from recent experiences and applying

lessons learned, the Office will continue to review its
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capacity, competencies and approaches to emergency

preparedness, response and operational management.

Between January and September 2006, UNHCR

deployed 200 staff to 27 countries which were affected

by emergencies. The largest deployments of emergency

staff were to respond to the crisis in Lebanon; the

Pakistan earthquake; renewed internal displacement in

Timor-Leste; the protection needs in Sudan and, most

recently, to address the influx of Somalis in Kenya.

Emergency Response Team members (see box) were

deployed for an average of 90 days, making a total of

17,918 person days.

By September 2006, UNHCR was in a position to

respond within 72 hours to the immediate needs of

400,000 people in a humanitarian emergency, and will

build up to the target of 500,000 by the end of 2007. In

terms of personnel, in 2006 UNHCR had an average

standby capacity of some 250 internal and external

staff. Stocks of key emergency relief items, such as blan-

kets, plastic sheeting, jerry cans and kitchen sets, were

in place at the time of writing to cover the needs of some

400,000 people. In addition to providing plastic sheet-

ing for emergency shelter, the special shelter needs of

100,000 vulnerable people can be covered with the

newly introduced lightweight emergency tents.

In order to bring UNHCR’s standby response capacity up

to the agreed 500,000 people the following will be

required:

• Staffing: The number of standby staff will be

increased to 300 by including former Emergency

Response Team members on a two-year roster for

exceptional large-scale emergencies. In 2007

UNHCR will conduct three Workshops on Emergency

Management and maintain the Emergency Response

Team roster, which will consist of 90 UNHCR staff

and another 30 staff of partners and other United

Nations agencies. Combined with senior staff

deployments from the Emergency Preparedness and

Response Section, this will constitute the primary

emergency response mechanism during the initial

phase of any new response to an emergency. In addi-

tion, UNHCR will run two courses in 2007 in the new

inter-agency Emergency Team Leadership Training

Programme, to strengthen the quality of leadership in

humanitarian emergency operations, help support

improved coordination between all actors, and foster

the ongoing development of best practices in emer-

gency leadership and management.

Furthermore, UNHCR will review and strengthen the

internal capacity of technical experts; reinforce exist-

ing partnerships and seek new ones; and review inter-

nal posting systems to increase the efficiency of

deployment of regular staff.

Close collaboration between Headquarters and

UNHCR’s eCentre in Japan will remain a core objec-

tive within the overall emergency training strategy in

2007. The main goal of the eCentre is to improve
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Between mid-July and mid-August, UNHCR moved nearly 15,000 tents, 154,500 blankets, 53,600 mattresses and 13,500

kitchen sets into Lebanon and Syria. UNHCR / A.Branthwaite



emergency preparedness and response, as well as the

management of staff safety by strengthening the oper-

ational capacity of relevant government departments,

NGOs and United Nations agencies in the

Asia-Pacific region. The eCentre’s activities will

include training on participatory assessment and will

pay special attention in encouraging female partici-

pants and organizations carrying out activities

focused on the special needs of women and children.

• Non-food items and logistics: UNHCR’s central

emergency stockpiles in Copenhagen and Dubai will

be increased to cover the basic emergency needs for

key shelter and domestic items of 500,000 people.

This will require a considerable investment in the new

lightweight emergency tent. Improved management

mechanisms will be in place for all of UNHCR stock-

piles to ensure effective use and rapid deployments.

In addition, UNHCR will seek additional external

standby capacity and coordination for supplies and

logistics, including regional and national capacity in

standby agreements, NGO capacities, and agree-

ments with civil defence departments within govern-

ments to complement existing ones with the Russian

Federation, Sweden and Norway.

• Operational support: The Office will improve support

modules for office and accommodation to meet desig-

nated minimum standards; introduce readily-available

information technology and communications packages

for immediate deployment with Emergency Response

Teams; and provide other support kits as needed.

• Management and emergency procedures: UNHCR

will reinforce effective emergency procedures to apply

to overall internal emergency management; collate all

emergency operations and management procedures

into a single document; and update the Emergency

Handbook.

• Contingency planning and early warning: Emergency

and security management and support will be

improved through better contingency planning at the

global, regional and country levels, linked to better

early warning analysis. The Action Alert early warning

system, established in 2005, is due for revision in

late 2006 and will be further developed in 2007.

• Financial and implementation procedures: UNHCR

will maintain a financial allocation in the Operational

Reserve for emergency activities. Resource allocation

procedures for emergencies will be simplified.

• Security of beneficiaries: In humanitarian emergen-

cies, the issue of refugee, IDP, returnee and local

community security and physical protection can be

one of the most demanding, difficult and critical of

humanitarian protection interventions. UNHCR must

consider this factor and always be ready and able to

interact with those who have primary responsibility

and legal obligation to ensure the protection of civil-

ians caught up in armed conflict. The importance of a

comprehensive approach to improving refugee and

IDP security has been recognized by the international

community as a whole and, where necessary,

UNHCR supports States in meeting their primary

responsibilities. Efforts to strengthen national cap-

acity to manage refugee and returnee related security

issues – as presented in the Agenda for Protection

(Goals 3 and 4) – will also include advocacy and spe-

cific programme activities in the areas of mine action,

small arms and light weapons, disarmament, demo-

bilization and reintegration, and interaction with

national and international military forces. In 2007

UNHCR will further explore its strategic and opera-

tional cooperation with the Department of Peace-

keeping Operations (DPKO) on these issues and will

pay special attention to planning of and participation

within UN integrated missions.

UNHCR’s strengthened emergency response capacity

will ensure a predictable and professional emergency

response to refugee and IDP situations. It will also

enable the Office to address the needs of the Emergency

Shelter Cluster and integrate UNHCR’s role in the Camp

Coordination and Management as well as the protection

Clusters. The stronger focus on partnerships and

inter-agency collaboration, as well as the establishment

of sufficient capacity in the three UNHCR-led clusters,

will significantly contribute to the humanitarian reform

process.
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UNHCR’s Emergency Response Teams

UNHCR’s Emergency Roster continues to be the primary resource for emergency

response personnel.

Emergency Response Team (ERTeam) members have to be fully operational from the moment they

arrive in an operation, often in extremely stressful and chaotic situations. That is why, when they volun-

teer to be on standby for the ERTeam, even though they may be already experienced staff, they still have

to go on a Workshop on Emergency Management - nine days of intensive training in practical skills such

as camp design and management, telecommunications, off-road driving and first aid. They are also

trained on how to handle a wide range of security issues, including dealing with armed militias, and how

to react if held up at gunpoint, kidnapped or taken hostage.

The course, which takes around 40 participants from UNHCR and other organizations from across the

world, is held three times a year. By the time they have completed it participants are physically and men-

tally prepared to face some of the toughest and most challenging situations in the world.

Over the past two years alone, ERTeams have been deployed in more than 20 situations, including in

Sudan, Chad, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Indonesia’s Aceh province

after it had been devastated by the tsunami. Most recently, UNHCR ERTeams have been deployed to

help tens of thousands of newly internally displaced East Timorese and hundreds of thousands of

displaced Lebanese, the latter both inside their home country and across the border in the Syrian Arab

Republic.

A new monthly contributions programme to support the Emergency Response Team, aimed at individual

contributors, was launched at the end of 2006 by UNHCR’s Goodwill Ambassador Angelina Jolie.

See www.erteam.unhcr.org.

During the East Timor emergency, UNHCR provided shelter for the displaced, using newly developed

lightweight tents. UNHCR / N. Ng



Working with the internally
displaced

UNHCR has an extensive history of providing

protection and assistance to internally displaced

persons (IDPs). UNHCR’s mandate in this respect is

based on Article 9 of its Statute and a series of UN

General Assembly Resolutions dating from the 1970s

onwards, which have acknowledged UNHCR’s particu-

lar humanitarian expertise and encouraged its involve-

ment in situations of internal displacement. General

Assembly Resolution 53/125 of 9 December 1998,

stipulates that such involvement should be based on

requests by the Secretary-General or the competent

principal organs of the United Nations and with the con-

sent of the State concerned; that it should take into

account the complementarities of the mandates and

expertise of other organizations, and that it must not

undermine the institution of asylum.

In the absence of a single agency in the UN system with

a comprehensive mandate for the protection and assist-

ance of IDPs, a consensus emerged in the 1990s within

the context of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee

(IASC) that a “collaborative approach” to internal dis-

placement situations was the most appropriate and only

feasible response mechanism. This approach called for

all available agencies to contribute, within their means

and according to their mandates and expertise, to the

resolution of internal displacement situations under the

coordination of the Emergency Relief Coordinator at

the headquarters level, and at the field level by the

Humanitarian Coordinator.

The collaborative approach was later assessed as part of

a broader humanitarian response review process com-

missioned by the Emergency Relief Coordinator in late

2004. The review resulted in a set of humanitarian

reform initiatives aimed at ensuring a more predictable,

effective and accountable inter-agency humanitarian

action by improving the response, funding and leader-

ship mechanisms. As a result, in December 2005 the

IASC agreed to establish the “cluster leadership

approach”, or “cluster approach”, which organized nine

critical areas of the humanitarian response into “clusters”

composed of a broad range of actors (including NGOs

and non-UN intergovernmental organizations) and led by

a designated “cluster lead” for each cluster. Within this

system, UNHCR accepted a leadership role for the

Protection, Emergency Shelter, and Camp Coordination

and Camp Management clusters in situations of conflict-

induced internal displacement. Through the new

approach, UNHCR aims to be a reliable and predictable

partner within an inter-agency collaborative effort.

The IASC agreed to initially launch the “cluster

approach” in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

(DRC), Liberia, Uganda and Somalia. Nearly four million

IDPs, out of an estimated global total of 24 million, are in

these four countries. The “cluster approach” has also been

applied to major new emergencies such as Lebanon,

where UNHCR led the Protection and Emergency Shelter

clusters, and other ongoing emergencies such as Côte

d’Ivoire, where UNHCR leads the Protection Cluster, to

bridge gaps in the humanitarian response. While the

“cluster approach” has not been formally adopted in all

situations of internal displacement, a number of country

teams are organizing themselves in a cluster-like man-

ner nonetheless.

Progress achieved and plans
for 2007

The “cluster leadership approach” has resulted in a

number of achievements at both global level and field

levels. At the global level, the clusters have clarified

areas of responsibility and complementarity, and

reviewed standards and existing capacities. They are

now in the process of strengthening capacity and pre-

paredness in key gap areas by planning for the expan-

sion of technical expertise, developing guidelines and

handbooks, and creating standby rosters, joint training

and stockpiles. Throughout 2007, UNHCR cluster leads

for Protection, Camp Coordination and Camp Manage-

ment, and Emergency Shelter will continue to refine and

develop their tools and services.

UNHCR has also been an active participant in the Early

Recovery and Logistics Clusters, led by UNDP and WFP

respectively. Not only does UNHCR have extensive

expertise in these areas, but the activities of these clus-

ters are integral to finding durable solutions to internal

displacement and to providing assistance to IDPs in the

fastest, most cost-effective manner.

Throughout the reform process, the Office has been

building, and will continue to build, its own operational

capacity to ensure that its staff have the skills, resources

and information needed to undertake its leadership role

effectively. For example, a roster of qualified staff will be

available in 2007, and learning activities to increase

staff capacity to carry out UNHCR cluster responsibilities

are planned. The Office is also revisiting and strengthen-

ing partnerships with other UN agencies, NGOs, and
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intergovernmental organizations in an effort to improve

collaboration.

To assess its performance more systematically, the

Office is developing measurable performance indicators

for use at the global and country levels. A review of

lessons learned on UNHCR’s expanded role in situations

of internal displacement took place in mid-October

2006. This review resulted in good practices and les-

sons learned that will be incorporated into UNHCR’s

strategic vision and operational plans for 2007.

Websites for all clusters were being developed at the

time of publication and should be available by the

beginning of 2007, complementing other websites on

internal displacement. In addition to hosting information

about cluster activities, these websites will be a central

repository for operational guidelines, tools, and standard

operating procedures. A CD-ROM containing key resources

for IDP operations in protection, camp coordination and

camp management, and emergency shelter was pro-

duced in the second half of 2006.

Protection Cluster

The protection of internally displaced people involves

addressing a number of very challenging human rights

issues, including discrimination; threats to physical

security; sexual and gender-based violence; restrictions

on freedom of movement and forced movement; violations

of land, housing and property rights; impunity and

access to justice; lack of basic services; and the loss of

personal documentation. In addition, IDPs often face

the risks posed by the presence of land mines. Problems

related to insecurity and humanitarian access can hinder

possibilities for direct intervention and prevent initial

needs assessments. As a result, it may be difficult to

gather information regarding the number of IDPs, their

needs, and their protection risks.

The Protection Cluster is emerging as one of the main

clusters and, recognizing the need for coordinated pro-

tection activities and strategies, even country teams not

using the “cluster approach” have formed similar

structures.

At the global level, the Protection Cluster Working Group

has proved to be a valuable forum for information

exchange, policy discussion, and the development and

harmonization of protection tools. A tool for profiling IDP

populations is currently being developed and tested by

the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) and OCHA’s

Internal Displacement Division. To support the develop-

ment of skills and knowledge, and provide the Field with

key protection tools, an inter-agency handbook on IDP

protection was being finalized in late 2006. The hand-

book is expected to be piloted in early 2007, with

training workshops organized.

The global Protection Cluster Working Group has sup-

ported country teams in the pilot countries in the formu-

lation of strategies and with staff deployments to field

operations, through the Protection Standby Capacity

(ProCap) scheme, the Surge deployment scheme

(managed by the International Rescue Committee),
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Many children fled with their families to the hills around Hera, Timor-Leste, to escape the violence that erupted in June 2006.

UNHCR / N. Ng



emergency missions and other staffing arrangements.

While the “ProCap” staffing mechanism provides some

measure of support, there are still difficulties in identify-

ing and financing adequate levels of protection staffing

for emergencies, which managers in the Field have

identified as the most critical and urgent need. The issue

of flexible staffing mechanisms to appoint appropriate

staff rapidly is becoming a crucial component of success

in field operations. The Working Group has also pro-

vided advice on the formulation of protection strategies
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The “cluster approach” in practice

As cluster lead at the country level, UNHCR has sought to ensure that the clusters represent a diverse

group of humanitarian actors, particularly NGOs, to undertake joint and participatory assessments,

develop strategies, and coordinate the necessary response. UNHCR also actively participates and even

co-chairs other clusters, such as those specifically created to address return and reintegration.

In Liberia, clusters led by UNHCR (emergency shelter and non-food items, camp management and coor-

dination, and protection), in collaboration with its operational partners, have been instrumental in facili-

tating the reintegration of more than 300,000 returned IDPs. Following a restructuring of an existing

Protection Core Group, the Protection Cluster, composed of representatives of a number of UN and NGO

actors, has developed and adopted a common protection monitoring mechanism; begun the carrying out

of joint assessments; and developed strategic plans. The Camp Management Cluster is implementing an

inter-agency camp closure strategy, which UNHCR had spearheaded. This strategy focuses on activities

to ensure that legal, environmental and other issues resulting from the long-term presence of IDP camps

are addressed. UNHCR is also an active member of the Return and Resettlement sub-Cluster, which has

helped improve conditions in areas of return through community-based reintegration projects and the

restoration of basic services. Close collaboration exists with UNICEF and WHO (lead agencies for water

and sanitation, education and health) as well as with line ministries and local authorities to help ensure

that the Government and other developmental actors take over the provision of basic services.

In Uganda, the principle of freedom of movement underpins the protection strategy developed by the

Protection Cluster. Joint advocacy efforts on freedom of movement by the cluster members with the

Government have helped to initiate the voluntary return of IDPs in some areas. To date some 300,000

people have returned, and another 200,000 are expected to return before the end of 2006. The Cluster

has also undertaken joint assessment and strategic planning exercises. The Camp Management

sub-Cluster under the Protection Cluster is presently refining a camp coordination and management

strategy. UNHCR also works closely with UNDP within the Return and Recovery Cluster, which has con-

ducted a series of joint early-recovery assessments and identified key programmes and projects.

In the DRC, as Protection Cluster lead with the UN Observer mission, MONUC, UNHCR has established

ten provincial protection working groups throughout the country. Despite initial challenges to coordinate

the diverse group of protection actors, the Protection Cluster is now gaining credibility and momentum

and its action has already had a positive impact on IDP communities. One successful Protection Cluster

intervention resulted in the National Congolese Army agreeing to remove a brigade in Katanga Province

due to allegations of serious human rights violations against IDPs. UNHCR co-chairs with UNDP the

Return, Reintegration and Early Recovery Cluster. So far, UNHCR has contributed by collecting data;

making assessments on key return areas; developing a joint programming plan within the cluster; draft-

ing a national framework for solutions to displacement; and providing initial reintegration assistance to

returnee IDPs and refugees in selected provinces.

In Somalia, within the Protection Cluster, UNHCR and other humanitarian partners have completed the

first phase of IDP profiling exercises to better understand the needs of IDPs and their prospects for durable

solutions. Based on information provided by a network of primarily national actors, UNHCR has also

developed maps to track population movements to assist with the Cluster’s early warning and strategic

planning exercises. In Bossaso (“Puntland”), the “cluster approach” has ensured rapid delivery of relief

items to needy communities, and constructed sanitation facilities for IDP settlements.

Details of UNHCR’s work with internally displaced people in 2007 can be found in the relevant country

chapters in the attached CD-ROM.



and organized consultations with the country teams in

Liberia, the DRC, Uganda and Lebanon.

During 2006, UNHCR has worked very closely with

OCHA, other UN agencies, the Red Cross/Red Crescent

movement and key NGOs engaged in protection work to

support the field operations and has strengthened its

partnership with several agencies. In addition, the Office

has signed a memorandum of understanding with the

Representative of the Secretary-General on the Human

Rights of Internally Displaced Persons, to improve

collaboration on internal displacement issues.

UNHCR is also studying the eventual effects of its

expanded engagement with IDPs on the protection of

refugees in ongoing operations and on the institution of

asylum. The potential impact of this engagement on

refugee protection will need to be assessed over a

certain period of time to detect trends and identify links

between the two areas of responsibility, as well as to

enable effective responses to any negative effects and

the development of risk mitigation strategies. It is

encouraging to note that a number of benefits for asylum

and refugee operations have already arisen from

UNHCR’s involvement in IDP operations in several

countries, such as Lebanon, where closer relations with

the Government allowed UNHCR to address long-standing

refugee concerns.

Camp Coordination and Camp
Management Cluster

The Camp Coordination and Camp Management Cluster

is co-led at the global level by UNHCR and IOM. At the

field level, UNHCR is responsible for IDPs in conflict-

generated emergencies, and IOM in natural disasters. At

the onset of cluster work there was no established network

of agencies and few agreed concepts and standards in

camp coordination and management existed. Therefore,

a major task has been to clarify these concepts, and to

define and distribute related responsibilities within and

between clusters.

The Cluster’s goals and objectives revolve around setting

standards, disseminating the camp coordination and

camp management concepts and expanding the capaci-

ties of cluster leads and members to put it in practice.

In order to develop and strengthen the capacity of

humanitarian staff to coordinate and manage operations

in camps, the Cluster has organized a series of training

sessions for UN and NGO staff members. Three work-

shops have already been organized in 2006. Run with

the help of NRC, these training events will produce more

than 50 trainers within UN and other international

agencies, and NGOs. The Cluster has also disseminated

the Camp Management Toolkit, which includes key

guidelines and resources consolidated in a CD-ROM to

assist agencies at the field level.

Camp coordination and camp management also require

information technology support. UNHCR will continue to

work on the digital mapping of camps, and is currently

developing a simple software tool that can store and

present camp residents’ protection and welfare data.

This information can be fed into the information systems

run by OCHA’s Humanitarian Information Centres. At

the field level, UNHCR has been facilitating operational

information management workshops for agencies work-

ing in IDP camps in northern Uganda, and developing a

population tracking system in Somalia.

In 2007, the global Camp Coordination and Camp

Management Cluster will continue to focus its activities

on training and information management support.

Emergency Shelter Cluster

The Emergency Shelter Cluster has integrated a number

of NGOs in its activities and has secured pledges for staff

secondments from NRC, the Swiss Development

Cooperation and RedR Australia. The Cluster has also

compiled a list of assessment tools, worked on standard-

setting and obtained the collaboration of UNOSAT to

assist the cluster with maps and satellite imagery when

needed. Since June 2006 the Emergency Shelter Cluster

Working Group has worked on developing a number of

new guidance documents and tools. These include the

Guidelines for Assessment in Emergencies, which

were tested in the Lebanon crisis; a comprehensive

document entitled Lessons Learned from the Pakistan

Earthquake; and a Monitoring and Reporting Tools

document which was being finalized at the time of

writing.

In 2007 the Working Group plans to finalize interven-

tion criteria and a “best response” matrix for different cli-

matic and geographical conditions; agree on standards

for emergency shelter and non-food items; support field

operations through the deployment of technical staff;

strengthen its cooperation with NGOs seconding

technical staff; implement training and capacity-building

activities; and establish a list of non-food items for emer-

gency stockpiling with a view to reaching an agreement

on sharing resources and stockpiles for rapid response.

Finally, UNHCR is in the process of strengthening its

response capacity as cluster lead by deploying technical

officers to operations in Africa, who will also cover

issues of direct relevance to the Emergency Shelter

Cluster and can be deployed to other operations when

required.
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Early Recovery Cluster

In addition to its leadership responsibilities in the three

clusters described previously, UNHCR is actively

contributing to the establishment and development of

the Early Recovery Cluster, with particular emphasis on

the Post-conflict Recovery sub-Cluster. For UNHCR,

this cluster represents a key opportunity to work with

other UN agencies to reduce the gap between relief and

development; support the consolidation of the return

and reintegration of displaced populations; engage

development actors in the response to issues related to

communities affected by conflict; and, in general, raise

the profile and contribution of displaced populations to

peace building and transition activities. UNHCR’s active

participation also helps to ensure that strategic plans

and interventions in the three UNHCR-led clusters are

consistent with activities planned for the early recovery

phase and that protection and cross-cutting issues are

included in early recovery planning.

The Early Recovery Cluster has identified community-

based recovery as a priority focus for interventions, and

identified resources and expertise to develop this sector.

The Cluster has also drafted an inventory of tools for

early recovery activities, and hosted meetings to explore

the potential application of the Sustainable Livelihoods

Approach to early recovery contexts. In particular,

UNHCR is working on conflict and displacement-related

analysis; development of a programming framework for

early recovery; development of information management

systems for recovery; support for the development of an

inventory of tools related to early-recovery and transition;

and specific UNHCR programme contributions to sup-

port the reintegration of returned IDPs and refugees in

pilot countries.

In addition to participating in cluster processes, UNHCR

has also taken steps to develop its operational relation-

ship with partners such as UNDP, ILO, and FAO to help

facilitate the transition from relief to recovery and

development.

Logistics Cluster

Since its inception, UNHCR has actively participated

and contributed to the development of the WFP-led

Logistics Cluster. The primary objectives of the Logistics

Cluster have been to develop emergency personnel

standby capacity; identify areas for improvement;

strengthen logistics preparedness and response; and

facilitate improved inter-agency coordination and pool-

ing of resources where feasible. The Logistics Cluster

developed its work plan on the assumption that members

of the other clusters will manage their own logistics as part

of an integrated supply chain approach. The Logistics

Cluster lead provides inter-agency logistics services as a

“last resort”, when the size and magnitude of the logistics

challenges require more robust inter-agency standby per-

sonnel capacity, coordination, and action. Ongoing

efforts to clarify the roles of the Logistics Cluster and the

UN Joint Logistics Centre, which had hitherto been the

logistics coordination facility in complex emergencies,

are expected to be completed by the end of 2006.

UNHCR plans to be an active, engaged member of the

Logistics Cluster in 2007. As cluster lead, WFP has

created an inter-agency logistics response team staffed

with personnel from the different agencies, and to which

UNHCR will second one staff member. In addition, the

Office intends to make available two additional staff

members on standby deployment to the Logistics

Cluster.

Given its ongoing responsibilities for refugees, its new

cluster leadership responsibilities for IDPs, and based

on lessons learned from the Lebanon operations,

UNHCR plans to strengthen its logistics capacity to be a

more dependable partner in the delivery of shelter,

non-food items, and other relief items.
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Policy priorities

Protection encompasses all activities aimed at obtain-

ing full respect for the rights of the individual in

accordance with the letter and the spirit of the relevant

legal instruments. For UNHCR, the protection of refugees

and others of concern entails, among other things, ensur-

ing that their right to the highest attainable standards of

physical and mental well-being is respected.

The Office has set a number of global strategic objectives

relating to this responsibility, and has established clear

targets against which to measure its performance.

These include:

• improving physical security, protecting against

refoulement and reducing incidents of violence, in

particular by preventing and responding to sexual and

gender-based violence (Global Strategic Objective –

GSO – 1.1);

• ensuring civil, social and economic rights are secured

and opportunities for self-reliance maximized, with

particular attention to the rights of women and children

(GSO 1.3);

• preventing malnutrition, and reducing the prevalence

and impact of HIV and AIDS (GSO 1.2); and

• ensuring the right to education (GSO 1.4).

Thus, the Office has established a number of policy pri-

orities in key areas that are aimed to guide UNHCR’s

protection and assistance programmes. First among

these is the protection of women, children and older

refugees; but they also address HIV/AIDS, malaria,

nutrition, safe motherhood and the environment. These

policy priorities are detailed below.

Protection of refugee women
and gender equality

In 2006, discussions with governments and non-govern-

ment organizations in preparation for the ExCom Conclu-

sion on Women and Girls at Risk stressed the need to go

beyond responses and focus more on solutions for

women and girls facing these challenges. In 2007, gen-

der mainstreaming and women’s empowerment activities

will continue to underscore a rights and community-

based approach with the following objectives:

• Gender analysis: Achieve gender-sensitive protection

and assistance interventions targeting the different and

specific needs of women and men of all ages through

the collection and analysis of data disaggregated by

sex and age in all phases of UNHCR operations,

including emergencies. As part of the inter-agency

response to internal displacement, UNHCR aims to

achieve this objective by supporting the use of the

inter-agency Handbook on Gender Mainstreaming in

Humanitarian Disasters, in participatory assessments,

strategic planning, and response activities.

• UNHCR’s Five Commitments to Refugee Women:

Monitor progress in the implementation of the Five

Commitments and strengthen protection systems to

monitor and develop solutions for women and girls

facing heightened protection risks.

• Empowerment and participation: Address discrimi-

nation and barriers to the empowerment of displaced

women and girls and support their meaningful

participation in peace processes through promoting the

continued implementation of UNHCR’s Plan of Action

on Security Council Resolution 1325 on Women,

Peace and Security in field operations. This will

include supporting UNHCR and partner staff in the

use of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms

of Discrimination Against Women and other interna-

tional instruments.

• Women’s leadership and economic empowerment:

Strengthen the skills of refugee, internally displaced

and returnee women in leadership, women’s rights and

microenterprise through building capacity in selected

countries in partnership with regional non-government

organizations, national authorities and UN agencies.

Protection of refugee children

In 2007, UNHCR will work towards establishing effective

child protection systems and promoting child participation

and respect for their rights through partnership, advo-

cacy and resource mobilization. UNHCR has made

progress in establishing vocational programmes for ado-

lescents; providing assistance to attend school; sensitizing

and raising awareness among communities; as well as

making available counselling services for victims of abuse

and violence. Nonetheless, participatory assessments in

2005 and 2006 revealed serious gaps in the protection of

children of concern to UNHCR, such as the need for

greater attention to, in particular, the identification,

registration, tracing and family reunification of unaccom-

panied and separated girls and boys and the monitoring of

their care arrangements.

Within the framework of a rights- and community-based

approach and the five global priority issues for refugee

children, the main objectives will be:

• Effective child protection systems - Within the

overall objective of supporting the development of

protection systems, provide support and guidance to
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offices on the establishment of effective child protec-

tion systems that promote respect for the rights of

children, including adolescents, and especially unaccom-

panied and separated children.

• Child participation - Strengthen the participation of

children, and in particular adolescents, in UNHCR

operations, through participatory assessments, access

to education, skills training and recreational activities.

• Capacity development - Increase the capacity of

UNHCR and partner staff to better address child pro-

tection risks through the deployment of child protec-

tion officers, the promotion of the Action for the

Rights of Children and other inter-agency training

tools and technical missions.

The delivery of protection in field operations needs suffi-

cient staff with the required expertise and, in this regard,

UNHCR will continue to closely monitor and strengthen

the role of community services staff in operations,

although unfortunately budget reductions in 2006 have

already begun to reverse the progress made since 2004.

Crucial to providing support to field operations have

been the standby agreements with Save the Children

Norway and Sweden, which have enabled UNHCR to

deploy an increasing number of community service offi-

cers and child protection officers. These arrangements

will continue in 2007.

Protection of older refugees and
those with disabilities

The age, gender and diversity analysis undertaken in follow-

up to the participatory assessments has highlighted

serious protection gaps for older refugees and those with

disabilities. Particular challenges faced by older people

include exclusion by the community, which in turn leads

to heightened dependency and problems in accessing

resources. Other challenges relate to the increasing

number of grandparent-headed households as a result

of the death of parents due to conflict or HIV/AIDS.

Despite the challenges, there are good examples of

UNHCR working to build the skills of older people: in

Colombia, the Office advocated for older internally dis-

placed persons (IDPs) to participate in the technical

working group on older citizens; in Sierra Leone, older

returnees form part of the community advisory commit-

tee; and in Djibouti older people play a role in combating

female genital mutilation and early marriage. The con-

tinued training of staff and partners on a community-

based working approach is important to improve the

protection of different groups, particularly older people

and people with disabilities and to ensure respect for

their rights. Furthermore, UNHCR is building partner-

ships with other agencies to strengthen its response

capacity for groups with specific needs. The Office’s

objectives in protecting older refugees and those with

disabilities will be to:

• Improve service delivery to older women and men in

repatriation operations through adequate information

dissemination, appropriate logistical arrangements

and repatriation packages which take into consider-

ation their specific needs, as well as disseminate good

field practices using a community-based approach to

resolve the protection challenges faced by older people.

• Promote the rights of persons with disabilities - Build

awareness among UNHCR staff and partners on the

draft Convention on the Rights of Persons with

Disabilities (to be submitted for approval to the UN

General Assembly in December 2006) and promote

its application in field operations. Using the ProGres

database, community services staff will analyze moni-

toring and follow up mechanisms established to pro-

tect the rights of those people with disabilities

identified as facing protection risks and incorporate

these into the global protection system.

HIV/AIDS

In line with the UNHCR’s 2007 Strategic HIV

Plan, the Office will continue to implement

essential HIV/AIDS interventions in emer-

gency situations, as well as in its more com-

prehensive protection, prevention, care and treatment

programmes.
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UNHCR will continue to work with governments,

UNAIDS co-sponsors and the Secretariat, as well as

with the Chair of the UN HIV/AIDS Theme Group at the

country level, to advocate for HIV/AIDS policies and

interventions to ensure that conflict-affected and

displaced populations benefit from global and country

policies and programmes. This will ensure an equitable

approach to universal access (prevention and treat-

ment programmes) is adopted, so that these services

can be provided to displaced people who are often

located in isolated areas.

UNHCR has assumed the lead role as technical coordi-

nating organization for HIV/AIDS and displaced popula-

tions (refugees and IDPs). In this lead technical role,

UNHCR and its partners will target the needs in the

Democratic Republic of the Congo, Nepal, Colombia,

and Uganda. A consultative meeting on HIV/AIDS and

IDPs will be held during the first quarter of 2007.

In July 2007, UNHCR will become the chair of the

UNAIDS Co-sponsoring Committee, which will provide

an opportunity to continue to highlight the needs of

conflict-affected and displaced people. The Office will

continue to promote regional and sub-regional HIV/AIDS

initiatives. In addition to the Great Lakes Initiative on

AIDS and the Mano River Union Initiative, UNHCR will

play a more active role in the Oubangui-Chiari and Horn

of Africa initiatives.

UNHCR will continue to expand its HIV/AIDS

programmes in Africa and Asia. Following assessments

in Europe and Latin America, UNHCR will work with its

partners to improve its programme and the integration of

other existing programmes in these regions so as to

improve assistance and avoid the duplication of activi-

ties and parallel structures. UNHCR will continue to

develop prevention strategies, targeting in particular

refugee and IDP women and youth, and expanding

HIV/AIDS prevention programmes in relation to sub-

stance abuse.

Communication materials will be developed, with an

emphasis on publications in Arabic, in order to tackle

the HIV/AIDS-related protection problems in Middle

Eastern and North African countries. Partnerships will

be strengthened with UNFPA, UNICEF and WHO in

the promotion of the use of condoms, post-exposure

prophylaxis, education and improved access to

antiretroviral therapy programmes.

UNHCR will continue to focus on the important correla-

tion between protection and HIV/AIDS with a strong

emphasis on specific protection issues for HIV-positive

refugees and a reduction in stigma and discrimination.

UNHCR staff members and implementing partners will

undergo training on protection and HIV/AIDS.

Malaria

Malaria remains an important cause of illness and death

among refugee and displaced populations. The majority

of today’s refugees live in malaria-endemic areas and

pregnant women and young children are particularly at

risk of severe illness and death.

UNHCR has a long experience in dealing with malaria

prevention and control. Since 2005, it has worked along

the lines established in its 2005-2007 Strategic Plan

for Malaria Control. In 2007, the Office will continue

with the implementation of the Plan, distributing

long-lasting insecticidal nets; ensuring that pregnant

refugee women are under intermittent preventive treat-

ment; and that refugees are treated with new first-line

malaria treatments that follow national protocols.

Nutrition

Ensuring adequate nutrition and preventing malnutrition

are an essential part of protection, especially with regard

to refugee women and children. Poor nutrition results

not only in wasting and/or stunting, but it also causes

micronutrient deficiencies (hidden hunger), which are

frequently prevalent among refugees. UNHCR will work

in close collaboration with WFP and other partners to

address undernutrition. Adequate nutrition is important

in achieving the Millennium Development Goals related

to education, gender equality, child mortality, maternal

health, HIV/AIDS and the eradication of poverty.

In partnership with WFP, UNHCR will pursue measures

to meet acceptable standards in nutrition and the health

status of refugees through an integrated approach to

dealing with undernutrition (GSO 1.2). More specifically,

UNHCR will support systematic monitoring, appropriate

infant feeding practices, hygiene promotion, the provision

of micronutrients, as well as building technical capacity

while also ensuring the standardization of nutrition

polices and strategies. In order to expand UNHCR’s cur-

rent efforts and ensure the inclusion of refugees in global
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initiatives related to nutrition, UNHCR will actively par-

ticipate in the Ending Child Hunger and Undernutrition

Initiative. In addition, UNHCR will continue to play an

active role in the inter-agency Nutrition Cluster led by

UNICEF.

UNHCR is part of the Ending Child Hunger and

Undernutrition Initiative launched by WFP and UNICEF

in mid-2005, in collaboration with a range of partners

including national governments, multilateral and bilat-

eral organizations, non-governmental organizations, as

well as the private sector and civil society. With the sup-

port of the international community, it is anticipated

that States will be able to address the food and nutrition

needs of all people on their territory, thereby contribut-

ing to meeting their targets under the Millennium

Development Goals.

UNHCR began work with the Initiative in February

2006 and is working with other partners towards the

launch of a Global Action Plan in early 2007. The Office

supports the Initiative as its objectives complement

UNHCR’s efforts to address malnutrition in selected

refugee situations. Ensuring adequate nutrition and

eliminating acute malnutrition is an essential part of

UNHCR’s wider protection mandate and indeed is a pri-

ority objective (GSO 1.2). By the end of 2007, UNHCR

hopes to stabilize acute malnutrition rates to a level

below 10 per cent and to eliminate micronutrient defi-

ciencies. For more details on UNHCR’s strategy and

challenges faced while ensuring adequate nutrition for

persons of concern, please refer to the Conference Room

Paper on Nutrition (EC/57/SC/CRP.17) presented to the

Executive Committee and its Standing Committee on the

website www.unhcr.org.

Within the partnership framework and institutional

management structure of the Initiative, the High

Commissioner will be a member of the Initiative’s Steer-

ing Committee and chair the Global Partners Group, a

key forum for action and decision making for all stake-

holders, for a two-year term starting in 2007. The Initia-

tive will provide UNHCR with a platform on which to

build broad-based partnerships and alliances and to

advocate for the inclusion of refugees and others of con-

cern into national polices and action plans.

To ensure that public health priorities are met, reliable

data on health and nutrition is needed for programme

planning, monitoring and evaluation. UNHCR will con-

tinue to introduce the standardized Health Information

System (HIS) in selected UNHCR operations. HIS shows

how a common set of tools, guidelines and indicators

should be used by health and nutrition partners to moni-

tor refugee health and nutrition programmes accurately

and reliably. The capacity of the HIS will be increased to

collect information on existing as well as emerging infec-

tious diseases focusing on acute febrile and influ-

enza-like illnesses. UNHCR will continue developing a

contingency plan for a potential avian and human

influenza pandemic as part of the emergency prepared-

ness and response capacity to potential health threats.

Safe motherhood

UNHCR will continue to develop prevention strategies to

reduce maternal and newborn morbidity and mortality,

to reduce sexually-transmitted infections and to prevent

unwanted and mistimed pregnancies. UNHCR will con-

tinue to promote and facilitate safe pregnancy and safe

births through the training of birth attendants, the distri-

bution of delivery kits for safe deliveries and access to

maternal health services, as well as ensuring 24-hour

referral services for obstetric emergencies.

The environment

One of UNHCR’s policy priorities is to strengthen environ-

mental management programmes in refugee and

returnee operations. In areas hosting a large number of

refugees, environmental degradation or competition over

scarce resources between the local and refugee popula-

tions can be a source of conflict. Environmental consider-

ations are therefore an important element in the design of

UNHCR’s interventions. Ensuring that the environmental

impact of refugees and related assistance operations on a

region are kept to a minimum is only one of UNHCR’s

broader efforts to mitigate the adverse consequences of

large refugee influxes. UNHCR’s environmental guide-

lines will continue to serve as a framework for environ-

mental action in refugee and returnee operations.

Responding to environmental challenges requires a

multi-sectoral approach that addresses not only eco-

logical concerns but also the socio-economic and pro-

tection needs of refugees and returnees. In 2007, in

partnership with host governments, UN agencies, NGOs

and host communities, UNHCR will continue to raise

awareness of key environmental issues in refugee areas

by intervening to prevent and limit damage to the envi-

ronment. UNHCR will also develop projects and focus

on building the capacity of staff, implementing partners

and relevant government departments so that they are

better able to carry out more effective environmental

management programmes.

A number of activities are planned to increase the impact

and visibility of environmental programmes in refugee

hosting areas. Such initiatives will include awareness

raising and environmental education; the development

and implementation of national environmental action

plans; reforestation and rehabilitation support projects;

the promotion of sustainable agricultural practices; envir-

onmental management training events for UNHCR’s

implementing partners and government staff; and the

promotion of energy conservation technologies and
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techniques. UNHCR will work with UN agencies and

other partners to implement the above mentioned activi-

ties for IDPs, in particular within the Camp Coordination

and Camp Management and Early Recovery clusters.

Asylum countries have asked UNHCR to assist in the

environmental rehabilitation of refugee hosting areas

once refugees have been repatriated. UNHCR will

provide support for site rehabilitation and camp

clean-up activities. Efforts will be made to ensure

that capable partners and UN agencies are engaged

in the environmental rehabilitation initiatives imple-

mented by UNHCR.

Ongoing partnership with UN agencies working on envir-

onmental issues will be further strengthened. These

include United Nations Environment Programme (on

post-conflict environmental assessment), the World

Conservation Union (on the development and support of

community environmental action plans), and UNESCO

(on environmental education).

Education

Refugees’ right to education is one of UNHCR’s global

strategic objectives and policy priorities. Education is an

essential tool in the prevention of exploitation and sex-

ual and gender-based violence. It is also important in

reducing malnutrition, HIV/AIDS and achieving durable

solutions. Taking the above into account, UNHCR has

set three objectives related to education in 2007. They

are to ensure refugee children and others of concern can

access education; that schools are made safe; and that

the quality of education is guaranteed.

UNHCR has continued to gather educational data

related to refugee children and others of concern. Based

on information collected from a large number of country

operations involving refugees in both camp and urban

settings, UNHCR has identified several global chal-

lenges to refugee education. At least a third of refugee

children and adolescents are not enrolled in school.

Education for refugees at the secondary level is often not

given enough support, and girls, who only account for

30 per cent of the students enrolled in secondary

schools, are disproportionately affected. Furthermore,

only 60 per cent of teachers in refugee camps are quali-

fied or properly trained. Only 30 per cent of all teachers

are women. In addition, non-formal education and voca-

tional training for adolescent refugees often receive low

priority and the programmes of study are not always

context relevant.

To achieve the 2007 target of increasing primary

school enrolment of refugee boys and girls in camp and

urban situations, and in line with UNHCR’s global

commitment to education for all and the Millennium

Development Goals, UNHCR’s strategy for education for

2007-2009 will focus on addressing the main issues

affecting school attendance and completion of school-

ing. To address the protection risks faced by refugee stu-

dents in school environments and to respond to major

challenges related to access to education, UNHCR is

developing guidelines on safety in school and a standard

refugee teacher-training manual.

Factors that affect retention rates and cause students to

drop out include poverty, unsafe learning environments

and a lack of post-primary education opportunities. Fur-

thermore, participatory assessments conducted in over

60 countries have revealed that in some cases adoles-

cent girls are subjected to sexual exploitation. Often

female students have no choice but to exchange sex in

order to pay for school fees and supplies or to buy sani-

tary materials.

UNHCR will address these challenges by ensuring

non-discriminatory access to formal and non-formal

education for all children of concern; providing a safe

learning environment, and implementing specific tar-

geted interventions for adolescents at risk and school

dropouts. Furthermore, UNHCR will strengthen

inter-agency collaboration and partnerships at head-

quarters and field levels, in particular through the

Inter-agency Network for Education in Emergencies.

The existing memorandum of understanding will be

revised with both UNICEF and UNESCO, while partner-

ships with the ILO and the Youth Employment Network

will be reinforced to expand the adolescents-at-risk

vocational training project in West Africa. The Office will

also ensure that education is an essential part of the

humanitarian response through deployment agreements

with the Norwegian Refugee Council and Save the

Children. Finally, UNHCR will also collaborate with

organizations specialized in education to address finan-

cial gaps in secondary education.
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Working in partnership
with others

UNHCR collaborates with a wide range of partners

to fulfil its mandate for refugees and others of con-

cern to the Office. Partners include UN coordination

bodies, bilateral partnerships with United Nations and

other international organizations, NGOs, universities

and research institutes, eminent persons, regional orga-

nizations, parliamentarians, government departments,

the private sector, refugees and their host communities.

In line with Global Strategic Objective 1.4, UNHCR will

continue to reinforce its partnerships with its traditional

partners and forge new ones.

The concept of inter-agency cooperation and partner-

ship has evolved over time, from one of cooperation with

governments and NGOs as implementing partners, to a

more comprehensive mode of collaboration, which rec-

ognizes the vital contributions that other organizations,

host and donor governments, and civil society make in

the areas of international protection, assistance and

durable solutions.

This chapter highlights key examples of UNHCR’s con-

tinuing commitment to building and reinforcing global

partnerships. Examples of partnership and more details

on UNHCR’s work with its partners can be found

throughout the Global Appeal, in particular, in the coun-

try chapters in Part II - UNHCR’s Operations.

UNHCR’s collaboration with
United Nations system

UNHCR’s interaction with the UN system is developed

in conjunction with relevant units at Headquarters, and

defines the strategic agenda of the Office in New York.

Within the framework of the UN reform initiative,

UNHCR will be actively involved in the follow-up on rec-

ommendations of the Secretary-General’s High-level

Panel on System-wide Coherence that are relevant to the

work of the Office. As the successful return and integra-

tion of displaced people depend upon sustainable peace

and development, collaborating with the newly formed

Peacebuilding Commission and the Peacebuilding

Support Office will be of particular importance to

UNHCR. The Office will also contribute to improving the

planning processes of integrated peacekeeping missions

to ensure that humanitarian issues, and in particular the

needs of the displaced, are taken into account.

UNHCR will continue to play an active role in the

inter-agency efforts to improve the global humanitarian

response capacity, notably through the Inter-Agency

Standing Committee (IASC) with respect to the protec-

tion and assistance of internally displaced persons

(IDPs) and the implementation of the “cluster leader-

ship approach”. UNHCR’s participation is focused on

conflict-generated internal displacement situations

where it leads the Protection, Camp Coordination and

Management, and Emergency Shelter clusters in countries

including, amongst others, the Democratic Republic of the

Congo, Liberia, Uganda and Somalia.
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refugees return home. UNHCR / J. Ose



UNHCR will also participate in other key coordination

bodies, such as the Chief Executives Board for

Coordination and its subsidiary bodies, the High-Level

Committee on Programmes and the High-Level Committee

on Management, as well as the UN Development Group

(UNDG), the Executive Committee on Humanitarian

Affairs (ECHA) and the Executive Committee on Peace

and Security.

In seeking durable solutions, the Office will work with

the UNDG to ensure that the needs of refugees, returnees

and IDPs are factored into development programmes

and planning. Guidance will be provided as required with

regard to the World Bank-UN joint needs assessments

in Somalia and Darfur operations, and the preparation of

various reconstruction conferences targeting refugees,

IDPs and returnees. Engagement in the development of

the multi-donor trust funds will continue with the World

Bank, through the UNDG.

UNHCR will increase its cooperation with the UN

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, IOM and

other members of the Global Migration Group in follow-

ing up on the High-Level Dialogue on International

Migration and Development. The Office will work closely

with interested Member States and contribute to the

global debate on migration, especially focusing on the

interface between asylum and migration.

Linking its work to the peace and security pillar of the

United Nations, the Office will collaborate with the

Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) to

establish a UN peacekeeping mission for Darfur. Coop-

eration with DPKO will be strengthened through policy

development in the areas of disarmament, demobiliza-

tion and reintegration programmes, and the partnership

with the UN Mine Action Service. The Office will partici-

pate in the integrated mission planning process by pro-

viding inputs and support to emerging and ongoing UN

peacekeeping and integrated operations.

Within the Executive Committee on Peace and Security,

the Office will participate in a new initiative on the

“responsibility to protect”. The initiative will include

exploring the manner in which the issue can be

advanced through the development of measures to help

States fulfil their responsibility to protect their populations.

Bilateral collaboration with the
United Nations and other
international organizations

Bilateral collaboration with the UN and other interna-

tional organizations will remain a key feature while

implementing UNHCR’s mandate in 2007.

Ensuring close cooperation with OCHA and accessing

funds from the Central Emergency Relief Fund (CERF)

will remain a strong focus of the Office.

In cooperation with UNAIDS co-sponsors, UNHCR will

continue to combat HIV/AIDS by ensuring the inclusion

of refugees and others of concern within host countries’

HIV/AIDS policies and programmes. UNHCR and its

partners will focus on prevention activities as well as

equal access to care and treatment in 2007.

UNHCR will continue to develop its partnership with the

UN Volunteers (UNV) Programme, to support operations

through the deployment of volunteer personnel with a

wide range of expertise. UNVs will be particularly

involved in refugee community mobilization.

Making use of the potential offered by the Office of the

High Commissioner for Human Rights’s (OHCHR) plan

of action, its increased field presence and the multi-

faceted linkages between refugee, IDP protection and

human rights, UNHCR will cooperate with OHCHR, in

particular, in return and IDP operations. The work of the

Human Rights Council and its special procedures will

also be supported.

In the area of human trafficking, UNHCR will participate

in the Inter-Agency Cooperation Group against Trafficking

in Persons to facilitate a holistic approach to combating

trafficking, which includes the protection and support

for victims.

Building on a recently adopted Executive Committee

conclusion on statelessness, UNHCR will strengthen its

cooperation with OHCHR, UNICEF, UNFPA and UNDP

to identify stateless persons and elaborate strategies to

prevent and reduce statelessness. Advocacy efforts will

also be undertaken with the Inter-Parliamentary Union,

the International Commission on Civil Status, the

Hague Conferences on International Private Law, the

Asian-African Legal Cooperation Organization and other

regional organizations.

Cooperation with UNRWA in addressing the needs of

Palestinians of concern to the Office will be reinforced.

To strengthen livelihood generation in UNHCR

programmes, the Office will continue to provide technical

support for selected operations and seed money for project

implementation, as well as capacity-building activities,

will continue in partnership with UNDP, FAO and ILO.

UNHCR will continue its cooperation with ICRC and

IFRC. Collaboration with ICRC now extends to IDPs. With

IFRC, UNHCR will cooperate on, amongst others, leading

the inter-agency Emergency Shelter Cluster for IDPs.
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Working with the World Food Programme

UNHCR and the World Food Programme

(WFP) work together to support refugees,

based on a clear division of labour and

responsibilities, as set out in the revised

Memorandum of Understanding of 2002.

When the refugee population in a develop-

ing country exceeds 5,000 people, WFP

assumes responsibility for the provision of

basic food rations – cereals, vegetable oil,

pulses, sugar, salt, high-energy biscuits

and nutritionally fortified blended foods.

Either UNHCR or the host government pro-

vides food assistance to smaller refugee

groups in the form of complementary foods,

including fresh food and therapeutic milk

when necessary. In exceptional cases,

WFP assists UNHCR with the supply of food for smaller groups of refugees and others of concern.

Joint advocacy efforts between WFP and UNHCR will continue in 2007. In February and March 2006 the

heads of WFP, UNHCR and UNICEF undertook a six-day trip to the Democratic Republic of the Congo,

Burundi and Rwanda. This was the first time that three Heads of agencies had travelled together for a common

purpose – to help highlight the dire needs of the people in the Great Lakes Region, and to encourage donor

pledges to these countries. WFP and UNHCR regularly collaborate in issuing press releases and statements,

particularly for under-funded operations where breaks in the food pipeline may be anticipated.

In working together, WFP and UNHCR are committed to providing a full package of services jointly to refugees,

which includes protection, food, non-food items, health and education. However, without sufficient funding,

efforts to provide the full package will be jeopardized. Both agencies wish to stress the importance of urgent

support from donors to ensure that a full package can be delivered to all refugees need.

In 2007, WFP expects to provide food assistance to a total of 78 million people, of whom 1.57 million are

refugees, 1.44 million are returnees and 4.9 million are IDPs.

Large refugee operations in several countries where WFP and UNHCR work together will continue in 2007.

These include Algeria, Chad, Ethiopia, Kenya, Nepal, Sudan, the United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda and

Zambia. Contingency plans are in place for several potential regional crises in Africa, should the security situation

deteriorate in Côte d’Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of the Congo or Somalia. Repatriation operations for

refugees continue in Burundi, Rwanda and Tanzania, as well as from neighbouring countries to Sudan.

As the role of UNHCR vis-à-vis conflict-generated internal displacement expands, the collaboration between

UNHCR and WFP has also evolved. The two agencies are working together to assist internally displaced people

in countries where UNHCR is now the cluster lead for protection, emergency shelter, and camp management

and coordination. Joint activities related to IDPs will build on the experience already in place in the 30 countries

where UNHCR and WFP work together on refugee and returnee operations.

In addition, a High-Level Working Group has been set up to look at how to strengthen some established proce-

dures that are already in place for refugee operations and apply them to situations of internal displacement,

where appropriate. Country-level joint plans of action will be expanded to include IDPs.

The return of IDPs to their areas of origin will be a significant part of WFP and UNHCR’s work in South Sudan,

while the need for emergency assistance for IDPs in Darfur will continue. The return and reintegration of IDPs in

Uganda will also be a major focus in 2007. WFP will continue to support large numbers of IDPs in Colombia and

in the Democratic Republic of the Congo in 2007, in collaboration with UNHCR.

The repatriation of Liberian refugees from Sierra Leone and Guinea will be drawing to a close by mid-2007, and

where IDPs have returned to areas of origin, WFP operations in 2007 will continue to contribute to recovery. In the

countries of asylum, only targeted food distributions for vulnerable refugees will continue in camps in 2007.

Emergency assistance to IDPs displaced by fighting in northern Sri Lanka will continue under the current WFP

protracted operation.

Joint planning activities and proactive guidance for WFP and UNHCR field staff are also being applied for IDP

emergencies such as in Chad, the Central African Republic and Côte d’Ivoire.

WFP and UNHCR continue to collaborate with a view to ending child hunger, and improving the nutritional

status of refugees.

Food distribution in Kalma camp, South Darfur, Sudan.

WFP / L. Lamprière



Working with NGOs

Non-governmental organizations are the single largest

group of UNHCR’s partners, through which about one

quarter of the organization’s budget is channelled for

implementation of activities and the procurement of

non-food items. In 2006, UNHCR has signed over 970

agreements with 608 national and international NGO

partners and will continue to work with them in 2007.

Strengthened collaboration with NGOs remains one of

the best means of ensuring that the basic needs of

refugees are met. The Office’s commitment to making

partnerships effective is seen through the active partici-

pation of NGO partners in the formulation of country

operations plans; improved management of agreements

and the ongoing review of overhead and salary contribu-

tions by UNHCR to partners. The NGO database and

available statistics also provide an additional manage-

ment tool in this undertaking. This is in line with the cur-

rent structural and management reform process and the

High Commissioner’s Global Strategic Objectives.

In 2007, the management tools used for collaborating

with NGOs implementing programmes for UNHCR will

be examined and lessons will be drawn to build their

capacities. These tools will be piloted in Jordan, Liberia,

Malaysia and South Africa and are to be replicated glo-

bally in the future.

Following the Executive Committee (ExCom) decision in

2004, UNHCR continues to encourage NGO participa-

tion in the Office’s governance meetings, the Standing

Committee and ExCom meetings. In 2007, NGOs will

again be involved in the consultative process for the

preparation of ExCom conclusions and decisions. The

effectiveness of this process will be reviewed and

options for extending their involvement will be investi-

gated. The Annual Consultations with NGOs will con-

tinue to provide a forum for discussion on issues of

mutual concern.

Corporate partnerships

UNHCR welcomes sustainable private sector contribu-

tions and believes that corporate partners can support

the creation of peaceful and stable societies. UNHCR’s

Council of Business Leaders consists of high level repre-

sentatives of Manpower, Microsoft, Merck, Nike, and

PricewaterhouseCoopers, which have been contributing

to improve the livelihoods of the most disadvantaged. In

2007, UNHCR will seek the support of corporate part-

ners in the areas of health and nutrition, logistics, fleet

management and transport, education, telecommunica-

tions, shelter, water and sanitation, energy, human

resources and management.

To mark the occasion of World Refugee Day in June

2006, a global fund and awareness-raising campaign

on refugee children was launched by UNHCR, Nike,

Microsoft and Right to Play. Nike donated 40,000 foot-

balls to refugee camps in 2006. Under the banner of

“Ninemillion.org”, the aim in 2007 is to create a global

community dedicated to giving the world’s displaced

children greater access to education and sports

programmes. More information can be found on the

website www.ninemillion.org.

Microsoft, in cooperation with its online media net-

work MSN, will launch a new website, http://nine-million.

spaces.live.com, with the aim of raising awareness and

funds as well as developing advocacy through a

ninemillion.org online community. Web programmes

will be set up to generate contact between refugee chil-

dren living in camps with youth in schools in Canada,

the United Kingdom and the United States, and their

dialogue will be broadcast online. Nike will continue the

ninemillion.org worldwide T-shirt sales; fund raising

events will be organized; and new promotion materials

for the campaign will be provided in 2007. Manpower

will provide certified online education programmes for

refugees and encourage its staff to raise funds for the

campaign. During the 2006 World Economic Forum

in Davos, UNHCR and the Council of Business Leaders

agreed to join forces to raise awareness of the

ninemillion.org campaign.
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UN High Commissioner for Refugees, António Guterres,

celebrates World Refugee Day at a football game hosted by

a community of returned refugees in Sinje, Liberia. The

Nike and Microsoft sponsored campaign ninemillion.org

was launched the same day. UNHCR / E. Kanalstein



Identifying needs and
funding programmes
The planning process

The High Commissioner’s Global Strategic Objectives for

2007-2009, together with their priority performance

targets, are the point of departure for UNHCR’s

programme planning and budgeting cycle. The Regional

Bureaux then formulate regional objectives and targets

around them, before they are further elaborated at the

country level.

This exercise, together with comprehensive needs

assessments carried out in conjunction with key part-

ners (host governments, operational partners, imple-

menting partners and the beneficiaries themselves),

forms the basis of UNHCR’s programme planning and

budgeting. UNHCR’s standards and indicators (see

box below) are used in this process to provide the base-

line and set the operational priorities for the planning

year.

Experience shows that the most effective and innovative

plans are those in which all those involved contribute

their ideas, offer their analysis and help set operational

priorities and objectives. To this end, UNHCR works

closely, during the planning cycle, with representatives

of refugees and others of concern, as well as with

donors, implementing and operational partners, UN

agencies and government counterparts.
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Standards and indicators

The Standards and Indicators Initiative was launched in 2002 to improve the Office’s assessment, plan-

ning, reporting, monitoring and evaluation capacity in a global and comprehensive manner.

A core set of “readily-quantifiable” standards and indicators was issued in October 2003 as well as a

Camp Indicators Report to capture data related to the core indicators. In January 2004, the first draft of

the Practical Guide to the Systematic Use of Standards and Indicators in UNHCR Operations was

published.

To cover operations outside camp settings, namely those related to urban and returnee areas, UNHCR

produced an additional list of indicators. The 2006 Standards and Indicators Report provides informa-

tion on 111 camp situations, 107 countries with urban refugees and 13 reintegration operations.

Standards and indicators are of fundamental importance at all stages of the programming process. The

first step is to assess the operational situation or measure a baseline. Indicators assist in determining the

core problems and their underlying causes, as well as in assessing the gap between current and desired

conditions. This gap analysis is thus used to define the priorities for the planning period.

The figure below illustrates how indicators are used to establish the desired level of quality. They also

play a crucial role in monitoring progress in terms of quality, time and cost. Similarly, in the evaluation

phase, the impact is assessed in relation to the standards or operational objectives set in advance.

Gap statement (in relation to standards)

Objective: Refugees live in a healthy sanitary environment

Persons/

latrine

Standard
Output: Additional sanitary facilities built

Indicator: 100 additional latrines are
constructed to lower the ratio
persons/latrines to 30 (= current year
project target)

:

Current year 1 2

Current Situation/ Baseline

gap

50

20

30

year



Participatory assessments are now the norm in the plan-

ning and implementation of operations. For the 2007

Annual Programme Budget, UNHCR field managers

were instructed to work with partners to carry out a com-

prehensive assessment of refugees’ needs. This inclu-

sive planning process allows greater transparency in

priority setting.

In the majority of cases, the budget proposed by UNHCR

is much less than the identified needs. UNHCR’s focus

is on the most urgent priorities, with the coordinated

contributions of other actors equally necessary in pro-

tecting and assisting refugees and others of concern. By

avoiding the duplication of efforts, the planning process

enables the international community to maximize the

impact of available resources.

During the 2007 planning process, inter-agency country

teams identified overall needs for refugees and others of

concern for some USD 3 billion. Figure 1 illustrates the

global needs, as well as UNHCR’s initial submissions in

relation to those global needs, which amounted to

USD 1.13 billion. Figure 1 also indicates the portion

addressed by other actors, as well as unmet needs.

The 2007 programme and budget submissions were

reviewed by the Regional Bureaux and technical support

units based on experience with similar types of opera-

tions, numbers of refugees and others of concern, per

capita costs, staffing levels and field presence. Submis-

sions from headquarters departments were assessed

taking into account the need to reduce staffing levels

and budgets overall. A consultative process then took

place with all relevant functional units during the

Annual Programme Review. Donors were consulted at a

two-day session at the end of May 2006. After this

extensive review process, UNHCR presented an Annual

Programme Budget of USD 1,042,926,300, which

represents the best possible alignment of UNHCR’s

resources and activities with the Global Strategic

Objectives. The Annual Programme Budget was approved

by the Executive Committee (ExCom) at its October

2006 session. In proposing a budget at this level, the

High Commissioner has sought to strike a balance

between known needs and the likely availability of funds

(see box). This “fundable” budget is based on expected

income and expenditures. It does not, however, reflect any

cost savings related to the structural and management

change process now under way.

The “fundable” budget

A 20 per cent cap on the 2006 ExCom-approved

Annual Programme Budget was introduced in late

2005 on all programme budgets (including the Oper-

ational Reserve Category I) and non-staff administra-

tive budgets. This decision was based on the

estimation of the likely availability of funds. Subse-

quently, the Operational Reserve Category I was fur-

ther capped by USD 20 million, and an additional

USD 20 million in targeted budgetary reductions

were identified during the year, half of them at Head-

quarters. Managers were requested to plan their

operations and administrative budgets based on 80

per cent of the approved budget.

Historically UNHCR has received contributions at

roughly 80 per cent of its Annual Programme Bud-

get. This gap widened considerably in 2005. This

was due in part to unanticipated US dollar fluctua-

tions and the resulting exchange loss. In 2006, the

budget required intense financial management to

ensure financial stability. In light of this trend the

High Commissioner proposed a “fundable” budget

for 2007, based on austerity measures imple-

mented in 2006 and the expected levels of financial

support from donors in 2007.
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Figure 1 - 2007 Overall needs assessment

USD

d) Submissions:

e) Approved 2007 budget:

0
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2.5

3.0

USD billion

a) Overall assessed needs: 2,955,353,900

b) Unmet needs (a - c): 626,614,800

1,042,926,300

c) UNHCR + partner contributions

of USD 1,285,812,800: 2,328,739,100

1,126,777,000



Inter-agency programming: the
consolidated appeals process

Meeting humanitarian needs in complex emergencies

goes beyond the capacity of any single agency. To

better respond, UN agencies and other members of

the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) are

now working closely together. At the country level,

the UN Humanitarian Coordinator leads a process

that develops a common humanitarian action plan for

a country or region affected by a crisis. This specifies

the roles and responsibilities of each participating

agency and usually leads to the issuing of a consoli-

dated appeal, which sets out the overall approach and

activities of each agency to address the most urgent

needs.

UNHCR is an active participant in the consolidated

appeals process (CAP) and will present its requirements

in ten of the 11 consolidated appeals now planned for

2007. The same approach is followed for the Sudan

Work Plan, the DRC Action Plan and other common

strategy tools.

Overview of 2007 requirements

UNHCR’s Annual Programme Budget for 2007 is

USD 1,042,926,300. This represents a decrease of

some nine per cent compared to the 2006 Annual

Programme Budget. A breakdown of the 2007 Annual

Programme Budget by region is shown in figure 2

below. Africa has the biggest requirements (37%),

followed by Headquarters (15%) and CASWANAME

(11%).

The decrease in the budget results in a large part from

the completion of a number of repatriation projects and

the scaling down of related assistance in camps, as well

as from the end of reintegration programmes in a num-

ber of countries of origin.

The budget for 2007 includes an operational reserve

that amounts to USD 89.4 million (representing 10 per

cent of programmed activities). The operational reserve

is intended to meet additional requirements that may

arise due to emergencies and other unforeseen

developments.

In 2007, a new budget line of USD 50 million, entitled

New or additional activities – mandate-related, has been

established to provide budgetary authority for activities

not included in the approved Annual Programme Budget

but which are consistent with the mandate of the Office.

Presented in previous years as Operational Reserve Cat-

egory II, proposals for these activities originate from

donors and are resourced by them through additional

contributions. Also included in the total requirements

are provisions for Junior Professional Officers for USD

10 million and a United Nations Regular Budget contri-

bution of USD 34.4 million, for administrative expendi-

tures (posts and related costs in Headquarters).

In addition to its annual programme, UNHCR will, as in

previous years, establish supplementary programmes in

2007. Supplementary programmes anticipated in 2007

include repatriation and reintegration of Sudanese and

Congolese refugees; relief operations in Darfur and Iraq;

the Western Sahara Confidence-Building Measures;

and IDP programmes in Chad, Liberia, Uganda, the

Democratic Republic of the Congo, Colombia and

Somalia. With the exception of Colombia (USD 13.3

million), requirements for these supplementary

programmes had not been approved by UNHCR’s

Operations Review Board at the time of going to print,

and will be subject to specific supplementary appeals.

Eight of these programmes are also included in CAPs

and other inter-agency documents.

UNHCR incurs a large proportion of its expenditures in

currencies other than the US dollar, and relies almost

exclusively on voluntary contributions in a range of cur-

rencies. For 2007, rather than basing the budget rate on

the March 2006 UN rate of exchange, UNHCR has

determined the 2007 budget rate based on an average

foreign exchange rate over the last two fiscal years,

2004 and 2005, for two major currencies impacting the

UNHCR budget: the US dollar versus the euro, and the

US dollar versus the Swiss franc. The aim is to even out

the effects of foreign exchange movements on the

annual budget planning process.

While UNHCR’s annual and supplementary budgets

have increased in nominal terms from USD 940 million
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Figure 2: 2007 Annual Programme Budget

by region and category
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in 2000 to an estimated USD 1.3 billion in 2007 (figure

3), in real terms the increase has been less significant,

as indicated in figure 4.

Fund raising

With the exception of the UN Regular Budget contribu-

tion of USD 34.4 million, which amounts to some 3 per

cent of the Annual Programme Budget in 2007, UNHCR

is completely dependent on voluntary contributions from

government and private donors. Besides financial contri-

butions, an invaluable direct contribution is made by

countries hosting refugees. Despite the dependence on

voluntary contributions, UNHCR’s donor base is quite

narrow, with ten donors providing about 80 per cent of

the contributions in 2005. See figure 5 for contributions

to UNHCR by top donors.

There is never a guarantee that programmes will be

funded. Early assurance of the volume of available funds

is crucial for the sustainability of planned activities and

avoids implementation delays. Predictability and timeli-

ness of contributions is crucial both for UNHCR’s and its

partners’ credibility in delivering on their new commit-

ments. Contributions with minimum restrictions allow

UNHCR to direct funds where they are most needed,

particularly ensuring that less visible or ‘forgotten’

programmes receive sufficient financial support.

Ensuring predictability and expanding UNHCR’s govern-

mental funding base is a key objective for 2007 – 2009.

The goal is to increase contributions from traditional and

non-traditional donors; raise the allocation from the UN

Regular Budget; access UN pooled funds more effec-

tively (see box); access the resources of intergovern-

mental donors; raise complementary funding for activi-

ties aimed at durable solutions; support and carry out

fund raising at the field level; and increase funding from

private sources.

UNHCR has developed a strategy with a “stretch” goal

of raising some USD 100 million a year from private

sources by 2010. A new monthly giving initiative in sup-

port of UNHCR’s Emergency Response Team, launched

at the end of 2006 with the support of Goodwill Ambas-

sador Angelina Jolie, is designed to substantially

increase individual contributions.

In addition, a new regional approach to fund raising

from private sources will be launched in January 2007,

with experts positioned in the Americas, Asia,

Australasia and Europe. Partnerships with the corporate

sector will continue in 2007.
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Figure 4: UNHCR's Unified Budget - Effect of USD inflation
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Figure 3: UNHCR's Annual and Supplementary

Programme Budgets 2000 - 2007
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Pooled funding mechanisms

Pooled funding mechanisms provide a new channel to fund humanitarian activities. The Common

Humanitarian Fund in Sudan, the Pooled Fund in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and the

Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) are fully functional, and relief agencies, including UNHCR,

are now implementing humanitarian programmes funded by these mechanisms.

Funding decisions are driven by needs prioritized at the field level among members of the UN Country

Team, led by the Humanitarian Coordinator.

Launched by the Emergency Relief Coordinator in March 2006, the upgraded CERF is intended to

respond to core life-saving needs of victims of natural disasters and armed conflict. Its focus is new emer-

gencies and chronically under-funded crises. It has a target of USD 500 million, made up of a grant facil-

ity of USD 450 million and a loan facility of 50 million. By the end of October 2006, donors had

contributed some USD 273 million. Of that total, some USD 173 million had been allocated to different

agencies, mainly for projects in Africa.

As at 31 October 2006, UNHCR had received USD 13.8 million from the Common Humanitarian Fund

in Sudan, USD 5.8 million from the Pooled Fund in the DRC and USD 21 million from the CERF. These

new funding mechanisms have supported UNHCR’s repatriation operations in Sudan and the DRC; pro-

tection of internally displaced people in Darfur; new emergencies in Sri Lanka and Timor-Leste; the influx

of Somali refugees in Kenya; and a number of chronically under-funded refugee and returnee operations

in the Republic of the Congo, the Central African Republic, Ethiopia and Zambia.

Switzerland 2.3%

Germany 3.0%

Denmark 4.5%

Norway 4.9%

United Kingdom 4.8%

Netherlands 6.3%

Other donors 9.6%
1

United States 28.5%

European Commission 12.8%

Japan 11 %.8

Private donors 2.2%

Sweden 6.8%

Canada 2.4%

Figure 5: Top donors 1990 - 2005

1
Includes governmental, intergovernmental and UN donors.
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Total financial requirements (USD)

Operations / activities

2006 2007

AB AB SB Total

Central Africa and the Great Lakes 190,158,104 151,978,569 0 151,978,569

East and Horn Africa 99,206,822 97,834,712 0 97,834,712

West Africa 103,900,704 85,976,603 0 85,976,603

Southern Africa 56,157,104 45,384,821 0 45,384,821

North Africa 7,485,097 7,480,107 0 7,480,107

The Middle East 21,519,221 20,776,211 0 20,776,211

South-West Asia 101,306,261 84,448,951 0 84,448,951

Central Asia 6,743,543 5,003,019 0 5,003,019

South Asia 22,642,389 20,635,717 0 20,635,717

East Asia and the Pacific 31,205,144 31,734,016 0 31,734,016

Eastern Europe 29,943,578 27,082,012 0 27,082,012

South-Eastern Europe 45,141,536 36,833,522 0 36,833,522

Central Europe and the Baltic States 15,729,025 13,472,800 0 13,472,800

Western Europe 19,343,787 18,103,139 0 18,103,139

North America and the Caribbean 8,508,826 8,643,913 0 8,643,913

Latin America 24,767,502 17,556,385 13,255,230 30,811,615

Global programmes 59,662,773 66,336,786 0 66,336,786

Headquarters1 167,552,310 154,288,089 0 154,288,089

Total programmed activities 1,010,973,726 893,569,371 13,255,230 906,824,601

Operational Reserve Category I 75,823,274 89,356,929 0 89,356,929

Operational Reserve Category II 50,000,000 0 0 0

Total annual and supplementary programmes 1,136,797,000 982,926,300 13,255,230 996,181,530

New or additional activities - mandate-related 0 50,000,000 0 50,000,000

Junior Professional Officers 8,500,000 10,000,000 0 10,000,000

TOTAL REQUIREMENTS 1,145,297,000 1,042,926,300 13,255,230 1,056,181,530

1 Includes allocations of USD 32,873,515 (2006) and USD 34,431,685 (2007) from the UN Regular Budget.
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Africa

Working environment

Determined leadership and sus-

tained international support in

2006 helped several African coun-

tries move towards peace and

political stability after years of

strife. As a consequence, whether

in Burundi, the Democratic Republic

of the Congo (DRC) or Liberia,

opportunities have arisen for the

voluntary, safe and dignified return

of refugees and internally displaced

persons (IDPs). Conditions have

also improved in Angola and South

Sudan.

At the same time, tense situations

with a high potential for conflict

persist in many other parts of

Africa. The steady deterioration in security in Darfur

(Sudan), Chad and northern areas of the Central African

Republic (CAR) has triggered forced displacement both

within these countries and across neighbouring borders.

In Darfur, the lack of security jeopardizes humanitarian

operations. Thousands of people in the region continue

to be displaced by conflict and serious violations of their

human rights. The Darfur Peace Agreement, which was

signed in Abuja, Nigeria, in May 2006, did not result in

an expected cessation of hostilities. On the contrary, it

was followed by an increase in armed confrontations,

particularly between the rebel factions which signed it

and those that did not.

In Chad, the dramatic escalation in fighting between

government and rebel forces threatens refugee security,

with some camp-based refugees forcibly recruited into

warring groups. The fighting also endangers IDPs and

humanitarian staff, besides causing new displacements.

Some 15,000 Chadian nationals have fled to west

Darfur; another 63,000 of their compatriots have fled to

other parts of Chad.

Meanwhile, growing insecurity in the northern areas of

the CAR forced more than 30,000 people to cross the

border into Cameroon, and another 5,000 into Chad, by

October 2006. That brought the total number of CAR

refugees in southern Chad to 43,000. In addition, an

estimated 50,000 people have been forcibly displaced

in the north of the country.

Armed confrontations and violence have also continued

to drive people from their homes in Côte d’Ivoire, the

DRC, Guinea-Bissau, Senegal and Somalia. In Somalia,

fighting between the militias of the Union of Islamic

Courts, warlords and the Transitional Federal Government,

combined with drought in the Horn of Africa, has

displaced tens of thousands of people. At the time of

writing, more than 32,000 Somali refugees had sought

refuge in the Dadaab region in north-eastern Kenya.

Meanwhile, secondary movements and migratory flows,

particularly in the Southern Africa region, but also from

West and East Africa to Europe and the Arabian peninsula,

have heightened concerns about the impact of mixed

population movements on the institution of asylum.

Ensuring a more timely and effective response to the

plight of IDPs was a major thrust of humanitarian reform

in 2006, especially through implementation of the

inter-agency “cluster leadership approach”. In this con-

text, UNHCR consolidated its role in internal displace-

ment situations as cluster lead for areas under its

responsibility.

As endorsed by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee

(IASC), four countries were selected for the initial launch

of the “cluster leadership approach”: the DRC, Liberia,

Somalia and Uganda. In these countries UNHCR has

been instrumental in leading advocacy efforts and in

developing strategies and projects aimed at improving

IDP protection. In late 2006, the IASC endorsed the

establishment of a protection cluster in Côte d’Ivoire
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under UNHCR leadership. UNHCR offices in the CAR,

Chad and Sudan were also involved in activities for IDPs.

UNHCR cooperates with regional bodies and other part-

ners to strengthen partnerships at the regional and sub-

regional levels. The Office contributed to the African

Union Ministerial Conference on Refugees, Returnees

and Displaced Persons in Burkina Faso in June 2006.

UNHCR and UNDP have reviewed their cooperation in

Burundi, Liberia, the DRC, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda

to improve the reintegration of returnees and early

recovery projects. Similarly, ILO supported reintegration

in Angola, Burundi and Liberia by deploying technical

experts under the ILO-UNHCR Joint Technical Coopera-

tion Programme. The Executive Heads of WFP, UNICEF

and UNHCR undertook a joint mission to the Great

Lakes in early 2006 to raise awareness of the needs of

displaced people.

Along with protection and assistance, the search for

durable solutions is at the top of UNHCR’s agenda for

Africa. Voluntary repatriation has remained the main

option for most of the refugees from Burundi, the DRC,

Liberia and Sudan. In February 2006, UNHCR shifted

from facilitating to promoting the repatriation of Liberian

refugees, in particular from Guinea and Sierra Leone.

In Benin, UNHCR is helping Togolese refugees to return

voluntarily to their country. In June 2006, UNHCR

began promoting the voluntary repatriation of Burundian

refugees. Notwithstanding pockets of insecurity in the

eastern parts of the DRC, a lack of reintegration opportu-

nities and uncertainty surrounding the electoral process,

some 25,000 Congolese refugees returned to safe areas

with UNHCR assistance. Repatriation to South Sudan in

2006 included movements from the CAR, the DRC,

Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda — although sporadic inse-

curity in return areas and along repatriation routes has

hurt operations.

Though some 14,500 Sudanese have repatriated, there

are concerns for the sustainability of their return due to

security risks, lack of educational opportunities, food

shortages and poor or non-existent infrastructure. In

Southern Africa, following the March 2006 agreement

of the Zambia-Angola-UNHCR Tripartite Commission to

resume the repatriation of Angolans from Zambia, more

than 2,000 refugees have returned home. Another

agreement between Angola, the DRC and UNHCR in

October 2006 allowed the Office to help vulnerable

Angolan refugees who had spontaneously settled in the

DRC to return home.

UNHCR and host governments discussed options for the

local integration of refugees opting to remain in asylum

countries, especially Angolans in the DRC, Zambia and

Namibia; DRC refugees in Angola; Sierra Leoneans in

Guinea and Liberia; and Liberians in Guinea and Sierra

Leone. Resettlement was also pursued strategically as a

protection measure and a durable solution. Between
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January and the end of September 2006, resettlement

submissions were made for more than 14,400 people;

these included group submissions of Kunama Eritreans

from Ethiopia, Burundians from the United Republic of

Tanzania, and Congolese (DRC) refugees who survived

the massacre at the Gatumba camp in Burundi.

Under its mandate, UNHCR helps governments

strengthen national protection systems in line with inter-

national instruments. In 2006, Uganda passed national

refugee legislation and Djibouti acceded to the 1969

OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of

Refugee Problems in Africa. Another positive develop-

ment was the accession of Senegal to the two interna-

tional conventions relating to statelessness.

Specific initiatives to improve the delivery of protection

and assistance to refugees and others of concern have

made progress in the past year. By September 2006,

the age, gender and diversity mainstreaming programme

had been launched in all operations in Africa. In West

Africa, at least a quarter of the membership of refugee

committees was comprised of women. In Burundi, the

DRC and Liberia, all returnee women received sanitary

materials upon arrival — though budgetary constraints

sometimes limited supply.

UNHCR continues to focus on HIV/AIDS prevention,

especially through training, capacity-building and

awareness activities. New programmes have been

initiated in voluntary counselling and testing, preven-

tion of mother-to-child transmission, post-exposure

prophylaxis, antiretroviral therapy and care for the

vulnerable.

Still, significant gaps have to be filled before UNHCR

standards are attained in many sectors of assistance,

including nutrition, health, education, water and sanita-

tion. Many refugees in protracted situations endure the

cumulative effects of recurrent shortfalls in basic protec-

tion and assistance. These constraints make it difficult

to safeguard even core activities; for instance, impact

reports cite an inability to print refugee identity cards

and cuts in the construction of shelter and sanitary

facilities.

Strategic objectives

UNHCR has established the following strategic objec-

tives for Africa for the period 2007-2009:

• Develop comprehensive strategies to achieve durable

solutions for urban, rural and camp-based refugees.

• Maximize the efficient use of allocated resources.

• Help develop government capacity to protect refugees

and others of concern.

• Ensure the full participation of refugees and others of

concern in the design of protection and assistance

programmes through age, gender and diversity

mainstreaming.

• Promote the involvement of civil society in the protec-

tion of the displaced.

• Achieve a 100 per cent rate of registration, documen-

tation and profiling of refugees and others of concern.

• Intervene in a timely manner to prevent or mitigate

the impact of communicable diseases, in particular

HIV/AIDS and malaria.

• Reduce acute malnutrition rates and improve educa-

tional facilities for children.

• Protect and assist IDPs in line with international

standards and UNHCR’s newly assigned responsi-

bilities within the inter-agency response to internal

displacement.

• Increase UNHCR’s image and visibility.

Challenges

The main challenges UNHCR is expected to face in 2007

are as follows:

Political instability and insecurity: Despite UNHCR’s

determination to help as many refugees as possible to

go home, persistent political instability and insecurity in

parts of Africa make it difficult to implement durable

solutions. Commitments to peace and good governance

need to be translated into concrete action to bring an

end to displacement. Access to refugees and others of

concern is difficult in some areas; the cooperation of all

concerned is needed to ensure unhindered access to the

displaced.

Secure predictable funding at an adequate level: Inade-

quate funding for durable solutions, particularly for

protracted situations, hampers UNHCR’s ability to help

refugees enjoy their basic rights, particularly to educa-

tion. Such situations also thwart refugees’ prospects

for self-reliance and could hinder the strategic

reorientation of UNHCR’s activities from assistance

to self-sufficiency.

Garner the international community’s support for recon-

struction and rehabilitation: Inadequate reintegration

opportunities force many refugees to remain in exile or

return to locations where their children can have access

to better education and health care. For instance, the

pace of returns to Burundi, the DRC and South Sudan

can be sustained only if, in addition to improved secu-

rity, funds are available for reintegration projects.

Create self-reliance and local integration opportunities:

The lack of economic opportunities, food shortages,

droughts and the disruption of farming cycles hamper

refugees’ efforts to become self-reliant. So does the

reluctance of some asylum countries to support them:

some politicians’ negative attitudes towards refugees

hurt prospects for local integration.
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Address the root causes of displacement: Insufficient

focus on (and political will to resolve) the root causes of

forced displacement in Africa can jeopardize peace pro-

cesses and provoke further displacement.

Preserve asylum in the face of mixed migration flows:

Inadequate recognition of the situation of refugees and

asylum seekers within migratory movements can have a

negative impact on asylum systems.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Burundi 37,234,162 23,792,407

Central African Republic 5,428,940 2,013,589

Chad 74,337,462 69,368,365

Congo, Republic of the 6,817,537 4,947,726

Democratic Republic of the Congo 18,336,569 11,520,750

Gabon 3,620,963 2,274,905

Rwanda 6,724,352 4,927,870

United Republic of Tanzania 27,998,719 24,357,957

Regional activities1 9,659,400 8,775,000

Sub-total Central Africa and the Great Lakes 190,158,104 151,978,569

Djibouti 3,326,894 2,565,751

Eritrea 9,212,440 4,357,237

Ethiopia 15,332,397 14,835,859

Kenya2 35,068,412 32,338,766

Somalia 7,155,371 6,103,812

Sudan 12,860,950 13,676,273

Uganda 16,250,358 17,949,014

Regional activities3 0 6,008,000

Sub-total East and Horn of Africa 99,206,822 97,834,712

Benin 1,512,089 1,991,092

Cameroon 2,338,327 2,036,177

Côte d’Ivoire 9,682,813 7,013,640

Gambia4 726,099 0

Ghana5 8,531,345 9,642,754

Guinea 15,413,060 9,559,914

Liberia 39,084,990 32,265,201

Nigeria 3,440,989 2,983,129

Senegal 1,845,745 2,007,213

Sierra Leone 17,281,205 11,971,696

Togo 0 252,774

Regional activities6 4,044,042 6,253,013

Sub-total West Africa 103,900,704 85,976,603

Angola 23,568,521 14,836,616

Botswana 2,295,356 2,396,276

Malawi 2,581,443 2,557,089

Mozambique 2,847,320 2,589,488

Namibia 2,243,872 2,364,818

South Africa 5,181,084 6,725,028

Zambia 11,836,159 9,794,885

Zimbabwe 2,303,349 2,120,621

Regional activities7 3,300,000 2,000,000

Sub-total Southern Africa 56,157,104 45,384,821

Total Africa 449,422,734 381,174,705

1 Includes assistance to refugees in the Central Africa and Great Lakes region, such as resettlement, repatriation, care and maintenance, as well as support costs for

UNVs and consultants, and light aircraft charter costs.
2 Includes the Regional Support Hub in Nairobi.
3 Includes provisions for regional activities in East and Horn of Africa to cover individual voluntary repatriation and intervention for malnutrition and malaria.
4 At the time of writing financial requirements for the Gambia were being finalized following the decision to maintain UNHCR's presence in 2007.
5 Includes the Regional Support Hub in Accra.
6 Includes basic assistance, voluntary repatriation, local integration and resettlement assistance for urban refugees in Benin and Senegal, as well as assistance to

Togolese refugees.
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CASWANAME

Working environment

UNHCR’s work in Central Asia, South-West Asia,

North Africa and the Middle East (CASWANAME)

covers a wide, diverse and often volatile area where it

can be a challenge to respond effectively to situations of

displacement.

In Central Asia, the overall protection environment

deteriorated in 2006. The events in Andijan, Uzbekistan,

in May 2005, when hundreds of protesters were killed

by government troops, continued to affect asylum

conditions in the region. In April 2006, the Uzbek

Government decided to close UNHCR’s office in the

country. Access to asylum has been further constrained,

and more restrictive interpretations have been used in

the granting of refugee status. Given the fragile political

situation in the region, particularly in Uzbekistan’s

Ferghana Valley, UNHCR and its partners have prepared

and updated a contingency plan.

The region has seen some progress as well. Durable

solutions have been found for Tajik refugees in Central

Asia. More than 10,000 Tajiks have become citizens of

Turkmenistan. Furthermore, a naturalization campaign for

Tajik refugees in Kyrgyzstan will be almost complete by

the end of 2006. In light of these developments, UNHCR’s

returnee programme for Tajiks is about to cease. Develop-

ment agencies will take over reintegration projects.

Afghan refugees in all the Central Asian Republics have

also benefited from durable solutions. Many of them have

been resettled in third countries or are on their way to gain-

ing permanent resident status with the help of UNHCR.

The overall situation in South-West Asia revolves around

the situation in Afghanistan. Permanent institutions of

government have been established in the country, as

foreseen by the 2001 Bonn Agreement. However,

Afghanistan’s recovery still faces many hurdles, as evi-

dent in the recent deterioration in security in the south-

ern and eastern provinces of the country.

In January 2006 the Afghan Government and the

international community agreed to the ambitious

Afghanistan Compact, a programme of state-building,

reconstruction and development covering the years

2006 to 2010. The success of this partnership will

determine the prospects for solutions to the Afghan

refugee situation.

Since March 2002 more than 4.7 million Afghans have

returned home, 3.5 million of them assisted by UNHCR.

Return figures have declined significantly in 2006, with

approximately 290,000 Afghans repatriating, just

under half of them assisted by UNHCR.

At the time of writing, some 3.5 million Afghans remain

in exile. The Governments and peoples of the Islamic

Republics of Iran and Pakistan have been generous

hosts for a quarter of a century. Indeed, more than 80

per cent of the Afghans remaining in the countries

neighbouring Afghanistan have lived there for more than

20 years, with half of them born in exile. Though security

does remain a concern, surveys indicate that the major

challenges to return now are primarily of a social and

economic nature. Moreover, normal cross-border move-

ments are increasing.
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In view of this changing operational environment,

UNHCR and its partners have made both immediate

and medium-term adjustments to their operations in

Afghanistan and the region. In Afghanistan, UNHCR will

support voluntary repatriation and reintegration while

strengthening the Government’s capacity to manage

population movements. Despite worsening security,

UNHCR and its partners will conduct a substantial shelter,

water, sanitation and returnee monitoring programme.

A registration exercise undertaken by UNHCR in late

2006 will help the Government of Pakistan and UNHCR

develop solutions for the estimated 2.5 million Afghans

still remaining in Pakistan (the Government and

UNHCR agree that not all Afghans in the country are of

concern to UNHCR). At the same time, UNHCR, UNDP

and the Pakistani authorities have been conducting

assessments to help devise programmes for refugee-

affected areas that would improve conditions for both

the local and refugee communities.

In the Islamic Republic of Iran, a registration exercise at

the end of 2005 recorded 54,000 Iraqis and 920,000

Afghans. In 2006, the number of assisted returns to

Afghanistan fell to its lowest level in a decade. UNHCR

and the Iranian authorities signed a two-year agreement

to support a series of assistance projects designed to

foster self-reliance and improve repatriation prospects

through vocational training, as well as to provide some

targeted assistance to those with special needs.

In North Africa, the five Member States of the Union of

the Arab Maghreb have seen a steep rise in the number

of asylum-seekers and economic migrants from

sub-Saharan Africa crossing their territories while trying

to enter Europe. Incidents of mistreatment and even

expulsion of asylum-seekers, including some with

UNHCR documents, have spurred UNHCR to design a

regional strategy – a ten-point plan of action – to

strengthen asylum in North Africa. Begun in 2006, the

project will continue through 2007. One of the things

it will do is increase the regional capacity to identify

asylum-seekers and refugees among those en route to

Europe.

Saharawi refugees in the Tindouf camps in Algeria

receive basic assistance from UNHCR. The Office has

worked with the UN Mission for the Referendum in

Western Sahara (MINURSO) to implement the Confidence

Building Measures Project initiated in 2004 as part of a

1999 Security Council resolution. In this context, in

2007 the Office will continue to facilitate family visits and

phone calls to help refugees in the camps and their rela-

tives in the Western Sahara Territory to stay in touch.

Lebanon’s efforts to rebuild its economy received a mas-

sive setback with Israel’s attacks on the country in

2006. The crisis temporarily displaced up to a million

people, primarily from southern Lebanon, the southern

suburbs of Beirut and the Bekaa Valley. Most of them

returned to fragile socio-economic environments after

the cessation of hostilities.

In addition to its emergency and early recovery response

related to the Lebanon conflict, UNHCR’s activities in

the Middle East region are directed at four situations:

the unabated flow of asylum-seekers and migrants from

the Horn of Africa to Yemen; the Sudan crisis and its

impact on Egypt, the Syrian Arab Republic and Jordan;

the Iraq conflict and its impact on surrounding coun-

tries; and the protracted situation of Palestinian refu-

gees outside UNRWA’s area of operations.

As a result of ethno-religious violence and expulsions,

particularly since the bombings of the Samarra Shrine in

February 2006, Iraq has witnessed an upsurge in internal

and external displacement. The Iraqi Government esti-

mates that the total number of internally displaced per-

sons (IDPs) in the country is more than 1.6 million, with

some 425,000 having been displaced due to the most

recent violence. Widespread insecurity, severe shortages

in basic social services and unemployment have forced

some 1.5 million Iraqis to flee to surrounding countries.

More than 90,000 of these are registered with UNHCR.

While the number of Iraqis in neighbouring States is

escalating, their coping mechanisms and resources are

being eroded as host countries have reduced access to

services. UNHCR aims to increase its support to the

most vulnerable Iraqis in surrounding States. The Office

is reinforcing its emergency response capacity by revis-

ing its contingency plans and consolidating emergency

stockpiles in the region.

Strategic objectives

UNHCR’s strategic objectives for the CASWANAME

region are to identify and implement comprehensive

solutions for refugees and to support state and civil

society institutions to protect refugees and others of

concern. These objectives are underpinned by an

improved emergency response capacity in the region. A

participatory, gender- and age-sensitive approach is

mainstreamed into the subregional objectives.

In Central Asia, the goal is to ensure that all refugees

and others of concern to UNHCR are protected by

governments according to international standards in a

fast-changing operational environment. The objectives

here are to ensure that:

• Refugee protection regimes are sustained and

refoulement of asylum-seekers and refugees is

prevented.

• Partnerships are strengthened with civil society insti-

tutions, international organizations and key States in

the region to protect the displaced according to inter-

national standards.
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• Refugees and others of concern benefit from a durable

solutions strategy. In particular, the protracted situa-

tion of Afghan refugees should be resolved through

the strategic use of resettlement; the cessation clause

should be implemented for Tajik refugees; and the

return home of Afghan and Chechen refugees is to be

facilitated.

• An updated contingency plan is readied and emer-

gency preparedness measures are implemented.

In South-West Asia, the overriding goal is to sustain

progress towards new policy and implementing arrange-

ments to manage refugee and population movements.

This would complete the transition from a refugee-

oriented framework to a broader population manage-

ment structure beyond 2009. The subregional objec-

tives are to ensure that:

• Repatriation is sustained to allow the return of

403,000 people in 2007 through improvements in

conditions in Afghanistan, national programmes to

support reintegration and by strengthening asylum

countries’ ability to aid returns.

• Afghans in the Islamic Republics of Iran and Pakistan

are permitted temporary stay under more predictable

conditions.

• Assistance projects in the Islamic Republics of Iran

and Pakistan are reconfigured to emphasize more

development to sustain returns, while social protec-

tion is offered to the most vulnerable.

• Bilateral contacts between governments in the region

on refugee and broader population movements are

intensified.

• Partnerships with national and international actors

on refugee and population movements (including

research institutes) are strengthened and further

operationalized.

• The quality of protection in Afghanistan and

benchmarks on voluntary repatriation are appraised

on a regular basis.

In North Africa, UNHCR intends to establish a framework

to better identify and protect refugees and asylum-

seekers in the mixed population flows in transit through

the region. Accordingly, the aims will be that:

• Field research is conducted on migration in North Africa

to build knowledge and gain expertise on the issue,

forge a common understanding of the dimensions of

mixed migration and help with policy planning.

• Partnerships are established with key national and

international partners for both migration and asylum

issues; consensus is reached on what is required to

improve the management of migration and asylum

issues.

• A collaborative migration management strategy is

developed by key partners.

• Progress is sustained towards the development of a

national infrastructure in Mauritania, Morocco,

Algeria, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Tunisia

for the reception, screening and management of

asylum-seekers within mixed migration flows.

• Comprehensive solutions for migrants and asylum-

seekers in North Africa are identified in partnership

with key institutions.
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In the Middle East, the goal is to engage governments to

assume greater responsibility for protecting refugees

and others of concern, as well as to increase partner-

ships and financial contributions. The objectives here

are to ensure that:

• Partnerships are strengthened with the Organization

of the Islamic Conference, the League of Arab States,

other civil society institutions, prominent individuals

and religious institutions to promote refugee rights in

the Muslim world.

• Protection is strengthened through the greater

engagement of civil society, by bolstering States’

capacity to manage refugee issues, and by challen-

ging the detention of asylum-seekers and refugees.

• Comprehensive solutions are identified for the

Sudanese of concern to UNHCR in Egypt together

with key partners.

• Asylum-seekers arriving in Yemen from the Horn of

Africa are registered by the authorities; their basic

humanitarian needs are met by a range of agencies

supplementing UNHCR’s assistance.

• Partnerships are developed to implement an

appropriate maritime response (including inter-

ception as well as rescue-at-sea) to the trafficking

of asylum-seekers and migrants from the Horn of

Africa across the Gulf of Aden to Yemen.

• Gulf States increase their contributions to UNHCR,

either directly or through NGOs and associations.

UNHCR will seek a regional approach with regard to

protection and assistance to Iraqis in neighbouring

States. In Iraq, UNHCR will focus on assistance to IDPs,

voluntary repatriation and resettlement where there is

little chance for local integration of refugees. The overall

objectives are to ensure that:

• All refugees, asylum-seekers, returnees and others of

concern in Iraq are protected in a volatile security

environment.

• A comprehensive and harmonized regional approach

with regard to protection and assistance to Iraqis in

neighbouring States is implemented.

• Assistance is provided to IDPs in the three northern

governorates and six southern governorates;

• Contingency plans and existing emergency stockpiles

are regularly updated.

Challenges

In Central Asia, refugee protection has been rendered

even more difficult with the decision of the Government of

Uzbekistan to deny UNHCR a presence in the country.

In the short term, security conditions in Afghanistan will

determine the feasibility of UNHCR’s initiatives in

South-West Asia. In the longer term, the key to achiev-

ing solutions will lie in agreements between Afghanistan

and its neighbours, the Islamic Republics of Iran and

Pakistan. Furthermore, these countries will have to

develop practical arrangements to manage future

population movements outside a refugee and humani-

tarian framework.

In North Africa, sustaining UNHCR’s expanded role in

the protection and assistance of refugees and asylum-

seekers within the massive flow of illegal migrants

remains a complex and expensive task. Major partner-

ships have to be forged or consolidated with other UN

agencies and international organizations.

Resettlement opportunities for refugees from the

Middle East have diminished since the tragic events

of 11 September 2001. Voluntary repatriation remains

a limited option for the major refugee groups until politi-

cal solutions and stability are achieved in their countries

of origin. The Arab States and neighbouring countries

in the Middle East continue to host large refugee

populations.

Of particular concern are the Iraqis who are increasingly

seeking asylum and protection in the region. In addition,

refugees who were previously living in Iraq, such as

Palestinians, have also fled the country and need tem-

porary protection. Most countries in the Middle East

are not signatories to the international refugee instru-

ments and refugees in them are unable to access basic

rights.

Security constraints and procedures greatly limit the

operations of UN Agencies in Iraq. In northern Iraq,

where security conditions have remained relatively sta-

ble, UNHCR has re-established its international pres-

ence and expects to strengthen it further in 2007.

However, violence in central Iraq and instability in the

south require UNHCR international staff to manage

operations in these regions remotely from Amman. Due

to a lack of funds and because of the difficulty reaching

southern Iraq, UNHCR will close its Iraq support office

in Kuwait in the first quarter of 2007. However, while

foreseeing a continuation of remote management

through government and NGO partners, UNHCR is con-

sidering re-establishing presence in Baghdad should

security conditions permit in 2007.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Algeria 4,889,412 4,268,794

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 1,096,200 984,270

Mauritania 605,017 885,472

Morocco 535,609 983,475

Tunisia 358,859 358,096

Sub-total North Africa 7,485,097 7,480,107

Egypt 4,569,179 4,294,356

Iraq 2,151,057 1,305,042

Israel 93,200 144,000

Jordan 2,098,883 1,755,137

Lebanon 3,204,282 3,667,704

Saudi Arabia 2,348,944 2,118,995

Syrian Arab Republic 1,885,381 2,050,212

United Arab Emirates 0 684,983

Yemen 5,168,295 4,755,782

Sub-total Middle East 21,519,221 20,776,211

Afghanistan 60,978,721 52,270,958

Islamic Republic of Iran 16,411,128 12,849,430

Pakistan 23,327,170 19,053,563

Regional activities1 589,242 275,000

Sub-total South-West Asia 101,306,261 84,448,951

Kazakhstan 1,834,526 1,644,523

Kyrgyzstan 1,291,566 1,439,904

Tajikistan 1,319,032 1,152,957

Turkmenistan 1,020,770 765,635

Uzbekistan 1,277,649 0

Sub-total Central Asia 6,743,543 5,003,019

Total CASWANAME 137,054,122 117,708,288

1 Includes repatriation of Afghans from various countries.

Note: The figures for 2000 to 2005 represent the final revised Annual and Supplementary Programme Budgets as presented in the Global
Reports 2000-2005. For 2006, the revised Annual and Supplementary Programme Budgets as at 1 September 2006 have been used. For 2007,
the initial ExCom-approved Annual Programme Budget has been used.
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Asia and the Pacific

Working environment

Forced displacement remains a sig-

nificant phenomenon in the Asia-

Pacific region, though the nature,

scale and direction of population

movements have changed signifi-

cantly since the end of the Indo-

Chinese refugee crisis. Given the

dynamics of rapid social and politi-

cal developments, there is real

potential for conflict and disruptions

triggering further population move-

ments, especially in some particu-

larly volatile areas. Meanwhile,

migratory movements and changing

demographic patterns towards,

from and within the Asian region

have posed new challenges for

governments, particularly at a time

when many countries are in the

process of consolidating develop-

mental achievements and economic

progress.

Some 2.2 million people are currently forcibly displaced

and/or in need of solutions in the Asia-Pacific region, out

of which 1.3 million are in South Asia and another

900,000 in East Asia. The region is host to many refugees

in protracted situations, both in urban and camp-based

contexts. These require urgent and bold action to devise

solutions in a humanitarian manner.

Although there is cause for hope in many countries – for

example in Nepal, where internal strife has eased, and

in Indonesia, where talks have brought peace to the

province of Aceh – others, particularly Sri Lanka, are

rapidly deteriorating. Against this dynamic background

of a region rich in cultural, social and economic diver-

sity, the forced displacement issue is but a tiny element

of the overall picture. Yet it can be seen as a catalyst for

broad social change, not least because its resolution

and the creation of national protection structures

would benefit the region as a whole. In line with its

priority of combating intolerance towards refugees

and asylum-seekers, UNHCR must fully engage with

this region of enormous potential for the future. Nurtur-

ing fundamental humanitarian values and a culture of

respect for human rights, including refugee protection,

should be part and parcel of the development agenda for

this region.

Following the outbreak of the crisis in Timor-Leste in

April, UNHCR rapidly mobilized some 14 international

staff, and budgeted more than USD 4.8 million to

provide emergency protection, shelter and household

items for some 30,000 internally displaced persons

(IDPs). Approximately 150,000 displaced people

sought safety in 56 makeshift camps and other sites

inside Dili and with host communities outside of the

capital. Decongestion of overcrowded camps helped to

avoid sexual and gender-based violence and major

outbreaks of disease. As part of a collaborative effort

with the Government, UN agencies and other partners,

UNHCR took the lead to establish an overall protection

framework for all IDPs.

With serious breaches of a four-year-old ceasefire, Sri

Lanka has descended into conflict, resulting in over

217,000 internally displaced people, an unstable secu-

rity situation for staff, and by September, more than

15,000 new refugees arriving in the southern Indian

state of Tamil Nadu. UNHCR is reinforcing its

response capacity particularly in the north and east,

and is appealing for some USD 5 million to join the

inter-agency emergency response in protection and

assistance.
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In Indonesia, UNHCR faces challenges in completing its

tsunami response operation in the Province of Nanggroe

Aceh Darussalam and the island of Nias. The Office is

cooperating with national authorities in a review of its

implementation strategy and to ensure the efficiency of

its disaster-relief programmes and the appropriate use

of funding, in close cooperation with relevant national

authorities.

A second tripartite technical meeting between UNHCR,

Cambodia and Viet Nam took place in Phnom Penh in

August 2006 to review the progress arising from

the Memorandum of Understanding to resolve the

Montagnard question. Durable solutions for almost all

of the 750 Montagnards specifically referred to in the

Memorandum have been achieved. Only 26 Montagnards,

of whom eight were scheduled for resettlement at the

end of August, remain in Cambodia. UNHCR monitoring

missions have covered more than 60 per cent of the

returnees to Viet Nam.

UNHCR has been granted access to south-eastern

Myanmar, although it is still barred from the areas most

affected by displacement. Following the visit of the

Assistant High Commissioner (Operations) to Myanmar

in July, UNHCR proposed an inter-agency assessment

in Northern Kayin State and Bago Division. Thousands

of people have been displaced from these areas, and

some 3,000 have fled to Thailand. The Office is also

maintaining its operations on behalf of the 680,000

stateless residents of Northern Rakhine State (of whom

236,000 are returnees).

Strategic objectives

UNHCR’s strategic objectives for Asia and the Pacific

for 2007-2009 are built on five pillars. These are to:

1) enhance protection; 2) find durable solutions, especially

in protracted situations; 3) engage governments and civil

society in forced displacement issues within a migration

context; 4) increase public awareness of refugee issues

and thereby help raise funds in the region; and 5)

heighten cooperation with regional and national actors

on emergency preparedness.

To enhance protection efforts, UNHCR will:

• Widen the humanitarian space for refugees and others

of concern through joint efforts with governments.

• Ensure international standards of protection are met

through participatory assessments; advocate full

access to health care, education and employment;
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ensure freedom from arbitrary detention and reinforce

mechanisms to respond to sexual and gender-based

violence and HIV/AIDS.

• Strengthen and build national capacities on asylum in

collaboration with governments.

• Increase its understanding of current and potential

situations of statelessness to better address instances

of it.

• Support efforts to provide protection for conflict-

generated IDPs within the IASC cluster approach to

address protection and assistance needs of IDPs.

To find durable solutions and resolve protracted refugee

situations, UNHCR will focus not only on the three tradi-

tional solutions of voluntary return, local settlement and

resettlement, but will also explore the use of other inno-

vative solutions such as the utilization of resettlement as

a strategic tool in breaking long-term deadlocks. It will

lobby for better treatment of refugees in the interim, and

their access to gainful employment, and the promotion

of self-reliance activities.

To engage governments and civil society in forced dis-

placement issues within a broader migration context,

UNHCR’s regional strategy envisages region-wide active

engagement with governments and civil society on forced

migration-related issues, particularly in regional forums

(for example the Asia-Pacific Consultations/Bali Process).

To increase public awareness of refugee issues and raise

funds, UNHCR will implement an information strategy

that focuses on positive approaches to protection of

persons of concern. The Office will strengthen partner-

ships through joint initiatives on asylum and refugee

issues. Training programmes, round tables and studies

will include parliamentarians, trade unions, NGOs, and

academic, religious and research institutions. UNHCR

will work to broaden the donor base throughout this eco-

nomically expanding region.

To increase cooperation with regional and national actors

on emergency preparedness and response, UNHCR will

coordinate ongoing discussion with governments. It will

review current regional capacity and augment stockpiles

and standby arrangements to enhance response mecha-

nisms. Training programmes, already provided through

UNHCR’s e-Centre, will be targeted at a wider audience.

In support of the above objectives in 2006, UNHCR has

carried out the following activities to enhance protection

and find durable solutions:

A prototype Regional Protection Hub has been set up in

Malaysia in 2006 with the addition of staff and

resources devolved from Headquarters. With a view to

bringing protection delivery closer to operations, the

Hub supports refugee status determination, capacity

building and regional institutions.

In Indonesia, UNHCR facilitated the successful launch of

the Handbook for Parliamentarians on Refugee

Protection and provided a translated version of the

Handbook to Members of Parliament. It has strengthened

its efforts to encourage accession to the 1951 Convention

in the Republic of Nauru and the withdrawal of reserva-

tions to the Convention in Papua New Guinea.

Following the High Commissioner’s visit to China,

UNHCR and the Chinese authorities are discussing the

status and treatment of asylum-seekers and refugees in

the country. Particular attention is being paid to legisla-

tion on status determination procedures as well as other

measures to ease restrictions in China. In the Hong Kong

SAR, China, UNHCR continues to engage the Government

in the refugee status determination process, building on

recent positive developments.

A women’s protection clinic in India, and the re-establish-

ment of the Provincial Admission Boards in Thailand,

have both improved the delivery of protection to refugees

and asylum-seekers in the respective countries.

UNHCR sees the development of strategic partnerships

in Asia and the Pacific as crucial to change, particularly

in long-standing refugee situations. For example,

UNHCR is taking advantage of recent openings in the

situation in Nepal, bolstered by the support and strong

efforts of the international community. The Office is

focusing on registration of the refugees in camps in the

south-east of the country, and the promotion of durable

solutions, including repatriation and resettlement, for

those in the camps. It has actively participated in the

international response to the IDP situation in the country

by monitoring protection and establishing a presence in

Nepalgunj and Biratnagar.

In Bangladesh, despite setbacks in providing assistance

to the 20,000 refugees remaining in camps in the south

of the country, UNHCR and the international commu-

nity have been promoting a two-pronged approach: first,

the immediate improvement of protection and assis-

tance in the camps, including through the involvement

of other UN agencies and partners in the camps and

refugee hosting areas; and second, pushing for durable

solutions for these populations.

In Thailand, UNHCR has been able to move forward on

a major resettlement programme involving ten countries.

The Government’s position on resettlement has soft-

ened, allowing UNHCR to submit the cases of 13,000

refugees for resettlement. The Government has also

agreed to language and job training in the camps to pre-

pare refugees for durable solutions. During the High

Commissioner’s recent mission to the country, UNHCR

held constructive discussions on new employment

opportunities for refugees.
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Challenges

The absence of an international legal framework: Only

13 countries in the region have acceded to the interna-

tional refugee instruments. Regardless of their signatory

status, however, there is a tradition of hosting refugees

informally in most countries.

The absence of national protection structures: Many

governments in the region consider refugees and

asylum-seekers as illegal migrants and fear that estab-

lishing formal asylum procedures would attract more.

Some countries lack the resources to build up refugee

status determination processes and institutions on their

own. With a few exceptions, most countries in the

region rely on UNHCR to determine refugee status, to

assist refugees and to identify durable solutions. This

places a considerable burden on UNHCR. Furthermore,

national institutions dealing specifically with refugees

do not exist in the majority of situations.

Political constraints: Forced displacement and migra-

tion are sensitive issues in the region, and are not usu-

ally high on priority lists of governments. Granting asylum

is in many cases seen as an unfriendly act to neighbour-

ing countries. Humanitarian concerns are often subor-

dinated to national security, economic and social

considerations.

Awareness and understanding of refugee issues: In most

countries in the region, refugee-related issues are

highly politicized and the media and the public at large

frequently confuse refugees with illegal migrants or

criminals.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Bangladesh 3,090,368 2,890,103

India 3,858,589 3,438,192

Nepal 6,865,442 6,975,643

Sri Lanka 8,827,990 7,331,779

Sub-total South Asia 22,642,389 20,635,717

Australia and New Zealand 1,121,818 1,096,908

Cambodia 1,391,801 1,054,371

China 4,212,665 3,676,243

Indonesia 2,659,546 2,107,133

Japan 3,352,845 3,188,257

Malaysia 3,268,264 3,931,313

Mongolia 111,846 131,710

Myanmar 4,845,122 4,304,946

Papua New Guinea 465,732 462,600

Philippines 219,395 196,845

Republic of Korea 861,340 920,154

Singapore 46,000 43,800

Thailand 7,665,945 9,785,736

Timor-Leste 308,888 218,656

Viet Nam 443,937 255,722

Regional activities1 230,000 359,622

Sub-total East Asia and the Pacific 31,205,144 31,734,016

Total Asia 53,847,533 52,369,733

1 Includes general protection activities, dissemination of refugee law, transport and repatriation of Indo-Chinese refugees.
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Europe

Working environment

UNHCR’s operations in the subregions of Western

Europe, Central Europe and the Baltic States,

South-Eastern Europe and Eastern Europe are particu-

larly affected by diverse challenges relating to irregular

migration, internal displacement, the preservation of

asylum and the return and integration of displaced

people. Solutions can no longer be sought purely at

country level, so the Office is pursuing various options

through broader regional and subregional collaboration

and initiatives.

In Western and Central Europe, a declining trend in indi-

vidual asylum applications has continued in 2006. At

the same time, there has been an increase in the num-

ber of boatloads of illegal immigrants landing on the Ital-

ian island of Lampedusa, on Malta and on Spain’s

Canary Islands. It is of grave concern to UNHCR that

many lives are lost at sea in these hazardous voyages,

which are by no means limited to the Europe region.

They reflect the desperation of so many asylum-seekers

across the globe who are willing to risk life and limb to

escape situations of fear or persecution.

UNHCR’s operations in Turkey are shaped by the

Government’s decision to maintain the “geographic limi-

tation” which restricts its obligation under the 1951

Convention to persons uprooted by events in Europe.

Until a national asylum system for non-Europeans seek-

ing international protection is established, UNHCR will

conduct refugee status determination (RSD) under its

mandate. Turkey does, however, provide non-European

refugees with temporary asylum pending UNHCR’s

efforts to secure their resettlement. In view of Turkey’s

candidacy for membership of the European Union (EU),

the Government has committed itself to implementing

the EU Acquis on asylum, migration, border monitoring

and human rights.

In Eastern Europe, the security situation remains

volatile, but there has been some progress towards

the resolution of long-standing conflicts. In the Russian

Federation, UNHCR now has greater access to persons

of concern in the northern Caucasus. The United

Nations Department of Safety and Security recently

relaxed security restrictions, which will allow UNHCR to

open a field office in Grozny and provide more effective

international protection and assistance to returnees and

internally displaced persons (IDPs) in Chechnya.
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The operational environment in the Caucasus remains

volatile, making it all the more crucial that UNHCR pro-

tects refugees, asylum-seekers and IDPs, besides col-

laborating with governments to find durable solutions.

The inhabitants of South-Eastern Europe, including

some 130,000 refugees and 430,000 IDPs whose lives

were disrupted by the wars in the former Yugoslavia,

witnessed significant political developments in 2006.

Perhaps the most important was a referendum in

Montenegro in May that led to its declaration of inde-

pendence from the State Union of Serbia and Montenegro

on 3 June 2006. A week later Montenegro became the

192nd Member State of the United Nations.

Although there was some improvement in security and

more freedom of movement in Kosovo (Serbia), harass-

ment, abuse and low-level violence against minorities in

the province (particularly ethnic Serbs and Roma) con-

tinue. This highlights the need for international protec-

tion and greater preparedness on the part of UNHCR

pending a decision on Kosovo’s status.

Strategic objectives

UNHCR’s strategic objectives for Europe in 2007 are to:

• Ensure full and unhindered access to asylum proce-

dures and enhance the quality of government protec-

tion and asylum systems.

• Ensure effective border monitoring and capacity-

building to governments, and improve conditions in

reception facilities.

• Promote durable solutions for refugees, in particular

local integration and naturalization.

• Strengthen partners, and by 2007-2008 hand over to

them UNHCR’s operations in Western Europe, espe-

cially those related to material assistance, social ser-

vices and legal counselling.

• Address the asylum-migration nexus through

inter-agency cooperation and regional and cross-

border initiatives.

• Promote more resettlement in countries where the

potential for reception and integration exists.

• Advocate including the issue of displacement in

development and conflict-resolution processes to help

find durable solutions and end protracted assistance

programmes.

• Press for and provide protection and assistance to IDPs

in partnership with international agencies and NGOs.

• Ensure that statelessness is addressed.

Challenges

In Western Europe, asylum and migration remain politi-

cally sensitive issues despite the significant decline in

the number of asylum-seekers. Little distinction is

made by the public between refugees and others in

need of international protection and economic

migrants. States in general remain more focused on

migration control than asylum. In this climate, UNHCR

must ensure that appropriate procedures are in place

to identify asylum-seekers, grant them access to state

territories and ensure their fair treatment. The chal-

lenges many governments face in the integration of

immigrants have lessened their willingness to receive

those in need of international protection.

One attempt to respond to the particular challenges

posed by mixed flows of migrants and asylum-seekers is

a ten-point plan of action developed by the Office in

2006. Collaboration with the Government of Italy, the

IOM and the Italian Red Cross has helped to provide

a framework for monitoring and assisting the large

numbers of arrivals in Lampedusa. UNHCR has also

increased its presence and capacity-building activities in

the Canary Islands and in the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta

and Melilla, and has assisted Malta to cope with the

large number of arrivals there.

Despite the fall in the number of asylum cases in Central

Europe and the Baltic States, it should not be forgotten

that due to their location on the borders of the European

Union, Central European countries face considerable

pressure from broader migration movements. This

makes the need for greater cooperation and burden- and

responsibility-sharing among the Union’s Member

States all the more acute. It has also given rise to a ten-

dency to impose more restrictive asylum measures in

the context of the Union’s directives.

One of the consequences of the economic austerity

programmes introduced by governments in the region

has been a reduction in funding for the maintenance and

development of national asylum systems and infrastruc-

ture. This trend is of particular concern to UNHCR, as

States bear the primary responsibility for protecting and

assisting asylum-seekers and refugees. UNHCR will

make every effort to ensure that asylum systems in the

region receive the necessary human, financial and

material support from the governments concerned. It

will also ensure that civil society groups participate in

asylum systems.

In Turkey, the aligning of the national asylum system

with international standards may be affected if there is a

slowdown in the country’s negotiations to become a

member of the European Union. Events in Iraq could

result in large population movements into Turkey, which

would be a challenge both to UNHCR’s response

capability and its plans to help build the Government’s

national asylum system.

In Eastern Europe, the tense security situation in Georgia,

especially in Abkhazia and South Ossetia, could hurt

UNHCR’s operations there. The frozen peace process
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and the unresolved status of South Ossetia hamper the

work of development agencies. The lack of a legal

framework for the restitution of property in South

Ossetia also impedes returns. The number of resettle-

ment countries that accept Chechen refugees remains

limited, and the number of Chechens resettled con-

tinues to decrease.

The conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh is still not resolved,

and this limits the implementation of durable solutions

for the displaced in Armenia and Azerbaijan.

Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine face simi-

lar challenges in establishing comprehensive migration

policies, building national asylum systems and finding

durable solutions for refugees. UNHCR will support their

links with each other and with States in the European

Union, in particular through the Söderköping process,

which offers a forum for cross-border dialogue on migra-

tion and asylum.

The Russian Federation will face significant migra-

tion challenges, especially with regard to economic

movements and illegal migration. There is a significant

gap between the Federation’s legislation pertaining

to refugees and asylum-seekers and its implementation.

In the complex humanitarian and security environment

of the northern Caucasus it is important to ensure that

the rights of IDPs and returnees are respected.

In South-Eastern Europe, it is unlikely that the goal of

the Sarajevo Declaration — to resolve the plight of hun-

dreds of thousands of refugees and IDPs by the end of

2006 — will be met. This is partly due to the unresolved

issue of tenancy rights in Croatia and generally poor

socio-economic conditions that hinder reintegration or

local integration across the subregion. In Kosovo, polit-

ical uncertainty and lack of security limit UNHCR’s abil-

ity to implement durable solutions. Still, UNHCR will

endeavour to find durable solutions for persons of con-

cern in the subregion and help governments and other

national actors to bring asylum systems in line with

international standards.
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2006 2007

Armenia 1,535,176 1,410,270

Azerbaijan 3,564,813 3,023,063

Belarus 1,054,028 977,312

Georgia 4,304,911 4,462,858

Republic of Moldova 624,950 618,977

Russian Federation 15,609,817 13,415,656

Ukraine 3,054,883 3,073,876

Regional activities1 195,000 100,000

Sub-total Eastern Europe 29,943,578 27,082,012

Albania 1,119,392 734,890

Bosnia and Herzegovina 10,688,257 6,702,164

Croatia 4,513,641 3,191,177

Montenegro2 0 2,162,812

Serbia2 24,918,958 20,956,650

The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 3,901,288 3,085,829

Sub-total South-Eastern Europe 45,141,536 36,833,522

Bulgaria 1,042,971 846,372

Cyprus 838,791 710,813

Czech Republic 927,603 420,643

Hungary 2,364,094 2,060,516

Poland 955,036 807,938

Romania 1,092,737 979,681

Slovakia 762,151 496,666

Slovenia 380,121 194,000

Turkey 7,065,521 6,716,171

Regional activities3 300,000 240,000

Sub-total Central Europe and the Baltic States 15,729,025 13,472,800

Austria 1,425,580 903,189

Belgium 3,352,605 3,135,633

France 2,286,391 2,586,052

Germany 2,203,919 2,287,121

Greece 1,589,106 1,055,939

Ireland 640,596 622,061

Italy 2,519,308 2,583,528

Malta 55,235 35,320

Portugal 64,600 51,679

Spain 925,853 978,285

Sweden 1,964,978 1,712,091

Switzerland 694,874 653,170

United Kingdom 1,620,742 1,499,071

Sub-total Western Europe 19,343,787 18,103,139

Total Europe 110,157,926 95,491,473

1 Includes activities in Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine.
2 In 2006, UNHCR’s activities in Montenegro, amounting to USD 2,387,055, are included in the budget for Serbia.
3 Includes promotion of refugee law.
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The Americas

Working environment

With nine elections during the

year, the political landscape

of Latin America has changed signif-

icantly in 2006. Now, with the tran-

sition over, there is room for dialogue

with governments on their asylum

obligations and, more specifically,

their implementation of the Mexico

Plan of Action. Signed by 20 States,

the Plan is a continent-wide frame-

work for the protection of displaced

people. By adopting it, governments

have committed themselves to

strengthening refugee protection

and implementing an integrated

approach to durable solutions.

The conflict in Colombia and its con-

sequences on human displacement

are the main focus of UNHCR’s work

in Latin America. The Government of

Colombia recently acknowledged

that there are some 3 to 3.5 million

internally displaced persons (IDPs)

in the country, of whom some 2

million are registered. Escalating

violence has induced new displace-

ment, particularly among indige-

nous communities. Nariño province,

in the south-east of the country near the border with

Ecuador, witnessed some of the worst fighting and

several waves of mass displacement in 2006.

Ecuador, Costa Rica, Panama and the Bolivarian

Republic of Venezuela have felt the effects of the

humanitarian crisis in Colombia directly, with large

numbers of people fleeing into their territories. The

conflict is also having an impact on Brazil, particu-

larly in the Amazon region, where authorities report

the presence of some 4,000 Colombians in need of

protection.

It is estimated that up to 500,000 Colombians of con-

cern to UNHCR have fled their country and sought pro-

tection throughout the region. Although most continue

to seek asylum in neighbouring countries, a growing

number are opting to go farther afield for security

reasons, particularly to Chile, Bolivia and Argentina.

Consequently, the number of asylum-seekers in these

countries is on the increase.

To ensure effective coverage in the Caribbean, UNHCR

has stepped up its presence in North America and the

Caribbean. The Office’s first priority in the region is to

update contingency plans for any major outflows.

In North America, Canada ended its “direct-back” pol-

icy, under which asylum-seekers arriving at land bor-

ders were sent back to the United States with an

appointment for an eligibility interview in Canada at a

later stage, without knowing if they would qualify for an

exception under the Safe Third Country Agreement

signed by the two countries. The “direct-back” policy

risked undermining the principle of non-refoulement.

In the United States, the application of the “material sup-

port” bar to admission to the country under anti-terrorist

laws is of grave concern to UNHCR. These provisions have

been used to deny access to the United States to people

with genuine fears of persecution, as well as to refugees in

need of resettlement. UNHCR and the Government are dis-

cussing this issue.
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UNHCR continues to work closely with the United

States and Canada on their resettlement programmes.

Strategic objectives

UNHCR’s strategic objectives for the Americas region

are to:

• Strengthen the protection of refugees and internally

displaced people in Latin America and find durable

solutions for them under the framework of the Mexico

Plan of Action.

• Promote and consolidate a viable resettlement

programme for Latin American countries and improve

the use of resettlement as a strategic protection tool

and responsibility-sharing mechanism.

• In North America, maintain high protection standards

for refugees and asylum-seekers and increase political

support for UNHCR’s operations.

UNHCR tries to ensure a coherent protection response

in all countries affected by the conflict in Colombia. One

of the main challenges is to ensure the basic rights of

Colombians who — despite not being registered or

having undergone a formal refugee status determination

(RSD) procedure — are in need of protection. Accord-

ingly, UNHCR’s protection strategy will target almost

half a million Colombians in need of protection who do

not have access to the Office for security and other rea-

sons. UNHCR will also promote the self-reliance and

socio-economic integration of refugees, IDPs and

others of concern in urban centres and border areas.

Within Colombia, UNHCR’s priority is to bridge the gap

between the country’s sophisticated legislation on dis-

placement issues and its implementation. To this end,

and following discussions with the Government,

UNHCR is expanding its activities in the country.

New offices have been opened in Bucaramanga and

Villavicencio. In 2007, a new office will be opened

in Medellín. In order to ensure close inter-agency

cooperation, the UN Thematic Group on Displacement

has been reactivated under the leadership of UNHCR.

In southern Latin America, UNHCR will develop the

intra-regional resettlement programme to ease pressure

on those countries in the region receiving large number

of refugees. The sustainability of the programme

depends on the integration of resettled refugees into

their host communities. The Office will also strengthen
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asylum legislation and the functioning of eligibility

commissions; monitor sensitive border areas; and

train border officials in identifying those in need of

international protection within broader migration

movements.

In Central America, Mexico and Cuba, UNHCR’s main

objectives are to ensure the protection of refugees within

broader migratory flows, in particular by monitoring the

southern border of Mexico and strengthening national

asylum systems; and to promote the naturalization of

long-staying refugees.

In the Caribbean, UNHCR aims to be prepared to react

immediately to any group of asylum-seekers in the

region and assist governments in making prompt RSD

decisions. The Office will also build protection networks

with NGO partners and the legal and academic commu-

nities, besides strengthening its network of honorary

representatives in the region.

In Canada and the United States, UNHCR will focus on

ensuring political and financial support for its global

operations. Furthermore, the Office will check that

asylum-seekers have full access to RSD procedures and

that persons of concern have access to alternatives to

detention and, if detained, that conditions are humane.

Finally, UNHCR will try to make certain that gender-

based RSD claims are considered in a manner

consistent with international standards and that sepa-

rated children are treated appropriately.

Challenges

National security concerns throughout the continent

make it increasingly difficult to protect asylum-seekers

and refugees. Nonetheless, the Mexico Plan of Action

has renewed commitment to the refugee cause and pro-

vided a platform for addressing related issues within a

regional perspective.

The increase in movements of irregular migrants within

and to the region has led States to develop measures to

manage migration and control their borders better. In

this context, there is a need to mainstream protection to

maintain the asylum space in the region.

Despite the challenges, a spirit of solidarity and generos-

ity towards refugees and asylum-seekers persists

throughout Latin America. However, longer-term sup-

port of the international community is required if

programmes under the Mexico Plan of Action, particu-

larly in regional resettlement and local integration, are to

be sustained.
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Budget (USD)

Country

2006 2007

AB AB SB Total

UNHCR office in New York 2,780,654 3,002,256 0 3,002,256

Canada 1,638,952 1,877,024 0 1,877,024

Cuba 400,000 287,600 0 287,600

United States of America1 3,689,220 3,477,033 0 3,477,033

Sub-total North America and the Caribbean 8,508,826 8,643,913 0 8,643,913

Argentina regional office2 2,322,652 2,302,621 0 2,302,621

Brazil 1,787,569 2,353,162 0 2,353,162

Colombia3 8,443,625 353,362 13,255,230 13,608,592

Costa Rica 1,705,293 1,926,507 0 1,926,507

Ecuador 3,944,085 4,446,802 0 4,446,802

Mexico regional office4 2,765,089 2,281,010 0 2,281,010

Panama 857,493 847,304 0 847,304

Venezuela regional office5 2,941,696 3,045,617 0 3,045,617

Sub-total Latin America 24,767,502 17,556,385 13,255,230 30,811,615

Total Americas 33,276,328 26,200,298 13,255,230 39,455,528

1 Includes legal assistance and durable solutions for asylum-seekers and refugees in the United States, and refugee protection and capacity building in the Caribbean

(Trinidad and Tobago, the Dominican Republic and Jamaica).
2 Includes local integration in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, as well as resettlement in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay.
3 In 2007, the requirements for internally displaced people in Colombia are presented in a Supplementary Programme Budget.
4 Includes local integration in El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Belize.
5 Includes local integration in northern South America.



Global programmes

In addition to its country operations, UNHCR under-

takes a broad range of projects and activities of a

global or regional nature, called global programmes.

They are designed to support field operations and are

mostly implemented in the Field, but budgeted for and

managed at Headquarters in Geneva. These global

programmes are divided into three categories: projects

supporting the implementation of policy priorities; other

activities; and programme support activities.

Activities related to policy priorities will, for example, be

geared towards the prevention of sexual and gender-

based violence, protection and care of refugee children

and adolescents, the environment, and HIV/AIDS.

Among the “other activities” are well-established pro-

jects such as the Protection Surge Capacity Project,

which provides protection staff to operations; Project

Profile, which focuses on strengthening registration

in the Field; the DAFI scholarship programme; the

organization of World Refugee Day; and the Goodwill

Ambassador programme. Programme support activities

include emergency-related initiatives such as the pro-

curement of relief items, the organization of emergency

management workshops and the eCentre in Tokyo; infor-

mation technology support to the Field; the Manage-

ment Systems Renewal Project (MRSP); and staff

training initiatives such as the Management Learning

Programme.

The budget for UNHCR’s global programmes in 2007 is

listed below. More details on global programmes can

be found in the attached CD-ROM.
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Budget (USD)

Activities

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Policy priorities

Women, children and community development 2,174,536 1,536,450

Improving life-sustaining sectors 602,999 498,399

Environment 666,000 532,800

HIV/AIDS 1,170,000 1,962,867

Emergency-related projects1 5,886,852 4,816,000

Sub-total 10,500,387 9,346,516

Other activities

Promotion of refugee law and advocacy 331,200 221,960

Resettlement projects 2,196,000 2,273,265

Protection-related projects / Voluntary repatriation2 3,084,601 2,998,317

Research, evaluation and documentation 258,750 150,000

Registration / Project Profile 1,147,500 848,000

Public information / Media projects / Private sector fund raising3 6,526,520 9,727,474

Training-related projects 223,000 190,000

Education4 0 2,599,503

Linking humanitarian assistance to longer-term development 460,665 207,972

Miscellaneous5 1,538,000 1,559,959

Sub-total 15,766,236 20,776,450
�
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Activities

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Programme support activities

Division of Operational Services

Emergency and Technical Support Service6 15,895,854 15,965,712

Division of International Protection Services

Resettlement field support 155,000 100,000

Division of Information Systems and Technology
7

Business Solution Service and ICT fixed costs - Field 3,303,556 5,626,303

Information and telecommunications - Field support 2,191,742 958,618

Division of Human Resources Management

Training of UNHCR staff 3,350,000 3,267,000

Special staff costs including voluntary separation 8,500,000 10,296,187

Sub-total 33,396,152 36,213,820

Grand total 59,662,775 66,336,786

1 Includes emergency and security management and support (USD 700,000), rapid emergency preparedness and response (USD 1,000,000), eCentre (USD 500,000),

stockpiling, warehousing and deployment of emergency relief items and equipment (USD 2,616,000).
2 Includes refugee status determination (USD 345,739), legal and policy research project (USD 192,000), provision of protection information (USD 164,812), voluntary

repatriation of individual refugees (USD 55,000), Surge Protection Capacity Project (USD 1,996,766), and Strengthening Protection Capacity Project (USD 244,000).
3 Includes public affairs activities (USD 344,880), public information activities (USD 607,090), private sector fund raising (USD 8,473,104), visibility and promotional

items supply (USD 95,400), library and visitors centre (USD 207,000).
4 In 2006, education projects under the Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative Fund (DAFI) were included under the regional operations.
5 Includes non refugee legal matters (USD 70,000), NGO liaison and support for effective cooperation (USD 120,960), mainstreaming of standards and indicators

(USD 576,000), implementation of UNHCR Assessment Framework (USD 593,000), costs of insurance and inspection of goods (USD 200,000).
6 Includes costs for maintaining Minimum Operating Security Standards and funds for unforeseen security needs (USD 1,500,200), cost-sharing of the United Nation's

Department of Safety and Security annual operations in the field and other security, emergency, technical and related costs.
7 Includes ICT fixed costs for field and ICT project costs (USD 4,860,302) and information technology services for field operations, such as telecommunications, user

services, application development etc.



Headquarters
The essential role of Headquarters is to provide overall

management for the Office, with a particular focus on

corporate-level policy and strategy, as well as overall

control. UNHCR’s mission and activities are supported

by a complex set of processes that involve both

Headquarters and the Field.

Headquarters departments, divisions and units are

responsible, inter alia, for creating and maintaining the

strategic core of the following key functions of the

organization:

• Doctrine and policy development

• Strategic direction articulation

• Fund raising and resource mobilization

• Prioritization and resource allocation

• Executive Committee and other governance support

(General Assembly and ECOSOC)

• Financial control in accordance with UN and UNHCR

rules and regulations

• Monitoring, measuring and reporting (including

results-based management)

• Oversight (inspection, evaluation, investigation and

audit)

• Media relations and public affairs

• Inter-agency relations and strategic partnerships

• Central emergency preparedness and response

management

• Security management

A more detailed description of Headquarters’ functions

and the units in charge of carrying them out can be

found in the attached CD-ROM.
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Budget (USD)

Divisions / Departments

Annual Programme Budget
1

2006 2007

Executive Direction and Management

Executive Office (including Office of the Mediator) 4,170,175 3,945,140

Inspector General’s Office 3,469,609 3,472,170

Legal Affairs Section 1,158,770 1,059,612

Change Management Section 0 759,070

Policy Development and Evaluation Service 592,654 980,045

Organizational Development and Management Service 1,944,273 2,136,207

Sub-total 11,335,481 12,352,244

Division of Information Systems and Telecommunications

Office of the Director and ICT fixed costs for Headquarters 722,441 2,683,278

Information and Telecommunications Service 13,102,361 10,868,728

Business Solutions Service 24,600,971 18,483,174

Sub-total 38,425,773 32,035,180

Department of International Protection Services

Office of the Director 1,719,798 1,553,299

Specialized Sections 10,409,079 9,454,994

Sub-total 12,128,877 11,008,293

Department of Operations

Division of Operational Services

Office of the Director 2,024,346 2,465,428

Specialized Sections 4,182,601 3,010,171

Programme Coordination and Operations Support Section 2,477,225 2,347,476

Sub-total 8,684,172 7,823,075 �
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Divisions / Departments

Annual Programme Budget
1

2006 2007

Regional Bureaux

Office of the Director - Africa 4,012,177 4,142,190

Chad/Sudan Situation Unit Headquarters 709,591 553,548

Desk for West Africa 1,749,854 1,130,569

Desk for East and Horn of Africa 1,323,148 1,000,792

Desk for Central Africa and the Great Lakes 1,457,189 1,276,953

Desk for Southern Africa 994,396 777,467

Bureau for Central Asia, South-West Asia, North Africa and the Middle East 4,851,878 4,470,799

Bureau for Asia and the Pacific 2,861,833 2,609,036

Bureau for Europe 5,012,002 4,835,680

Bureau for the Americas 2,150,942 2,090,213

Sub-total 25,123,010 22,887,247

Sub-total Department of Operations 33,807,182 30,710,322

Division of External Relations

Office of the Director 1,395,219 839,033

Donor Relations and Resource Mobilization Service 3,402,193 3,466,754

Media Relations and Public Information Service 4,266,744 4,253,666

Private Sector and Public Affairs Service 2,481,052 2,315,746

Secretariat and Inter-Organization Service 1,882,305 2,065,454

NGO Liaison Unit 592,327 558,052

Records and Archives Section 2,264,254 2,173,274

Electronic Document Management 587,841 394,734

Sub-total 16,871,935 16,066,713

Division of Human Resource Management

Office of the Director 2,365,129 2,585,508

Specialized Sections 16,610,360 14,926,206

Joint Medical Service 2,201,595 1,912,017

Sub-total 21,177,084 19,423,731

Division of Financial and Supply Management

Office of the Controller and Director 1,716,984 1,721,664

Financial Resources Service 7,853,127 8,291,491

Supply Management Service2 6,312,550 6,122,190

Audit 3,013,660 3,031,005

UN Finance Division (including security and safety at Headquarters) 3,500,000 3,315,000

Headquarters running costs 10,999,263 9,809,875

Sub-total 33,395,584 32,291,225

Staff Council 410,394 400,381

Grand total 167,552,310 154,288,089

1 Includes allocations of USD 32,873,515 (2006) and USD 34,431,685 (2007) from the UN Regular Budget.
2 The Supply Management Service was moving from the Division of Financial and Supply Management (DFSM) to the Division of Operational Services at the time of

writing. It is shown under DFSM for comparative purposes.
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Africa

Central Africa and the Great Lakes

Chad and Sudan situation

East and Horn of Africa

West Africa

Southern Africa



Burundi

Central African Republic

Chad (see under Chad/Sudan situation)

Democratic Republic of the Congo

Gabon

Republic of the Congo

Rwanda

United Republic of Tanzania

Central Africa and
the Great Lakes

Working environment

In 2006, for the first time in many years, there were no

major refugee crises in the region. Repatriation was

the main focus of UNHCR’s work in the region.

In Burundi, the September peace agreement between

the Government and the Front national de libération

(FNL) had not, at the time of writing, had a major

impact on repatriation. Although UNHCR began pro-

moting repatriation to Burundi in June, many Burundian

refugees, mainly in the United Republic of Tanzania,

took a “wait-and-see” attitude. They preferred not to join

approximately 318,000 of their compatriots who have

returned home since 2002 and reintegrated in their

areas of origin with UNHCR’s assistance.

In the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), the first

free elections in 40 years were held on 30 July, but

required a second round which was due to take place in

late October. Although the first round of elections was

on the whole peaceful, it has not yet had a positive impact

on the return of refugees. From January to September

2006, only about 25,000 Congolese refugees repatriated,

mainly from Tanzania and the Republic of the Congo

(RoC). However, all DRC refugees in Sudan who wished

to return to their country did so. Total returns to the DRC

from across the region since 2005 number some

72,000. Organized repatriation from Zambia to specific

areas in Katanga may start at the end of the year after

the signing of a tripartite agreement by UNHCR, the

DRC and Zambia.



By the end of 2006, the organized return of 63,500

Angolan refugees from the DRC should be completed. In

2007, UNHCR will turn its focus to the local integration

of those who have opted not to return to their homeland.

With regard to internally displaced persons (IDPs), in

2006 the DRC became one of the first countries in

which the “cluster approach” was used to assist and

protect them. UNHCR, as the cluster co-chair on protec-

tion, together with the UN Mission in the Congo

(MONUC), and early recovery (with UNDP), focused pri-

marily on coordinating protection mechanisms at the

provincial level. This involved better monitoring as well

as noting gaps and mobilizing resources to address them.

In Rwanda, 2007 is the year in which the Gacaca pro-

cess (whereby traditional courts try suspected perpetra-

tors of the 1994 genocide) is expected to end. In total,

some 800,000 cases will be tried in the traditional

courts. Drought and fear of the Gacaca had propelled an

outflow of 20,000 people to Burundi in 2005 and

2006. With the support of UNHCR, the Government of

Burundi had started individual refugee status determin-

ation (RSD) procedures, but only about 3 per cent of

asylum-seekers were recognized as refugees. The majority

of the rejected asylum-seekers have gone back to Rwanda.

The Republic of the Congo (ROC) remained generally

stable despite some incidents in the Pool region. On the

other hand, the Central African Republic (CAR) contin-

ues to suffer from insecurity and instability, especially in

the northern part of the country. In early 2006, a surge

in rebel attacks triggered army reprisals against the civil-

ian population, which the military suspected of support-

ing the rebels. This led to new population

displacements.

The total number of CAR refugees in southern Chad now

stands at close to 60,000. They have not returned home

because of the security situation in their country. There

are also an estimated 50,000 IDPs scattered through-

out the northern region of the CAR who are dependent

on international aid. The planned return of Sudanese

refugees from CAR also suffered setbacks because of the

CAR Government’s security concerns, but in September

the authorities gave clearance for the returns to resume.

Strategy

In 2007, UNHCR will continue with voluntary repatria-

tion programmes for Burundian, Congolese (DRC) and

Rwandan refugees as well as Sudanese refugees in the

Central African Republic. It will also prepare for the

eventual return of the refugees from CAR — if security

permits — to the country’s northern region. For those

refugees not wishing or unable to return, the Office will

work with concerned governments to identify durable

solutions, especially for Angolan refugees in the DRC

and Congolese refugees in Gabon.
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UNHCR will continue to promote the return of Burundian

refugees from Tanzania, Rwanda and the DRC. It is

expected that 80,000 Burundians will repatriate in

2007, mainly from Tanzania. UNHCR will also facilitate

the group resettlement in the United States of up to

13,000 Burundian refugees who have experienced multi-

ple displacements and are currently in camps in Tanzania.

By the end of 2006, there will still be approximately

350,000 DRC Congolese refugees in the Great Lakes

region and in Southern Africa. In view of the security situ-

ation in the regions of Ituri, North Kivu and north of

Uvira, no large return activities from Uganda, Rwanda

and Burundi are planned. However, should the situation

change for the better, UNHCR will conduct repatriation

from these countries.

UNHCR will provide return kits to returnees and trans-

port them to their villages. It will also, in coordination

with other agencies involved in the cluster approach,

provide limited reintegration assistance in those com-

munities with the highest number of returned refugees

and IDPs.

Although UNHCR has been promoting returns to

Rwanda since 2002, more effort is needed to overcome

refugees’ fears. UNHCR will continue to promote volun-

tary repatriation from all neighbouring countries, and

will continue its returnee monitoring programme in

areas of return. The information gathered from the latter

will be shared with countries of asylum. For those for

whom return is not a possibility, prospects for local

integration will be explored in 2007.

Most Sudanese refugees currently in the DRC and CAR

are eager to return. Their organized repatriation should

continue through 2007.

In Gabon, the process of making Congolese refugees

from the RoC self-reliant will continue throughout 2007.

With the issuance of refugee identity cards by the

Government in September 2006, the prospects for more

work opportunities and a reduction in protection prob-

lems have improved.

In order to strengthen protection in the region, the Office

will improve the RSD and registration process in CAR,

Gabon and Tanzania. UNHCR will also continue partici-

patory assessments that are mindful of age, gender and

diversity. It will improve measures to prevent sexual and

gender-based violence, especially in IDP situations, and

extend its sensitization and training activities to combat

impunity.

UNHCR will work with government and other partners

to integrate refugees into national responses to

HIV/AIDS. Regional initiatives such as the Great Lakes

Initiative Against AIDS will be pursued. Partnerships

with national organizations aim to ensure equal access

to services for refugees and surrounding populations.

Constraints

The volatile situation in the region makes reliable plan-

ning difficult. The result of the second round of presiden-

tial elections in the DRC may either have a very positive

impact on returns or lead to a dramatic rise in insecurity

and an outflow of refugees. Access to the refugees and

IDPs in the DRC and CAR will remain difficult because

of the presence of armed elements. The sustainability of

return will depend to a large extent on the availability of

funds for reintegration activities.

Operations

Operations in Burundi, the DRC, and Tanzania are

covered in individual country chapters.

Rwanda is still host to 43,600 refugees from the DRC

and 3,000 urban refugees of other nationalities. UNHCR

will continue to protect and assist these groups.

The general improvement of the security situation in

North Kivu and Bukavu after the election may create a

suitable environment for a tripartite agreement between

Rwanda, the DRC and UNHCR for the voluntary repatri-

ation of DRC refugees hosted in the three camps in

Rwanda. About 12,000 refugees are expected to repa-

triate in 2007.

To further promote the voluntary repatriation of Burundian

refugees, UNHCR will continue information campaigns

and conduct “go-and-see” visits. Meanwhile, in Burundi

the Office will involve other agencies in reintegration

activities to ensure that return is sustainable.

The Office will also promote the voluntary repatriation of

Rwandan refugees, coupled with the signing of tripartite

agreements with Kenya and South Africa. These activi-

ties should result in the voluntary return of some 5,000

Rwandan refugees – of an estimated 57,000 still living

in exile in 21 African countries.
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Arriving in Baraka, DRC, back from exile in Tanzania. In

2007, UNHCR expects some 98,500 Congolese refugees to

return from neighbouring countries. UNHCR / S. Schulman



In the Central African Republic, UNHCR provides inter-

national protection and assistance to some 12,000

Sudanese refugees in the Mboki settlement, approxi-

mately 700 Congolese (DRC) refugees in the Molangue

settlement and an estimated 5,500 urban refugees of

different nationalities in Bangui. However, repatriation

of both Sudanese and Congolese refugees should reduce

the figure by early 2007.

By September 2006, more than 2,100 Sudanese

refugees from Mboki had repatriated to South Sudan,

and in 2007 UNHCR will complete the voluntary repatri-

ation of the remaining Sudanese refugees. In the mean-

time, the Office will end its involvement in the voluntary

repatriation of the residual Congolese (DRC) refugees

within the framework of the multi-year strategy for the

DRC operations. The Molangue refugee settlement will be

handed over to the CAR authorities in December 2006.

Gabon hosts a population of 13,800 refugees and

asylum-seekers. After the verification and revalidation of

over 8,500 refugees, and with the support of UNHCR,

the Government will issue identity cards which will entitle

their holders to obtain residence permits that allow

them to work. UNHCR will also help strengthen the

Commission Nationale pour les Réfugiés (National

Refugee Commission), and support the RSD process in

the country.

The Republic of the Congo hosts more than 63,000

refugees. The biggest group is from the DRC, followed

by refugees from Rwanda and Angola. UNHCR will con-

tinue to facilitate voluntary repatriation and pursue

durable solutions for those refugees not willing to return

home.

UNHCR, the Government and NGO partners conducted

a participatory assessment in both rural and urban areas

which identified significant protection risks, especially

of sexual exploitation and abuse due to extreme poverty.

The Office will conduct awareness raising campaigns on

this issue for local authorities and civil society. To com-

bat poverty, it will support projects to boost economic

stability.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Burundi 37,234,162 23,792,407

Central African Republic 5,428,940 2,013,589

Chad 74,337,462 69,368,365

Congo, Republic of the 6,817,537 4,947,726

Democratic Republic of the Congo 18,336,569 11,520,750

Gabon 3,620,963 2,274,905

Rwanda 6,724,352 4,927,870

United Republic of Tanzania 27,998,719 24,357,957

Regional activities1 9,659,400 8,775,000

Total 190,158,104 151,978,569

1 Includes assistance to refugees in the Central Africa and Great Lakes region, such as resettlement, repatriation, care and maintenance, as well as support costs for

UNVs and consultants, and light aircraft charter costs.

Ch

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country
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Burundi

Working environment

The context

Though the results of Burundi’s democratic election in

2005 had raised hopes for political stability, the politi-

cal situation has relapsed to a point of uncertainty. This

is largely due to the arrest of seven politicians accused of

being involved in a coup plot against President Pierre

Nkurunziza in mid-2006. Security continues to improve

in most parts of the country, but the situation remains

volatile.

However, a major breakthrough was achieved during

peace talks mediated by the South African Government

and the Regional Peace Initiative for Burundi with the

signing of a ceasefire agreement between the Government

and the country's last remaining rebel group, the Front

National de Libération (FNL). The agreement, reached

on 7 September 2006, ended 13 years of civil war.

The downsizing of both military and civilian components

of the United Nations Operation in Burundi (ONUB),

started in late 2005, is to be completed by December

2006. From January 2007 a new UN office, the Bureau

Intégré des Nations Unies au Burundi (BINUB) will

replace ONUB and deal with security, peacebuilding,

human rights, reconstruction and development.

The issue of land for returnees remains a source of con-

flict. The launch of the long-awaited Land and Other

Properties Commission in August 2006 should help

solve problems faced by returnees in recovering their

property.

The pace of returns slowed down considerably between

September 2005 and June 2006 due to a drought. This

caused a major food crisis in the returnee areas and

even prompted a movement of returnee and other popu-

lations to neighbouring countries. However, in June

2006, the improvement in security enabled UNHCR to

actively promote voluntary returns. From January to

August 2006, UNHCR helped some 18,000 Burundian

refugees, mainly from the United Republic of Tanzania,

to repatriate. That brought the total number of returnees

since the beginning of the operation in 2002 to

318,000.

The needs

The main concerns of refugees and returnees have been

identified through a participatory assessment in the con-

text of the introduction of the age, gender and diversity

mainstreaming strategy, as well as a joint assessment

mission which included UN agencies and Government

and NGO representatives. The findings have been incor-

porated in UNHCR’s planning for 2007.
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Since most returnees’ houses have been damaged

beyond repair, they will require construction materials to

provide them with adequate shelter. Moreover, return-

ees complain that the three-month food rations distrib-

uted to them are insufficient as they often share them,

for instance with host families, and have requested

that this assistance be upgraded to a six-month

supply.

Living conditions in the refugee camps have improved

significantly. However, refugees still need help to reha-

bilitate their houses. They also need more health centres

in the Gasorwe and Mwaro camps. An assessment in

June 2006 found the need to improve maternal health

services, nutritional programmes and care for the

severely and chronically ill, both for refugee and

returnee populations.

Special attention needs to be given to the 725

camp-based refugees who are survivors of the 2004

Gatumba massacre. Many still suffer from the physical

or mental effects of the atrocity and continue to feel vul-

nerable. Resettlement is being considered for these peo-

ple. Furthermore, some 13,500 urban asylum-seekers,

mainly from the Democratic Republic of the Congo

(DRC), are currently awaiting refugee status determina-

tion (RSD).

Total requirements: USD 23,792,407

Main objectives

UNHCR’s 2007 annual programme in Burundi will:

• Promote the voluntary repatriation of Burundian

refugees in safety and dignity.

• Improve living conditions in areas of return and

facilitate the reintegration of Burundian returnees

within a joint UN approach.

• Protect and assist camp-based refugees from the

DRC.

• Facilitate the voluntary return of DRC refugees.

• Support the national structures responsible for return-

ees and refugees, and lobby for the adoption of a

national law on asylum.

Key targets for 2007

• At least 80,000 Burundian refugees return to

Burundi.

• All returnees receive medical screening, returnee

packages and transport to their place of return.

• All returnees get health care, including

anti-retroviral treatment.

• All returnee children have access to primary

education, including adequate school

infrastructures and supplies.

• 9,000 heads of families and extremely

vulnerable people receive construction materials.

• Basic standards with regard to food, shelter,

health care and education are met for all

camp-based refugees, including new arrivals

from the DRC.

• 2,000 DRC refugees repatriate voluntarily to

their home country.

• A verification exercise is undertaken for at least

12,500 urban asylum-seekers.

• A national law on asylum is promulgated in the

course of the year and RSD systems are put in

place.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will continue to lobby for the adoption of the

proposed national law on asylum and lend support to

the government’s national asylum system.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

DRC 12,400 12,400 13,500 13,500

Rwanda 500 500 480 480

Various 180 180 450 450

Asylum-seekers
DRC 18,500 18,500 15,000 15,000

Various 1,400 1,400 1,100 1,100

Returnees1 (refugees) 55,000 50,000 80,000 75,000

IDPs 116,000 11,600 100,000 -

Total 203,980 94,580 210,530 105,530

1 The January 2007 figure reflects the planning number of refugees that will have returned home by the end of 2006. The December 2007 figure reflects the number of

returnees that will return during 2007. The figures under “of whom assisted by UNHCR” reflect the number of returnees that receive transportation assistance from UNHCR.

During 2007, UNHCR will give reintegration assistance to all 135,000 returnees who have arrived in 2006 and 2007.



Returnees

UNHCR will continue to promote voluntary repatriation

to Burundi under conditions of safety and dignity. At the

reception centres, returnees will receive onward trans-

port to communities of origin as well as a package of

basic domestic items from UNHCR and a food ration

from WFP. The return package includes seeds and tools

supplied by FAO and school supplies from UNICEF.

Local committees will ensure that returnees are wel-

comed and receive guidance on the recovery of their

property and reintegration into their communities.

Returnees will also be assisted through a housing

scheme and receive construction materials to rebuild

their houses. UNHCR will monitor returnees and work

with its partners to help resolve conflicts, particularly

land disputes.

Refugees from the DRC

UNHCR will continue to provide basic assistance to

DRC refugees in established camps in Gasorwe and

Gihinga and will support health facilities and schools

serving urban refugees in Bujumbura. The Office will

facilitate the return of Congolese refugees who have

already expressed an interest in voluntary repatriation

and will help survivors of the Gatumba massacre apply

for resettlement.

Constraints

The main constraint remains the fragile security situa-

tion in many areas. In spite of the ceasefire, it is too

early to predict its impact. In addition, the strained polit-

ical situation following the arrest of politicians accused

of a coup attempt will undoubtedly influence the repatri-

ation programme.

Security measures for the protection of UN staff in vola-

tile areas in Burundi are necessary. These measures,

however, significantly impede the mobility of UNHCR

staff and the capacity of the Office to promote repatria-

tion in the four provinces to which most long-term

refugees are likely to return.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 129

International 25

National 93

UNVs 9

JPOs 2
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Pupils at the Gasorwe camp school were asked to draw what it meant to be a refugee. They made drawings of life in the

camp, but also of disturbing scenes of the violence that erupted in the DRC. UNHCR / C. - L. Grayson



Coordination

UNHCR works in close cooperation with the national

authorities, its implementing partners and sister UN

agencies to improve living conditions both in the camps

and areas of return.

Although the Office is no longer involved in the construc-

tion of classrooms or health facilities, various agree-

ments with WHO, UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, ILO and the

World Bank will ensure that the needs of refugees and

others of concern are covered.

Regular cross-border meetings will continue to be

held with UNHCR in Tanzania in order to assess

repatriation.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministère de la solidarité nationale, des
droits de la personne humaine et du genre (Projet
d’Appui au Rapatriement et à la Réintégration des
Sinistrés, or PARESI), Ministère de l’intérieur et de la
sécurité publique (Police de l'air, des frontières et des
étrangers, and the Centre National d’Identification).

NGOs: African Centre for the Constructive Resolution of
Disputes, African Humanitarian Action, Association des
femmes juristes, Comunità Impegno Servizio
Volontariato, Conseil pour l’éducation et le
développement, International Rescue Committee, Jesuite
Refugee Services, Ligue Iteka, Norwegian Refugee
Council, Transcultural Psychosocial Organization – Health
Net International (TPO), World Outreach Initiatives.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ).
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 8,606,312 6,116,212

Community services 408,200 353,602

Crop production 874,400 105,970

Domestic needs 1,981,660 1,140,203

Education 4,966,470 188,110

Food 0 53,199

Forestry 395,820 220,833

Health 1,251,680 866,967

Income generation 400,000 339,363

Legal assistance 767,280 816,283

Operational support (to agencies) 1,475,970 942,464

Sanitation 100,500 88,620

Shelter and infrastructure 8,875,920 6,350,813

Transport and logistics 2,114,200 2,037,976

Water 387,900 194,604

Total operations 32,606,312 19,815,219

Programme support 4,627,850 3,977,188

Total 37,234,162 23,792,407

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Democratic Republic
of the Congo

Working environment

The context

It is estimated that the Democratic Republic of the

Congo (DRC) hosts more than 156,000 refugees. Most

of them live in villages or refugee settlements and have

land to cultivate and lead barely different lives from

those of the surrounding population. The DRC’s Transi-

tional Government has recently indicated its willingness

to allow the local integration of Angolan and Sudanese

refugees who remain on its territory and who are unable

or unwilling to repatriate.

At the same time, insecure conditions have displaced

1.6 million Congolese within their country, mostly in the

eastern provinces. While most internally displaced per-

sons (IDPs) live with host families, not in camps, others

are still hiding in the forest. A significant number have

suffered repeated displacement.

In 2006, the DRC marked several political milestones

with the successful organization of a Constitutional

Referendum and, in February 2006, the adoption of an

electoral law and a constitution. The first free general

elections in 40 years were held in July 2006, and the

second round of a presidential poll was planned for

29 October 2006. The United Nations peace-keeping

mission Mission des Nations Unies en République

Démocratique du Congo (MONUC) has been deployed

in the country since 1999. The mission helped with the

elections and continues to pursue disarmament, demo-

bilization, repatriation, resettlement and reintegration.

Although a successful and peaceful transition to a dem-

ocratically elected government is hoped for, the security

situation in the DRC remains fragile. Pockets of insecu-

rity persist. Several militia groups are still active in the

Ituri region, while the Front Démocratique pour la

Libération du Rwanda and the Mayi-Mayi militia remain

present in the North and South Kivu provinces.

Despite this situation, most of the 350,000 Congolese

refugees in neighbouring countries say they wish to

return home, so repatriation to the DRC is expected to

intensify in 2007.
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The needs

UNHCR and its partners have organized participatory

assessments focusing on the provinces of Equateur,

Katanga and South Kivu. In the latter two, UNHCR also

undertook a village assessment and mapping exercise.

These activities revealed that only 5 per cent of the total

population in these areas have received agricultural

inputs, that only 10 per cent have safe drinking water

and that 70 per cent do not have adequate health care.

Schools and health centres in the concerned provinces

lack basic supplies and equipment, as well as paid and

trained staff. Food insecurity now prevails even in areas

such as north-eastern Katanga, which before the war

was considered one of the breadbaskets of the country.

Improved access to some areas hosting IDPs has

unveiled pockets of extreme human suffering. Sexual

exploitation and abuse, extortion and looting remain

common features in all areas of displacement as a result

of weak or non-existent systems for the enforcement of

law and order.

Total requirements: USD 11,520,750

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the supplementary programmes are being finalized.)

Main objectives

UNHCR’s 2007 programme in the DRC will consist of

an annual programme addressing the needs of refugees

and two supplementary programmes — one for the

repatriation and reintegration of refugees and one for IDPs.

Annual programme

• Protect and assist refugees and strengthen the capacity

of national institutions dealing with refugees.

• Support the voluntary repatriation in safety and dig-

nity of refugees living in the DRC.

• Work towards the local integration of refugees who

opt to remain in the DRC.

• Pursue resettlement for refugees for whom local inte-

gration or repatriation are not possible.

Supplementary programme

• Support the return and sustainable reintegration of

IDPs and Congolese refugees from neighbouring

countries.

• Strengthen partnerships with humanitarian actors to

respond better to protection and recovery needs.

• Ensure that the interests of all persons of concern to

UNHCR are taken into account in local and national

recovery and development plans.

• Help reduce violence and human rights violations,

build national institutions and civil society’s capacity

to protect civilians.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Angola 80,120 5,850 80,120 2,370

Rwanda 32,300 10,330 17,300 15,000

Sudan 5,720 2,460 1,220 40

Various 38,550 1,840 29,550 1,840

Asylum-seekers Various 100 20 100 -

Returnees1 (refugees) 73,000 73,000 98,500 98,500

IDPs 1,600,000 1,100,000 1,200,000 1,100,000

Total 1,829,790 1,193,500 1,426,790 1,217,750

1 The January 2007 figure reflects the planning number of refugees that will have returned home by the end of 2006. The December 2007 figure reflects the number of

returnees that will return during 2007.

Recently returned refugees rebuild their lives with UNHCR's

help. UNHCR / S. Schulman



Key targets for 2007

Annual programme

• All urban refugees and asylum-seekers are

registered and receive ID cards.

• All refugees get primary education and health

care.

• 15,000 refugees repatriate in safety and dignity

and within a reasonable time-frame.

• All refugees opting for local integration are

granted a favourable legal status, identity

documents and support to become self-reliant.

• 250 refugees are resettled in third countries.

Supplementary programme

• At least 98,500 DRC refugees return from

neighbouring countries.

• All returning refugees receive transport to their

place of return as well as a non-food return

package;

• All returnees are made aware of

HIV/AIDS-related issues.

• At least 60 per cent of returnees without a

shelter receive a construction kit.

• At least 80 per cent of returnees receive

livelihood support through the concerted efforts

of UNHCR and other agencies.

• National and provincial protection working

groups meet at least twice a month to define

required interventions.

• Protection needs are identified and prioritized,

and response plans are developed for all

provinces in DRC.

• Protection monitoring of IDPs and returnees is

carried out in all areas where UNHCR is

involved.

• - The number of incidents of violence against

civilians, particularly of sexual and gender-based

violence decreases.

• The number of perpetrators of human rights

violations who are arrested and sentenced

increases.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will provide financial and technical support

to the Commission nationale pour les réfugiés,

(CNR, or National Commission for Refugees) to build

the Government’s capacity to conduct a fair refugee sta-

tus determination (RSD) process for asylum-seekers.

Furthermore, the Office will ensure that refugees and

asylum-seekers receive identity documents recognized

by all authorities, allowing them to work and avail them-

selves of education and health services.

UNHCR will continue its repatriation operations for

Rwandan, Burundian, Sudanese and other refugees.

Through written and oral communications, as well as

“go-and-see” visits, refugees will be made aware of the

situation in their countries of origin and thus be able to

make informed decisions on return. Those who decide

to repatriate will be supported with documents and

transport as required. As for the remaining Angolan and

Sudanese refugees who are unable or unwilling to repa-

triate, UNHCR will support the Government in regulariz-

ing their stay in the country and provide limited

community-based support for their socio-economic inte-

gration. Refugees with specific protection needs as well

as those unable to repatriate or integrate locally will be

referred for resettlement.

UNHCR will continue to help Congolese refugees return

to Equateur, South Kivu and some parts of Katanga. It

will assess the situation in other return areas to identify

those where repatriation can be facilitated. The modali-

ties of return will be agreed on in tripartite agreements

and will be regularly reviewed. Cross-border meetings

will help coordinate operations with countries of asy-

lum. UNHCR will prepare information packages and

radio programmes to disseminate information to Congo-

lese refugees in the countries of asylum.

Returnees will receive a return package of a three-month

food ration provided by WFP, seeds and agricultural

tools from FAO, other non-food items and transport to

their place of origin. To make returns sustainable,

UNHCR will support health and education services in

areas of return. Moreover, it will engage in short-term

community-based interventions such as the distribution

of shelter kits and tools, micro-credit schemes for

women’s associations and programmes to raise aware-

ness of sexual and gender-based violence, HIV/AIDS

and land mines.

Constraints

The main constraint is the lack of, or limited access to

persons of concern for security or logistical reasons. This

situation also makes operations complicated and expen-

sive. Due to the sheer magnitude of the humanitarian

needs and limited resources, interventions are difficult.

Furthermore, the absence of minimum socio-economic

infrastructures is a major deterrent to the return of

refugees from neighbouring countries.
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Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 14

Total staff 230

International 46

National 177

UNVs 7

Coordination

The National Commission for Refugees (CNR) is

UNHCR’s key counterpart in the DRC. UNHCR partici-

pates in the UN Country Team and collaborates closely

with the Humanitarian Coordinator and Deputy Special

Representative of the Secretary-General of MONUC.

Coordination and advocacy with development actors on

returnee reintegration is channelled through the DRC

Action Plan. The Office also co-chairs the IDP Protection

Cluster with MONUC and the Early Recovery Cluster

with UNDP. In these capacities UNHCR will continue to

work towards effective inter-agency coordination and

collaboration.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Gouvernorat du Nord-Kivu, Ministry of the
Interior, Ministry of Human Rights, National Commission
for Refugees.

NGOs: Action Humanitaire Afrique, Actions et
Interventions pour le Développement et l’Encadrement
Social, Agency for Technical Cooperation and
Development, Association pour le développement social
et la sauvegarde de l’environnement, Atlas Logistique,
Caritas Katanga, Catholic Relief Services, Comité de
développement intégré, Danish Church Aid,
Regroupement des institutions du système de
financement décentralisé du Congo, Search for Common
Ground.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit.

Operational partners

Government: Defence Ministry, Police Department,
Ministry of Women and Social Affairs.

Others: FAO, ICRC, ILO, UNDP, UNICEF, UNESCO,
UNHCHR, UNOCHA, WFP.
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Internally displaced people in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

In December 2005, the DRC was designated by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) as one of

the countries in which the cluster approach would be piloted. UNHCR was designated to lead the protec-

tion cluster with MONUC, and to chair the early recovery cluster with UNDP. The Office is also an active

participant in the shelter and non-food items cluster.

UNHCR has spearheaded the establishment of protection and early recovery groups at the national and

provincial levels. There have been other noteworthy achievements. The protection cluster has developed

into an advocacy force focusing on serious human rights violations. Strong coordination between the

humanitarian community and the military has helped address human rights violations by soldiers,

enhance security in volatile zones and protect civilians during military operations in the east. A system of

legal advice and referral services was established in Ituri District to provide a peaceful means to resolve

land disputes, which in the past had led to deaths. Human rights courses have been conducted for

soldiers.

The early recovery cluster is becoming a source of information on conditions in areas of return. Assess-

ments in two provinces to which returns are taking place led in September 2006 to projects to repair

roads and rehabilitate health facilities. In 2007, these activities will continue to expand as needed. In

line with the main goals defined for the 2007 Humanitarian Action Plan for the DRC, UNHCR will focus

its interventions to:

1. Create a protective environment, where the civilian population in general, and IDPs in particular, are

not arbitrarily deprived of their human rights and are free from violence, abuse and exploitation.

2. Support the Government and partners in devising and implementing an operational strategy for the

return in safety and dignity of both IDPs and refugees.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 6,850,443 3,808,352

Community services 400,244 157,890

Crop production 36,106 27,250

Domestic needs 319,348 239,468

Education 285,630 125,903

Food 40,000 2,120

Forestry 73,526 50,048

Health 414,000 237,670

Income generation 110,000 170,493

Legal assistance 551,718 176,563

Operational support (to agencies) 1,129,744 242,173

Sanitation 61,520 1,950

Shelter and infrastructure 157,660 55,084

Transport and logistics 1,917,753 430,088

Water 26,000 4,300

Total operations 12,373,692 5,729,352

Programme support 5,962,877 5,791,398

Total 18,336,569 11,520,750

Protection, monitoring
and coordination
37.4%

Operational
support

(to agencies) 6.2%
Sanitation

0.3%

Shelter and
infrastructure

0.9%

Transport
and logistics

10.5%

Water
0.1%

Programme support
32.5%

Community
services
2.2%

Crop
production
0.2%

Domestic needs
1.7%

Education
1.6%

Food 0.2%

Legal
assistance 3.0%

Income
generation 0.6%

Health
2.3%

Forestry 0.4%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector 2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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United Republic of Tanzania

Working environment

The context

Although decreasing, the refugee population in the

United Republic of Tanzania (Tanzania) continues to be

the largest in Africa. The country hosts just over

683,000 refugees, 285,000 of whom live in 12 camps

assisted by UNHCR and 198,000 in three largely

self-sufficient settlements. According to the Government,

another 200,000 refugees have settled spontaneously

in villages. Tanzania’s security environment is generally

good, but problems of law and order, particularly

banditry, are fairly common in the border areas. This is

usually attributed to the large presence of foreigners,

including refugees, in the country. The local media also

tend to focus on the economic and environmental con-

sequences of hosting refugees.

Having received hundreds of thousands of refugees

over decades, Tanzania is eager to see this long chap-

ter in its history brought to a close, and is looking to

the international community for help. The Government

has recently embarked on a nationwide exercise to

deport illegal migrants. International support is essen-

tial as Tanzania faces many challenges in pursuit of

national development.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Burundi 350,100 152,100 276,960 78,960

DRC 128,170 128,170 84,800 84,800

Various 205,100 5,100 204,360 4,360

Asylum-seekers Various 80 80 50 50

Total 683,450 285,450 566,170 168,170



Progress towards durable solutions for refugees in Tanzania

is closely linked to developments in Burundi and the

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). In Burundi,

further stabilization and democratic presidential elec-

tions have prompted UNHCR to actively promote return,

leading to an increase in repatriation towards

mid-2006. However, a drought, political troubles and

limited reintegration capacity have kept overall returns

in 2006 at a moderate level. Nonetheless, it is hoped

that the majority of the Burundian camp-based refugees

will return in 2007, especially with the recent signing of

a peace agreement between the Government of

Burundi and Front national de libération (FNL).

Developments in the DRC similarly give reason for

guarded optimism. More than 90 per cent of the

Congolese refugees in Tanzania originate from the terri-

tory of Fizi in the South Kivu province, where security

continued to improve in 2006. However, South Kivu

province is not politically insulated from developments

in other regions of the DRC, particularly those in North

Kivu. With the second round of Presidential and

Provincial Assembly elections planned for the end of

October, the DRC is still facing a difficult period.

The needs

UNHCR’s 2007 programme in Tanzania has been

developed in partnership with the Government of

Tanzania, donors and with operational and implement-

ing partners. It is based on the needs, protection risks

and priorities expressed by refugees of different ages,

gender and backgrounds in participatory assessments.

Most refugees have complained of being compelled to

break the law by moving out of the camps to look for

income because they have no access to land or other

means of livelihood. This situation exposes them to

exploitation, arbitrary arrest, rape and physical assault.

Children and adolescents, particularly girls, raised con-

cerns about inadequate clothing and school materials as
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Recreational activities in Lugufu camp. Nike donated 40,000 footballs for refugee children throughout the world as part of

their ninemillion.org campaign. Right to Play / A.-M. Bourgeoisie



well as their inability to pay school fees, resulting in

school drop-outs, poor academic performance, prostitu-

tion and labour exploitation.

The refugees also raised the issue of unaccompanied

minors being abandoned in the camps by foster families

before voluntary repatriation. Women expressed fear of

sexual attacks when they were out foraging for firewood,

especially as they had to go ever further as sources

closer to the camps had been depleted.

Total requirements: USD 24,357,957

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the supplementary programme are being finalized.)

Main objectives

UNHCR’s 2007 programme in Tanzania will comprise

an annual programme covering the needs of camp-based

refugees, support to refugee hosting areas and the repatri-

ation of Burundian refugees, as well as a supplementary

programme for the repatriation of refugees from the DRC.

Overall objectives

• Promote the voluntary repatriation of Burundian

refugees and organize their return in safety and

dignity.

• Pursue other durable solutions for refugees who are

unwilling or unable to repatriate.

• Provide protection and basic humanitarian assistance

and services to refugees in camps in conformity with

international standards.

• Improve the refugees’ physical safety and, in particu-

lar, prevent and respond to sexual and gender-based

violence.

• Ensure refugees’ inclusion in national prevention and

response programmes on HIV/AIDS and malaria and

support their access to treatment.

• Support districts and villages hosting refugees to

ensure the peaceful coexistence of the refugee and

host populations.

Supplementary programme objective

• Facilitate the voluntary repatriation of Congolese

refugees in safety and dignity.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will deliver a clear message to Burundian

refugees that the conditions in most areas are conducive

to a safe return. “Go-and-see” visits, information bulle-

tins and radio programmes will enable both Burundian

and Congolese refugees to make informed decisions on

return. Repatriation candidates will be registered and

transported back to their countries of origin. Medical

and vulnerability screening will be conducted prior to

departure to identify refugees in need of special care and

return assistance. Best-interest determination will be

conducted for children whose parents do not agree on

return and for separated and unaccompanied minors.
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Key targets for 2007

Annual programme

• At least 75,000 Burundian refugees return to their

country.

• At least 1,500 refugees are referred for

resettlement on an individual basis, 13,000 are

processed on a group-resettlement basis and 500

Somali refugees are naturalized.

• No cases of refoulement are reported, and all

refugees are treated in accordance with

international protection standards.

• All refugees are registered and provided with basic

documentation.

• The crude mortality rate and under-five mortality

rate remain below 0.5/1,000/month and

1/1,000/month, respectively.

• Refugee children (and in particular girls’) school

enrolment rate is above 95 per cent and the

drop-out rate is below 5 per cent.

• Reported acts of violence against refugees, in

particular sexual and gender-based violence,

decrease by at least 10 per cent; the civilian and

humanitarian nature of the camps is maintained.

• All refugees have access to malaria and HIV/AIDS

therapy in accordance with national protocols.

• Districts and villages hosting refugees receive

significant support from UNHCR and other

partners; the refugees’ impact on natural resources

is mitigated.

Supplementary programme

• At least 48,000 Congolese refugees repatriate

voluntarily.

• All repatriation candidates are registered and their

repatriation is organized within three weeks of

registration.



UNHCR will identify and refer refugees of all nationalities

whose protection needs can only be met through reset-

tlement. The Office will also continue to help Somali

Bantu refugees apply for Tanzanian citizenship.

UNHCR will continue to strengthen the national protec-

tion framework through comprehensive training

programmes for officials as well as through administra-

tive and technical support to government institutions.

Furthermore, UNHCR will promote greater awareness of

refugee protection issues within Tanzanian civil society

to create an effective advocacy network and a more

receptive environment.

To improve refugees’ safety and prevent and address

sexual and gender-based violence, UNHCR will regu-

larly analyse such incidents and try to address their root

causes. The Office will continue to support equitable

access to food, non-food supplies and basic services in

the camps. UNHCR will encourage women’s participa-

tion in decision-making and the delivery of services and,

in particular, try to increase the number of female teach-

ers, police officers and health-care providers. UNHCR

will help victims of sexual violence and abuse seek judi-

cial remedy and promote a no-tolerance policy in this

respect for humanitarian and security staff.

The Office will ensure access to primary health care,

including antenatal care, growth-monitoring for children

and supplementary and therapeutic feeding. Regarding

HIV/AIDS, key activities will include the organization of

HIV/AIDS sensitization and peer-education campaigns,

support for voluntary testing and counselling and pre-

vention of mother to child transmission. With the help of

partners and under the national programmes, UNHCR

will ensure that treatment is available for HIV/AIDS and

malaria patients, and help improve diagnostic and test-

ing capacities through training and equipment.

Primary education will be promoted through the sensiti-

zation of parents and children and teachers’ training,

while trying to lower student/classroom and stu-

dent/teacher ratios. To encourage girls’ attendance,

UNHCR will provide uniforms.

Under the host-community programme, districts will be

helped to conserve natural resources and promote envi-

ronmental protection. More assistance will go to local

education and health facilities as well as to the rehabili-

tation of roads and water systems. The local population

will continue to have access to camp health services.

Constraints

Refugees in camps do not have the right to work

legally and have no freedom of movement. These

restrictions leave them dependent on assistance from

UNHCR and its partners to meet their basic needs.

Any reduction in available assistance, particularly of

food, increases the risk of sexual violence, “survival

sex” and children’s exploitation, thus undermining

UNHCR’s efforts to provide protection to refugees. As

for Burundian refugees, many said they were unwill-

ing to return because they feared retaliation for being

suspected FNL supporters.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 6

Total staff 193

International 29

National 141

UNVs 11

JPOs 7

Deployees 5

Coordination

The UNHCR office in Tanzania works closely with the

Ministry of Home Affairs, regional and district author-

ities, the Commissioner of Prisons and several national

and international NGOs. UNHCR coordinates its activ-

ities with, and enjoys the support of, sister UN agencies.

For instance, the Office works with WFP to provide all

refugees in camps with food rations, and with UNICEF

to provide support for education and the prevention of

mother-to-child transmission of HIV.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of Home Affairs.

NGOs: Care International, Concern Worldwide,
International Rescue Committee, Jesuit Refugee Services,
National Organization for Legal Assistance, Norwegian
People's Aid, Relief to Development Society, Southern
Africa Extension Education Unit, Southern Africa Human
Rights NGOs Network, Tanganyika Christian Refugee
Services, Tanzania Red Cross Society, Tanzania Water and
Environmental Sanitation, World Vision Tanzania.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit.

Operational partners

Government: Commissioner of Prisons.

NGOs: Right to Play, FilmAid.

Others: FAO, ICRC, IOM, UNDP, UNESCO, UNFPA, UNICEF,
UNIDO, WFP, WHO.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 8,830,357 7,935,328

Community services 416,073 382,500

Crop production 20,704 0

Domestic needs 664,650 612,000

Education 1,055,069 906,368

Food 0 16,380

Forestry 481,381 260,400

Health 2,041,847 2,496,900

Legal assistance 2,702,524 1,761,641

Operational support (to agencies) 2,672,144 1,581,331

Sanitation 225,306 192,000

Shelter and infrastructure 984,220 539,900

Transport and logistics 4,454,020 4,445,480

Water 702,061 575,100

Total operations 25,250,356 21,705,328

Programme support 2,748,363 2,652,629

Total 27,998,719 24,357,957

Protection, monitoring
and coordination
31.5%

Community
services
1.5%

Crop
production
0.1%

Domestic needs
2.4%

Education
3.8%

Forestry
1.7%

Health
7.3%

Legal assistance
9.7%

Operational support
(to agencies)

9.5%

Sanitation
0.8%

Shelter and
infrastructure

3.5%

Transport and
logistics

15.9%

Water
2.5%

Programme support
9.8%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector



Chad

Sudan

Chad and Sudan
situation

Working environment

The Comprehensive Peace Agreement signed in

January 2005 by the Government of Sudan and the

Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army has paved

the way for the return of thousands of internally dis-

placed persons (IDPs) and refugees to South Sudan. The

returnees will come from the Central African Republic

(CAR), the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia,

Kenya and Uganda.

In 2006, UNHCR signed tripartite agreements with the

refugee-hosting countries and Sudan. Though negoti-

ations between the Government of Uganda and the

Lord’s Resistance Army gathered pace in August 2006,

the prospects for a peace settlement are expected to

hang in a delicate balance for the near future.

East Sudan also hosts some 210,000 Eritreans, the

largest refugee group in the country. Approximately

95,000 of them live in 12 camps, while the remainder

have settled either in rural settlements or urban centres.

Political instability in Eritrea saw an influx of 600 to 700

Eritreans per month into eastern Sudan in 2006, under-

mining any real prospects for voluntary repatriation in

2007. As a result, in 2007 the Eritrean refugees in

camps will continue to depend on humanitarian assis-

tance from the international community.



In spite of the long-awaited signing of a Darfur Peace

Agreement in Abuja, Nigeria in May 2006, Darfur

remains in turmoil. A marked deterioration in security

which began in late 2005 continued to spiral down-

wards in 2006. From January to September 2006,

almost half of west Darfur was under UN Security Phase

Four (emergency operation), limiting humanitarian work-

ers’ access to over 350,000 IDPs in the region. Acts of

banditry, car-jacking and armed robbery directed at

humanitarian workers doubled in number between

2005 and 2006. In July and August 2006, 12 Sudanese

humanitarian workers were killed in Darfur.

In September, UN Security Council Resolution 1706

called for the deployment of 17,000 UN peacekeepers

to Darfur. However, at the time of writing, Sudan con-

tinued to refuse UN peacekeepers access to its territory. It

is widely believed that the humanitarian consequences

of continued insecurity will be disastrous for the region,

yet the prospects for a political solution seem remote.

Sustainable humanitarian action is limited: UNHCR’s

work in Darfur, like that of other humanitarian agencies,

has been compromised by the hazardous conditions.

The regional dimension of the conflict in Darfur has also

had a destabilizing impact on Chad. Following deser-

tions from the Chadian military in late 2005, several

Chadian armed opposition groups began to operate from

Darfur, mostly along the border areas and to some

extent from CAR. On several occasions the opposition

groups launched assaults against the Chadian armed

forces, and reached the Chadian capital N’Djamena in

April 2006. The presence of Chadian and Sudanese

armed opposition groups, as well as reported incursions

by the Janjaweed militia, were major factors in the deteri-

oration of security in the border areas. An estimated

63,000 Chadians have been displaced internally, while

some 10,000 have fled to Sudan. In May 2006,

UNHCR established the Um Shalaya refugee camp in

Sudan to protect and assist the people involved in this

new Chadian influx.

The 12 refugee camps in eastern Chad, which together

accommodate more than 200,000 Sudanese, have pro-

vided some measure of safety for refugees. But UNHCR

is increasingly preoccupied with ensuring the civilian

and humanitarian character of refugee settlements in

the face of growing militarization in the region. Intra-

and inter-ethnic tensions in or near the refugee camps

have led to violent clashes among refugees and

between refugees and the host population.

Finally, the unstable refugee security situation in north-

ern CAR in 2006 also caused outflows to Chad. To date,

some 13,000 Central African refugees have fled to

southern Chad, where they joined approximately

30,000 of their compatriots who arrived in 2003.

UNHCR and its partners have responded by monitoring

the remote border areas and transferring refugees to

camps further away from the border.
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Strategy

Ensuring the protection of refugees and IDPs remains

UNHCR’s main strategic objective for its Chad and

Sudan operations. The sheer scale of the operational

area and regional and sub-regional complexities require

that this objective be adapted to the realities on the

ground.

In South Sudan, UNHCR will pursue the voluntary

return of Sudanese refugees from neighbouring coun-

tries. Meanwhile, it will work in areas of return to ensure

conditions conducive to the sustainable reintegration of

both IDPs and refugees.

In east Sudan, UNHCR will promote greater self-reliance,

assist camp populations and respond to the arrival of

new refugees.

In Darfur, UNHCR will protect and assist IDPs and

newly-arrived Chadian refugees by maintaining a pres-

ence in remote areas. By monitoring conditions in IDP

settlements and rural areas the Office hopes to be able

to protect the most vulnerable.

In Chad, UNHCR will protect and assist refugees in 15

camps accommodating a total of more than a quarter of

a million people. Where possible, the Office will pro-

mote greater self-reliance among refugees while also

serving as a catalyst for development.

Constraints

UNHCR’s areas of operation in Chad and Sudan are

remote and logistically challenging. Furthermore, the

security of refugees and IDPs as well as of UNHCR’s

staff and partners is a constant concern. Ensuring a sus-

tainable field presence under such harsh conditions

requires high calibre staff, strong logistical and adminis-

trative support, and experienced field managers. With-

out solid, predictable funding, actions in the Field will

remain very vulnerable to disruption.

Operations

UNHCR’s country operations for Chad and Sudan are

described in detail in the following country chapters.
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Republic of Chad

Working environment

The context

At the beginning of 2006, Chad hosted

some 300,000 refugees from Sudan

and the Central African Republic (CAR)

in 15 camps in the east and south of the

country. The refugee population grew

during the year, spurred by worsening

security in northern CAR and in Sudan’s

Darfur region. Chad also faced domestic

instability. Following a series of military

desertions, several Chadian armed

opposition groups were formed and

operated out of Darfur and northern

CAR. In March 2006, rebel forces

attacked the border town of Adré in

eastern Chad; in April they launched an

offensive on the capital, N’djamena,

from Darfur. Following the April attack,

Chad severed relations with Sudan, but

restored ties in August after a rap-

prochement brokered by the African

Union and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya.

Following a controversial constitutional

amendment passed in June 2005,

President Idriss Deby was re-elected to

a third term in office in May 2006.

Meanwhile, the Darfur Peace Agreement

was signed in Abuja, Nigeria - although only one of the

three main Sudanese rebel factions, the Sudan Liberation

Movement/Army, was party to the accord with the

Government of Sudan. At the time of writing, it was

feared that faltering implementation of the agreement

would have negative consequences for Chad and its

neighbours. Moreover, the deployment of a UN force to

Darfur to replace the African Union contingent has been

put on hold due to the Government of Sudan’s refusal to

accept the peacekeepers.

Humanitarian operations continued in eastern Chad

despite a rising number of armed robberies, car-jackings

and banditry, many targeting United Nations and other

humanitarian agencies. In an effort to reduce the threats

to refugees, internally displaced persons (IDPs), local
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Sudan 240,000 225,000 249,000 234,000

CAR 60,000 60,000 62,000 62,000

Various 5,510 130 5,610 690

Asylum-seekers Various 300 - 300 20

IDPs 63,000 63,000 100,000 100,000

Total 368,810 348,130 416,910 396,710



people and humanitarian workers, UNHCR supported

the posting of some 300 Chadian gendarmes in and

around refugee camps and in the major towns in eastern

Chad. Cross-border attacks by the Janjaweed militia

have displaced some 50,000 Chadians around the Goz

Beïda area. Most of these IDPs are in scattered settle-

ments and villages away from the border, while some

are settled closer to refugee camps in Goz Beida. The 12

refugee camps in the east remain at risk, despite assur-

ances by all sides that refugees and humanitarian work-

ers will not be targeted.

In southern Chad, a new influx of some 5,000 CAR

refugees was recorded at the beginning of 2006.

Asylum-seekers reported widespread banditry and

indiscriminate burning of homes and villages by ban-

dits, rebels and government forces in northern CAR. As

the instability in northern CAR is very likely to continue

in 2007, more refugees are expected in southern Chad.

The needs

Environmental and protection issues require special atten-

tion because of scarce natural resources, the poverty in the

country and continued recruitment, often forcible, by rebel

forces. Based on the findings of participatory assessment

missions in 2006, the Country Operations Plan for 2007

is intended to meet refugee needs in the water, health,

primary education and food sectors. Gaps must also be

filled in secondary education and self-reliance activities.

In southern Chad, assistance is required to address the

emergency needs of refugees who arrive with no per-

sonal belongings and often suffer from malaria and

malnourishment. They will require humanitarian assis-

tance for at least two planting seasons.

One of the main gaps identified by all partners is the lack

of adequate support for refugee-hosting communities.

There is an acute need to raise resources and increase

assistance for the local population. This is one of the

means through which peaceful coexistence between

refugees and their hosts can be maintained.

Initial assessments of the IDP situation, based on a joint

UN and Government mission to eastern Chad in March

2006, showed a precarious situation. At the time of

writing, the UN Country Team in Chad had agreed to

implement the inter-agency “cluster approach” for the

estimated 63,000 IDPs.

Total requirements: USD 69,368,365

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the IDP supplementary programme are being

finalized.)
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Main objectives

UNHCR has two main categories of beneficiaries:

Sudanese and Central African refugees in eastern and

southern Chad under the annual programme and IDPs

in eastern Chad under the supplementary programme.

Annual programme objectives

• Provide international protection and assistance to

refugees in camps in eastern and southern Chad and

in urban areas.

• Maintain the civilian and humanitarian character of ref-

ugee camps by ensuring the physical security of refu-

gees in and around the camps.

• Monitor the protection needs of 18,000 to 20,000

spontaneously settled Sudanese refugees in villages

along the Chad-Sudan border.

• Strengthen strategic partnerships with UN agencies,

NGOs, the Government and international develop-

ment institutions.

• Promote self-reliance, where feasible, among CAR

and Sudanese refugees through agricultural produc-

tion and income-generating activities.

Supplementary programme objectives

• Promote community-based responses for the protec-

tion of IDPs in existing settlements in order to prevent

further displacement.

• Provide adequate shelter and basic non-food items to

all IDPs in their areas of displacement.

• Promote the voluntary return of IDPs to their places of

origin.

• Ensure a coordinated approach with other UN agen-

cies in the context of the cluster approach on IDPs.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR helped draft a National Refugee Law in 2006 and

will continue to advocate for its enactment. Until then,

urban refugees will be recognized on an individual basis

and assistance provided to the most vulnerable cases.

Given the precarious security situation in northern CAR,

in 2007 UNHCR will not promote the voluntary repatri-

ation of Central African refugees from southern Chad.

With the opening of a refugee settlement for the new

arrivals at Dosseye at the end of 2006, the programme

will focus on self-reliance through agricultural produc-

tion. Where self-sufficiency is achieved, UNHCR will

provide support for sustainable subsistence farming and

income-generation activities for refugees and the host

population alike.

Unless the political and security situation in Darfur

changes dramatically, it is unlikely that Sudanese refu-

gees will repatriate voluntarily. The Office will orient its

programme, especially in camps in the southern part of

eastern Chad, towards sustainable small-scale agricul-

ture and animal husbandry. However, given the

socio-economic environment of eastern Chad, achieving

complete self-sufficiency is not possible, and UNHCR

will continue to provide protection and assistance. The

Office will also provide adequate health, water, shelter,

sanitation, primary education and environmental ser-

vices — including the substitution of non-renewable

firewood. Furthermore, it will track malnutrition rates

and implement supplemental and therapeutic feeding

programmes.

Following inter-agency field assessment missions in

2006, the UN Country Team, NGOs and the Government

have all become heavily involved in responding to the

needs of IDPs. The Government and local authorities
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Key targets for 2007

Annual programme

• 90 per cent of cases of sexual and gender-based

violence are followed by remedial action.

• All adult refugees obtain identity documents;

newborn children receive birth certificates.

• All refugees have access to a minimum of 15 litres

of water per day.

• All refugees have access to basic health care.

• All camp-based refugees have access to HIV/AIDS

programmes.

• Refugees in Amboko and Yaroungou camp attain

food self-sufficiency by December 2007.

• 90 per cent of school-age children enrol in primary

schools; girls’ attendance is maintained at 40 per

cent; and a classroom student ratio of 1:40 is

achieved.

• All new arrivals are given emergency relief items

from a stockpile for 50,000 persons that is

maintained for emergencies and future repatriation.

Supplementary programme

• All IDP settlements benefit from protection

interventions.

• Weekly monitoring missions are conducted to the

border and displacement areas.

• All IDPs receive humanitarian assistance.

• All IDPs return to their places of origin when the

security situation is stabilized.



have made it clear that they do not want camps for

IDPs. In line with this policy, UNHCR and its partners

will continue to assist IDPs in their present locations of

displacement. UNHCR will lead the Protection, Shelter

and Camp Management Clusters under the UN cluster

approach.

Constraints

The general deterioration of security within Chad is

expected to pose problems for the delivery of humanitar-

ian assistance, hamper staff movement and increase

forced recruitment by rebel forces. Moreover, worsening

security in Darfur and CAR is likely to result in new

refugee inflows that will stretch available resources.

A breakdown or interruption of the WFP food pipeline

could seriously affect the health of the refugee and local

populations with as well as strain relations between the

two. Food security could be further jeopardized if there

is not enough rain. The lack of arable land in eastern

Chad could also limit the refugees’ self-reliance. Finally,

the continued presence of refugees in Chad is causing

irreversible damage to the environment and also result-

ing in growing tensions between refugees and the host

population.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 10

Total staff 292

International 58

National 204

UNVs 27

JPOs 2

Deployees 1

Coordination

In 2007, UNHCR will work closely with the Government,

especially the Commission nationale pour l'accueil et la

réinsertion des réfugiés (CNAR). It will also collaborate

with the ministries of Territorial Administration, Foreign

Affairs, Health, Environment and Justice and Immigra-

tion, besides regional and local authorities. UNHCR will

participate in the coordination structures established by

the UN Humanitarian Coordinator while continuing to

fulfil its mandated responsibilities. Close ties will be

maintained with OCHA and operational partners, and

UNHCR will participate in the consolidated appeals

process.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government : Commission nationale pour l'accueil et la
réinsertion des réfugiés.

NGOs : Action contre la faim, Action for Greening
Sahel-Japan, African Concern, Africare, African
Humanitarian Action, Agence d'aide à la coopération
technique et au développement, Association pour le
développement d'Adré, Association Tchadienne pour les
Actions Humanitaires et Sociales, Bureau Consult
International, CARE, Cooperazione Internazionale,
Christian Outreach Relief Development, Croix Rouge
tchadienne, Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, Institut
national pour le développement économique et social,
International Medical Corps, International Rescue
Committee, Internews, INTERSOS, OXFAM, Première
Urgence, Secours catholique pour le développement.

Operational partners

Government: Ministry for Territorial Administration,
Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Ministry of Health, Ministry of Immigration, Ministry of
Justice.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, UN Country Team, World Bank.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 15,169,095 13,934,451

Community services 4,639,742 4,677,653

Crop production 1,035,000 861,821

Domestic needs 3,460,000 2,629,743

Education 2,802,441 2,118,059

Food 2,000 3,900

Forestry 2,620,834 3,909,387

Health 4,309,330 4,760,472

Income generation 550,000 586,373

Legal assistance 2,255,865 2,968,811

Livestock 518,000 763,316

Operational support (to agencies) 6,558,804 6,551,544

Sanitation 1,157,361 2,499,723

Shelter and infrastructure 4,585,000 2,357,812

Transport and logistics 13,515,000 10,259,677

Water 4,075,069 3,409,625

Total operations 67,253,541 62,292,367

Programme support 7,083,921 7,075,998

Total 74,337,462 69,368,365

Protection, monitoring
and coordination 20.4%

Community
services 6.2%

Crop
production
1.4%

Domestic
needs
4.7%

Education
3.8%

Forestry 3.5%

Operational support
(to agencies) 8.8%

Sanitation 1.6%

Shelter and
infrastructure

6.2%

Transport
and logistics

18.2%

Water 5.5%

Programme support
9.5%

Health 5.8%

Income generation
0.7%

Livestock
0.7%

Legal assistance
3.0%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Sudan

Working environment

The context

Both war and peace prevailed in

Sudan in 2006. In South Sudan, an

armed conflict which had lasted more

than two decades came to an end

with the signing of the Comprehensive

Peace Agreement between the

Government of Sudan and the Sudan

People’s Liberation Movement/Army

in January 2005. But in Darfur, vio-

lence remained widespread, despite

the signing of the Darfur Peace

Agreement in May 2006. In east

Sudan, a region that has hosted

Eritrean and Ethiopian refugees for

over 40 years, the Comprehensive

Peace Agreement had the unin-

tended effect of heightened demand

for power and resource sharing by

opposition groups, resulting in

increased insecurity and political

uncertainty. These scenarios shape

UNHCR’s responses to the needs of

the various groups of concern in the

country.

The needs

The protracted conflict in South

Sudan displaced eight million people

and destroyed roads, health and education facilities,

water supply systems and personal property. The devas-

tation of infrastructure in the area makes the return pro-

cess a significant logistical challenge. As most of the

returnees have been internally displaced or in exile for

prolonged periods, their sustainable reintegration will

take time. UNHCR’s priorities here are to help the refugees

return home and address the needs of a destitute region.

In Khartoum, internally displaced persons (IDPs) live in

a harsh environment, with frequent police raids on their

settlements, forced relocations and human rights viola-

tions. Heightened ethnic tensions in 2005, following

the death of John Garang, former Vice President of the

Republic of Sudan and President of South Sudan, have

worsened the situation. Unemployment and limited

access to basic services continue to pose problems for

IDPs.

Protection is the primary need of IDPs and refugees

in Darfur, but most are also heavily dependent on

assistance. The effects and causes of sexual and

gender-based violence, which is widespread in and

around the IDP settlements, urgently need to be

addressed. UNHCR will also prepare a contingency

plan for spontaneous returns of displaced people, as

well as refugees from Chad, if the security situation in

Darfur improves.

The national asylum system remains weak. There is

only one refugee status determination centre for new

arrivals in Kassala Province in east Sudan. An assess-

ment of assistance to refugees shows that it is below

minimum standards. Only 33 per cent of refugee house-

holds have latrines, only five per cent of refugee women

receive sanitary materials, and food aid reaches only 70

per cent of those who need it. It is imperative that the
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level of assistance reaches minimum operational stan-

dards. Innovative approaches are also needed to

improve livelihoods, mobilize refugees’ participation in

areas that affect them, sustain development and ensure

access to other durable solutions.

Total requirements: USD 13,676,273

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for two supplementary programmes for Darfur and

South Sudan are being finalized.)

Main objectives

The UNHCR programme in Sudan has three distinct

operational areas, namely east Sudan, South Sudan and

Darfur. The supplementary programme for South Sudan

covers the needs of IDP and refugee returnees and their

reintegration, while the supplementary programme for

Darfur covers the needs of IDPs and Chadian refugees.

In east Sudan, UNHCR manages a programme for

Eritrean and Ethiopian refugees.

Annual programme

Refugees in east Sudan

• Advocate institutional reforms to develop the national

asylum system and strengthen access to protection

and durable solutions.

• Ensure gender equality, paying special attention to

the protection and assistance needs of refugees at

risk.

• Shift from an assistance programme to self-reliance

by improving livelihoods.

• Improve coexistence between refugees and host com-

munities through sustainable area development in

partnership with development agencies.

• Pursue durable solutions such as local integration and

a multi-year resettlement plan.
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Planning figures for Darfur

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees Chad 20,000 3,400 23,000 10,000

Returnees (refugees) 10,000 10,000 5,000 5,000

IDPs West Darfur 700,000 400,000 750,000 400,000

Returnees (IDPs) West Darfur 10,000 5,000 5,000 2,500

Total 740,000 418,400 783,000 417,500

Planning figures for East Sudan

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Eritrea 122,000 95,000 128,000 95,000

Ethiopia 14,810 - 14,810 -

Uganda 7,900 - 7,900 -

Asylum-seekers Eritrea - - 7,000 7,000

Total 144,710 95,000 157,710 102,000

Planning figures South Sudan including Blue Nile and IDPs in Khartoum

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees DRC 5,000 800 3,000 1,200

Returnees (refugees) 30,400 30,400 102,000 87,000

IDPs 3,765,000 1,976,000 3,707,000 1,956,000

Returnees (IDPs) 12,000 12,000 58,000 58,000

Total 3,812,400 2,019,200 3,870,000 2,102,200



Supplementary programme

Returnees in South Sudan

• Provide protection to persons of concern, especially

vulnerable individuals and victims of sexual and gender-

based violence.

• Facilitate voluntary repatriation from countries of

asylum and assist returning refugees and IDPs to rein-

tegrate into their communities through inter-agency

collaboration.

• Create a protective environment to prevent further dis-

placement and involuntary returns through the estab-

lished UNHCR presence in the area, protection

monitoring and setting up community-based reinte-

gration projects.

• Improve respect for human rights and help victims of

abuse get justice.

Refugees, IDPs and returnees in Darfur

• Ensure that international standards of protection are met.

• Create a protective environment, preventing further

displacement and involuntary return.

• Prepare a contingency plan for an influx of refugees as

a result of the deteriorating security situation in east-

ern Chad.

• Support refugees and IDPs who have returned spon-

taneously to west Darfur through limited community-

based projects.

Strategy and activities

Refugees in east Sudan

To address the needs of refugees in east Sudan, a

multi-year and multi-agency plan incorporating the

development of refugee-hosting areas will be intro-

duced. The focus of the programme will be reoriented

from providing humanitarian assistance to improving

livelihoods and self-reliance. It is envisaged that by

2009 more than 60 per cent of the camp population

would be self-reliant. The rehabilitation of the environ-

ment and essential infrastructure will continue in

parallel.
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Key targets for 2007

Annual programme

Refugees in east Sudan

• 100 per cent of asylum-seekers have access to

refugee status determination procedures.

• 30 per cent of reported cases of sexual and

gender-based violence are brought to court.

• Under-five mortality and crude mortality rates in all

camps are reduced by 30 per cent, while maternal

mortality is cut by 50 per cent.

• All camp-based refugees have health care, water

and sanitation facilities.

• At least 300 water pumps and 25 health posts are

rehabilitated.

• 30,000 women receive sanitary materials.

• 90 per cent of refugee children attend primary

school.

• 50,000 individuals engage in income-generation

activities.

• 500,000 tree seedlings are raised for plantation in

2,500 hectares of forest plantations.

• 7,500 energy-saving stoves are manufactured and

distributed.

Supplementary programmes

Returnees in South Sudan

• A total of 102,000 refugees (Central African

Republic: 8,300; Democratic Republic of the

Congo: 5,000; Ethiopia: 20,000; Egypt: 2,500;

Kenya: 20,000; and Uganda: 46,200) return

voluntarily to South Sudan through organized

movements and spontaneously.

• 15,000 IDPs in Khartoum and the Blue Nile region

are assisted to voluntarily return to South Sudan;

11,000 Dinka IDPs are helped to return from Yei to

Bor.

• 19 health centres and 27 schools are rehabilitated

and 280 pit latrines are constructed.

• 85 boreholes are rehabilitated and 93 water

bladders tanks are available at way-stations.

• 10 community centres are rehabilitated.

• 420 health workers and 200 teachers are trained.

Refugees, IDPs and returnees in Darfur

• 100 protection monitoring missions are undertaken.

• 100 per cent of reported cases of sexual and

gender-based violence are followed by remedial

action.

• Small-scale reintegration activities are undertaken:

40 wells rehabilitated, 50 latrines constructed, 12

schools and 20 classrooms refurbished, building

materials provided for 5,000 shelters and plastic

sheeting given for 20,000 shelters.

• 10 new vocational training centres for women and

youths and three new community centres are built.



UNHCR will register and profile the refugee population

to provide a map of the durable solutions possible for

them. For some, a multi-year resettlement programme

will be prepared; for the rest UNHCR will advocate for

the Government to provide them with land or to allow

them to integrate locally. The Office will also ensure that

the rights acquired by Ethiopians and Eritreans who

lost their refugee status owing to the application of the

cessation clause, will be taken into account by the

authorities.

Urban refugees

UNHCR will strengthen the capacity of the authorities to

screen and register urban asylum-seekers and refugees. It

will advocate for legislative reform to reduce refoulement

and improve the treatment of asylum-seekers and

refugees. While the Office will try to increase assis-

tance, it will emphasize self-reliance activities through

income-generation programmes. Success in achieving

these priorities would allow UNHCR to review its invest-

ment in the provision of legal and social services and the

use of resettlement as a protection tool.

Returnees to South Sudan

UNHCR will facilitate voluntary repatriation for Sudanese

refugees who wish to return in 2007. Returns will not be

actively promoted for the time being, as the basic ser-

vices are not adequate in the region, and the presence of

mines and armed militia pose a threat to the physical

safety of returnees. Nevertheless, UNHCR will continue

to support the improvement of basic infrastructure in

areas where refugees are most likely to return to build

the momentum for repatriation and make it sustainable.

UNHCR estimates that some 100,000 Sudanese

refugees have returned spontaneously to South Sudan,

while many in asylum countries have expressed their

desire to return. The Office will support spontaneous

returns and verify departures from camps and settle-

ments. It will also compile information critical to the

operation by monitoring returnees, collect coun-

try-of-origin data and assess conditions in villages.

IDPs in Khartoum

IDPs in and around Khartoum have also expressed a

strong desire to return to South Sudan. UNHCR will sup-

port the IDP return operation jointly organized by the

Governments of Southern Sudan and National Unity,

and the United Nations agencies to selected areas. As

lead agency for the protection working group on IDPs,

UNHCR will focus on community-based protection

monitoring, strengthening protection networks and

ensuring that IDPs have the necessary information to

make decisions on return. The provision of protection

will be improved through systematic data collection and

coordinated advocacy interventions on behalf of IDPs.

Pre-departure protection activities will include making

sure that return is voluntary, ensuring family unity dur-

ing the return process, providing updated information to

IDPs on conditions in return areas, registration and

returnee monitoring. UNHCR will support the reinte-

gration of returnees through targeted provision of

assistance and building partnerships with other

recovery actors.

UNHCR will also assist in the organized voluntary repa-

triation of 1,200 refugees residing in Khartoum, and in

Juba and other locations in South Sudan.

Refugees, IDPs and returnees in Darfur

UNHCR will continue to provide international protection

and material assistance to Chadian refugees in 2007.

New arrivals will be relocated on a voluntary basis to a

camp away from the border.

With regard to IDPs, UNHCR will continue to lead and

chair the protection working groups in collaboration with

other UN agencies. It will cooperate with OCHA to coor-

dinate IDP camp management in west Darfur.

Sexual and gender-based violence will be a priority pro-

tection issue. The use of existing women’s centres will

be maximized, not only to address the specific needs of

survivors but also to empower them. Children and the

elderly requiring special attention will be assisted and

vocational training and literacy programmes for young

people will continue.
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Protection monitoring missions will be conducted in vil-

lages that can be reached. IDPs will be interviewed to

identify their needs and strategies to help them will be

developed. In view of the security situation in Darfur,

border monitoring will be carried out in close consulta-

tion with the UNHCR office in Chad so that population

movements can be detected at an early stage. By reha-

bilitating water points, health centres and schools,

UNHCR will be able to provide basic services to IDPs,

refugees and the local population.

Constraints

The biggest challenge for the Sudan operation is the

security of humanitarian workers, refugees, IDPs and

the local population. In 2007, UNHCR will continue to

contend with difficulties in mobilizing adequate

resources to support existing refugee programmes, repa-

triation movements and reintegration strategies. As

such, it will have to align operational priorities with

funding realities. Ethnic tension, armed conflict and

militarization of many parts of the country could limit

access to persons of concern. Old equipment and infra-

structure and a shortage of partners are some of the

other constraints faced by the operation in east Sudan.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 22

Headquarters

Khartoum

and East

Sudan

South

Sudan
Darfur

Total staff 7 126 187 103

International 2 19 39 30

National 5 89 112 67

UNVs 14 30 5

JPOs 2 1

Deployees 2 6

In 2006, the operational requirements for the Sudan

operation were reviewed extensively. As a result, the

regional return plan for South Sudanese refugees was

revised and priority return corridors in South Sudan were

identified. The review also included a country-wide

assessment of staffing levels and the need for staff to be

present in certain locations in light of security conditions.

Following the review, the High Commissioner upgraded

the post of representative in Khartoum and reintegrated

the Sudan operation into the Africa Bureau to better

meet the challenges faced by the operation.

Coordination

The implementation of activities relating to refugees,

IDPs and returnees will be coordinated with the Government

of National Unity, UN agencies and local and interna-

tional NGOs. For the refugee programme in east Sudan,

UNHCR will work closely with the Commissioner for

Refugees. For IDPs and returning refugees to South Sudan,

UNHCR will work with the Humanitarian Aid Commission

offices and the South Sudan Relief Commission. UNHCR

will continue to operate within the United Nation’s col-

laborative humanitarian framework set out in the UN

Work Plan and contribute to inter-agency efforts to

develop comprehensive policies, guidelines and

standards for the return and reintegration of refugees

and IDPs.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Commissioner for Refugees, Local
Government of El-Gedaref State, Ministry of International
Cooperation, Ministry of the Interior, National Forestry
Corporation, State Departments for Health, Water,
Agriculture and Education (Sinnar, El-Gezira, Kassala),
Sudan Relief and Rehabilitation Commission.

NGOs: Action Africa Help International, Adventist
Development and Relief Agency (South Sudan), African
Development and Emergency Organization, Al-Manaar,
American Refugee Committee, Association of Christian
Resource Organization for South Sudan, Church
Ecumenical Action in Sudan, CONCERN, Danish De-mining
Group, Danish Refugee Council, German Technical
Cooperation, Global Health Foundation, GOAL Ireland,
Help Age International, Human Appeal International,
International Medical Corps, International Relief and
Development, International Rescue Committee, INTERSOS,
Islamic Relief Worldwide, Japan International Volunteer
Center, Jesuit Refugee Service, Mercy Corps, Norwegian
Peoples Aid, ROOF, Samaritan’s Purse, Save the Children
(Spain, Sweden, UK, USA), Sudan Health Association,
Sudan Open Learning Organization, Tear Fund, Terre des
Hommes, Triangle, World Vision International.

Others: IOM, UN-HABITAT, World Conservation Union
(IUCN).

Operational partners

Government: Humanitarian Affairs Commission.

NGOs: Amel Centre for Treatment and Rehabilitation,
Catholic Relief Services (USA), Comitato di
Coordinamento delle Organizzazioni per il Servizio
Voluntario, International Medical Corps, International
Rescue Committee, Medair, Norwegian Refugee Council.

Others: AU, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, FAO, ICRC, OCHA, UNDP, UNFPA,
UNICEF, United Nations Joint Logistics Cell, United
Nations Mine Action Services, United Nations Mission in
Sudan, UNV, WHO, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 3,317,160 3,569,268

Community services 354,321 450,000

Crop production 254,361 500,000

Domestic needs 163,592 253,600

Education 530,938 690,000

Food 39,960 22,150

Forestry 398,802 600,000

Health 764,770 990,000

Income generation 702,635 770,000

Legal assistance 857,186 840,000

Livestock 0 150,000

Operational support (to agencies) 994,299 822,732

Sanitation 364,122 300,000

Shelter and infrastructure 693,562 400,000

Transport and logistics 769,970 415,000

Water 738,962 550,000

Total operations 10,944,642 11,322,750

Programme support 1,916,308 2,353,523

Total 12,860,950 13,676,273
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Water
5.7%

Programme support
14.9%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector 2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Djibouti

Eritrea

Ethiopia

Kenya

Somalia

Sudan (see Chad/Sudan Situation)

Uganda

East and Horn of
Africa

Working environment

Progress in the implementation of the peace agree-

ment in South Sudan and prospects for an accord

to end the conflict in Uganda indicate that durable

solutions may at last be in sight for long-term refugees

in the region. If the promise of peace proves true, many

more of these refugees will be able to return home.

In a major breakthrough, talks between the Government

of Uganda and the rebel Lord’s Resistance Army

resulted in the signing of a cessation-of-hostilities agree-

ment in August 2006. With the end of the 20-year civil

war in sight, more than 300,000 internally displaced

persons (IDPs) returned home in late 2006. It is hoped

that refugees from Uganda will also return. In another

positive development, Uganda’s Parliament passed a

new Refugee Bill, paving the way for the Government’s

greater involvement in refugee protection.

In Somalia, the emergence of the Union of the Islamic

Courts (UIC), which took control of most of the central

and southern parts of the country, has weakened the

authority of the Transitional Federal Government (TFG).

Fighting between the opposing sides has prompted the

flight of more than 32,000 Somali refugees to Kenya

and, to a lesser extent, other neighbouring countries and

Yemen. At the time of writing, the Special Representa-

tive of the United Nations Secretary-General in Somalia,

in close collaboration with the League of Arab States,

was mediating between the TFG and the UIC. In



contrast, “Somaliland” and “Puntland” remained stable

and continued to advance economically and politically.

At the time of writing, there was still no solution in sight

to the border dispute between Eritrea and Ethiopia. In

September 2006, the UN Security Council extended the

mandate of the United Nations Mission in Eritrea and

Ethiopia (UNMEE) until January 2007, and agreed to

take further steps if the two sides showed no progress

towards demarcating their borders by then. Restrictions

on the movements of UNMEE personnel imposed by

Eritrea in late 2005 continued. In the meantime, grow-

ing tensions and insecurity within Eritrea and Ethiopia

have resulted in refugee influxes into neighbouring

countries.

Both droughts and floods plagued various parts of the

region. Crops and livestock were destroyed in areas

denied rain, leaving some of the population dependent

on emergency humanitarian support. On the other

hand, heavy downpours caused flooding and destruc-

tion in Ethiopia and parts of Kenya and Somalia, again

necessitating relief aid.

Strategic objectives

Voluntary repatriation and sustainable reintegration will

remain the priorities for UNHCR, and resettlement will

be used in a strategic manner. Where voluntary return

is not possible, UNHCR will pursue other initiatives to

promote self-sufficiency and local integration. In

refugee-affected areas these will include the refurbish-

ment of camps and infrastructure and rehabilitation of

the environment.

The Office will continue with its capacity-building activ-

ities to strengthen refugee status determination and asy-

lum institutions. In Ethiopia and Uganda it will support

implementation of national asylum legislation; in Kenya

and Eritrea it will lobby for the adoption of such laws.

Particular attention will be paid to tackling sexual and

gender-based violence, female genital mutilation and

other harmful practices, malnutrition and HIV/AIDS.

To help resolve conflicts and build peace, especially in

Somalia, Ethiopia and Eritrea, UNHCR will optimize

operational coordination with other UN agencies, govern-

ments, NGOs, donors and regional bodies such as the

African Union, the New Partnership for Africa’s

Development (NEPAD), as well as the Intergovernmental

Authority on Development (IGAD)

Operations

UNHCR’s operations in Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia and

Uganda are described in separate chapters.

In Eritrea, UNHCR will continue to provide humanitarian

assistance to both camp-based and urban refugees,

paying special attention to sexual and gender-based
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violence. Since the number of asylum-seekers is

expected to increase, refugee status determination

activities will be strengthened. The capacity of the

authorities dealing with asylum issues will be built so

that they can take over in more areas of refugee affairs,

including status determination. UNHCR will help the

Government devise refugee regulations and national

asylum legislation. It will also focus on pursuing durable

solutions for Somali refugees through voluntary repatri-

ation to “Somaliland” and “Puntland”, and for Sudanese

refugees to South Sudan. As no Eritrean refugees have

returned from Sudan for the last three years, UNHCR

will phase out its reintegration assistance in the country.

In Djibouti, UNHCR will focus on consolidating refugee

camps once the repatriation to “Somaliland” is com-

pleted. El Hol Hol camp is to be closed and the remain-

ing refugees will be transferred to Ali Addeh camp. This

will enable the Office to be more effective in the provi-

sion of protection and assistance. A registration and ver-

ification exercise will be conducted at the same time to

establish accurate figures for the refugee population.

UNHCR will continue its work with the Government of

Djibouti and the “Somaliland” authorities on the volun-

tary repatriation of remaining refugees to “Somaliland”.

The Regional Support Hub in Nairobi supports 17

UNHCR operations in the East and Horn of Africa and in

Central Africa and the Great Lakes. It promotes the

implementation of global policy priorities in all country

operations under its responsibility. With expertise in

durable solutions, registration, sexual and gender-based

violence, female genital mutilation, geographical infor-

mation systems and public information, the Hub plays

an active role in providing technical support to all

operations. The Hub also assists offices to improve their

internal control mechanisms and comply with security

standards, while its staff welfare unit counsels staff

working in difficult conditions. The Hub consists of 14

regional posts, two field-service posts and two experts

seconded from the International Catholic Migration

Commission.

The African Union Liaison Unit in Addis
Ababa

The African Union’s renewed focus on addressing peace

and security issues has created a strengthened platform

for cooperation with many international actors. Expand-

ing its long-standing relationship with the Union,

UNHCR has played an active role in rallying regional

and international support for post-conflict reconstruc-

tion and development. It believes that the problems of

forced population displacement cannot be resolved in

isolation from the root causes of conflict. These efforts

are producing results at the political and strategic policy

level. The challenge in the medium-to-long term is to

ensure that plans such as the policy for post conflict

reconstruction and development are translated into

results on the ground.

The current focus of UNHCR’s collaboration with the

African Union is on raising the profile of forced displace-

ment to the highest political level. This focus has a two-

fold purpose: on the one hand, it will encourage African

leaders to address the root causes of conflict; on the

other, it will mobilize more international support for pro-

tection and assistance while improving opportunities for

sustainable durable solutions.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Djibouti 3,326,894 2,565,751

Eritrea 9,212,440 4,357,237

Ethiopia 15,332,397 14,835,859

Kenya1 35,068,412 32,338,766

Somalia 7,155,371 6,103,812

Sudan 12,860,950 13,676,273

Uganda 16,250,358 17,949,014

Regional activities2 0 6,008,000

Total 99,206,822 97,834,712

1 Includes the Regional Support Hub in Nairobi.
2 Includes provisions for regional activities in East and Horn of Africa to cover individual voluntary repatriation and intervention for malnutrition and malaria.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country
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Ethiopia

Working environment

The context

There has been a marked decline in security conditions

in Ethiopia. The tense situation at the country’s border

with Eritrea continued at the time of writing, with troops

stationed on each side amidst a political stalemate.

Meanwhile, some 300 Eritreans per month cross into

Ethiopia seeking asylum.

The situation was also serious in other parts of the coun-

try where UNHCR field offices and refugee camps are

located. In the northern Somali Region, which hosts

more than 16,000 Somali refugees, humanitarian

workers have become targets as the conflict between

the Ogaden National Liberation Front and the Ethiopian

Federal Government has intensified. In August, two

UNHCR drivers were attacked and radio equipment was

stolen. In September, one expatriate and one national

staff member of the ICRC were kidnapped. UNHCR was

forced to cancel a mission to assess potential refugee

inflows from Somalia because of the dangerous

conditions in the area.

Inter-ethnic strife has led to a deterioration in security in

the western Gambella Region, where refugees from

Sudan are concentrated. This has forced UNHCR staff

and other humanitarian workers to travel under military

escort to refugee camps. The conflict in the Gambella

region has also resulted in the internal displacement of

more than 44,000 people, most of whom have settled

along the Baro River and are in dire need of humanitarian

assistance. Recent flooding has worsened their already

precarious situation.

The Peace Agreement in Sudan has opened the way for

repatriation; after a slow start, it is expected that some

20,000 refugees will return to the country in 2007.

Asylum-seekers from the Democratic Republic of the

Congo (DRC) continue to arrive in Ethiopia as the

situation in eastern DRC remains volatile.

UNHCR handed over responsibility for refugee status

determination to the Ethiopian authorities in 2005.

However, the national capacity to fulfil that task needs

strengthening.

The needs

After conducting needs assessments in all the camps in

Ethiopia, UNHCR has identified wide gaps in assistance

to refugees in the areas of nutrition, non-food items,
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water, health, education, sanitation, protection and

community services. These shortfalls can be attributed

mainly to inadequate funding, as well as to the difficult

security and logistical conditions in and around the

camps.

During the assessments, in which UNHCR’s partners

and refugees participated, malnutrition and sexual and

gender-based violence emerged as major problems in all

camps. Acute malnutrition, linked not only to lack of

food but also to insufficient water supplies, had reached

16.2 per cent. Practices such as early and forced

marriage, early pregnancy, rape, confinement, discrimin-

ation (including denial of education to girls), female gen-

ital mutilation and domestic violence, need urgent

attention. Many of these problems are related to gaps in

assistance.

The number of Eritrean refugees has been steadily

increasing throughout 2006, which necessitated the

expansion of Shimelba camp, where they are accom-

modated in northern Ethiopia. As the influx is

expected to continue, efforts to establish a new camp

will gain more urgency in 2007. Most Eritreans arriv-

ing in the Afar region in north-eastern Ethiopia stay

with host families but need subsistence support from

UNHCR.

The prolonged presence of large numbers of refugees

has led to overgrazing, deforestation and land degrad-

ation in many areas. Environment rehabilitation is there-

fore a pressing need.

Though Sudanese refugees are expected to repatriate in

larger numbers in 2007, many will remain, and they

will require basic assistance.

Total requirements: USD 14,835,859

Main objectives

UNHCR plays a dual role in Ethiopia. Its primary

responsibility is to provide protection and assistance to

refugees and the internally displaced. On the other

hand, it plays a central role in liaising with regional

bodies based in Addis Ababa such as the African Union,

the UN Economic Commission for Africa, the New

Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and the

Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD).

Overall objectives

• Ensure international protection and improve material

assistance to all refugees, newly arrived asylum-seekers

and internally displaced people.

• Assist the Government of Ethiopia in strengthening

the protection regime, in particular by helping it

establish the mechanisms required to implement

refugee legislation passed in 2004.

• Promote durable solutions, especially through the

voluntary repatriation of Sudanese refugees, resettle-

ment of refugees with special needs, and the promo-

tion of self-reliance among camp-based refugees.

• Assist the Government of Ethiopia in the rehabilitation

of infrastructure and the environment in and around

refugee camps.

• Strengthen strategic partnerships with regional bodies

and their Member States on issues such as displace-

ment, protection, durable solutions and the recovery

of countries emerging from conflict; ensure effective

implementation of joint work programmes.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Sudan 68,880 68,880 48,880 48,880

Somalia 16,650 16,650 17,470 17,470

Eritrea 13,100 13,100 15,710 15,710

Various 450 450 490 490

Asylum-seekers Various 300 300 200 200

Total 99,380 99,380 82,750 82,750

Sudanese refugee and inventor, Repan Sadik, 20, won a UNHCR

“Courage Award”. With the prize money, he bought parts to

build a television set and aerial in Bonga camp. UNHCR / A.

Parness



Key targets for 2007

• 100 per cent of refugees older than 16 are

issued identity documents.

• 100 per cent of newborn refugees are issued

with birth certificates.

• 100 per cent of refugees have access to 2,100

kilocalories of nutrition per person per day; the

acute malnutrition rate falls below 10 per cent.

• School enrolment is increased to 80 per cent of

refugee children in camps and is maintained at

100 per cent for urban refugees.

• 75 per cent of refugees have access to

antiretroviral therapy, up from 50 per cent.

• 100 per cent of survivors of sexual and

gender-based violence receive medical and other

support.

• Ethiopia’s Administration for Refugee and Returnee

Affairs routinely decides on asylum applications

in the first instance, and UNHCR moves to an

observer’s role.

• 20,000 Sudanese refugees are repatriated in

safety and dignity.

• The number of refugee households practising

kitchen gardening increases from 10 to 13 per cent.

• The area rehabilitated through reforestation and

tree planting is expanded from 2,800 to 3,420

hectares.

• Action plans on internal displacement and

post-primary education, and guidelines on

collaboration between humanitarian actors in

the Field and the African Union’s peacekeeping

operations are developed.

Strategy and activities

Comprehensive needs assessments have allowed UNHCR

to design plans to provide the required assistance to both

camp-based and urban refugees and asylum-seekers. All

asylum-seekers will be provided with temporary identity

cards by the Ethiopian Government. Eritrean and urban

refugees, who are most in need of identity documents, will

be issued with permanent identity cards.

UNHCR’s protection strategy seeks improved reporting

on sexual and gender-based violence and the

establishment of effective response mechanisms in all

the camps. As sexual violence has been linked to short-

falls in assistance, UNHCR will ensure that all refugees

receive sufficient food and other items and will monitor

their distribution and use. Environmental rehabilitation

activities will improve the camps’ surroundings and pro-

vide alternatives to firewood. Refugee students will have

increased access to education. UNHCR will help the UN

Country Team design a protection strategy for internally

displaced persons, but will also provide protection and

assistance to them directly.

Voluntary repatriation will be pursued for Sudanese

refugees as long as conditions in their homeland allow

it. Efforts to find resettlement opportunities will be inten-

sified, particularly for vulnerable people or for those with

immediate protection concerns.

With regard to capacity building, a training programme

will target government staff involved in refugee status

determination. UNHCR will also monitor registration

and status determination procedures in camps and will

assist local authorities to carry out this task.

UNHCR’s regional activities include close collaboration with

the African Union to ensure implementation throughout the

continent of international legal instruments, decisions and

declarations. Another role for UNHCR is to support the

African Union in implementing policies and frameworks for

post-conflict reconstruction and development.

Constraints

Security constraints in the Gambella and Somali regions

are likely to continue in 2007, and may hamper imple-

mentation of the programme. In addition, poor road con-

ditions, especially during the rainy season, render the

provision of relief items impossible at times.

Unless adequate funding is received, UNHCR will be

unable to improve the basic living conditions of refugees

and internally displaced people.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 9

Total staff 137

International 14

National 96

UNVs 17

JPOs 8

Deployees 2

Coordination

UNHCR works closely with the Government of Ethiopia,

NGOs, UN agencies, the ICRC, IOM, and regional

bodies such as the African Union, NEPAD and IGAD.

Joint assessments with WFP have resulted in concrete

plans to reduce malnutrition. Through its participation

in all forums where regional policies concerning Somali,

Eritrean and Sudanese refugees are shaped, UNHCR is

able to ensure that refugees and the internally displaced

are included in development strategies.
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Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Administration of Refugee and Returnee
Affairs, Bureau of Agriculture and Natural Resources
(Shiraro/Tigray).

NGOs: African Humanitarian Aid and Development
Agency, Development and Inter-Church Aid Commission of
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, Hope for the Horn, Hugh
Pilkington Charitable Trust, International Rescue
Committee, Jesuit Refugee Service.

Operational partners

Government: Bureaux of Education and Health, Ethiopian
Road Authority, Natural Resources Development and
Environmental Protection Agency (Gambella and Assosa).

NGOs: Opportunities Industrial Centre (Ethiopia), Refugee
Care Netherlands, Rehabilitation and Development
Organization, Save the Children (Sweden), Save the
Children Fund (UK), Society of International Missionaries.

Others: African Commission on Human and Peoples’
Rights, African Development Bank, African Union,
Intergovernmental Authority on Development, Institute for
Strategic Studies, the New Partnership for Africa’s
Development, Organization for Social Science Research in
East Africa, Safer Africa, UN Economic Commission for Africa.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 3,314,192 3,224,754

Community services 479,301 440,656

Crop production 7,881 2,304

Domestic needs 631,378 666,966

Education 1,601,649 1,548,536

Food 46,855 36,916

Forestry 497,372 389,758

Health 1,657,642 1,549,092

Legal assistance 568,293 489,956

Operational support (to agencies) 1,632,342 1,573,016

Sanitation 161,884 211,669

Shelter and infrastructure 37,247 37,786

Transport and logistics 972,402 1,123,036

Water 603,302 568,908

Total operations 12,211,740 11,863,353

Programme support 3,120,657 2,972,506

Total 15,332,397 14,835,859
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Kenya

Working environment

The context

In 2006, UNHCR in Kenya had to

respond to new inflows of Somali,

Sudanese and Ethiopian refugees.

Floods in Dadaab and Kakuma

refugee camps destroyed refugee

shelters, latrines and infrastructure.

Outbreaks of cholera, diarrhoea and

measles also took their toll.

With national elections due in 2007,

asylum issues in Kenya are certain to

become politicized. In such a cli-

mate, UNHCR will have to collabo-

rate closely with the Government, the

UN Country Team and NGOs and

other civil society institutions in order

to ensure that the asylum space does

not deteriorate. The Office hopes that

the Kenyan Parliament will pass a

long-pending Refugee Bill in 2006,

although political imperatives may

sideline it once again.

More than 30,000 new Somali

refugees had arrived in Kenya by late

October 2006 as a result of civil

strife and drought in their country. This

influx, which is continuing, will put a

heavy strain on UNHCR’s ability to

provide services in Dadaab camp. Furthermore, despite

the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement for

South Sudan in January 2005, some 12,000 new refugees

from the region have arrived in Kakuma camp, driven by

hunger, lack of essential services and insecurity. Kakuma

has also seen an unprecedented influx of Ethiopians,

many of them of alleged Nuer ethnicity, fleeing political

strife and violence in their home region of Gambella.

The needs

Funding constraints in 2006 resulted in more limited

responses to protection problems and reduced assist-

ance to refugees in camps and urban settings. Acute

malnutrition rates stood at 26.3 per cent in Dadaab and

19.6 per cent in Kakuma, and anaemia levels among

children under five were often as high as 83 per cent.

With firewood now supplied for only five months a

year — as opposed to 12 months previously — women

and children foraging for fuel face greater risks of sexual

assault and exploitation.

In terms of education, although the achievements are

still far from the Millennium Development Goal (MDG)

target, reports show that refugee girls’ school attend-

ance has reached 65 per cent. Their performance in

national examinations has also improved. However, early

marriage and pregnancy and cultural pressures still

adversely affect girls’ ability to avail themselves of educa-

tion opportunities. Teacher-student and textbook-student

ratios remain high; more classrooms, desks and teachers

are required for 2007, especially in Dadaab.

More involvement of the refugee community is needed

in the camps, and in Dadaab in particular, in protection

and camp management. Participatory assessments will

continue in 2007 to highlight protection risks,

strengthen refugees’ coping mechanisms and bring the

needs of vulnerable groups and individuals to the fore.
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Promoting gender equality in all decision-making and

management structures remains a priority. Female

members make up half of all committees in Dadaab and

about a third in Kakuma. Nevertheless, women need to

be encouraged to be more assertive in decision-making

structures.

Although the physical security of refugees has greatly

improved, with sub-office Kakuma reporting an all-time

low in incidents of sexual and gender-based violence in

2005, the issue remains of serious concern. Safe

havens need to be established in order to improve the

protection of women and children. Distribution of fire-

wood throughout the year is also essential to reduce pro-

tection risks, especially for women and girls.

At the time of writing, UNHCR and WFP were conduct-

ing a joint assessment to determine food needs for the

camp-based refugee population.

Total requirements: USD 32,338,766

Main objectives

• Pursue a comprehensive durable solutions plan

which will include large-scale voluntary repatriation

of Sudanese refugees and resettlement of needy

cases.

• Strengthen partnerships with all existing and poten-

tial stakeholders, including the Government of Kenya,

UN agencies and the NGO community.

• Maintain acceptable standards of treatment for

refugees and others of concern, and ensure that the

specific protection needs of women, children and

others at risk are addressed.

• Continue to provide technical support to the Government,

especially on the implementation of refugee legislation

and access to public services.

Key targets for 2007

• Adoption by Parliament of a new Refugee Bill.

• Refugee status determination interviews take

place within five months of registration.

• Registration is completed within 15 days of the

first approach to UNHCR.

• Systematic biometric profiling of, and granting of

identity cards to, asylum-seekers and refugees

approaching UNHCR.

• All those with special protection needs are

identified for resettlement.

• Possibilities are opened for naturalization of

Convention refugees and refugees married to

Kenyan citizens.

• At least 70 people per month receive

counselling services.

• Acute malnutrition is reduced to 5 per cent.

• Every refugee receives a food ration of 2,100

Kcal per day.

• Females make up half of the members of food

distribution and management committees in all

camps.

• All refugees receive 20 litres of water per day.

• 40,000 women and girls of reproductive age are

provided with sanitary materials.

Strategy and activities

The lack of a government refugee management structure

is a major gap in protection. The Kenyan Parliament was

still discussing a draft Refugee Bill in the last quarter of

2006 which, it is hoped, will soon be adopted. The

National Refugee Secretariat, which was transferred in

2005 from the Ministry of Home Affairs to the newly cre-

ated Ministry of Immigration and Registration of Persons,

remains a small unit with limited operational capacity.

Increasing its material and human resources may

improve its ability to manage refugee affairs.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Somalia 170,960 170,960 200,000 200,000

Sudan 74,250 74,250 55,050 55,050

Ethiopia 14,480 14,480 14,120 14,120

Various 9,380 9,380 9,450 9,450

Asylum-seekers

Somalia 7,000 7,000 6,000 6,000

Ethiopia 3,000 3,000 2,500 2,500

Various 1,400 1,400 1,000 1,000

Total 280,470 280,470 288,120 288,120



In the absence of active government participation,

UNHCR continues to face challenges in identifying, regis-

tering and determining the status of asylum-seekers and

refugees. Meanwhile, the issuance of officially recognized

identity cards to refugees has been held up pending the

results of a fingerprinting exercise carried out in Dadaab

by the Government’s National Registration Bureau. Lack

of documentation, whether a birth certificate or an

identity card, continues to be a major protection risk for

refugees and asylum-seekers countrywide.

Sudanese refugees

The repatriation of Sudanese refugees is expected to

gain momentum in 2007. By the end of 2006, UNHCR

hopes to have assisted 5,000 Sudanese to repatriate

voluntarily. Another 20,000 are likely to return home in

2007. However, even with ongoing returns to South

Sudan, the delivery of protection and the search for

durable solutions will have to continue for those who do

not repatriate. Some services in Kakuma may be handed

over to partners as its population decreases.

Somali refugees

The ongoing large-scale influx of Somali refugees into

Kenya is likely to continue in 2007. UNHCR’s contin-

gency plan is based on 80,000 new asylum-seekers, i.e.

50,000 in 2006 and 30,000 in 2007. This puts a

severe strain on the existing services available in Dadaab

camp. The situation will be monitored; if the population

grows UNHCR will expand and consolidate services to

refugees and the host community. The Office will con-

tinue to facilitate voluntary repatriation of Somalis to

“Puntland”, where the situation is conducive to return.

Refugees of other nationalities

It is anticipated that individual asylum-seekers from

Ethiopia, the Great Lakes region and Uganda will con-

tinue to approach UNHCR for protection assistance.

UNHCR will improve the processing of asylum claims

and the system of referrals to designated refugee camps.

It will also analyze population movements to find the

root causes of displacement in the region.

Constraints

The main constraint in 2006 was the severe funding short-

fall. With a smaller budget than in 2006, in 2007 UNHCR

will focus on basic protection and the search for durable

solutions for refugee groups and individuals facing serious

risks and/or with special needs. To address the resulting

gaps in protection and services, UNHCR will need to con-

tinue to work closely with NGOs and other partners to

obtain additional funding. UNHCR staff operate in danger-

ous areas which require armed escorts at all times. This

will restrict staff movement and is likely to affect the deliv-

ery of protection and humanitarian services.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 160

International 30

National 114

JPOs 7

UNVs 9

Coordination

The Government of Kenya and UNHCR will ensure the

protection of refugees and asylum-seekers and coordinate

assistance to refugees. In this regard, the Office will con-

tinue to help build its government counterparts’ capacity to

deliver protection and strengthen the asylum system.

UNHCR will continue its close cooperation with imple-

menting and operational partners through joint needs

assessments, planning and resource mobilization. Major

efforts will be made to identify new partners, particularly

to strengthen programmes for youth in Dadaab. The

Nairobi Initiative, an inter-agency forum, will continue to

bring together national and international NGOs, represen-

tatives of civil society, self-help groups, refugees and gov-

ernment authorities in an effort to improve protection and

services for refugees and asylum-seekers in Nairobi.

The UN Millennium Development Goals provide over-

arching planning benchmarks for the Kenya refugee

programme. Strengthening collaboration with UNICEF

and UNFPA in activities related to education, women

and children will be a priority for 2007. WFP and

UNHCR have a solid partnership; WFP provides and

distributes food in the camps and conducts therapeutic

and school-feeding programmes.
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Renewed fighting in Somalia has caused an influx of over

30,000 refugees into Kenya. UNHCR / J.-P. Amigo



Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Department of Refugee Affairs, Ministry of
Immigration and Registration of Persons, National
Registration Bureau.

NGOs: African Refugee Training and Employment Services,
CARE International, Film Aid International, Handicap
International, International Rescue Committee, Lutheran
World Federation, National Council of Churches for Kenya,
Salesians of Don Bosco Kenya.

Operational partners

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, IOM, UN Country Team, UNOPS, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination1 7,967,718 8,143,030

Community services 842,401 775,739

Crop production 56,777 0

Domestic needs 2,037,461 1,064,050

Education 2,771,707 2,038,276

Food 573,816 884,856

Forestry 253,612 127,755

Health 3,260,334 3,130,592

Income generation 85,413 16,106

Legal assistance 1,726,064 1,276,391

Livestock 182,162 0

Operational support (to agencies) 3,167,419 3,934,881

Sanitation 548,026 336,250

Shelter and infrastructure 1,164,277 294,799

Transport and logistics 1,154,644 1,000,638

Water 812,671 762,783

Total operations 26,604,500 23,786,146

Programme support1 8,463,912 8,552,620

Total 35,068,412 32,338,766

1 Includes costs of the Regional Support Hub in Nairobi. The activities of the Hub are described in the regional overview.
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Somalia

Working environment

The context

Many areas of Somalia remain

insecure. The Transitional Federal

Government (TFG) was undermined

by differences over issues relating to

the choice of the seat of government

and the deployment of foreign

forces. Despite international sup-

port, the TFG has not been able to

extend its authority beyond the town

of Baidoa or establish national insti-

tutions and governance structures.

The situation became more complex

in early 2006 with the emergence of

the Union of Islamic Courts (UIC)

militias, which captured Mogadishu

and most of central and southern

Somalia all the way up to “Puntland”.

The fighting has resulted in a fresh

refugee exodus, mainly to Kenya.

Negotiations between the TFG and

UIC were held in Khartoum under the

sponsorship of the League of Arab

States. In September, the two parties

agreed to reconstitute the Somali

national army and police force, but

this was made conditional on a

power-sharing deal to be discussed

in October 2006. In the meantime, the security situ-

ation has deteriorated to such a degree – with an assas-

sination attempt against the President in Baidoa, the

murder of an Italian nun and an open threat to the United

Nations – that all international staff in central and south-

ern Somalia were relocated in September 2006. As a

preventive measure, staff in “Puntland” were also evac-

uated but were allowed to return in October.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Ethiopia 1,120 1,120 1,170 1,170

Various 120 120 130 130

Asylum-seekers Ethiopia 330 — 1,010 —

Returnees1 10,000 10,000 5,000 5,000

IDPs2 400,000 150,000 400,000 150,000

Total 411,570 161,240 407,310 156,300

1 The total number of returnees since the height of the crisis is estimated at 1.25 million out of a population of 6.8 million, of whom 496,000 returned with UNHCR

assistance. In addition, UNHCR programmes will benefit some 300,000 people in receiving communities.
2 UNHCR’s programme will directly benefit some 150,000 IDPs to whom UNHCR has access; nonetheless, the overall cluster coordination of Protection and Shelter will

benefit 400,000 IDPs.



However, the situation in “Somaliland” and “Puntland”

has remained stable, with peaceful general elections in

the former and a workable power-sharing agreement in

the latter.

UNHCR helped repatriate almost 1,500 Somali

refugees between January and August 2006, bringing

the total number of assisted returnees to some

496,000. Another 8,500 refugees returned without

UNHCR support. In addition, UNHCR was providing

assistance to some 850 refugees in “Somaliland”.

The needs

The needs of returnees and internally displaced persons

(IDPs) in Somalia are enormous. Returnees from exile

join already impoverished communities in one of the least

developed countries in the world. With limited resources,

UNHCR can address only the most pressing needs and is

calling for the involvement of development actors.

UNHCR has established effective coordination mechan-

isms within the UN Country Team and with NGOs but,

due to the absence of a central government, joint planning

with all stakeholders is difficult and sometimes impossible

in central and southern Somalia. Accordingly, most

UNHCR programmes have been based on consultations

with individual authorities, agencies and beneficiaries. On

the other hand, in “Somaliland”, joint assessments were

carried out in some 20 districts. An external evaluation of

the Reintegration of Returnees and IDPs Programme, an

umbrella for joint UNHCR/UNDP action, showed that in

order for returns to be sustainable it was necessary to redir-

ect the focus from basic services in education, water,

health and sanitation towards self-reliance for returnees,

IDPs and others of concern. This was especially the case in

rural areas. Rural interventions need to take account of an

environment degraded by deforestation, overgrazing and

the effects of drought and other natural disasters.

Refugees and asylum-seekers in urban centres need

subsistence assistance, health and education services.

Many may also have to be resettled, as few opportun-

ities for local integration exist. In addition, thousands of

foreigners, among them many potential asylum-seekers,

arrive in “Somaliland” and “Puntland” every year. The

refugee status determination system that has existed in

“Somaliland” for a few years needs reinforcing; in

“Puntland”, protection capacity is being established.

Finally, arrests and detention of refugees and asylum-

seekers remain too frequent in Somalia.

Participatory assessments have also revealed the need

to focus more on women and children, including ado-

lescents, in education and skills-development activ-

ities. Intervention is also required to eradicate female

genital mutilation and other harmful cultural practices

and to prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS.

Total requirements: USD 6,103,812

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the suppplementary programme for IDPs are

being finalized.)

Main objectives

• Help create conditions conducive to the durable return

of Somali refugees to safe areas of “Somaliland” and

“Puntland”; work towards the same goals in central

and southern Somalia, where conditions are not yet

conducive to large-scale refugee return.

• Support the reintegration of returnees, especially by pro-

viding options for income generation and improving

basic services for returnees and receiving communities.

• Where UNHCR has physical access to them, provide

international protection and humanitarian assistance

to refugees; ensure adequate processing and treatment

of asylum-seekers; and pursue durable solutions.

• Contribute to collaborative UN efforts to improve the

delivery of protection and assistance to IDPs.

Key targets for 2007

• 100 per cent of asylum-seekers and refugees are

registered and promptly referred to UNHCR for

refugee status determination; in “Somaliland”,

100 per cent receive individual documentation

issued jointly with the authorities.

• Some 1,300 refugees receive subsistence and

other assistance in “Somaliland”.

• Training provided to law-enforcement officials

dealing with refugees and asylum-seekers;

reduction in arrests and detention of

asylum-seekers.

• Legal assistance and representation in court are

available to all returnees, particularly with

regard to property issues.

• Accessibility of water in returnee areas is

increased from 30 to 40 per cent in “Somaliland”

and up from 44 per cent in “Puntland”.

• Reduction in infant and under-five mortality

from current levels of 133/1,000 and

225/1,000, respectively.

• Awareness programmes on female genital

mutilation result in a reduction in the current

rate of 95 per cent.

• Establishment of tree nurseries for reforestation.

Seedlings used for reforestation in returnee areas

and charcoal production reduced.

• Partnerships established with UNDP, FAO,

UN-HABITAT on livelihoods projects;

sustainable income generation projects designed

and implemented. Women’s literacy and skills

training available in all returnee areas.
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Strategy and activities

In reintegration programmes, UNHCR will continue with

a community-based approach to improve access to

basic services while focusing on refugee self-reliance,

including income generation. These activities will be

tailored to the needs of the most vulnerable segments of

the returnee population and will be based on analyses of

the gaps remaining after previous interventions. The

main focus will be on consolidating the programme in

“Somaliland” before handing it over to development

agencies. At the same time, UNHCR will shift the focus

of its Somalia intervention towards reintegration in

“Puntland” and protection of IDPs.

Many former refugees who have returned to “Puntland”

used to live in other parts of Somalia before they fled,

and now often share slum settlements with IDPs. A

shortage of land in urban areas, as well as private use of

public land, make it very difficult for the authorities to

develop areas for refugee and IDP settlement. Thus, the

sustainability of the return of Somali refugees needs to

be seen in conjunction with durable solutions for IDPs.

UNHCR will assist the various authorities in Somalia to

build their capacity to protect asylum-seekers, refugees,

returnees and IDPs. The Office will provide legal protec-

tion and life-sustaining assistance to urban refugees and

asylum-seekers in Hargeisa and Garowe. It will seek

resettlement opportunities for refugees who cannot inte-

grate locally or repatriate.
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Internally displaced people in Somalia

Against a backdrop of grave insecurity and political instability, and the high probability of further

displacement in the coming months, the United Nations and NGOs strive to assist the estimated

400,000 IDPs in Somalia. The majority live in cities in densely populated temporary settlements on privately-

owned land, frequently subject to abuse from landowners and with no access to basic services. Usually

unskilled and disempowered, many resort to casual labour and begging.

In early 2006, the UN Country Team developed a protection response plan for IDPs. This linked protec-

tion to community services, emergency shelter and provision of non-food items as well as basic services.

The entire concept has been developed within the cluster approach to situations of internal displace-

ment, with UNHCR leading the Protection and Shelter Clusters.

The clusters have begun work, focusing on four areas:

• Community Mobilization: In late 2006, a framework for community mobilization in the IDP

settlements throughout Somalia was being developed. The framework consolidates the

community-service work already being done to inject protection and human rights approaches

where necessary, fostering the concept of “community-based protection”. In 2007, it will also

devise criteria and methodologies for the selection of beneficiaries of the various initiatives.

• IDP Profiling Exercise: In June 2006, the IASC Protection Cluster sought to develop an inter-agency

framework for the collection and analysis of IDP-related information. Somalia has been chosen as one of

the first countries to test the draft guidelines on IDP profiling, recently produced by the IASC. Under

UNHCR’s protection cluster leadership, the first step was a review of existing data to take stock of

information already available, identify gaps and plan a separate profiling exercise. The gaps were

analyzed and IDP locations to be profiled were agreed on. The profiling was to be conducted from

October 2006.

• Population Tracking: This would capture information on IDP population and any new population

displacement to allow the humanitarian community to plan assistance.

• Protection Monitoring: A network of national partners has been established to gather information

on human rights violations. The network’s reports will inform interventions to prevent or redress

abuses inasmuch as possible in view of the severely limited humanitarian access.

• Shelter Cluster: UNHCR and UN-HABITAT jointly lead the newly established Shelter Cluster.

UNHCR will be the lead agency for emergency and temporary shelter, while UN-HABITAT will take

responsibility for permanent shelters.

In 2007, UNHCR will continue with these activities and strive for durable solutions for IDPs in line with

the joint UN IDP strategy for Somalia. This links an overall improvement in the situation of IDPs with

future possible durable solutions for them and returning Somali refugees.

The main strategic objectives for this project are thus to:

• Ensure better protection of IDPs and other vulnerable populations.

• Improve the current living conditions of IDPs and other vulnerable populations.

• Promote and foster durable solutions for IDPs, returnees and other vulnerable populations.



Constraints

The lack of central and local authorities and poor govern-

ance over the past 15 years, compounded by the

renewed fighting, continue to pose obstacles for relief

and return operations in central and southern Somalia.

Public infrastructure and services have crumbled, and

the majority of skilled Somalis have left or plan to leave

the country for better opportunities.

A prolonged drought in 2005 and floods in 2006 have

further weakened food security. An estimated 1.4 million

people in northern, central and southern Somalia con-

tinue to face a humanitarian emergency. Environmental

damage caused by charcoal burning and the overuse of

firewood, as well as a ban on the export of livestock to

Saudi Arabia, have adversely affected the economy. As

a result, Somalia continues to face high malnutrition

rates, worsened by poor health and hygiene conditions.

The authorities, particularly in central and southern

Somalia, have very limited capacity to deal with the

existing problems. The lack of basic services in most parts

of the country makes it difficult to integrate returnees

and IDPs. Finally, the shortfall in funding for recovery

and development activities by UN agencies and NGOs,

and a total absence of bilateral aid, is a continuing

constraint.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 6

Total staff 51

International 9

National 33

UNVs 6

JPOs 1

Deployees 2

Coordination

Overall coordination is ensured by the UN Country

Team, the Somalia Inter-Agency Standing Committee

and the Coordination and Management Committee,

which includes the TFG, the African Union, the Inter-

Governmental Authority on Development, donors and

NGOs. Security is the responsibility of the UN Security

Management Team. The NGO Consortium coordinates

NGO activities.

UNHCR participates in the Joint Needs Assessment led

by the United Nations and the World Bank within the

Livelihoods and Solutions for the Displaced Cluster, the

results of which will be translated into a reconstruction

and development framework for Somalia. Furthermore,

a preparatory project for a Comprehensive Plan of Action

for Somalia aims at identifying durable solutions to the

problems of Somali refugees and returnees.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster
Management Agency (“Puntland”), Ministry of Interior,
Security and Disarmament Demobilization and
Reintegration (“Puntland”), Ministry of International
Cooperation and Planning (“Puntland”, “Somaliland”,
TFG), Ministry of Resettlement, Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction (“Somaliland”), Ministry of the Interior
(“Somaliland”), National Refugee Commission (TFG).

NGOs: Agricultural Development Organization,
Bani’Adam, Community of Concerned Somalis, Danish
Refugee Council, Galkayo Education Centre for Peace and
Development, Hargeisa Voluntary Youth Committee,
Health Unlimited, HIGSAD, Norwegian Refugee Council,
Save Somali Women and Children, Shafi’I Social
Development Organization, Somali Development and
Rehabilitation Organization, Somali Reunification
Women’s Union, Somali Women Concern, United Somali
People Organization.

Operational partners

Others: European Commission, FAO-Food Security Analysis
Unit, Somalia Aid Coordination Body, IOM, UN-HABITAT,
UNDP, UNESCO-Peer, UN Political Office for Somalia,
UNICEF, UNIFEM, UNOCHA, WFP, WHO.
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UNHCR rehabilitated the "Somaliland" Women's Development

Association Centre and supplied it with equipment for skills

training. UNHCR / K. McKinsey
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 2,352,826 1,978,201

Community services 242,700 206,000

Crop production 440,000 500,000

Domestic needs 227,000 267,200

Education 460,700 354,300

Forestry 195,000 95,000

Health 348,300 197,300

Income generation 855,000 620,000

Legal assistance 180,600 333,300

Livestock 0 110,000

Operational support (to agencies) 240,700 175,900

Sanitation 175,000 90,000

Shelter 0 55,000

Transport and logistics 355,000 220,000

Water 560,000 200,000

Total operations 6,632,826 5,402,201

Programme support 522,545 701,611

Total 7,155,371 6,103,812
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Uganda

Working environment

The context

In a major breakthrough in the

20-year-old conflict between the

Government and the Lord’s Resistance

Army (LRA), the two sides held

peace talks in Juba (South Sudan)

under the auspices of the Government

of South Sudan. A formal cessation-

of-hostilities agreement was signed

on 26 August 2006. The prospect of

peace in Uganda has opened the

way for the return home of nearly

1.6 million internally displaced people

(IDPs); some 300,000 have already

left IDP camps. It is also hoped that

a peace agreement will encourage

Sudanese refugees in camps in

Uganda to return to South Sudan.

The second round of elections in the

Democratic Republic of the Congo

(DRC) will have an impact on refugee

flows in Uganda. Depending on the

outcome of the poll, the country will

either see the repatriation of DRC

refugees currently in its territory or

could face a new influx from its

neighbour. If the situation in Somalia

deteriorates, Uganda could see a new inflow from that

country as well.

The adoption in March 2006 by the Ugandan Parliament

of the Refugee Act will strengthen refugee protection in

the country. The challenge will be its implementation;

all officials dealing with refugee issues must be well

versed in the provisions of the Act and related interna-

tional instruments.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Sudan 209,860 209,860 163,660 163,660

DRC 27,560 27,560 19,500 19,500

Rwanda 19,710 19,710 19,710 19,710

Various 4,450 4,450 5,400 5,400

Returnees (Refugees) 50 50 50 50

IDPs 1,100,000 1,100,000 900,000 900,000

Returnees (IDPs) 500,000 500,000 200,000 200,000

Others of concern Various 1,200 1,200 2,400 2,400

Total 1,862,830 1,862,830 1,310,720 1,310,720



The needs

The Ugandan Government has a generous national pol-

icy on refugees. Once their refugee status is recognized,

they are granted access to land for agriculture and

homes and are permitted to work. Refugees also enjoy

considerable freedom of movement, and many have

already attained a degree of self-sufficiency. However,

they need help with basic services in the settlements, in

particular water, sanitation, health and education. As

part of the Development Assistance for Refugee-Hosting

Areas approach, UNHCR is currently transferring

responsibility for the above services to the relevant

district authorities.

The reporting of cases of sexual and gender-based violence

in refugee settlements is still weak due to community

attitudes and the lack of adequate response systems. To

help address this, more community-awareness projects

are needed. Information programmes on HIV/AIDS and

its impact are also required in all refugee settings.

Cases of refoulement and detention of refugees and

asylum-seekers are still frequent. Refugees have diffi-

culty getting legal aid when in detention. The Refugee

Act and international instruments are not yet well under-

stood and hence not properly implemented.

Total requirements: USD 17,949,014
(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the supplementary programme for internally

displaced persons (IDPs) are being finalized.)

Main objectives

• Protect all refugees and asylum-seekers, including

ensuring respect for their civil, social and economic

rights, and pursue all feasible opportunities for durable

solutions.

• Actively promote, where appropriate, the voluntary,

safe and dignified repatriation of refugees.

• Put into operation the new Refugee Act and help insti-

tutionalize government protection and management

structures.

• Protect the well-being of some 1.1 million IDPs by

promoting freedom of movement, facilitating volun-

tary return when feasible and improving protection

and assistance to residual populations in camps and

settlements.

Key targets for 2007

• No refoulement, arbitrary arrest or unwarranted

detention of refugees.

• Refugee status determination (RSD) transferred to

the Government’s Refugee Eligibility Committee.

• RSD proceeds more rapidly and the Eligibility

Committee is able to process 40 to 55 per cent

of the outstanding asylum claims.

• Incidents of sexual and gender-based violence

are reduced by 60 per cent; cases of child

abuse and neglect are documented and

reviewed regularly.

• All survivors of sexual and gender-based

violence receive medical certificates to be used

in court (up from 60 per cent in 2006).

• The provision of at least 12 litres/person/day of

drinking water to camp-based refugees is

maintained.

• All refugees receive primary health care services.

• At least 90 per cent vaccination coverage for

preventable diseases.

• Increased community awareness on causes and

prevention of HIV/AIDS; 65 per cent of

HIV/AIDS patients receive care and counselling.

Strategy and activities

Sudanese and Congolese from eastern DRC are still con-

sidered refugees on a prima facie basis, as are those

who have fled Sudan. Asylum-seekers from other coun-

tries undergo individual status determination as defined

in the new Refugee Act. However, the Government is

considering changing its policy towards refugees from

Sudan; new arrivals may be subject to individual status

determination.

The main protection challenges in Uganda are to pre-

serve asylum space and reduce sexual and gender-

based violence. In addition, malnutrition, HIV/AIDS and

insufficient access to basic services such as water,

health and education continue to plague the camps. The

threat of military infiltration into settlements is of

continuing concern.

Voluntary repatriation is the preferred option for the

three major refugee populations: Sudanese, Congolese,

and Rwandan. However, this will be contingent on

appropriate conditions in their places of origin. It is

anticipated that returns to South Sudan and DRC will be

gradual, while returns to Rwanda will be linked to the

possible introduction of cessation of refugee status.

Resettlement will continue to be used as a protection

tool and durable solution for some refugees with serious

protection concerns.
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Sudanese refugees

Following the signing of the Comprehensive Peace

Agreement in January 2005 and of the Tripartite Repat-

riation Agreement between the Governments of Sudan,

Uganda and UNHCR in March 2006, preparations for

repatriation have gathered momentum. The first move-

ments started in May 2006, and by the end of July some

4,500 refugees had returned home. It is expected that

10,000 refugees will have repatriated by the end of

2006. The planning figure for 2007 is 46,200 returns.

Congolese refugees

The majority of the refugees from DRC have arrived in

Uganda since 2002, fleeing fighting in the east of their

country. Repatriation will depend on the outcome of

national elections and political developments in eastern

DRC.

Rwandan refugees

Rwandan refugees currently in Uganda mostly came

in the mass exodus of 1994. The majority have

repatriated; those remaining have refused to do so.

Many are well integrated into local communities in

south-west and central Uganda.

Pending the introduction of cessation clauses and indi-

vidual status determination, only isolated repatriation

movements are foreseen. The option of local integration

through naturalization will be discussed with the

Government.
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Internally displaced people

For well over 20 years, the Government of Uganda and the LRA have been engaged in a bloody conflict,

resulting in the displacement of some 1.6 million people in the north of the country. Displacement only

compounded the vulnerability of these people: in their new homes they faced new threats, ranging from

physical attacks to sexual and gender-based violence. The most severely affected populations were from

the districts of Gulu, Kitgum and Pader. Long-term forced displacement and lack of access to land for

cultivation have left the population destitute.

The Government of Uganda responded by creating camps in the districts of Apac, Keberamaido, Katakwi,

Lira and Soroti, while different humanitarian actors, including UN agencies and NGOs, assisted with basic

relief. In the face of such enormous needs, the Inter-Agency Standing Committee agreed to pilot the “cluster

approach” to situations of internal displacement, with UNHCR leading the Protection, Emergency Shelter,

and Camp Coordination and Management Clusters. The first step for the clusters was to carry out joint

needs assessments and devise strategies for work in their different areas of expertise.

The peace talks have brought hope for peace in Uganda and have opened the way for the return of IDPs.

More than 300,000 are estimated to have left the camps and returned to their communities since July

2006; many more are expected to return home as the peace talks progress. In view of this development,

cluster work will continue to support returns. Assessments of conditions in returnee areas are currently

under way with UNDP, the cluster leader for early recovery. For instance, these assessments have identified

roads in need of repair. Repairs will be carried out by the communities themselves. They will receive

support from WFP through food-for-work programmes, while UNHCR will provide tools. For those who

cannot return at this stage, conditions in selected camps will be improved.

The objectives for 2007 include:

• Establishment of an IDP return monitoring framework.

• Completion of an assessment of the needs of vulnerable IDPs, linked to their return.

• Establishment of a protection monitoring and reporting mechanism in selected IDP camps.

• Training and capacity-building in protection, protection monitoring, camp management, counselling

and support for survivors of sexual and gender-based violence, and in vulnerability-related issues

and return methods.

Bringing relief items to Rhino settlement. UNHCR / M.

Pearson



Other refugees

Small numbers of refugees from Somalia, Burundi,

Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya and other countries in the

region live in the settlements and in Kampala. UNHCR

will provide them with identification documents and

give needy families medical assistance. Resettlement

will be sought for those with protection concerns and no

options for other durable solutions.

Constraints

The working environment in Uganda is increasingly

volatile. While the promotion of voluntary repatriation is

one of the primary objectives of the Office in 2007, its

achievement is contingent on developments in the

surrounding countries. Refugee numbers have been

rising in recent years: the registered population grew

from almost 180,000 in 2001 to some 260,000 at the

end of 2006. However, even as the refugee population

grew, the annual programme budget shrank. As a result,

from 2004 to 2006 only services sufficient to sustain

life were provided for health, education, water, sanita-

tion and protection. The continued return of Ugandan

IDPs and refugees also depends on the outcome of the

peace process.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 11

Total staff 131

International 24

National 84

UNVs 19

JPOs 2

Deployees 2

Coordination

UNHCR will continue to coordinate with the UN Country

Team; UNHCR’s Regional Technical Support Services

(RTSS); UN agencies, particularly WFP, FAO, UNFPA,

UNICEF, WHO, and OCHA; as well as national and

international NGOs. As in previous years, the Office will

participate in the preparation of the Common Country

Assessment, the Consolidated Inter-Agency Appeal, and

the United Nations Development Assistance Framework

processes.

In addition, UNHCR coordinates the Protection Cluster

with UNICEF and OHCHR, taking a lead in the

sub-clusters on sexual and gender-based violence and

human rights. UNHCR also coordinates implementing

partners involved in monitoring protection for returning

IDPs and camp coordination and camp management.

Partners

Implementing partners

NGOs: Africa Humanitarian Action, African Development
and Emergency Organization, Aktion Afrika Hilfe,
American Refugee Council, Association of Volunteers in
International Service, Christian Children’s Fund, Danish
Refugee Council, Feed the Children (Uganda), Integrated
Rural Development Initiatives, InterAid (Uganda),
International Rescue Committee, Jesuit Refugee Services,
Norwegian Refugee Council, Samaritan’s Purse,
Transcultural Pyschosocial Organization, Trust Uganda,
Youth Anti-AIDS Service Association.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit.

Operational partners

Government: Directorate of District Community
Development (Arua), District Directorate of Health
Services (Adjumani, Moyo and Arua districts), District
Education Office (Adjumani, Moyo and Arua districts),
District Forestry Office (Adjumani, Moyo and Arua
districts), Office of the Prime Minister.

NGOs: Finnish Refugee Council, International Medical
Corps, Right to Play, Save the Children (Uganda).

Others: IOM, UN Country Team, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 3,750,360 3,600,790

Community services 309,076 1,324,380

Crop production 86,226 67,724

Domestic needs 179,013 162,480

Education 2,216,355 2,002,924

Forestry 0 169,682

Health 1,620,922 2,075,398

Legal assistance 355,255 470,238

Livestock 0 18,795

Operational support (to agencies) 2,143,117 1,389,019

Sanitation 112,859 312,152

Shelter and infrastructure 205,214 551,744

Transport and logistics 2,530,464 2,002,397

Water 241,502 743,970

Total operations 13,750,363 14,891,692

Programme support 2,499,995 3,057,322

Total 16,250,358 17,949,014
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Programme support
15.4%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Benin

Burkina Faso

Cameroon

Cap Verde

Côte d’Ivoire

Gambia

Ghana

Guinea

Guinea Bissau

Liberia

Mali

Niger

Nigeria

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Togo

West Africa

Working environment

The general situation in West Africa has shown improve-

ment but still presents some risks, particularly during

the run-up to presidential elections in 2007 in Côte

d’Ivoire, Nigeria and Senegal.

Mixed migratory movements are common in West

Africa. It is mainly a region of origin and/or transit and,

to a lesser extent, of destination. UNHCR will continue

to develop responses which combine a coherent

approach to the management of migration with the

effective protection of refugees. Voluntary repatriation,

resettlement and local integration remain the main solu-

tions for refugees throughout the region.

At the time of writing the situation in Côte d’Ivoire was of

particular concern. In January 2006 all activities in the

western part of the country had to be suspended, and

humanitarian staff and United Nations peacekeepers

were evacuated after being targeted by armed gangs.

The plight of 700,000 internally displaced persons

(IDPs) in the urban and rural areas of Abidjan, Daloa,

Duékoué, Toulepleu and Yamoussoukro is a major con-

cern. As the cluster lead for protection since March

2006, UNHCR, in coordination with its partners, has

designed a programme to respond to the protection

needs of IDPs throughout the country.

Another serious concern is that the identification pro-

cess in the country, which aims to establish citizenship

for some 3.5 million undocumented people, may create

statelessness.



Following the successful completion of the first demo-

cratic elections in Liberia, UNHCR has begun promoting

repatriation for Liberian refugees. Almost all of the inter-

nally displaced Liberians have now returned to their

places of origin. In addition, by mid-September 2006

more than 80,000 Liberian refugees had been assisted

to return home and an estimated 150,000 Liberian

refugees — mostly unregistered — had returned sponta-

neously to their places of origin.

The political situation in Sierra Leone appears stable,

though the country continues to face the challenges of

post-conflict recovery.

The repatriation of 10,000 Nigerian refugees from

Cameroon was completed in 2006 following the signing

of a tripartite agreement in April 2005 between UNHCR

and the two Governments.

Following the political crisis in Togo in 2005 which

caused an outflow of more than 40,000 refugees to

Benin and Ghana, as well as the internal displacement

of some 10,000 people, a number of positive develop-

ments have taken place. The prospects for the repatria-

tion of refugees from neighbouring countries are

improving — though many are still reluctant to return.

At the same time, a considerable number of Togolese

refugees have returned spontaneously. The total num-

ber of Togolese refugees in Benin and Ghana now

stands at 14,000.

Due to the growing tensions in Chad and the Central

African Republic, contingency plans have been updated

in cooperation with local authorities and the UN Country

Team in Cameroon. Approximately 30,000 refugees

belonging to the Bororo ethnic group have arrived in

Cameroon from the north-western part of the Central

African Republic.

The situation in Guinea remains precarious. The country

is plagued by a deterioration of socio-economic condi-

tions and uncertainties relating to the political

transition.

Armed confrontations in March and April 2006 on

Guinea Bissau’s border with Senegal led to the forced

displacement of some 10,000 people within Guinea

Bissau and some 2,500 into Senegal. The Senegalese

army has increased its activities in the south-eastern

Casamance region of the country since mid-August

2006, resulting in more fighting and displacement.

More than 6,000 refugees have fled to the Gambia from

the Casamance region. The present situation represents

a small but acute humanitarian crisis in the Gambia and

UNHCR and other humanitarian agencies are mounting

an emergency response.

Strategy

One of UNHCR’s main objectives at the regional level is to

continue to strengthen its partnership with the Economic

Community of West African States (ECOWAS). The lat-

ter has been monitoring the political and security situa-

tion in countries at war or in post-conflict recovery and

intervening where appropriate.

The promotion of voluntary repatriation will remain a

priority for UNHCR. In 2007, it is expected that some
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56,000 Liberian refugees will be assisted to return and

reintegrate. Other durable solutions will be actively pur-

sued, among them local integration and resettlement for

individual refugees. UNHCR’s regional strategy will

ensure that, where possible, refugee camps and their

facilities are rehabilitated for use by local communities

and handed over to local authorities upon the departure

of refugees.

In 2007, gender and age will be taken into consider-

ation when designing self-reliance and income genera-

tion projects for refugees. Preventing and responding to

sexual and gender-based violence will remain a high pri-

ority, and training workshops will be organized to raise

awareness of the issue. UNHCR will help host govern-

ments assume primary responsibility for refugee protec-

tion and will advocate for better refugee legislation.

HIV/AIDS interventions in conflict and post-conflict set-

tings in West Africa have focused on prevention. In

2007, UNHCR and its partners plan to expand

programmes for voluntary testing and counselling, pre-

vention of mother-to-child transmission and greater

access to anti-retroviral drugs.

In view of the fragile socio-economic and political situa-

tion in the region, UNHCR will review and update con-

tingency plans to strengthen its emergency response

capacity. In this context, UNHCR will maintain a

regional stockpile of non-food items in Accra. With

regard to IDPs, UNHCR will continue to participate in

the inter-agency collaborative approach in the subregion,

and is the lead agency for protection, camp manage-

ment and emergency shelter.

Constraints

Many Liberian refugees are reluctant to return home. At

the same time, there is a risk of worsening instability in

several countries in the region, disrupting operations.

The extremely poor condition of many of the major repa-

triation routes is a major constraint; in addition to caus-

ing delays this increases threats to security.

Lack of funding could seriously hamper the implementa-

tion of self-reliance projects for refugees and returnees.

Though economic recovery programmes are in place in

post-conflict countries like Sierra Leone and Liberia, the

working environment still remains difficult. The main chal-

lenge for UNHCR is mobilizing development actors such

as UNDP, as well as donors, to take on the work of eco-

nomic and environmental recovery in a timely manner.

Operations

Operations in the region cover 16 countries. Country

programmes in Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia

and Sierra Leone are described in separate chapters.

In 2007, UNHCR’s regional representation in Benin will

continue to assist and protect some 15,000 refugees
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Liberia: Returning refugees rest at Kailahun way station, where they are provided with food and drink. They usually will stay

overnight and continue the journey home the next morning. UNHCR / E. Compte Verdaguer



mainly from Togo, Rwanda, the Republic of the Congo,

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Côte

d’Ivoire, and 1,300 asylum-seekers in Benin, Burkina

Faso, Niger and Togo. Those who are unable or unwill-

ing to return will be helped to integrate locally.

The Office will mainly focus on humanitarian assistance

and international protection for the 8,100 Togolese

refugees. The protection capacity of governments will

be reinforced through training workshops. The voluntary

repatriation programme will continue. At the same time,

vocational training and income generation projects,

especially those targeting female refugees, will be given

priority. UNHCR will also help its implementing partners

increase their intervention capacity.

According to Togo’s National Plan for Return, UNHCR

will participate in the establishment of welcome commit-

tees and the reconstruction of houses for the most vulner-

able returnees. UNHCR will strengthen its presence in

Togo and ensure that returning refugees benefit from a

package which will enable them to reintegrate in their

communities. In collaboration with the Government,

UNHCR will increase its protection monitoring activities.

Cameroon is expected to host some 48,500 refugees

and 6,000 asylum-seekers in 2007, mainly from

Central and West African countries. The Office will con-

tinue to help the Government to improve the protection

of asylum-seekers and refugees by helping establish a

National Eligibility Committee. This panel will eventu-

ally assume full responsibility for refugee status determi-

nation (RSD). The major effort will continue in order to

reduce the backlog of approximately 6,000 asylum

claims and put in place an improved registration and

identification system for refugees.

Under the repatriation programme which began in

2004, more than 10,000 Nigerian refugees hosted in

the Adamaoua and north-west provinces of Cameroon

have repatriated to Nigeria in safety and dignity.

Assistance to integrate locally will be provided to

2,800 Nigerians who are not willing to repatriate.

Where appropriate, the Office will continue to facilitate

the voluntary repatriation of urban refugees and to seek

resettlement opportunities for refugees facing protection

problems or suffering from serious medical conditions.

In 2007, the Office will extend its protection and assis-

tance to 30,000 refugees from the Central African

Republic recently settled in the east and Adamaoua

provinces of Cameroon.

Nigeria hosts over 9,000 refugees and approximately

420 asylum-seekers, mainly from Liberia, the DRC,

Chad and Sudan. The voluntary repatriation programme

for Liberian refugees and assistance to Chadian and

Sudanese refugees will continue. For the more than

7,400 Nigerians who have returned from Taraba State

in Cameroon, the Office will pursue a reintegration

programme in conjunction with the Government of Nigeria

and other UN agencies until December 2007. The Oru

camp will be closed, rehabilitated and handed over to

the authorities at the end of the year.

Through a strengthened partnership with ECOWAS,

UNHCR is playing an active role in addressing issues of

forced displacement in the subregion, and will work

closely with the Executive Secretariat of ECOWAS to

develop coherent and more comprehensive approaches to:

• Maintain the civilian character of refugee camps, pre-

vent the circulation of small arms, and encourage

regional linkages for disarmament, demobilization

and reintegration programmes.

• Implement the ECOWAS Protocol relating to the

mechanism for conflict prevention, management, res-

olution, peacekeeping and security, with a view to

addressing the root causes of forced displacement.

• Support capacity-building efforts in emergency pre-

paredness and response.

• Implement the ECOWAS treaty and its Protocol on the

free movement, right of residence and establishment

of ECOWAS nationals as it pertains to persons of con-

cern to UNHCR.

• Search for sustainable solutions through reintegration

programmes and rehabilitate areas affected by forced

displacement.

In 2007, UNHCR’s regional office in Senegal, in collab-

oration with other humanitarian agencies in the subregion,

will continue to strengthen the delivery of protection and

assistance to approximately 44,000 refugees and more

than 5,000 asylum-seekers in Guinea Bissau, Mali, the

Gambia and Senegal.

The refugee population in countries covered by the

regional office originates from Mauritania, Côte d’Ivoire,

Liberia, Senegal and other countries in West Africa.

UNHCR will continue to promote the voluntary repatriation

of Liberian refugees while seeking other durable solu-

tions for refugees from other countries who cannot

return home. The Office will continue to negotiate with

the Governments of Senegal and Mauritania to resolve

the long-standing situation of undocumented Mauritanian

refugees in Senegal as well as the eventual organized

voluntary repatriation of those wishing to return. Due to

the renewed fighting in Senegal, voluntary repatriation

for Senegalese refugees in Guinea Bissau and the Gambia

has been put on hold and, at the time of writing,

UNHCR had decided to maintain its office in Banjul,

scheduled for closure at the end of 2006, in 2007.

The Regional Support Hub for West and Central

Africa will continue to provide support and give techni-

cal and policy guidance to UNHCR operations on reset-

tlement, registration, refugee women and children,

health and HIV/AIDS.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Benin 1,512,089 1,991,092

Cameroon 2,338,327 2,036,177

Côte d'Ivoire 9,682,813 7,013,640

Gambia1 726,099 0

Ghana2 8,531,345 9,642,754

Guinea 15,413,060 9,559,914

Liberia 39,084,990 32,265,201

Nigeria 3,440,989 2,983,129

Senegal 1,845,745 2,007,213

Sierra Leone 17,281,205 11,971,696

Togo 0 252,774

Regional activities3 4,044,042 6,253,013

Total 103,900,704 85,976,603

1 A budget for the Gambia was being established at the time of writing in view of the decision to maintain the office in Banjul in 2007.
2 Includes the Regional Support Hub in Accra.
3 Includes care and maintenance, voluntary repatriation, local integration and resettlement assistance for urban refugees in Benin and Senegal, as well as assistance to

Togolese refugees.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country
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Côte d’Ivoire

Working environment

The context

There has been no resolution to the political crisis which

began in Côte d’Ivoire in 2002. The peace agreements

signed by the Government and the rebel Forces

Nouvelles since January 2003 have been ineffective.

Elections scheduled for 30 October 2005 were

cancelled and rescheduled for 31 October 2006 under a

plan established by the International Working Group on

Côte d’Ivoire, set up under the aegis of the United

Nations. As per the terms of UN Security Council

Resolution 1633 (2005), elections were to follow the

disarmament of both rebel and militia groups, the estab-

lishment of nationality for some 3.5 million people and

the reunification of the country. A prime minister was

installed in December 2005 with the aim of advancing

the peace process.

However, in 2006 elections have been postponed

once again. Côte d’Ivoire is still split between the

Government-held south and the north, with the latter

controlled by the former rebels. French and UN peace-

keepers maintain a fragile buffer zone between the two

sides. One flashpoint is Guiglo, in the west of the

country, where in January 2006 UN peacekeepers shot

dead five Ivorians when they repelled attackers trying to

overrun the UN compound. Humanitarian staff and UN

peacekeepers were targeted by armed gangs and had to

be evacuated from the area. Some UN personnel have

since returned, although the situation in the west

remains volatile.

As a result of the ongoing conflict, some 709,000

Ivorians have been displaced in the central, southern

and western parts of the country. Many are former

refugees returning from Liberia and Guinea who have

not been able to reach their villages of origin. Amidst

mounting concern over threats to the human rights of

civilians, and of IDPs in particular, in March 2006 a

protection cluster was set up under UNHCR leadership.

At the time of writing, based on a decision of the African

Union (AU), the UN Security Council adopted Resolution

1721 (2006) giving more powers to the Prime Minister to

organize elections by 31 October 2007.

The needs

Following consultations with its main humanitarian

partners, the Government of Côte d’Ivoire and
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representatives of the international community, UNHCR

will focus on the provision of international protection

and material assistance to persons of concern, including

the IDPs under the Protection Cluster, while pursuing

the search for durable solutions for refugees.

The economic and sexual exploitation of women, the

lack of community-based child protection mechanisms

and limited freedom of movement are among the major

protection challenges. The living conditions of urban

refugees in the different suburbs of Abidjan have deteri-

orated steadily. Many are unable to meet their most

basic needs, such as food and shelter. The situation of

this very heterogeneous and dispersed group needs to

be assessed more accurately, particularly with regard to

women, children and those with special needs. Alterna-

tive solutions, such as local integration, will be sought

for an estimated 10,000 to 15,000 Liberian refugees

who will not opt for voluntary repatriation.

Total requirements: USD 7,013,640

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the IDP supplementary programme are being

finalized.)

Main objectives

UNHCR’s 2007 strategy in Côte d’Ivoire is two-pronged.

The first component is to address the needs of urban

and camp-based refugees, including the voluntary repa-

triation of Liberian refugees and the local integration of

those unable or unwilling to return home. The second

aspect is to assist more than 700,000 IDPs (see box).

Overall objectives

• Continue to provide international protection and

assistance to urban refugees in Abidjan.

• Continue to promote voluntary repatriation of Liberian

refugees in safety and dignity.

• Facilitate the local integration of Liberian refugees

opting to remain in Côte d’Ivoire through self-reliance

projects.

• Provide community-based assistance in the water,

sanitation, health and education sectors, with particu-

lar focus on the prevention of, and response to, sexual

and gender-based violence.

• Implement income generation projects to promote

self-reliance for approximately 22,000 refugees.

Key targets for 2007

• The residual group of Liberian refugees are

locally integrated and naturalized.

• Gaps in the sanitation, water, health and

education sectors are addressed with the help of

the Government, as well as other humanitarian

and development actors.

• Two former refugee-hosting sites in Guiglo and

Tabou are rehabilitated.

• All urban refugees are assisted.

• 60 secondary school graduates are helped to

obtain technical and professional certificates.

• 100 refugees are granted microcredit loans.

Strategy and activities

Liberian refugees

The ongoing voluntary repatriation of Liberian refugees

will continue. UNHCR will provide legal and technical

expertise to the local and central authorities in order to

ensure the successful local integration of those refugees

wishing to remain in Côte d’Ivoire, in accordance with

national legislation and international standards.

As Nicla camp in western Côte d’Ivoire is scheduled for

closure in December 2006, UNHCR will work with the

Government to ensure the relocation of the residual
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Liberia 21,620 21,620 8,520 8,520

Various 1,680 1,680 1,630 1,630

Asylum-seekers Various 750 100 750 100

IDPs1 709,380 709,380 709,380 709,380

Total 733,430 732,780 720,280 719,630

1 This figure only refers to those displaced in the southern part of the country.



group of refugees to surrounding villages. The Office will

continue community-based assistance in villages host-

ing refugees until mid-2007.

UNHCR will also assist the Government of Côte d’Ivoire

to rehabilitate refugee-affected areas and refurbish basic

infrastructure to ease the local integration of refugees.

The Government will also be helped to find transitional

and long-term solutions by mobilizing UN and other

humanitarian agencies. UNHCR will support self-reliance

initiatives and advocate for the inclusion of refugees in

national programmes. Resettlement will be used as a

protection tool in special cases.

Ivorian returnees

Although the present situation in Côte d’Ivoire is not

encouraging Ivorian refugees to return home, a sizeable

number have returned and become part of the

internally displaced population. In addition to provid-

ing country-of-origin information to Ivorian refugees in

asylum countries, UNHCR will prepare to receive any

who may return spontaneously.

Refugees of other nationalities

Very few refugees in the urban area have opted to return

to their countries of origin, despite the deteriorating con-

ditions in Côte d’Ivoire. The remaining groups will con-

tinue to receive protection and basic material

assistance.

The UNHCR office in Côte d’Ivoire, in close collaboration

with the office in Conakry, is monitoring the volatile situ-

ation in Guinea. The current contingency plan envisages

that a few thousand Guinean nationals may flee to the

north-western part of Côte d’Ivoire, where access may

be difficult.
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Constraints

The lack of security is a major concern and continues to

affect UNHCR’s operations, especially in the west,

where militias and different armed groups are active.

Meanwhile, the lack of refugee legislation has made the

protection of urban refugees increasingly difficult.

The disarmament, demobilization and rehabilitation of

rebel and militia groups and the process of documenta-

tion and provision of identity cards, due before the presi-

dential elections, are still pending.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 92

International 17

National 69

UNVs 3

JPOs 3

Coordination

UNHCR coordinates its humanitarian interventions with

the ministries of Foreign Affairs and Solidarity and War

Victims, NGOs and civil society partners. The IDP

Protection Cluster includes UNICEF, OCHA, UNFPA,

IOM, IRC and CARE. The United Nations Operation in

Côte d’Ivoire (UNOCI), SCF-UK and SCF-Sweden are

also partners. Even before the convening of the Protection

Cluster, UNHCR had led an inter-agency process which

resulted in funding proposals to the newly established

Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF).

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry for
Solidarity and War Victims, Service d’aide et d’assistance
aux réfugiés et apatrides.

NGOs: Afrique Solidarité Assistance, Association de
soutien à l’autopromotion sanitaire urbaine, Caritas,
International Rescue Committee, Search For Common
Ground.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit.

Operational partners

Government: Prefectures of Tabou and Guiglo.

NGOs: CARE, Danish Refugee Council, International
Rescue Committee, Norwegian Refugee Council, Save the
Children Fund (UK, Sweden).

Others: IOM, OCHA, UNFPA, UNICEF, UNOCI, WHO.
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Internally displaced people

A comprehensive plan has been designed with governmental and other partners to respond to the protection needs

of more than 700,000 IDPs. The protection of women, children and people with special needs remains a high pri-

ority. Most, if not all, IDPs will be unable to return to their places of origin in the immediate future. Therefore, they

will need to be protected and assisted in their current places of residence.

The inter-agency strategy is to provide short-term assistance while seeking to address the longer-term needs of

IDPs. For a start, UNHCR will undertake to assess the exact number of IDPs in the north of the country. It will also

help the national authorities build their capacity to deal with IDPs.

In the longer term, the strategy is to ensure and monitor voluntary return of IDPs to their places of origin in safety

and dignity while pursuing sustainable solutions for their reintegration. UNHCR will equally assist IDPs in the

recovery of the properties they lawfully owned before their flight and ensure that they have access to fundamental

rights such as access to public services, freedom of movement, recognition of Ivorian citizenship or legal status as

foreigner, appropriate documentation.

The main strategic objectives for UNHCR’s IDP programme are to:

• Promote the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement.

• Contribute to the creation of adequate conditions for IDPs’ return to their places of origin.

• Develop a comprehensive response plan with the Government to ensure that human rights violations, including

those related to property, are reported and acted upon.

• Advocate for an adequate response by the humanitarian community to the assistance needs of IDPs, both when

they are displaced and once they are back in their homes.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 2,808,360 1,932,891

Community services 266,235 267,500

Crop production 261,663 131,250

Domestic needs 279,783 110,000

Education 281,940 462,500

Food 149,409 101,250

Forestry 0 110,000

Health 336,836 280,000

Income generation 110,762 0

Legal assistance 405,792 293,750

Operational support (to agencies) 547,200 293,750

Sanitation 181,247 106,250

Shelter and infrastructure 150,900 100,000

Transport and logistics 962,335 575,000

Water 565,895 168,750

Total operations 7,308,357 4,932,891

Programme support 2,374,456 2,080,749

Total 9,682,813 7,013,640
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Ghana

Working environment

The context

Ghana is a signatory to all key

international human rights and

refugee protection instruments, and

enacted its own refugee legislation in

1992. It conducted free and fair elec-

tions in 2004, and stands out as a

stable democracy in a volatile region.

Despite a rise in urban crime and

local power struggles in some regions,

UNHCR continues to enjoy a gener-

ally favourable working environment

in Ghana. The country is host to a

large population of Liberian refugees

in Buduburam camp near Accra,

Togolese refugees living in the local

communities of the Volta Region,

and refugees of various nationalities

(Sudanese, Liberian, Togolese, Sierra

Leonean, Ivorian or Rwandan) in

Krisan camp in the western region.

The urban population of refugees and

asylum-seekers is dispersed in and

around the two largest cities, Accra

and Kumasi.

The needs

With the land route through Cote d’Ivoire inaccessible

for security reasons, the pace of repatriation convoys to

Liberia by air and sea will have to be accelerated if orga-

nized returns are to be phased out by the end of June

2007 as planned. The information campaign for the

promotion of voluntary repatriation needs to be intensi-

fied. Those Liberians unable or unwilling to return

require assistance for local integration. The Ghanaian

Government has indicated it may consider local integra-

tion when the number of Liberian refugees is

significantly reduced.

A Joint UNHCR-WFP assessment mission to Buduburam

camp in July 2006 recommended that food aid and

subsidized services such as education and health care

be phased out. It suggested that the handover of infra-

structure to the authorities begin and humanitarian

operations be refocused towards self-reliance. In

addition, a verification exercise conducted by UNHCR

and its partners in June 2006 found that half the

Togolese refugees who arrived in Ghana in May 2005

have repatriated spontaneously. This exercise also con-

firmed that progressively reducing dependence on direct

assistance while bolstering self-reliance is the best strat-

egy to guarantee peaceful coexistence with host

communities.

Total requirements: USD 9,642,754

Main objectives

• Continue the repatriation of Liberian refugees and

complete the return programme by the end of June

2007.

• Progressively hand over the Buduburam camp’s infra-

structure and services to the Ghanaian authorities,

while promoting local integration for those Liberian

refugees unable to return.
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• Continue self-reliance projects and local integration

for Togolese refugees in the Volta Region and help

them repatriate on a voluntary basis when conditions

improve in the country of origin.

• Find durable solutions for the refugees of various

nationalities in Krisan camp.

• Help the Government maintain a positive protection

environment.

Key targets for 2007

• 15,000 Liberian refugees are assisted to return

to their country.

• 100 per cent of Liberian refugees unable or

unwilling to return are assisted to integrate

locally and gain access to projects and services

to foster their self-reliance.

• 100 per cent of targeted vulnerable Togolese

refugees receive food assistance.

• All Togolese refugees approaching UNHCR for

help with their return make informed decisions

and receive adequate support.

• A durable solution is found for 1,000 refugees in

Krisan, allowing closure of the camp by the end

of 2007.

• The Ghana Refugee Board gains the capacity to

conduct refugee status determination (RSD)

independently and the backlog of asylum claims

is reduced by 60 per cent.

Strategy and activities

Within the framework of the tripartite agreement

between Ghana, Liberia and UNHCR, the organized

repatriation of Liberian refugees will continue till the end

of June 2007 and all Liberian refugees in Ghana will be

informed accordingly. The Office will promote local inte-

gration for those Liberian refugees unable or unwilling to

return.

The prevention of, and response to, sexual and gender-

based violence is a priority. Whether in refugee camps

or in urban or host-community settings, it will be dealt

with through active monitoring and inter-agency coor-

dination. Refugee participation and gender-balanced

committees will be promoted and supported in all areas.

UNHCR will continue to build the capacity of the Ghana

Refugee Board in RSD and protection.

Refugees from Liberia in Buduburam camp

These refugees will be given information on conditions

back home to help them make free and informed deci-

sions on return. Food aid will be phased out by the end

of June and subsidized services such as health care and

education retained for vulnerable refugees only. How-

ever, counselling and psychosocial support for survivors

of sexual and gender-based violence will continue, and

all women of childbearing age will receive sanitary

materials. HIV/AIDS advocacy groups will distribute

condoms to refugees and run awareness programmes in

schools and other venues. Cleaning the camp and dis-

posing of its garbage are difficult activities that UNHCR

will continue to support.

Refugees from Togo in the Volta Region

Small water and sanitation projects will be started to

relieve pressure on basic community services in the

Volta Region. The self-reliance and local integration of

refugees will be pursued through assistance for agricul-

ture, small businesses, fisheries, etc. Refugees will be

assured access to health facilities and education. Spon-

taneous returns to Togo will be closely monitored, while

a tripartite agreement for repatriation will be pursued

with Togo and Ghana.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Liberia 38,680 38,680 26,180 26,180

Togo 14,140 14,140 10,140 10,140

Various 720 640 1,190 1,140

Asylum-seekers

Togo 2,550 2,550 2,000 2,000

Liberia 1,050 1,050 1,050 1,050

Sierra Leone 340 40 300 20

Various 950 950 1,200 1,200

Total 58,430 58,050 42,060 41,730



Refugees of various nationalities in
Krisan camp

UNHCR will make strategic use of the three durable

solutions of repatriation, resettlement and local integra-

tion for the various groups in Krisan, with a view to clos-

ing the camp at year’s end. Meanwhile, a standard food

basket and non-food items such as charcoal and kero-

sene will be supplied on a monthly basis to registered

refugees to sustain basic living standards. The camp’s

primary and junior secondary schools will be supplied

with books and teaching materials. Community-based

solutions will be promoted through workshops on sexual

and gender-based violence, crisis response and peace

education. All women of childbearing age will receive

sanitary materials.

Urban refugees in Accra and Kumasi

Refugees in need of medical treatment will be referred to

government hospitals or polyclinics. Vulnerable refugees

will receive basic material assistance such as blankets

and cooking utensils. A national NGO will provide urban

refugees and asylum-seekers with counselling, legal aid

and community services, as well as training to prevent

and respond to sexual and gender-based violence.

Financial aid will be granted to 40 students enrolled in

secretarial courses or studying electrical and mechani-

cal engineering, marketing and languages.

Constraints

The majority of Liberian refugees in Ghana continue to

be reluctant to return to their country. This can be attrib-

uted to their protracted stay and relatively stable life in

Buduburam and, to some extent, their distorted or

excessively negative perceptions of the situation in Liberia.

Also, many Liberian refugees still have high expecta-

tions of being resettled in a third country despite the offi-

cial closure of major resettlement programmes, in

particular to the United States. Refugees in Krisan too

are loathe to consider durable solutions other than reset-

tlement. Both groups will challenge UNHCR efforts to

promote voluntary repatriation or local integration in

Ghana.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence Ghana
Regional

Support Hub

Number of offices 3 1

Total staff 40 34

International 5 17

National 30 14

UNVs 4 -

JPOs - 3

Deployees 1 -
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As insecurity in Côte d'Ivoire has rendered land travel through the country inaccessible, UNHCR repatriates Liberian refugees

by sea and air from Ghana. UNHCR / N. Jehu-Nohah.



Coordination

UNHCR will be working closely with the Ghana Refugee

Board and with international and national implementing

partners. The voluntary repatriation of Liberians will

continue in partnership with IOM. Mechanisms have

been put in place to pool UN resources in the event of

any new influx of refugees from neighbouring countries.

OCHA will oversee regional contingency planning and

emergency-response mechanisms in which UNHCR is a

key partner at the country and regional level.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ghana Health Services, Ghana Refugee
Board, Ministry of the Interior, National Disaster
Management Organization.

NGOs: Assemblies of God Relief and Development Service,
Christian Council of Ghana, National Catholic Secretariat,
Women’s Initiative for Self-Empowerment.

Others: Ghana Red Cross Society, IOM.

Operational partners

Others: UNAIDS, UNFPA, UNICEF, UNIDO, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget
1

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 1,487,787 2,622,369

Community services 158,601 176,261

Crop production 25,000 49,918

Domestic needs 138,633 95,982

Education 358,145 216,548

Fisheries 0 46,350

Food 116,934 134,572

Health 213,353 261,793

Income generation 42,035 21,596

Legal assistance 175,042 144,217

Operational support (to agencies) 267,174 308,260

Sanitation 29,846 106,065

Shelter and infrastructure 50,105 75,842

Transport and logistics 1,613,427 1,737,244

Water 7,794 29,173

Total operations 4,683,876 6,026,189

Programme support 3,847,469 3,616,565

Total 8,531,345 9,642,754

1 The budget includes costs for the Regional Support Hub in Accra
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Guinea

Working environment

The context

The overall political, economic and social situation in

Guinea deteriorated in 2006. In June, the second gen-

eral strike of the year paralyzed the country for almost

two weeks and sparked violence that led to the deaths

of at least 21 people. Despite an accord between the

Government and the main trade unions, the economic

situation has worsened as high inflation and a deprecia-

tion of the Guinean franc have combined to boost the

prices of essential goods. Socio-economic tensions

within Guinea have been compounded by political insta-

bility in neighbouring Côte d’Ivoire and Guinea-Bissau,

while Liberia and Sierra Leone are recovering from

major conflicts.

For the last 17 years refugees have put a strain on

Guinea’s already limited resources. Despite these diffi-

culties, Guinea’s record on asylum remains exemplary,

particularly in the region of Guinée Forestière. In addi-

tion to those registered by the Government, there are

approximately 50,000 unregistered refugees settled

throughout the country. In 2006, the authorities

allowed more than 600 Sierra Leonean refugees to inte-

grate locally. Excellent relations between UNHCR and

the Guinean authorities ensure that refugee programmes

in the country run smoothly.

The needs

UNHCR will focus on the search for durable solutions for

Liberian refugees, with a shift from providing refugees

with food aid and other services to assisting with repatri-

ation and local integration. Consultations with refugees

indicate that demands for repatriation assistance will

continue until the end of June 2007, by which time

UNHCR plans to have phased out assisted returns. A

joint UNHCR-WFP food needs assessment mission, car-

ried out in July 2006 with refugee participation, recom-

mended that food aid and other services in camps for

Liberian refugees be discontinued by mid-2007. Such

services, the mission suggested, should be replaced by

local integration programmes for those unable or unwill-

ing to return home. Consultations with the Government

and refugees indicate that the local integration plan is a

realistic option.

Total requirements: USD 9,559,914

Main objectives

• Provide international protection to refugees through the

efficient implementation of asylum procedures; improve

the quality of refugee status determination by ensuring

prompt access to the relevant decision-making bodies.
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• Promote the voluntary, safe, and dignified repatria-

tion of Liberian refugees.

• Phase out camp-based assistance and, through

self-reliance projects, promote the local integration of

Liberian refugees unable or unwilling to return home.

• Help Ivorian refugees to repatriate when possible.

• Hand over vacated refugee camps to local authorities

and help them build partnerships with UN agencies to

rehabilitate the environment in refugee-affected

areas.

• Use resettlement as a durable solution for those refu-

gees with particular protection needs.

Key targets for 2007

• Adoption of a refugee law by Parliament.

• Reduction of the backlog of asylum claims by

80 per cent.

• Durable solutions are found for 2,000 registered

urban refugees.

• No refugee is refouled or denied any of his or

her rights.

• Every separated child refugee is assisted through

family reunification, a foster family, adoption or

resettlement.

• 15,000 Liberian refugees return home with

UNHCR assistance.

• 2,000 Ivorian refugees are repatriated in safety

and dignity if and when feasible.

• Two refugee camps and their facilities are

handed back to local government authorities.

• Elections are held in each of Guinea’s four

refugee camps, and in Conakry for urban

refugees, to renew democratically-elected and

gender-balanced refugee committees.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will continue to build the Government’s cap-

acity to assume primary responsibility for protecting and

assisting refugees. It will train Guinean officials in refu-

gee law and the rights of the displaced, lobby for the

enactment of national asylum legislation, help

strengthen the judiciary and assist the Government to

issue identity cards to all registered refugees.

Under the tripartite agreement between UNHCR and

the Governments of Guinea and Liberia, the organized

repatriation of Liberian refugees will continue until the

end of June 2007, at which time logistical support for

organized returns to Liberia will end. Building on the les-

sons learned from the local integration of Sierra Leonean

refugees in 2006, a similar option will be considered for

those Liberian refugees who are unable to return home.

Durable solutions such as the provision of citizenship or

residence papers will be encouraged and facilitated.

Durable solutions for urban refugees will be pursued

through self-reliance and income generation projects. To

ensure fair participation in such projects, age, gender

and the diversity of the refugee community will be taken

into account.

Advocacy and training for improved national asylum leg-

islation as well as support for the Government’s efforts

to establish a refugee status determination system will

continue.

The handover of camp facilities, rehabilitation of local

infrastructure and effective environmental management

will ensure sustainable development in refugee-affected

areas.

While phasing out its direct interventions, UNHCR will

build partnerships with local NGOs and UN agencies to

continue to address refugee protection needs. In particu-

lar, it will strengthen the capacity of local authorities to

respond to and prevent incidents of sexual and gender-

based violence. UNHCR will also continue to support

the Brigade mixte de sécurité, provide legal advice and

conduct awareness-raising workshops in each refugee

camp. It will assist Radio Rurale de Guinée, which

informs listeners of refugees’ rights and responsibilities

and thereby helps reduce friction with host communities.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

January 2007 December 2007

Total

in Country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in Country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Liberia 50,560 50,560 24,250 24,250

Sierra Leone 5,320 4,030 4,060 4,060

Côte d’Ivoire 3,390 3,390 4,510 4,510

Various 60 60 80 80

Asylum-seekers
Côte d’Ivoire 120 - - -

Various 140 - - -

Total 59,590 58,040 32,900 32,900



Refugees from Liberia

UNHCR expects to repatriate 15,000 Liberian refugees

by land in the first half of 2007. During this period,

camp-based refugees will continue to receive assistance

for basic domestic needs, health care and other essen-

tial services. In the second half of 2007 resources will

be shifted to local integration projects and the rehabilita-

tion of infrastructure to be handed over to local

authorities.

As jointly agreed with WFP, food aid to refugees is due

to be phased out in June 2007. The local integration of

Liberians remaining in Guinea will be facilitated by

activities ranging from legal support, income generation

projects, training schemes and guaranteed access to

public services. In this context, the primary education

programme will be shifted from the Liberian to the

Guinean curriculum.

Refugees from Côte d’Ivoire

UNHCR will continue to provide food and basic services

to 3,000 Ivorian refugees in Kouankan camp. Many

refugees in Kouankan work on farms nearby and are on

their way to becoming self-sufficient. For its part,

UNHCR stands ready to facilitate voluntary repatriation

in safety and dignity as soon as the situation in Côte

d’Ivoire permits.

Urban refugees

More than 9,000 urban refugees have been profiled in

the ProGres database. Of these, 2,000 with specific

needs and skills will receive cash assistance to start

small businesses to increase their self-reliance and ease

their integration into the host community. UNHCR will

continue to promote repatriation for those who wish to

return, while finding specific solutions for separated and

unaccompanied children.

Constraints

Anti-government protests or sporadic inter-ethnic vio-

lence could lead to situations that might threaten peace-

ful coexistence between refugees and local communities

in Guinea. Deteriorating road conditions could delay

repatriation convoys and pose threats to security. Follow-

ing the closure of its office in Kissidougou in September

2006, UNHCR will need to meet the challenge of mobi-

lizing development actors such as UNDP and donors to

ensure an effective transition from humanitarian relief

to economic and environmental recovery in Guinée

Forestière.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 2

Total staff 115

International 16

National 90

UNVs 8

JPOs 1
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Coordination

UNHCR’s main government counterpart is the Bureau

national de coordination de l’assistance aux réfugiés.

It will also work with six implementing partners involved

in refugee programmes. In an effort to support the tran-

sition towards sustainable development, UNHCR will

strive to raise donor interest in funding rehabilitation or

capacity-building projects in Guinée Forestière. The

Office will coordinate its activities with UNICEF and

UNDP within the context of the United Nations Develop-

ment Assistance Framework.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Bureau national de coordination de
l’assistance aux réfugiés, Radio Rurale de Guinée.

NGOs: International Rescue Committee, Lutheran World
Federation/Action by Churches Together, Organisation
pour le développement intégré communautaire.

Other: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, UNDP, UNICEF, WFP.

Operational partners

Other: UNDP, UNCEF, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 4,476,210 1,973,073

Community services 265,000 243,000

Crop production 175,000 70,000

Domestic needs 360,000 235,000

Education 590,000 355,000

Food 60,000 32,000

Forestry 150,000 80,000

Health 630,000 480,000

Income generation 185,000 90,000

Legal assistance 470,000 400,000

Operational support (to agencies) 1,100,000 760,000

Sanitation 120,000 65,000

Shelter and infrastructure 260,000 115,000

Transport and logistics 3,335,000 2,170,000

Water 100,000 155,000

Total operations 12,276,210 7,223,073

Programme support 3,136,850 2,336,841

Total 15,413,060 9,559,914
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Liberia

Working environment

The context

After more than 15 years of civil war, a new Government

was installed in Liberia in January 2006. Led by Ellen

Johnson-Sirleaf, Africa’s first female president, it is estab-

lishing its authority in the country. Security improved

enough to allow UNHCR to start promoting repatriation in

February 2006; by October more than 80,000 Liberian

refugees had returned home from Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana,

Guinea, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. In the same period,

UNHCR assisted some 50,000 internally displaced per-

sons (IDPs) to return to their areas of origin.

Despite these positive developments, Liberia has only just

started to recover following years of economic and social

collapse. Extremely poor road conditions impede repatria-

tion operations and hamper reintegration projects.
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Planning figures

Type of Population Origin

January 2007 December 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in Country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Côte d’Ivoire 12,580 12,580 12,580 12,580

Sierra Leone 3,610 3,610 3,610 3,610

Various 30 30 30 30

Asylum-seekers Various 20 20 30 30

Returnees (refugees) 92,100 92,100 56,000 56,000

Returnees (IDPs)1 51,630 51,630 - -

Others of concern Third country nationals 50 50 50 50

Total 154,730 154,730 77,300 77,300

1 The January 2007 figure reflects the number of IDPs that will have returned during 2006. In 2007, UNHCR will give reintegration assistance to IDPs that have returned

prior to 2007.



The needs

Between December 2005 and February 2006, the part-

ners in the Community-Based Recovery Joint Action

Plan — UNDP, UNICEF, WFP and UNHCR — and the

Humanitarian Information Centre undertook assess-

ment missions to seven field locations. After discussions

with local authorities, units of the United Nations

Mission in Liberia (UNMIL), NGOs and local communi-

ties, the assistance needs in the short, medium and long

term were determined. Major gaps were identified in

protection, food, education, health, water, sanitation,

shelter, crop production, income generation activities

and in the rehabilitation of roads and bridges. Further-

more, all agencies lacked sufficient field presence. The

gaps in basic services affect most districts and areas of

return.

Total requirements: USD: 32,265,201

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the supplementary programme for IDPs are being

finalized.)

Main objectives

The emphasis of UNHCR’s programme in Liberia will

shift from repatriation to support for reintegration. As it

manages the transition from relief to development,

UNHCR’s programme in Liberia will have two components.

The first is the annual programme for the repatriation

and reintegration needs of returnees. This will also cover

assistance and protection for Ivorian refugees living

in camps and among local communities along the

Liberia-Côte d’Ivoire border. The second component is a

supplementary programme for the return and reintegra-

tion of former IDPs.

Overall objectives

• Promote the voluntary return of refugees and IDPs

in safety and dignity and provide reintegration

assistance.

• Build the Government’s capacity to assume primary

responsibility for protecting refugees, returnees and

IDPs through training and material support.

• Continue care and maintenance activities for Ivorian

refugees in camps and community-based assistance

for those being hosted by the local communities.

• Ensure the sustainable reintegration of former

refugees and IDPs through the “4Rs” approach,

which brings together development and humanitarian

actors to deal with the problems of post-conflict

societies.

• Strengthen the use of local integration and resettle-

ment for those refugees for whom voluntary repatria-

tion is not an option.

Key targets for 2007

• 100 per cent of returnees are transported in

safety and dignity to their areas of origin.

• 100 per cent of returnees receive non-food

items and a four-month WFP food ration.

• 90 per cent of all refugee children attend

primary school.

• 100 per cent of camp based refugees continue

to have access to health care.

• 125 new wells are constructed and all existing

wells maintained in good working order.

• Standard procedures for prevention of and

response to sexual and gender-based violence in

all camps are established and 30 per cent of

reported cases brought to court.

• 56,000 returnees with special needs are given

access to pit latrines.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will support the development of conditions con-

ducive to the sustainable reintegration of all returnees. It

will strengthen existing partnerships and create new ones

with the Government of Liberia, UN agencies, NGOs and

other humanitarian actors. It will also work with national

institutions dealing with human rights and rule of law to

mitigate shortcomings in the delivery of justice.

One of UNHCR’s main priorities is to help the Government

revive mechanisms established by the Refugee Act to

determine the status of asylum-seekers. Asylum proce-

dures are not fully functional and there have been signif-

icant delays in individual status determination. UNHCR

will support the Government in this endeavour by pro-

viding training, logistics support and office equipment.

On a positive note, following introduction of the ProGres

registration software in Liberia in 2005, the rate of

registration reached 100 per cent.

Through community-based activities and returnee moni-

toring, UNHCR will help women gain their social and eco-

nomic rights and become self-reliant. It will promote

gender equality and emphasize the prevention of sexual

and gender-based violence. In partnership with UNDP and

UNICEF, the Office will construct and rehabilitate water

and sanitation facilities, particularly in schools and clinics.

Ivorian refugees

The security and political situation in Côte d’Ivoire is still

fragile and it is unlikely that Ivorian refugees will return

home in the foreseeable future. Therefore, UNHCR will

need to continue to protect and assist them through the

year. Refugees with special protection needs will be

considered for resettlement.
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Sierra Leonean refugees

The transitional nature of the previous government did

not allow UNHCR to pursue local integration for Sierra

Leonean refugees. UNHCR will now actively seek local

integration for this group while providing them with

basic protection and health services.

Urban refugees

There is very little likelihood that the urban refugees of

various nationalities will return home. However, the

possibility remains open for those wishing to do so

depending on the situation in the countries of origin.

Resettlement on protection grounds and local integra-

tion will have to be pursued on a case-by-case basis;

some refugees may qualify for naturalization under the

Liberian Constitution.

Constraints

Many years of conflict and the mismanagement of public

resources have generated widespread poverty. Institutions

which provided services and safeguarded people’s rights

have been eroded. Administrative and law enforcement

structures are not yet in place throughout the country. This

makes the reintegration process difficult.

The villages and communities receiving returnees live

in great hardship. Reintegration assistance must be

community-based, involving the rehabilitation of entire

villages, the road system and most of the national

infrastructure. There is a funding gap, and more donor

support is required to complement the efforts of UNHCR

and other agencies if reintegration is to be sustainable.

Furthermore, the impasse in resolving the political situa-

tion in Côte d’Ivoire has the potential to trigger insecurity

not only in Liberia but the entire subregion.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 7

Total staff 239

International 51

National 168

UNVs 14

Deployees 6

Coordination

UNHCR’s primary interlocutor is the Liberian Government.

The Office is a member of the Inter-Agency Standing

Committee Country Team, and cooperates with the

International Committee of the Red Cross, the Liberian

Red Cross, NGOs and IOM.
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Kombolahun Town in Lofa County is one of the most

destroyed areas in Liberia. UNHCR provided plastic

sheeting to the roof during the dry season to give time to

returnees to procure roofing materials.

UNHCR / E. Compte Verdaguer

Internally displaced people

The IDP return process, which began in November 2004, officially ended in April 2006 after more than 314,000

people had returned home. As cluster lead on protection, camp management and emergency shelter, including the

distribution of non-food items, UNHCR has established a comprehensive monitoring framework for these return-

ees. It has also focused on aiding the re-establishment of national institutions such as the police, judiciary and

community structures to deal with child welfare and property disputes. Among the issues that need to be addressed

are lack of awareness of HIV/AIDS, human rights and sexual exploitation and abuse.

In 2007, UNHCR will continue the integration of IDPs in their areas of origin. Former IDP camp sites will be reha-

bilitated to minimize environmental damage. Consultations with the early recovery, health and education cluster

lead agencies and ministries on schools and health clinics for communities will ensure the sustainability of efforts to

alleviate the plight of the displaced.

The main strategic objectives for UNHCR’s IDP project are:

• Monitor the sustainability of return of IDPs and the viability of the peace and reconciliation process.

• Expand operational areas to provide community-based reintegration assistance in districts of high IDP returns.



Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Liberia Refugee, Repatriation and
Resettlement Commission.

NGOs: Africa Concern International, Africa Humanitarian
Action, American Refugee Committee, Caritas Cape
Palmas, Christian Children’s Fund, Danish Refugee
Council, Environmental Foundation for Africa,
International Medical Corps (UK), Liberia National Red
Cross Society, Medical Emergency Relief Cooperative
International, Norwegian Refugee Council, Peace Winds
Japan, Smile Africa International, ZOA Refugee Care.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaf für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, FAO, UN Habitat.

Operational partners

NGOs: International Rescue Committee.

Others: UNDP, UNICEF, UNMIL, WHO.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 12,247,955 10,813,712

Community services 2,120,000 1,345,000

Crop production 450,000 0

Domestic needs 1,920,000 1,226,000

Education 910,000 500,000

Food 0 112,000

Health 1,720,000 1,239,000

Income generation 80,000 660,000

Legal assistance 2,890,000 2,032,600

Livestock 205,000 0

Operational support (to agencies) 2,845,000 1,142,000

Sanitation 440,000 631,000

Shelter and infrastructure 3,155,000 1,054,000

Transport and logistics 4,325,000 6,011,000

Water 440,000 747,400

Total operations 33,747,955 27,513,712

Programme support 5,337,035 4,751,489

Total 39,084,990 32,265,201

Protection, monitoring
and coordination 31.3%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Programme
support 13.7%

Water 1.1%

Transport and
logistics 11.1%

Shelter and
infrastructure 8.1%

Sanitation 1.1%
Operational support
(to agencies) 7.3%

Livestock 0.5%

Legal assistance 7.4%

Income generation
0.2%

Health 4.4%

Education 2.3%

Domestic
needs 4.9%

Crop production
1.2%

Community
services 5.4%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection, monitoring
and coordination 33.5%

Community
services 4.2%

Domestic
needs 3.8%

Education
1.5%

Food 0.3%

Health 3.8%

Income
generation 2.0%

Legal assistance
6.3%

Operational support
(to agencies) 3.5%

Sanitation 2.0%

Shelter and
infrastructure 3.3%

Transport and
logistics 18.6%

Water 2.3%

Programme
support 14.7%



Sierra Leone

Working environment

The context

Though the overall socio-economic and political envi-

ronment in the country has remained calm, there have

been disturbances over high fuel prices, low wages,

the campaign for the 2007 presidential elections, and

discontent with the Peacebuilding Commission and

Special Court for Sierra Leone proceedings. On the

positive side, the withdrawal of the United Nations

Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL) peacekeeping

force at the end of 2005 and its replacement by the

civilian United Nations Integrated Office in Sierra

Leone (UNIOSIL) was smooth. UNIOSIL is mandated

to help the Government enforce human rights, attain

the Millennium Development Goals and conduct free

and fair elections in 2007.

Sierra Leone continues to offer a favourable protection

environment for refugees. The Government and UNHCR

work closely together to ensure the smooth running of

refugee programmes. However, these efforts suffered a

setback in June 2006, when a group of former Liberian

combatants and refugees demanding resettlement

stormed into the UNHCR compound in Freetown and

destroyed vehicles and office equipment. Efforts to

establish a dialogue with this group have been

extremely difficult as its members refuse to discuss any

solutions besides resettlement in a third country.

Civilian authorities have been deployed throughout the

country and more than 543,000 internally displaced per-

sons (IDPs) and refugees have returned home. In this

context, a UNHCR-led reintegration programme has car-

ried out over 2,000 small to medium-sized quick-impact

projects over the last four years. Plans are now under way

for longer-term development in returnee areas.
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The needs

Based on a survey of the intentions of camp-based

Liberian refugees conducted in mid-2006, UNHCR

plans to repatriate up to 15,000 in 2007. For residual

groups unable or unwilling to return, the Office will

advocate local integration. As recommended by a joint

UNHCR-WFP food needs assessment mission in July

2006, food, education and health services to refugee

camps will be phased out progressively. The closure of

camps, handover of infrastructure to local communities

and environmental management are crucial elements

for successful local integration. The phasing down of

UNHCR’s operations will start with the closure of way

stations after the end of organized repatriation in June

2007.

Given that a draft law is before Parliament and should

be promulgated by 2007, it is crucial that UNHCR help

the Government assume responsibility for refugee status

determination (RSD). UNHCR will train government

officials to manage the reception of asylum-seekers and

conduct RSD interviews.

Total requirements: USD 11,971,696

Main objectives

• Complete the voluntary repatriation of 12,000 to

15,000 Liberian refugees by the end of June 2007.

• Consolidate refugee camps and transfer infrastructure

to the Government for use by host communities.

• Promote the local integration of the residual group of

Liberian refugees through self-reliance projects and

advocate refugee access to land and national social

services such as health care and education.

• Develop durable solutions for urban refugees while

helping them gain access to their rights and avoid

dependence on international assistance.

• Build the capacity of government authorities to man-

age the reception of asylum-seekers and conduct RSD

in accordance with international standards.

Key targets for 2007

• Up to 15,000 Liberian refugees return to their

country of origin by the end of June 2007.

• The infrastructure of six vacated refugee camps

is handed back to the Government.

• Two way stations and one field office are closed

in the second half of the year.

• All Liberian refugees unable to return to their

country of origin are assisted to settle locally

through projects and services to foster their

self-reliance.

• All urban refugees wishing to repatriate are

assisted to do so.

• All urban refugees with specific skills who

intend to settle locally are helped to avail of

projects and services to facilitate their

integration.

• All individual refugees who meet the criteria are

resettled.

• A refugee law is adopted by Parliament.

Strategy and activities

The repatriation of Liberian refugees will continue within

the framework of the Tripartite Agreement signed by

UNHCR and the Governments of Sierra Leone and

Liberia. All refugees will continue to be informed of

UNHCR’s plans to phase out logistical support for orga-

nized returns to Liberia at the end of June 2007.

Local integration for the remaining refugees will require

a comprehensive strategy to manage issues such as

land ownership, the consolidation of camps and the

willingness of the Government and host populations to

continue to share resources, particularly agricultural

land.

Refugees will be informed of the very limited prospects

for resettlement. They will be advised to consider other

viable solutions, such as local integration in Sierra

Leone or repatriation to Liberia.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Liberia 38,500 25,830 23,300 13,890

Various 30 20 50 30

Asylum-seekers Various 30 20 70 30

Returnees (refugees) 50 30 50 30

Total 38,610 25,900 23,470 13,980



UNHCR will help the Government establish RSD mech-

anisms and adequate asylum procedures and improve

refugee registration and documentation. At the same

time, the Office will seek durable solutions for refugees

such as repatriation or the granting of citizenship or resi-

dence permits.

Refugees from Liberia

UNHCR will provide refugees (including those awaiting

return or opting to remain in Sierra Leone) with basic

domestic and shelter items, as well as with water, sani-

tation, health and other essential services in 2007.

Where possible, UNHCR will shift resources to local

integration activities and will handover camps and their

infrastructure to local authorities. The Office will facili-

tate the local integration of the remaining refugees

through legal support and income-generating activities.

It will also advocate for their access to land and national

social services such as health care and education.

Urban refugees

Some 12,000 urban refugees, mostly Liberians, have

been profiled in the ProGres database. UNHCR will

make special efforts to overcome the reluctance of this

group to consider any solution other than resettlement in

a third country. Repatriation and/or local integration will

be promoted. UNHCR will extend all possible support,

such as skills training or small business grants, to those

refugees with a genuine willingness to increase their

self-reliance and integrate into the host community.

Constraints

If the assisted repatriation to Liberia is not completed as

planned, the shift towards local integration of residual

groups, consolidation of camps and handover of infra-

structure will be delayed. Additional resources may then

be required for basic assistance to camp-based

refugees.

Many urban refugees continue to hope that they will be

resettled in a third country, despite the Office’s repeated

message that this is not a viable option except for a very

small number of refugees with compelling protection

needs. In the context of voluntary repatriation to Liberia

and local integration of remaining refugees in Sierra

Leone, this hope creates an impediment to implementing

appropriate durable solutions.

While the Government and development agencies are

ready to accelerate economic recovery, the working

environment is still very complex due to major con-

straints such as high youth unemployment, illiteracy,

poor road conditions and inadequate health services.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 5

Total staff 109

International 21

National 82

UNVs 6
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Voluntary repatriation to Liberia. Road conditions are a recurring constraint in the repatriation process, especially during the

rainy season. UNHCR / R. Goldstein-Rodriguez



Coordination

While coordinating its activities with its main govern-

ment counterpart, the National Commission for Social

Action, UNHCR will continue working with international

and national NGOs and other members of the UN

Country Team. Under the Linking Relief, Rehabilitation

and Development project, which runs from mid-2004 to

mid-2007, the European Commission is funding inter-

national NGOs to support both refugees in camps as

well as host communities within a five-kilometre radius

of the camps.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: National Commission for Social Action.

NGOs: Bo Pujehun Development Associates, Caritas
Kenema Office.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, WFP.

Operational partners

NGOs: German Agro Action, Cooperative Assistance Relief
Everywhere, International Committee of the Red Cross.

Others: Coopération française.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 5,760,373 3,938,186

Community services 964,504 434,357

Domestic needs 314,769 172,500

Education 464,787 214,142

Food 136,128 16,071

Forestry 0 100,000

Health 697,733 810,715

Income generation 97,046 0

Legal assistance 190,004 104,286

Operational support (to agencies) 2,040,557 1,420,786

Sanitation 121,985 48,929

Shelter and infrastructure 342,592 185,714

Transport and logistics 2,776,331 1,801,786

Water 353,564 60,714

Total operations 14,260,373 9,308,186

Programme support 3,020,832 2,663,510

Total 17,281,205 11,971,696

Protection, monitoring
and coordination
33.3%

Community
services
5.6%

Domestic needs
1.8%

Education 2.7%

Food 0.8%

Health 4.0%

Operational support
(to agencies) 11.8%

Sanitation 0.7%

Shelter and
infrastructure

2.0%

Transport and
logistics 16.1%

Water 2.O%

Programme support
17.5%

Income generation
0.6%

Legal assistance 1.1%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection, monitoring
and coordination
32.9%

Community
services
3.6%

Domestic needs
1.4%

Education
1.8%

Food 0.1%

Forestry 0.8%Health 6.8%

Operational support
(to agencies) 11.9%

Sanitation 0.4%

Shelter and
infrastructure

1.6%

Transport and
logistics 15.1%

Water 0.5%

Programme support
22.2%

Legal assistance 0.9%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector



Angola

Botswana

Comoros

Lesotho

Madagascar

Malawi

Mauritius

Mozambique

Namibia

Seychelles

South Africa

Swaziland

Zambia

Zimbabwe

Southern Africa

Working environment

With the return of more than 370,000 Angolan refu-

gees since 2002, as well as smaller repatriations

to Burundi, Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of the

Congo (DRC), the number of people of concern to

UNHCR in Southern Africa is steadily decreasing. At the

same time, the region is faced with a sharp rise in mixed

flows of refugees and economic migrants. Governments

in the region and UNHCR thus face the considerable

challenge of ensuring that those in need of protection

can avail themselves of asylum procedures and basic

humanitarian assistance.

UNHCR is working closely with governments in the region

to ensure that they have fully functioning, government-

administered refugee status determination (RSD) and

registration systems in line with international stand-

ards. Notable successes include the launching of joint

government-UNHCR projects in Malawi and Mozambique

to establish a fully operational RSD capacity, including

the clearance of large backlogs of pending asylum

claims; a South African Government initiative which

has already resolved 18,000 of 110,000 outstanding

refugee applications; and the introduction of the new

proGres registration software in Zimbabwe, Malawi,

Mozambique and Namibia.

The organized repatriation of Angolan refugees will draw

to a close by the end of 2006, with final movements

currently under way from Zambia and the DRC. How-

ever, the Angola operation has already shifted focus

from repatriation to reintegration: in March 2006

the Angolan Government launched the Sustainable



Reintegration Initiative (SRI) in key districts of refugee

return. At the same time, UNHCR is working in coun-

tries of asylum to develop local integration opportunities

for the approximately 30,000 Angolan refugees who are

expected to remain in camps by the end of 2006, as

well as those who live outside organized settlements.

In a region that continues to be devastated by AIDS,

UNHCR and its implementing partners in Southern

Africa have intensified advocacy to ensure refugee

access to national HIV/AIDS programmes, including

antiretroviral therapy. Despite some notable successes

at the policy level, in most countries in the region

HIV/AIDS services for refugees, including programmes

for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission and

activities to reduce the vulnerability of youth, are

inadequate.

Strategy

In line with the decreasing population of concern in the

region and the shift in priorities from repatriation to rein-

tegration, local integration and addressing mixed migra-

tion flows, UNHCR has developed a comprehensive

plan of action for the 2006-2008 period with specific

annual targets on a country-by-country basis.

In 2007, UNHCR will target those States in the region

with smaller refugee populations, notably Botswana,

Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia and Zimbabwe. In these

countries the Office will identify a durable solution for

the remaining refugees and make sure that the respec-

tive governments have the capacity to administer RSD

and registration and documentation systems in accor-

dance with international standards. This will pave the

way for a substantial reconfiguration of UNHCR’s pres-

ence in the region by 2008.

UNHCR will continue to focus on local integration

opportunities in asylum countries, particularly for the

remaining Angolan refugees. The development of a legal

framework to facilitate local integration will be a priority

in 2007. In Angola, UNHCR will focus on co-opting key

government ministries and development agencies to

participate in the SRI, paving the way to phase out its

involvement in reintegration by the close of 2007. At the

same time, UNHCR is optimistic that a successful elec-

tion and transition to new government in the DRC by the

end of the year will provide the necessary conditions for

a large-scale repatriation of Congolese refugees, who

represent the largest group of camp-based refugees in

Southern Africa.

Promoting the age, gender and diversity mainstreaming

strategy and empowering communities through targeted

action will continue to be at the centre of UNHCR’s work

in the region in 2007. The Office will focus on effective

monitoring and evaluation and strategies to promote

women’s empowerment. It will seek to implement Security

Council Resolution 1325 (2000) on Women, Peace and

Security; complete participatory research, with refugee

children, on violence; and finalize a review of regional

programmes to prevent and respond to sexual and

gender-based violence.

In the area of HIV/AIDS, UNHCR will continue to

support activities such as HIV/AIDS awareness,

school-based programmes, improved clinical services
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and home-based care in refugee and host communities.

Vital new partnerships with UNICEF and UNFPA, as

well as with non-governmental organizations, will be

pursued in an effort to facilitate the extension of local

HIV/AIDS programmes to refugees.

Constraints

Mixed migration flows increasingly threaten the institution

of asylum in Southern Africa, with some governments tak-

ing steps to tighten borders and impose restrictions on

asylum-seekers. It is evident that the vast majority of

the remaining populations of Angolan and Rwandan

refugees are no longer willing to consider the prospect of

voluntary repatriation. At the same time, local integra-

tion is an extremely sensitive issue in some countries in

the region, while prospects for resettlement remain

limited.

Operations

Operations in the region cover 14 countries. The country

programmes in Angola, South Africa and Zambia are

presented in separate chapters. UNHCR also has opera-

tions in Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia and

Zimbabwe. As a first stage of the restructuring of

UNHCR’s operations in Southern Africa in 2007, the

office in Pretoria will assume responsibility for four

regional initiatives: registration, refugee status determi-

nation, repatriation, resettlement and public informa-

tion. To support these activities, UNHCR will strengthen

programme and protection functions in the Pretoria

office. Moreover, the regional support posts currently situ-

ated in three different countries in the region will be con-

solidated in Pretoria as of January 2007.

The refugee population of some 3,000 in Botswana —

mainly Namibians, Angolans and Somalis — has

remained relatively stable for the past year. UNHCR will

target local integration as the most viable durable solu-

tion for those Angolan refugees still remaining in the

country. For the Namibian refugee population

originating from the Caprivi region, UNHCR will con-

tinue to promote voluntary repatriation.

UNHCR will work closely with the Government of

Botswana to strengthen the existing registration system

and its capacity to assess asylum claims. UNHCR antici-

pates that a substantial reduction in its presence in the

country will be possible by 2008, based on progress on

finding durable solutions for the main groups of refugees

by the end of 2007.

In 2007, UNHCR operations in Malawi will support

approximately 7,000 refugees and asylum-seekers ori-

ginating mainly from the Great Lakes region. Refugees

and asylum-seekers will be provided with basic assist-

ance in Dzaleka and Luwani camps. The repatriation of

DRC, Rwandan and other refugees will be encouraged

in the search for long-term solutions.

A UNHCR-Government of Malawi initiative was

launched in February 2006 to reform Malawi’s refugee

status determination system and clear the large backlog

of asylum claims. The Government is due to take full

responsibility for this project in 2007. At the same time,

UNHCR will support the efforts of the Government to

enact refugee legislation that lifts the reservations

Malawi currently attaches to the 1951 Convention.

The Government of Mozambique continues to main-

tain its policy of allowing self-sufficient refugees and

asylum-seekers, currently numbering some 1,500, to

choose their place of residence. Approximately 4,500

refugees and asylum-seekers who require assistance

live in Marratane settlement, located in northern

Mozambique. In 2007, UNHCR and its partners,

including ILO, will continue to implement an initiative to

boost the self-reliance of Marratane residents.

The Mozambican Government and UNHCR have

recently developed an initiative to reform RSD proced-

ures in the country. This project, which includes the

establishment of an RSD unit in the relevant government

department, will continue to be implemented in 2007.

It is expected that by the end of 2007 the current back-

log of some 4,000 pending asylum claims will be elimin-

ated and a system will be in place to ensure the efficient

consideration of future asylum applications.

The refugee population of some 6,500 residing in Osire

camp in northern Namibia remains stable, with a small

number of new arrivals balancing out the few refugees

opting for voluntary repatriation. Angolans, who make

up approximately 75 per cent of the refugee population

in Osire camp, have clearly indicated their reluctance to

return home given concerns over conditions in Angola.

Interest in repatriation among DRC refugees, who are

the second largest group, is also low but may increase

in 2007 if conditions continue to improve in the

country.
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UNHCR provides instruction in French to Congolese

refugees to ease their return to French-speaking

Democratic Republic of the Congo. UNHCR / J. Redden



The Government of Namibia has indicated its willing-

ness to explore, with UNHCR’s support, all durable solu-

tions options for refugees in the country. These include

the possibility of local integration for at least some of

those refugees for whom voluntary repatriation is not a

realistic solution. It will be necessary to identify addi-

tional resources for a local integration initiative, with the

expectation that this will allow for a substantial

decrease in the resources required to maintain Osire

camp in the future, and for a reduced UNHCR presence.

In the Indian Ocean island States of Comoros, Mauritius

and Madagascar, UNHCR is aiming to identify durable

solutions, including resettlement, for the small number

of refugees remaining by the end of 2007. At the same

time, UNHCR will continue to advocate that Comoros

and Mauritius accede to the main international refugee

instruments.

In Swaziland, most of the country’s small population of

refugees lives in urban areas and is largely self-sufficient.

The few refugees remaining in Malindza camp have

attained self-sufficiency. UNHCR expects to phase out its

assistance to refugees in Swaziland by the end of 2007.

In Zimbabwe, a successful joint registration exercise was

carried out by UNHCR and the Government of Zimbabwe

to register and document refugees and asylum-seekers.

The refugee population was established at 3,000, of

whom 2,000 live in Tongogara refugee camp and rely

on humanitarian assistance; the other 1,000 refugees

are scattered in urban areas across Zimbabwe.

In 2007, UNHCR will continue to provide protection to

all the refugees in Zimbabwe and deliver material assist-

ance to refugees in Tongogara refugee camp because of

the poor economic conditions in the country. Durable

solutions will be sought for all refugees, including reset-

tlement for those for whom repatriation and local inte-

gration are not an option.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Angola 23,568,521 14,836,616

Botswana 2,295,356 2,396,276

Malawi 2,581,443 2,557,089

Mozambique 2,847,320 2,589,488

Namibia 2,243,872 2,364,818

South Africa 5,181,084 6,725,028

Zambia 11,836,159 9,794,885

Zimbabwe 2,303,349 2,120,621

Regional activities1 3,300,000 2,000,000

Total 56,157,104 45,384,821

1 Includes repatriation of individual refugees, strengthening of registration, documentation and refugee status determination systems, resettlement of refugees, and

external relations activities.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country
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Angola

Working environment

The context

Angola continues to recover from

nearly three decades of civil conflict.

Fuelled largely by natural resources,

the country’s economy is rapidly

strengthening with annual GDP

growth rates near 10 per cent. How-

ever, four years after the signing of

the peace accord between the Gov-

ernment of Angola and the National

Union for the Total Independence of

Angola (UNITA), 68 per cent of the

population live below the poverty

line. Basic services are severely lim-

ited, particularly in rural areas, and

maternal and child mortality rates

are among the highest in the world.

Legislative and presidential elec-

tions scheduled for 2006 have been

postponed till 2007. However, key

preparatory steps have yet to be

taken.

In spite of these difficulties, the

humanitarian situation in the country

remains stable. Refugees continue to

return home, though not as many as the approximately

368,000 who repatriated between 2002 and 2005. In

response to requests from the Governments of Zambia

and of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),

organized repatriation to Angola has been extended for a

fourth and final year.

The Government of Angola officially launched its

Sustainable Reintegration Initiative (SRI) in March

2006 in the presence of key donors, UN agencies and

NGOs, as well as the relevant national, provincial and

local authorities. This initiative, developed in coopera-

tion with UNHCR and in line with existing national and
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
DRC 12,590 1,650 12,330 1,500

Various 390 10 1,670 -

Asylum-seekers

DRC 900 - 950 -

Côte d'Ivoire 430 - 430 -

Republic of the Congo 150 - - -

Various 1,080 - 1,120 -

Returnees (refugees)1 10,000 10,000 - -

Total 25,540 11,660 16,500 1,500

1 Returnee figures reflect the number of returnees in 2006 only. UNHCR’s programming also targets the 368,000 returnees who arrived in the 2002-2005 period.



provincial strategies, will address key development gaps

in the eight main districts of refugee return. These dis-

tricts are spread through the border provinces of Moxico,

Zaíre, Uíge, Lunda Norte and Kuando Kubango.

The Angolan authorities have indicated their willingness

to consider formalizing local integration for some 11,000

long-staying refugees from the DRC. These individuals,

many of whom arrived in Angola nearly 30 years ago,

are well integrated socially and economically. Most of

them wish to remain permanently in Angola. At the time

of writing UNHCR and the Angolan Government were

planning a registration exercise for these refugees. This

will establish Angola’s first comprehensive refugee data-

base and is expected to help lay the groundwork for

eventual permanent residence or citizenship for those

refugees who wish to remain in the country.

The needs

Returnee needs were clearly identified by a profiling

exercise in the eight key districts of return, and during a

participatory assessment carried out as part of the age,

gender and diversity mainstreaming strategy in Angola

in June 2006. In 2007, the Office will primarily play a

catalytic role with respect to reintegration, seeking to

ensure that it will have gained enough momentum to

continue beyond UNHCR’s withdrawal from field loca-

tions at the end of 2007. With respect to refugees, a

survey identified documentation and the resolution of

legal issues related to local integration as the main

needs. UNHCR will play an important role in ensuring

that these issues are addressed in 2007.

Total requirements: USD 14,836,616

Main objectives

• Support the implementation of the Government of

Angola’s Sustainable Reintegration Initiative in the

main areas of return.

• Consolidate local integration for DRC refugees, partic-

ularly with regard to the legal aspects.

• Assist the Angolan Government to ensure that asylum

legislation and regulations are consistent with inter-

national standards.

• Complete a comprehensive registration of all refugees

and asylum-seekers in Angola and establish an asylum

database using proGres software.

Key targets for 2007

• The number of returnees without identification

cards is reduced from 90 per cent to 25 per

cent in key districts of return.

• At least 75 per cent of the population in the main

districts of return has access to potable water.

• All health centres handed over by UNHCR and

its partners to the Ministry of Health are fully

operational and have enough staff, equipment

and pharmaceuticals.

• All women’s community centres are

self-sufficient and do not require UNHCR

support by the end of 2007.

• At least 50 returnee teachers and five schools

constructed by UNHCR are integrated in the

national education system.

• 50 communities have a functioning seed bank,

and the seed bank project continues in 2008

without UNHCR’s assistance.

• At least 2,000 families are capable of producing

and selling their products in areas of return.

• At least five local economic development

initiatives — including three employment service

centres — are established in key areas of return

with the assistance of ILO.

• A registration system for refugees and

asylum-seekers in Angola is fully operational by

the end of 2007.

• Permanent residency or citizenship is granted to

at least 5,000 refugees from the DRC by the

end of 2007.

• Legal assistance centres are fully operational in

Luanda and other key areas of asylum in the

provinces.
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UNHCR’s reintegration projects, like this bakery at the

women's centre in Cazombo, are designed to be

self-sustaining. UNHCR / J. Redden



Strategy and activities

In 2007, UNHCR will focus on the consolidation of the

Sustainable Reintegration Initiative, primarily by building

support for it among other UN agencies, bilateral devel-

opment bodies, NGOs and ministries. It will assist the

Government of Angola to monitor implementation of the

initiative and build government and local NGO capacities

in regions of return. The Office will also press bilateral

and multilateral agencies and NGOs to implement devel-

opment programmes in the key districts of return.

UNHCR will also help implement projects, but only

when it is clear they will continue after the phasing out

of its involvement in reintegration at the end of 2007.

Key areas for action include the improvement of basic

services (water, education and health), the rehabilita-

tion of key transport infrastructure, access to national

documentation for returnees and the revitalization of

economic activity. For the latter, UNHCR will cooperate

with ILO and FAO on existing development initiatives.

In 2007 UNHCR will work with the Government to set

up a system for the potential naturalization of the

approximately 11,000 long-staying DRC refugees. Criti-

cal to this effort is the expanded network of legal coun-

selling centres which UNHCR will support in 2007 in

Luanda and key outlying areas.

UNHCR will also help the Angolan authorities to revise

legislation and regulations which affect refugees and

asylum-seekers to ensure that they are consistent with

international standards.

UNHCR will phase out its field and sub-offices in Angola

during the course of 2007 in line with the completion of

its involvement in reintegration. As of January 2008,

UNHCR will be present only in the capital, Luanda,

where the majority of the refugee population lives.

The long-term success of the Angola voluntary repatria-

tion operation, under which more than 220,000 refugees

have been assisted to return by UNHCR and its partners

over a four-year period, rests on the comprehensive and

sustained development of areas of return. However, it is

clear that it is the Government of Angola, assisted pri-

marily by its development partners, that will have to

take primary responsibility in this regard. UNHCR will

continue to play a supporting role till the end of 2007.

As most refugees in Angola have indicated their wish to

integrate locally, UNHCR will focus on this area. How-

ever, voluntary repatriation will continue to be facilitated

for all those refugees who wish to return home. Resettle-

ment will be used as a durable solution on a proactive

basis for those individuals in particularly difficult situa-

tions and with limited prospects for local integration or

voluntary repatriation.

Constraints

Implementation of the comprehensive development

strategy envisioned under the Sustainable Reintegration

Initiative continues to be complicated by the weak

capacity of provincial and local authorities, insufficient

coordination between various government entities and a

paucity of financial resources at the provincial and local

levels. The extremely limited presence of NGOs in key

areas of refugee return is of major concern. Moreover,

some donors have indicated their reluctance to support

more development-oriented initiatives in Angola in light

of the country’s rich natural resources. Others have

focused their activities in the central highland provinces,

paying little attention to the less developed, and more

inaccessible, border provinces to which most of the

refugees have returned.

With regard to refugees, Angola’s current asylum legisla-

tion dates back to 1990 and contains only general provi-

sions. The ministries and other state entities with

responsibility for asylum issues do not have the detailed

regulations and budget necessary to comply with their

responsibilities. Moreover, there is no functioning

appeals mechanism in the country.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 7

Total staff 72

International 16

National 44

UNVs 10

JPOs 2

Coordination

UNHCR’s operations will be implemented in close

cooperation with the Ministry of Assistance and Social

Reintegration (MINARS) and other relevant national,

provincial and local institutions. In 2007, UNHCR will

focus on partnerships with line ministries, national

NGOs, other UN agencies and bilateral development

entities, as part of its effort to ensure the consolidation

and continuation of the Sustainable Reintegration Initia-

tive in and beyond 2008. In the area of refugees,

UNHCR will work closely with MINARS, the Ministry of

Justice and the Ministry of the Interior, on issues of local

integration and improving the legal asylum framework.
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Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Comité de Reconhecimento do Direito do
Asilo, Ministry of Interior (Department of Migration),
Ministry of Social Assistance and Reintegration.

NGOs: Angolan Red Cross, CARITAS, Development
Workshop, Dom Bosco, Flor da Vida, Igreja Evangélica dos
Irmãos em Angola, Jesuit Refugee Services, KUKWAVA,
OXFAM.

Others: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische
Zusammenarbeit, FAO, ILO.

Operational partners

Government: Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health,
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Family, Promotion and
Women.

Others: IOM, UNDP, UNICEF, UNV, WFP, World Bank.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 6,211,077 4,107,704

Community services 1,162,866 520,000

Crop production 780,160 800,000

Domestic needs 110,000 0

Education 2,030,000 900,000

Forestry 0 250,000

Health 2,367,950 610,000

Income generation 785,644 1,850,000

Legal assistance 1,263,280 658,000

Livestock 0 200,000

Operational support (to agencies) 1,724,361 1,100,000

Sanitation 250,000 300,000

Shelter and infrastructure 702,000 500,000

Transport and logistics 821,698 112,000

Water 1,002,000 500,000

Total operations 19,211,036 12,407,704

Programme support 4,357,485 2,428,912

Total 23,568,521 14,836,616
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South Africa

Working environment

The context

South Africa continues to maintain a liberal asylum

regime, including freedom of movement, access to

employment and the provision of many health and

education services for refugees and asylum-seekers. As

part of the Government’s ambitious plan to clear a

backlog of some 110,000 pending asylum claims, new

asylum-processing facilities have been established in

the five main urban centres in the country. This is yield-

ing impressive results, with more than 18,000 deci-

sions taken in the first six months of 2006.

The refugee population is slowly increasing in South

Africa, and reached just over 32,000 by September

2006, with Congolese, Angolans and Somalis the most

numerous. Most refugees live in the main urban centres

of Johannesburg, Pretoria, Durban, Cape Town and Port

Elizabeth. Asylum-seekers continue to arrive in large

numbers. New applications for asylum, particularly

from Zimbabweans, Malawians, Ethiopians and

Somalis, reached 30,000 in the first half of this year

alone.

The phenomenon of mixed flows of migrants and refugees

continues to pose a major refugee protection challenge

in South Africa. The difficulty of gaining formal access to

the South African labour markets puts pressure on the

asylum regime, as some economic migrants attempt to

regularize their stay by claiming asylum. This makes it

more difficult for those with a legitimate refugee claim to

have their applications assessed fairly. However, it is

anticipated that faster refugee status determination

(RSD) will reduce the number of economically-motivated

claims by early 2007.

Interest in repatriation continues to be low, particularly

among Angolan refugees who tend to be well integrated

economically and socially in South Africa. However, to

date the Government has not indicated if it is willing to

regularize their status in the country by granting them

permanent residency or citizenship.

The needs

UNHCR’s programme in South Africa for 2007 has been

developed primarily through a series of strategic planning

workshops involving representatives of the Office, the

Government, implementing partners, church organizations,
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non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and refugees.

Major gaps have been identified in asylum claims pro-

cessing, documentation, the capacity of the Government

and NGOs to assist refugees, access to employment,

vocational training, emergency assistance and in the

availability of resources for refugee-related initiatives.

Access to education and primary health care has been

removed from the list of major gaps due to substantive

progress in these areas over the past few years. The

recent introduction of the age, gender and diversity

mainstreaming strategy in South Africa has also helped

UNHCR and its partners identify specific gaps, particu-

larly in the case of children and female-headed house-

holds. A lack of documentation was consistently

identified by refugees and asylum-seekers as the most

critical problem they are facing.

Total requirements: USD 6,725,028

Main objectives

Overall objectives

• Help the Government of South Africa clear the back-

log of pending asylum claims and ensure a more rapid

review of new claims.

• Bolster the capacity of the Government and civil soci-

ety to protect and assist refugees and asylum-seekers

in accordance with international standards.

• Ensure refugees and asylum-seekers have access to

national social services, including education, health

and assistance programmes.

• Mobilize resources jointly with partners for refugee

assistance.

• Facilitate durable solutions for refugees, including

local integration for those with limited prospects of

returning home; use resettlement as a protection tool

for those with particular protection needs; and aid vol-

untary repatriation in safety and dignity.

Key targets for 2007

• Pending asylum claims reduced from 100,000

to 25,000 by the end of 2007.

• RSD conducted within six months and identity

documents issued within three months of

application, as stipulated by South African law.

• At least five new provincial or local governments

support refugees with direct assistance or by

transferring resources to local NGOs working

with refugees.

• A child protection system for unaccompanied

and separated children that meets international

standards is established.

• Refugee parents and children are given

foster-care grants.

• 355 refugees are resettled in third countries.

• 2,100 refugees are assisted to return home.

• 2,000 refugees are issued with certificates

allowing them to apply for permanent residence

and 300 refugees are granted permanent

residence.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will continue to provide policy advice, training and

material assistance to the Department of Home Affairs

(DHA) to help it achieve two aims: clear the backlog of

pending cases and review new claims in a more timely

manner, as well as improve the issuance of documentation

to refugees and asylum-seekers. At the same time, the

Office will support legal counselling and advocacy by its

NGO partners to ensure that refugees and asylum-seekers

have full access to asylum procedures and social services.

These partners will also be helped to ensure they can

respond to the increase in appeals by asylum-seekers

rejected at the first instance in light of the dramatic rise in

government processing of asylum claims.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

DRC 12,000 4,500 17,000 4,500

Somalia 9,000 650 12,000 650

Burundi 2,500 900 5,000 900

Various 20,850 3,300 37,000 3,300

Asylum-seekers

DRC 21,000 8,000 5,000 3,000

Somalia 11,000 1,000 2,000 500

Burundi 4,000 600 500 200

Various 54,000 6,000 17,500 3,500

Total 134,350 24,950 96,000 16,550



UNHCR will continue to advocate that refugees are cov-

ered in existing government programmes to try and

ensure that the South African Government eventually

takes responsibility for all assistance to refugees. Emer-

gency assistance will only be provided by UNHCR,

through its network of national NGO partners, to the

most needy refugees and asylum-seekers. In addition,

UNHCR will support small-scale initiatives, such as

English language lessons and vocational training,

small-business loans, grants for primary school education

and home-based care for the infirm.

UNHCR will help build the capacity of its implementing

partners to ensure they can deliver protection and ser-

vices of a high quality to refugees and asylum-seekers.

Many long-staying refugees in South Africa are well inte-

grated socially and economically and are unable or

unwilling to return home. In these cases, UNHCR will

advocate the regularization of their status in the country

through permanent residency or an alternative means.

At the same time, UNHCR will facilitate the repatriation

of all refugees wishing to return home. While interest

among Angolans and Rwandans is expected to remain

low, the desire to return among those originating from

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) may rise in

2007 if the situation in their home country continues to

improve. Resettlement will be used as a durable solu-

tion only for individuals facing particularly difficult pro-

tection situations and for whom local integration or

voluntary repatriation are not viable options.

Constraints

UNHCR’s approved budget for South Africa in 2007 will

be insufficient to meet even the most critical needs of

the increasing number of refugees and asylum-seekers.

These include support to unaccompanied minors, pri-

mary education, vocational training, emergency assist-

ance, legal advice and a follow-up to the National

Refugee Baseline Survey conducted in 2003. It is esti-

mated that an additional USD 300,000 would be

required to meet these outstanding needs. UNHCR will

pursue fund raising at the local level, particularly in the

private sector, in order to try to close this gap at least

partially.

The provision of protection and assistance is compli-

cated by the need to maintain parallel assistance struc-

tures in the five main urban centres in which refugees

and asylum-seekers are located.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 1

Total staff 36

International 14

National 20

JPOs 2
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Mariam Kwete, a DRC refugee in South Africa, represented the world's child refugees at the follow-up meeting of the UN

Secretary-General's Study Report on Violence Against Children in May 2006. UNHCR / J. Redden.



Coordination

In 2007, UNHCR will work with nine implementing

partners in South Africa, including two international

NGOs and seven local NGOs. IOM will provide services

related to repatriation from South Africa to various coun-

tries of origin and resettlement to third countries. UNHCR

will continue to work directly with key government depart-

ments, including Home Affairs and Social Development,

as well as the relevant provincial and local authorities.

UNHCR will also maintain close contacts with local

NGOs, faith-based organizations and refugee NGOs in

the main urban centres in South Africa. At the same

time, UNHCR will continue its close cooperation with

UN agencies, particularly with respect to the implemen-

tation of the 2006-2011 UN Development Assistance

Framework (UNDAF), the UN Thematic Group on

HIV/AIDS and the UN Regional Inter-Agency Coordina-

tion and Support Office (RIACSO) in Johannesburg.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government agencies: Department of Education,
Department of Health, Department of Home Affairs,
Department of Social Development.

Operational partners

NGOs: Bonne Espérance, Cape Town Refugee Centre,
Jesuit Refugee Services, Lawyers for Human Rights,
Mennonite Central Committee, National Consortium on
Refugee Affairs, Planned Parenthood Association of South
Africa, Sediba Hope.

Others: IOM, Legal Aid Clinic, University of Cape Town.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget
1

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 744,036 833,231

Community services 0 304,500

Domestic needs 0 207,956

Education 0 232,146

Health 0 158,977

Income generation 0 42,993

Legal assistance 0 609,958

Operational support (to agencies) 0 443,470

Transport and logistics2 1,000,000 0

Total operations 1,744,036 2,833,231

Programme support3 3,437,048 3,891,797

Total 5,181,084 6,725,028

1 In 2007, requirements include activities for local settlement in South Africa. In 2006, such activities were reported as regional activities in Southern Africa subregion.
2 In 2007, repatriation of individual refugees from Southern Africa subregion are included under the requirements for regional activities.
3 Includes programme support costs for specific regional activities in Southern Africa, such as HIV/AIDS, refugee women and children, registration and protection.
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Zambia

Working environment

The context

The Government of Zambia has been generous to refugees

and asylum-seekers, and is making efforts to enact less

restrictive legislation which will better cater for their

needs. The refugee population in the country continued

to decline in 2005 and 2006 with the repatriation of

large numbers of Angolan refugees. Organized repatria-

tion to Angola ended in December 2005, but UNHCR

and the Governments of Angola and Zambia have agreed

to extend it to the end of 2006. Some 5,000 refugees are

expected to have repatriated in 2006.

In tandem with the decrease in the Angolan refugee

population in rural areas, camp closures and consolida-

tion will begin in 2006 and continue into 2007. This

measure aims at settling those refugees who remain in

Zambia in areas or communities where land or opportu-

nities for income generation are available to them,

thereby making it easier for them to integrate locally. In

2007, UNHCR will provide targeted food assistance

only to vulnerable Angolan refugees.

There have not been as many returns to the Democratic

Republic of the Congo (DRC) as anticipated. Some

3,000 DRC refugees have returned spontaneously, but

many more remain in Zambia and do not seem eager to

return home. This can be attributed to the fact that

although the DRC seems to be moving towards peace

and stability, many issues still remain to be resolved.

However, hopes are mounting that after the second

round of presidential elections enduring stability will

enable 20,000 DRC refugees in camps in northern

Zambia to repatriate in 2007.

The needs

UNHCR’s planning in Zambia was guided by surveys

and the active participation of refugees, the Government,

UN agencies and NGOs. The main needs identified were

food for refugees in camps; opportunities for employment,

which remain limited due to exorbitant labour permit

fees; the lack of fertile land; health care, including refer-

rals from camp clinics to hospitals in cities; voluntary

testing and counselling for HIV/AIDS; water supply;

education for children; scarcity of firewood and the risks

for women in collecting it; and, overall, protection of

women, children and adolescents.

Total requirements: USD 9,794,885
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Main objectives

• Promote durable solutions: repatriation for the major-

ity of refugees, local integration for refugees who

decide to remain indefinitely in Zambia and resettle-

ment for those for whom neither local integration nor

repatriation are viable options.

• Help the Government of Zambia enact less restrictive

refugee legislation that addresses the new and evolv-

ing needs of refugees in Zambia.

• Strengthen collaboration among local stakeholders to

give refugees better access to national social services.

• Advocate that refugee matters are consistently inte-

grated into national, regional and community-level

policies and public expenditure plans, especially for

the remaining Angolan refugees.

• Seek long-term solutions for the phenomenon of

mixed flows while safeguarding the right of admission

and protection of refugees seeking asylum in Zambia.

• Ensure that the special needs of women, the elderly

and children are included in all protection and assis-

tance programmes.

Key targets for 2007

• 20,000 DRC refugees and 600 Burundian

refugees are repatriated.

• 14,000 Angolan refugees are locally integrated

in western and north-western Zambia.

• 1,200 refugees are resettled in third countries.

• A review of the current refugee law is

completed, progress is made towards enacting

less restrictive legislation, and Government of

Zambia’s reservations to the 1951 Refugee

Convention are lifted.

• The programming and logistics capacity

of government institutions is strengthened in

preparation for the handover of assistance

operations to them.

• Protection is provided to 5,200 urban refugees.

• The specific needs of women, children, the

elderly and other vulnerable groups are focused

on prevention of sexual and gender-based

violence and HIV/AIDS.

• Health care, education and social assistance are

provided to refugees with specific needs among

the urban refugee population, including those in

detention.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

DRC 42,250 42,250 30,500 30,500

Angola 26,450 26,450 14,450 14,450

Various 90,010 10,010 89,500 9,500

Total 158,710 78,710 134,450 54,450

The Nangweshi camp clinic treats both refugees and Zambians living nearby as part of a Zambia Initiative to improve

conditions for everyone in refugee-impacted areas. UNHCR / J. Redden



Strategy and activities

The Office will find solutions for refugees through repa-

triation, sustainable local integration and protection and

assistance.

The main thrust will be to help the Government of Zambia

to protect refugees and asylum-seekers and enact more

refugee-friendly legislation. Government officials and

implementing partner staff will be trained in protection,

while programmes on refugee law will be run in aca-

demic institutions and local communities and targeted

at selected groups — especially legislators and senior

government officials. UNHCR will play an active role in

the Sector Advisory Group on Social Protection estab-

lished under the National Development Plan to coordi-

nate and monitor programmes targeting refugees and

host communities.

Implementation arrangements will be reoriented

towards repatriation and sustainable local integration.

Implementing partners in the north of the country will be

geared towards repatriation of DRC refugees. In western

Zambia, building the capacity of government ministries

to serve the needs of the remaining Angolan refugees

will be a priority. UNHCR will bolster the efforts of the

Zambian Government to arrive at a solution for the

Angolan refugees who have lived in Zambia for more

than 30 years and wish to remain in the country. Reset-

tlement will be limited to refugees with special

protection and durable solutions needs.

Constraints

Under prevailing refugee legislation, refugees are unable

to acquire Zambian citizenship or obtain permanent

residence status. UNHCR will work closely with the

Government to enact laws to allow refugees who have

lived in Zambia for decades to obtain residency or citi-

zenship status. Initiatives in this regard begun in 2006

will be pursued in 2007.

UNHCR and the Government of Zambia will collaborate

to resolve the challenges the Zambia Initiative has

encountered. Continued funding for the Zambia Initiative

is paramount if this project is to achieve its goals of eco-

nomic and social empowerment of refugees and poverty

reduction among the local Zambian communities.

The unpredictable situation in the DRC may derail plans

for large-scale repatriation after the second round of

elections scheduled in late 2006.

The stalemate in the situation of Rwandan refugees who

have chosen to remain in Zambia despite enormous

repatriation efforts remains a challenge.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 7

Total staff 85

International 14

National 56

UNVs 7

JPOs 1

Deployees 7

Coordination

In 2007, UNHCR in Zambia, in collaboration with the

Commissioner of Refugees in the Ministry of Home

Affairs, will coordinate country-wide refugee assistance

operations. The Office will enter into partnerships with

nine implementing partners in Zambia: seven interna-

tional NGOs, three government departments and two

local NGOs. UNHCR will also work closely with WFP

and other UN agencies.

As part of the UN Country Team, UNHCR will liaise with

other UN agencies on issues of common interest and

participate in the UN theme groups on HIV/AIDS and

gender. The Office will also conduct joint programmes

with UN agencies to improve targeted development

assistance to refugee-affected areas and develop other

projects along the lines of the Zambia Initiative to pro-

mote self-reliance among vulnerable populations,

including refugees. The Office will also promote action

towards the Millennium Development Goals.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Commissioner for Refugees, Ministry of
Home Affairs, District Water Department, District Health
Department.

NGOs: Afrika Aktion Hilfe, Africa Humanitarian Action,
Africare, Christian Outreach Relief and Development,
Hodi, Lutheran World Federation, World Vision
International, Young Men’s Christian Association, Zambia
Red Cross Society.

Operational partners

Others: FAO, IFRC, IOM, UN, UNESCO, UNFPA, UNICEF,
WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 3,812,818 3,859,976

Community services 272,902 184,298

Crop production 146,955 117,036

Domestic needs 309,075 59,461

Education 287,051 367,340

Fisheries 0 10,000

Forestry 73,632 46,733

Health 670,464 529,953

Income generation 17,094 81,788

Livestock 0 10,000

Legal assistance 601,837 420,712

Operational support (to agencies) 1,752,248 1,165,153

Sanitation 46,317 24,490

Shelter and infrastructure 226,293 23,088

Transport and logistics 1,176,112 675,109

Water 120,020 140,138

Total operations 9,512,818 7,715,274

Programme support 2,323,341 2,079,611

Total 11,836,159 9,794,885

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Algeria

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

Mauritania

Morocco

Tunisia

Western Sahara

North Africa

Working environment

The five Member States of the Union of the Arab

Maghreb have, in 2005 and 2006, seen a steep

rise in the mixed flow of asylum-seekers and economic

migrants from sub-Saharan Africa transiting their

territories while trying to enter Europe.

In some instances, asylum-seekers, including some

holding UNHCR documents, have been mistreated or

even expelled. This situation highlights the need to

strengthen the protection system and provide more

resources to UNHCR offices in the region to further sup-

port the local structures dealing with asylum issues.

In this context, UNHCR began in mid-2005 to imple-

ment a regional strategy to gradually strengthen the

institution of asylum in North Africa, and to increase the

capacity in the region to identify asylum-seekers and

refugees among those crossing North Africa en route to

Europe. The project will continue through 2007.

UNHCR continues to provide basic assistance to the

Saharawi refugees in the Tindouf camps in Algeria, for

whom no solution appears to be in sight. UNHCR has

cooperated with the concerned parties and with the

United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western

Sahara (MINURSO) to implement the Confidence-

Building Measures Project initiated in 2004. As part of

this, in 2007, the Office will continue to help refugees in

the camps and their relatives in Western Sahara to

communicate with each other through family visits and

telephone calls.



Strategy

In a bid to improve asylum management and assist

national governments to manage the migratory flows,

UNHCR held an initial regional meeting in Nouakchott,

Mauritania in May 2006. A ten-point action plan for

North Africa was drawn up and spells out in detail the

activities to be undertaken.

The plan entails a dual strategy to help UNHCR

strengthen asylum and cooperate with partner agencies,

governments, NGOs and civil-society groups to build

their capacity for protection-sensitive management of

migration movements. The plan also provides a strategic

framework for operations in the region in the foreseeable

future. The Office intends to implement the ten-point

plan from 2007 in an effort to build durable regional

solutions to the migration problem.

UNHCR’s intervention in asylum issues connected to

mixed migration flows has already had some positive

impact on the affected populations as well as on govern-

ment attitudes. However, much more remains to be

done in order to consolidate UNHCR’s role in the region

to ensure that refugees and asylum-seekers, and

migrants in general, are humanely treated.

Constraints

As a response to the increasing asylum-related chal-

lenges posed by the migratory flows in North Africa,

UNHCR has reviewed its presence in Morocco and

Tunisia and strengthened its capacity and resources in

Algeria, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Mauritania.

Recent earmarked contributions for operations in North

Africa have allowed UNHCR to play a more solid protec-

tion and assistance role in the region. However, the

problem is so demanding that more staff and resources

will be needed for the Office to fulfil its obligations in the

subregion.

The sustainability of a strengthened role for UNHCR in

protecting and assisting refugees and asylum-seekers

within the massive flow of illegal migrants remains a

difficult and challenging task. Major partnerships have

yet to be forged and/or consolidated with other UN

agencies and other organizations such as IOM.

Operations

In Algeria, the total urban refugee population remains at

around 400 people, of whom 150 refugees and 50

asylum-seekers will be provided with protection and

assistance. Basic assistance will address food, housing,

health and education needs. The majority of the urban

refugees and asylum-seekers originate from the Democratic

Republic of the Congo (DRC), the Republic of the

Congo, Rwanda, Somalia, Chad and Burundi. Another

4,000 Palestinian refugees in the country are well inte-

grated and receive no support from the Office. The office

in Algiers will also continue supporting another 200

rural refugees from Mali and Niger.
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Pending a political solution to the Western Sahara

situation, UNHCR will continue assisting the Saharawi

refugees in the Tindouf camps. The programme aims to

improve the living conditions of the refugees and supple-

ment the support provided by governmental and other

organizations. Activities to address basic needs include

the provision of supplementary food, cooking gas and

support services for health, nutrition, water and sanita-

tion. Educational and vocational programmes are also

provided. In addition, the Confidence-Building Measures

Project will continue in 2007.

In the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, UNHCR will continue to

strengthen its self-reliance activities for refugees, gradually

phasing down its protracted assistance, with the support

of local operational partners. Microcredit agricultural

schemes, vocational training and apprenticeships leading

to either self-employment or paid work will continue in

2007. The refugees will benefit from training in electrical

practice, car mechanics, sewing and computer literacy.

Refugee committees have been involved in the design and

establishment of the activities, also ensuring that the

needs of refugee women are addressed.
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Confidence-Building Measures in Western Sahara

Based on UN Security Council Resolution 1282 of 1999 and subsequent resolutions, the joint UNHCR/MINURSO

Confidence-Building Measures Project was launched in March 2004 and continues today. The measures com-

prise exchange of family visits and the establishment of telephone links between the Saharawi communities in

the camps and those in cities in Western Sahara. The project is also designed to reunite prominent figures repre-

senting civil society among both refugee and Territory communities in seminars on diverse non-political issues.

From the inception of the family visits programme in March 2004 until the end of May 2006, over 2,500 people

have benefited from this project. Of these almost 1,300 are refugees in the camps in Tindouf who visited their

family members in several cities in Western Sahara, and another 1,210 were Saharawis living in the Territory

who visited their relatives in the camps. Interest in this programme is very high, as reflected in the 19,240

people who have registered for it so far. The family visits stopped in May 2006 due to difficulties with flights, but

were resumed in November 2006 and will continue throughout 2007.

The telephone service established in the camps to enable the refugees to communicate regularly with their

family members in Western Sahara has been operating smoothly. By the end of August 2006 more than

56,000 calls had been made by refugees to their relatives in the Territory. Most of the callers are women. Due to

high installation costs the telephone connection in the Dakhla refugee camp is not yet operational. The tele-

phone service is expected to continue throughout 2007.

Soon to be launched are seminars on issues of common interest intended to bring together in a neutral venue

distinguished members of the Saharawi communities from the refugee camps and the Territory. Several subjects

and different venues have been proposed to the parties. If the first of these seminars is successful more could be

conducted in 2007.

The financial requirements for the Confidence-Building Measures Project will be presented in a separate supple-

mentary appeal.

Overview of Smara Saharawi refugee camp in Algeria. UNHCR / J. Gagné



Some 12,600 refugees and others of concern are

registered with UNHCR. These include about 3,000

Somalis, 9,000 Palestinians and another 600 people of

different nationalities (Guineans, Chadians, Liberians

and Sierra Leoneans). In 2007 some 4,000 refugees

will continue receiving basic living allowances, shelter,

medical assistance, primary education and legal coun-

selling. The Office will also continue implementing a

voluntary repatriation programme for refugees originat-

ing from the DRC, Liberia, Sierra Leone and Somalia.

Activities in Mauritania for 2007 will be aimed at rein-

forcing asylum capacity and proper management of the

migratory flows transiting the country. UNHCR will work

to clarify the asylum procedure and find durable solu-

tions in partnership with the Government and national

NGOs. The Office will also ensure the distribution and

understanding of adopted laws and their proper applica-

tion at the local or regional level. UNHCR’s capacity in

the country will have to be strengthened so it can better

support the newly created Migration Unit and national

NGOs.

Owing to its strategic geographic location, Morocco has

become a major transit country for thousands of

migrants from sub-Saharan Africa and others coming

from as far as Bangladesh and China. Following the

tragic events in the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and

Melilla in 2005, UNHCR reinforced its presence in

Rabat and attempted, with minimal resources, to distin-

guish refugees and asylum-seekers from economic

migrants. At the beginning of 2006, the Office had regis-

tered more than 2,000 asylum-seekers and another

280 refugees in Morocco. In 2007, UNHCR will con-

tinue providing basic assistance to about 330 of the

most vulnerable refugees by meeting their food, shelter,

health, education and legal needs. Income-generating

activities to increase self-sufficiency among the refugees

will be supported. The Rabat Office will also continue

with refugee status determination.

The office of the Honorary Representative in Tunisia will

continue to undertake refugee status determination in

lieu of the Government, ensuring that the rights of

refugees and asylum-seekers are respected. UNHCR

will continue to promote and disseminate refugee law.

About 60 refugees and asylum-seekers will benefit from

UNHCR assistance in 2007. Assistance will cover their

basic needs in food, housing, health care and education.

At the beginning of 2006, the Office had registered over

100 refugees and asylum-seekers. A small number of

Palestinians (15) have been also assisted.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Algeria 4,889,412 4,268,794

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 1,096,200 984,270

Mauritania 605,017 885,472

Morocco 535,609 983,475

Tunisia 358,859 358,096

Total 7,485,097 7,480,107

Algeria
65.3%

Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya

14.6%

Mauritania
8.1%

Morocco
7.2%

Tunisia
4.8%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country 2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Algeria
57.1%Libyan

Arab Jamahiriya
13.2%

Mauritania
11.8%

Morocco
13.1%

Tunisia
4.8%



Bahrain

Egypt

Iraq

Israel

Jordan

Kuwait

Lebanon

Oman

Qatar

Saudi Arabia

Syrian Arab Republic

United Arab Emirates

Yemen

The Middle East

Working environment

Lebanon’s efforts to rebuild its shattered economy after

the civil war suffered a serious blow when Israel attacked

Hezbollah targets in the country in 2006. Homes and

offices, infrastructure and livelihoods were devastated by

the attack. Up to one million people, mainly from southern

Lebanon, the southern suburbs of Beirut and the Bekaa

Valley, were displaced by the crisis. They returned at the

close of the hostilities to towns, villages and neighbour-

hoods ravaged both socially and economically.

Four other situations continued to require UNHCR’s

attention in the Middle East: the unabated flow of

asylum-seekers and migrants from the Horn of Africa to

Yemen; the impact of the Sudan situation on Egypt, the

Syrian Arab Republic and Jordan; the situation in Iraq

and its effect on surrounding countries; and the pro-

tracted plight of Palestinian refugees living outside

UNRWA’s area of operations.

The Arab States and neighbouring countries in the Middle

East continue to host large numbers of refugees from

Palestine, Iraq, Somalia and Sudan. Most have fled to

Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria and the Gulf countries.

However, many States in the region have not signed

international refugee instruments, and where refugees

are not covered by a formal protection regime, most do

not enjoy basic rights.

Strategy

UNHCR will engage governments in the region to

assume greater responsibility for protecting refugees



and others of concern in accordance with international

law, and will also seek their political support and finan-

cial contributions. Partnerships with the Organization of

the Islamic Conference (OIC), the League of Arab States,

civil society institutions and prominent figures will be

strengthened to promote refugee rights in the region.

UNHCR will make every effort to ensure that Iraqi refugees

in surrounding countries are protected, notably against

detention and deportation. The Office will ensure that

the basic humanitarian needs of the most vulnerable

Iraqi refugees are addressed in cooperation with

government authorities and other partners.

An emergency preparedness and response capacity will

be maintained in the region to respond to population

movements both within and outside Iraq. Contingency

plans will be updated regularly in coordination with key

stakeholders.

Constraints

Options for durable solutions are limited at the present

time. Resettlement opportunities for refugees from the

Middle East have shrunk since the events of 11 September

2001, and voluntary repatriation will remain a limited

option for the major refugee groups until political solu-

tions are achieved in their respective countries of origin

to allow secure and dignified returns.

Operations

UNHCR’s country programmes in Iraq are described in a

separate chapter.

UNHCR’s office in Egypt has improved the quality of

registration of refugees and asylum-seekers. It has also

strengthened national capacity for protection and asylum

management by helping develop refugee legislation and

refugee status determination (RSD) procedures.

The Office will ensure the right to education, aid voluntary

repatriation when conditions in countries of origin per-

mit and strengthen refugees’ self-sufficiency to help with

their local integration. Resettlement of deserving cases

will be used as a strategic protection tool.

Local partnerships for protection and durable solutions

will be bolstered by better public-awareness efforts and

support for NGOs promoting tolerance and respect for

asylum-seekers, refugees and others of concern.

In the absence of national refugee legislation, UNHCR’s

Honorary Representation in Israel supports the Government

with the registration and status determination of asylum-

seekers. While working to boost its own capacity in the

country, the Office plans to train the authorities in asylum

procedures. It will also explore areas of legislation to

enhance the protection of asylum-seekers and refugees,

such as asylum-seeker visas and amendments to border

procedures and social security legislation.
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Political, economic and security conditions in countries

bordering Jordan – Iraq to the east, Israel and the West

Bank to the west – continue to have a direct bearing on

Jordan. A large proportion – estimated at 65 per cent –

of Jordan’s population is of Palestinian origin. More than

500,000 Iraqis are also living in the country, many of

whom left Iraq after the war in 2003. This group bene-

fited from the Temporary Protection Regime until the

Government declared it to be no longer applicable to

Iraqis in 2005. However, UNHCR is counting on the

Government of Jordan to show flexibility and tolerance

for persons of concern to the Office.

In 2007 the Office in Jordan will strengthen registration

and counselling of Iraqi asylum-seekers. Special atten-

tion will be paid to women at risk and traumatized chil-

dren, and psychiatric care provided to those needing it.

The Office will also pursue durable solutions for stateless

persons, and will try to resettle some 100 Palestinian

refugees who fled Iraq in 2003 and are still confined in a

camp situation without freedom of movement. Those

refugees for whom resettlement is not possible, will be

assisted.

Having responded to the emergency situation during the

2006 conflict in Lebanon, UNHCR will focus its atten-

tion on the protection of the remaining vulnerable IDPs

and returnees in the early recovery and reconstruction

phase in coordination with the Government of Lebanon,

local actors and other international agencies. In addi-

tion, UNHCR has two main objectives in Lebanon: first,

to bring about a significant improvement in attitudes to

refugee and asylum-seekers in the country; and second,

to protect and assist asylum-seekers and refugees.

UNHCR will negotiate a new version of its Memorandum

of Understanding with Lebanon and promote a more

flexible interpretation of the existing legal framework to

decriminalize the “illegal entry or presence” of refugees

and asylum-seekers in the country. In consultation with

the Lebanese authorities, UNHCR will address the

problem of recognized refugees who have been in

Lebanon for more than five years without legal residence

permits and who have very little prospect of being

resettled to a third country.

The resettlement function will be a major priority for the

Office, with the new Regional Resettlement Hub in Beirut

covering the Middle East, North Africa, South-West and

Central Asia.

As a result of the seriously deteriorating situation in Iraq,

many Iraqis are trying to get into Syria. According to a

survey conducted by UNHCR, UNICEF and WFP, there

are more than 500,000 Iraqis currently living in Syria.

The Office will continue to provide basic medical care

and protection under the temporary protection regime

whenever required. Registered Iraqi refugees are

encouraged to become self-reliant and benefit from job

training.

A small number of Palestinians who entered Syria seek-

ing security after living in Iraq for decades, and who do

not fall under UNRWA’s mandate, are also present in

the country. UNHCR expects that more Palestinians will

arrive from Iraq, where conditions are deteriorating and

where they are often targeted by sectarian groups.

UNHCR’s goals in Syria are to encourage the country to

accede to the 1951 Refugee Convention and develop

more resettlement possibilities.
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Yemen: Henna skills training for Somali refugees in Kharaz camp. UNHCR / R. Ek



None of the Gulf countries, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain,

Kuwait, Qatar, Oman and the United Arab Emirates, is

a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention or its 1967

Protocol. While promoting accession to the 1951

Convention, UNHCR will work to strengthen the Gulf

countries’ adherence to the principles of refugee law,

improve protection and advocate for the introduction of

domestic asylum legislation. The Office will also

strengthen partnerships with the authorities through

training, promote public awareness of refugee issues,

seek partnerships and raise funds.

The UNHCR Office in Riyadh will continue to monitor

the implementation of the alternative arrangements

secured for Iraqi refugees previously living in Rafha

camp by the Saudi authorities. It will monitor the

authorities’ plans to formalize these refugees’ status by

providing identity documents and residence permits,

access to work and medical and education assistance.

As a signatory to the Refugee Convention and its Protocol,

the Government of Yemen supported Somali refugees

in 2006. The Office is concerned about ongoing migra-

tion from Somalia resulting in the death at sea of hun-

dreds of would-be migrants and asylum-seekers.

UNHCR is working on a Comprehensive Plan of Action

for Somalia to address the problem both on the African

continent and in Yemen.

The operational goals for 2007 will be to aid the authorities

to provide adequate protection and assistance. Priority

areas range from women and children, refugees with

special needs, HIV/AIDS and the environment to shel-

ter, health care, water, sanitation and support for

refugee-hosting communities.

The Office will also promote voluntary return of refugees

whenever possible. Assessments of the reintegration

prospects of returnees and the sustainability of returns

will be undertaken. Other durable solutions, including

resettlement, will be pursed for those in need of them.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Egypt 4,569,179 4,294,356

Iraq 2,151,057 1,305,042

Israel 93,200 144,000

Jordan 2,098,883 1,755,137

Lebanon 3,204,282 3,667,704

Saudi Arabia 2,348,944 2,118,995

Syrian Arab Republic 1,885,381 2,050,212

United Arab Emirates 0 684,983

Yemen 5,168,295 4,755,782

Total 21,519,221 20,776,211

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Egypt
21.2%
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10.0%

Israel
0.4%

Jordan
9.8%
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14.9%
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10.9%
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24.0%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country
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Iraq

Working environment

The context

Insurgent attacks and sectarian strife have created a cli-

mate of constant insecurity in regions of Iraq which,

along with continued military operations, spurred mas-

sive population displacement in 2006. The year saw

considerable political progress, including the entry into

force of a Constitution approved by popular referendum

and the formation of the first democratically-elected

Government of Iraq. Parallel to these political develop-

ments, targeted and brutal violence in mixed areas

caused mass movements between Iraq’s centre, north

and south. The Iraqi Government reports that since

February 2006 alone, more than 400,000 people have

been displaced within the country. That brings the total

number of internally displaced persons (IDPs) in the

country to over 1.6 million. The mass displacement of

Iraqis that was feared in 2003 is now occurring — but

without the international concern that it deserves.

The violence in Iraq is worsening the humanitarian cli-

mate dramatically. Insecurity, a severe shortage of basic

social services and a stagnant economy have propelled

a steady outflow of Iraqis to neighbouring countries.

Some 1.5 million Iraqis, 90,000 of whom are registered

with UNHCR, are believed to have moved to other

countries in the region: at least 500,000 to 700,000

are believed to be in Jordan and more than 500,000 in

Syria. While neighbouring States have been relatively

accommodating, the exodus is placing a strain on

resources and creating tensions with host nations, lead-

ing to a deterioration in protection for Iraqis in the

region. To ensure consistent and predictable treatment,

UNHCR has adopted a situational approach to deal with

the displaced Iraqi population.

The needs

Refugees

UNHCR’s focus within Iraq remains the protection of

some 50,000 refugees from the Islamic Republic of

Iran, the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Syria, Sudan

and Turkey. The Office is particularly concerned that

these refugees are increasingly targeted and becoming

inaccessible in the centre and south, especially Palestinian

and some 500 Iranian Ahwazi refugees. In Baghdad,

Palestinian refugees have been increasingly threat-

ened, and a number of them killed, by local factions,

leading to the flight of several hundred to Syria and Jordan.

UNHCR will work with the relevant authorities to pro-

vide security and basic protection for all refugee groups,

while continuing to assist the local integration of Iranian

refugees and helping Turkish refugees in northern Iraq.
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IDPs

Iraqi civilians are now the deliberate target of human

rights abuses perpetrated by groups with a mix of

ethno-religious, political and criminal agendas. Many

are leaving their places of origin with little or no pros-

pects of return, contributing to a redefinition of the

demography of the country with long-term implications

for political stability, national reconciliation and Iraq’s

human development.

The main needs of the IDPs are of an emergency nature:

shelter, food, water and non-food items (including

stoves, mattresses, blankets, hygiene kits, medical sup-

plies and kerosene). Return in the near term is not a viable

option for many IDPs; supporting their coping mecha-

nisms during displacement is therefore a priority. Shel-

ter remains a pressing need for recently displaced Iraqis:

the majority live with host families and in public

buildings.

Returnees

Returnee monitoring data from 2005 and 2006 indi-

cates that 80 per cent of returnees to northern Iraq and

more than 35 per cent in the south have found them-

selves in a situation of internal displacement upon

return to the country. Inside Iraq, they face insecurity, a

lack of adequate housing, deteriorating health care and

educational infrastructure, unemployment and obsta-

cles to obtaining identification. They also need water,

food and non-food items. The number of voluntary and

spontaneous returns has fallen from more than

300,000 from 2003 to 2005 to some 15,000 in 2006.

This trend is likely to continue in 2007.

Stateless persons

Statelessness or de facto statelessness principally

affects three groups in Iraq: approximately 100,000

Bidoons, a nomadic group who live in the Iraq/Kuwait

border areas and whose legal status is a matter of con-

tinuing dispute; some 30,000 children of mixed mar-

riages; and an estimated 100,000 Faili Kurds and Arab

Shiites who are de facto stateless as they are unable to

obtain Iraqi documents.

Total requirements: UNHCR’s require-

ments for the Iraq situation are currently

under review.

Main objectives

• Help the Government of Iraq to protect all refugees,

asylum-seekers, returnees, stateless and internally

displaced people.

• Provide emergency assistance to cover the basic

needs of the 50,000 Syrian, Palestinian, Iranian,

Turkish and Sudanese refugees in the country for

food, water, medical assistance and rental subsidies

until durable solutions are identified.

• Ensure a comprehensive and harmonized regional

approach to provide sufficient protection to Iraqis,

and support neighbouring country governments as

they continue to provide protection and assistance to

those fleeing Iraq.

• Provide direct assistance to IDPs in the three northern

governorates and six southern governorates; provide
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Occupied Palestinian
Territories

22,620 22,620 18,000 18,000

Islamic Rep. of Iran 11,960 11,960 11,150 11,150

Turkey 16,110 16,110 8,953 8,950

Various 820 820 1,330 1,330

Asylum-seekers

Islamic Rep. of Iran 990 990 650 650

Syrian Arab Rep. 870 870 - -

Turkey 360 360 100 100

Returnees (refugees) 20,000 15,000 7,000 1,000

IDPs1 1,800,000 70,000 2,000,000 600,000

Returnees (IDPs) 150,000 52,000 100,000 80,000

Others of concern
Stateless Bidoons 100,000 - 100,000 100,000

Stateless 30,000 - 15,000 15,000

Total 2,153,730 190,730 2,262,180 836,180

1 Based on trends. The number of IDPs, currently over 1.6 million, is expected to increase at the current rate till the year ’s end.



complementary assistance to IDPs in the centre and

south; provide nationwide protection of IDPs through

interventions including legal aid and information and

ensuring adherence to the Guiding Principles on

Internal Displacement by national, regional and local

authorities; monitor displacement conditions and arising

needs throughout Iraq.

• Review and update contingency plans and emergency

stockpiles to face increases in internal and external

displacement.

• Support the Ministry of Displacement and Migration

to address the needs of returnees, refugees and IDPs

by boosting the operational capacity of its 15 field

offices.

Strategy and activities

Refugees

UNHCR will review all potential durable solutions for

refugees in Iraq, focusing on voluntary repatriation and

local integration. It will enhance refugees’ self-reliance

by supporting income-generation projects and vocational

training, reducing their dependency on cash assistance

and rental subsidies. For those refugees with no pros-

pect for voluntary repatriation or local integration,

including Sudanese, Iranian Ahwazis and some 180

Iranian refugees, the Office will pursue resettlement.
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Key targets for 2007

• The Government of Iraq registers all refugees

inside the country and issues residency and

identification documents in cooperation with the

Kurdistan Regional Government.

• The emergency response capacity of the Ministry

of Displacement and Migration, the Kurdistan

Regional Government and relevant line ministries

is built.

• Comprehensive assessments of the needs of IDPs,

refugees and returnees in Iraq and Iraqis in

neighbouring States are completed. Programmes

designed to address the needs of the most

vulnerable groups are implemented.

• 50,000 IDPs, returnees and refugees receive legal

aid and counselling through the strengthening of

13 existing legal information centres and the

establishment of three more such centres.

• A national policy on displacement challenges and

durable solutions is developed and implemented.

• Emergency shelter to some 4,000 IDP families is

provided.

• Community-based assistance in

displacement-impacted areas improves

infrastructure and livelihood prospects for some

171,000 persons of concern and local residents.

• Emergency non-food items are provided to

200,000 IDPs.

• Contingency stockpiling of relief items for

200,000 people in or outside Iraq.

• 1,000 refugees from Iraq are resettled.

Iraq-Jordan border: Some 200 Iranian Kurds have been stranded in no-man's-land for nearly a year. UNHCR / M. Alfaro



IDPs and returnees

As a cluster coordinator for “Cluster F” (refugees, IDPs

and durable solutions), UNHCR bears the primary

responsibility for coordinating programmes related to

displacement throughout Iraq. It also provides direct

assistance in the region of Kurdistan and the southern

governorates. The Office will continue to work closely

with the Ministry of Displacement and Migration as well

as other key agency and NGO partners. Through its

national and international partners, UNHCR will distrib-

ute emergency shelter packages (tents, blankets, mat-

tresses, stoves, lanterns, jerry cans, plastic sheets and

kitchen sets) and support families hosting IDPs through

the provision of “one room” extensions. It will renovate

community infrastructure in areas of IDP concentration,

continue supporting and expanding existing legal aid

and information centres and support income-generation

projects. These activities are consistent with the objec-

tives of Iraq’s national development strategy in relation

to IDPs.

Constraints

Security constraints greatly limit the options available to

UN agencies operating in Iraq. In northern Iraq, where

conditions have remained relatively stable, UNHCR has

re-established its international presence and expects to

strengthen it further in 2007. Continued violence in cen-

tral Iraq and significant instability in the south require

that international staff manage operations remotely in

these regions from Amman and Kuwait City; unfortu-

nately, due to a lack of funding, UNHCR will consider-

ably downsize its presence in Kuwait in the first quarter

of 2007. Nonetheless, while foreseeing remote activi-

ties through government and NGO partners, UNHCR is

considering re-establishing an international presence in

Baghdad should security conditions permit in 2007.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 9

Total staff 50

International 16

National 29

UNVs 2

Consultants 3

Coordination

Under the overall coordination by the UN Country Team

and the UN Assistance Mission for Iraq (UNAMI),

UNHCR works in close partnership with national,

regional and local authorities, international organiza-

tions, national and international NGOs, commu-

nity-based organizations and other civil society actors.

UNHCR coordinates the UN Cluster for refugees, IDPs

and durable solutions and also chairs the Working

Group on IDPs. The Office has developed a network of

over 20 trusted national and international NGO partners

throughout Iraq, for implementation of most in-country

interventions.
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Afghanistan

Islamic Republic of Iran

Pakistan

South-West Asia

Working environment

Afghanistan has made substantial progress since the

installation of President Hamid Karzai’s interim

administration in December 2001. The establishment

of permanent institutions of government foreseen by the

Bonn Agreement of that year — a constitution, a

national assembly and an elected head of state — have

been achieved. However, as the recent deterioration in

the security situation in the southern and eastern prov-

inces of the country illustrates, Afghanistan’s recovery

still faces many hurdles. It was in anticipation of the

challenges ahead that the international community and

the Afghan Government agreed in January 2006 to the

Afghanistan Compact, an ambitious programme of

state-building, reconstruction and development cover-

ing the years 2006 to 2010. The success of this part-

nership will determine the prospects for solutions to the

Afghan refugee situation in the years to come.

Since March 2002 more than 4.7 million Afghans have

returned home, 3.5 million of them assisted by UNHCR.

Return figures have declined significantly in 2006, with

approximately 290,000 Afghans repatriating, just

under half of them assisted by UNHCR.

At the time of writing, some 3.5 million Afghans remain

in exile. The Governments and people of the Islamic

Republics of Iran and Pakistan have been generous

hosts. Indeed, more than 80 per cent of the remaining

Afghans in the neighbouring countries have been there

for more than 20 years, with half of them born in exile.

Though security does remain a concern, surveys indi-

cate that the major challenges to return now are primar-

ily of a social and economic nature. Many Afghans move

regularly between their place of exile and their homeland.

Furthermore, normal cross-border movements in both

directions are increasing.



In view of this complex and changing operational environ-

ment, UNHCR and its partners have had to make both

immediate and medium-term adjustments to their oper-

ations in Afghanistan and the region. In Afghanistan, the

aim is to continue to support sustainable voluntary

repatriation and reintegration while strengthening the

Government’s capacity to manage different forms of

population movement. Security conditions have com-

promised access and service delivery in a number of

provinces. Nevertheless, UNHCR and its partners still

maintain a substantial programme covering shelter,

water/sanitation, and returnee monitoring.

In Pakistan, the registration of Afghans who participated

in the 2005 census is expected to be concluded by late

2006. It is estimated that some 2.5 million Afghans

remain in Pakistan, divided in roughly equal numbers

between rural and urban areas. The Government and

UNHCR agree that not all Afghans are of concern to

UNHCR. The data generated by the registration exercise

will help to develop solutions for the remaining Afghan

population. Registered Afghans will be issued with ident-

ity documents entitling them to remain in Pakistan for a

period of three years.

In recent months, UNHCR, UNDP and the Pakistani

authorities have been developing and organizing a

needs assessment exercise to devise a programme for

refugee-affected areas. The aim is to encourage longer-

term support for the improvement of basic living condi-

tions among both local and refugee communities.

In the Islamic Republic of Iran, the authorities held an

additional registration exercise at the end of 2005 that

recorded 920,000 Afghans and 54,000 Iraqis. Despite

the limited validity of the identity cards issued following

the registration, and a more challenging asylum climate,

the number of assisted returns to Afghanistan fell to its

lowest level in a decade. UNHCR and the Iranian

authorities have recently signed a two-year agreement

to support projects designed to foster self-reliance, to

increase repatriation prospects through vocational train-

ing, and to provide some targeted assistance for those

with specific vulnerabilities. Discussions between

UNHCR and the Government on the management of the

remaining Afghan refugees in the country are expected

to intensify in the months to come.

Strategy

In anticipation of more modest levels of return in the

years to come, UNHCR will engage all stakeholders in

the development of a strategy that would best address

future repatriation and reintegration challenges faced by

Afghans in the Islamic Republics of Iran and Pakistan.

UNHCR will continue to support voluntary repatriation

in 2007. It anticipates an extension of tripartite agree-

ments to provide the legal and operational framework

for returns. To sustain its momentum and to improve

cost effectiveness, UNHCR will introduce a number of

changes to existing operations, such as an increase

in the cash grant. It also aims to improve reintegration

prospects within Afghanistan by supporting its partners

engaged in the implementation of land-allocation

schemes, employment services, and access to microcredit.
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With respect to the remaining Afghans in the Islamic

Republics of Iran and Pakistan, UNHCR intends to work

closely with the two Governments and with partners to

develop a more detailed profile of this population. The

objective would be to develop different approaches for

specific groups. To that end, UNHCR will work to

improve the identification of opportunities for future vol-

untary repatriation; the sustainability of future protec-

tion and assistance especially for the most vulnerable;

the quality and validity of documentation issued; and

the selection of candidates for resettlement.

Constraints

In the short term, security conditions in Afghanistan will

determine the viability of reconstruction and develop-

ment programmes in general and UNHCR’s initiatives in

particular. In the longer term, the key to achieving

solutions for the long-established and registered Afghan

populations still in exile will lie in agreements that might

be reached between Afghanistan, the Islamic Republic

of Iran, and Pakistan on how to manage them. A further

important task in the years to come will be the develop-

ment of practical arrangements to manage future popu-

lation movements outside a refugee and humanitarian

framework.

Operations

UNHCR’s operations in Afghanistan, in the Islamic

Republic of Iran and in Pakistan are described in

separate country chapters.
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Pakistan. In 2007, UNHCR will continue its voluntary

repatriation of Afghan refugees. UNHCR / B. Baloch

Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Afghanistan 60,978,721 52,270,958

Islamic Republic of Iran 16,411,128 12,849,430

Pakistan 23,327,170 19,053,563

Regional activities1 589,242 275,000

Total 101,306,261 84,448,951

1 Includes repatriation of Afghans from various countries.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Islamic
Republic of Iran

16.2%

Pakistan
23.0%

Regional activities
0.6%

Afghanistan
60.2%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Islamic
Republic of Iran

15.2%

Pakistan
22.6%

Regional activities
0.3%

Afghanistan
61.9%



Afghanistan

Working environment

The context

The development process outlined in the Afghanistan

Compact of January 2006 and the implementation of the

Interim Afghanistan National Development Strategy for

2006-2010 are well under way. Both the Compact and

the Strategy include objectives, benchmarks and indica-

tors for the reintegration of Afghan returnees. However,

Afghanistan’s overall progress will hinge on security. At the

time of writing, the situation in the south and south-east of

the country remains extremely volatile, making it very diffi-

cult or impossible to have access to returnees.

Despite gradual improvements, Afghanistan still has

some of the poorest social indicators in the world. The

delivery of public services, transport, electricity and

water supply remain erratic, and are unlikely to meet the

standards Afghans knew in exile. Issues related to land,

whether of tenure, confiscation or illegal occupation,

and disputes over property remain significant and look

set to hamper the safe reintegration of returnees. More

than 46 per cent of returnees face housing problems.

Some 28 per cent of returnee households interviewed

report that they do not have stable sources of income.

More than three million Afghans remain in Pakistan and

the Islamic Republic of Iran. The gradual improvement of

conditions in Afghanistan and changes in policy affect-

ing Afghans in countries of asylum are likely to prompt

more returns. It is estimated that some 403,000 refugees

will return in 2007 (300,000 from Pakistan, 100,000

from the Islamic Republic of Iran and 3,000 from other

countries).

The needs

New repatriation arrangements contemplating community-

based assistance in areas of return are required in

order to assist the reintegration of returnees.

There is also a need to strengthen the capacity of the

Ministry of Refugees and Rehabilitation through train-

ing, technical assistance and financial support, as it is

being asked to assume greater responsibility for asylum

issues. Its brief will cover policy, planning, operational

management, monitoring and analysis and documenta-

tion of return trends. Other government entities also

need technical assistance, training and material support

in order to gradually assume their responsibilities in

return-and migration-related areas.
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All returnees, whether former refugees or internally

displaced people (IDPs), will need reintegration assist-

ance, particularly with regard to shelter and land.

Although some have access to land, it is frequently not

enough to support their families. Land tenure and prop-

erty rights are also a problem: some returnees have suf-

fered human rights violations in land disputes. The

situation will require monitoring, documentation and

interventions, and affected returnees will need access to

legal aid. However, the capacity of some of the local

organizations involved in these activities is limited and

they will have to receive training and advice. While

UNHCR can provide initial assistance, in the longer

term, development actors will need to ensure the

sustainability of return.

Total requirements: USD 52,270,958

Main objectives

• Facilitate the voluntary, safe and gradual return of

Afghans from Pakistan, the Islamic Republic of Iran

and other host countries; support the initial reintegra-

tion of returnees.

• Ensure that IDPs in Afghanistan are supported

through existing mechanisms.

• Ensure that the longer-term reintegration needs of

returnees are addressed within the framework of

national development programmes, including the

allocation of land for agriculture or housing.

• Support the Government in the management of volun-

tary repatriation; assist it in its dialogue with neigh-

bouring countries on the management of population

movements; and develop strategies to address the

internal and external displacement of Afghans.

• Ensure that asylum-seekers and refugees have access

to fair and efficient refugee status determination

procedures.

Key targets for 2007

• 403,000 refugees return to Afghanistan.

• 100 per cent of legal issues submitted by the

returnees to the eight information and legal aid

clinics are addressed.

• UNHCR’s monitoring of human rights is

maintained at the current level and reports

produced are considered in government and

development actors’ plans.

• The identification and assistance network for

returnees with special needs is expanded and

managed by the Ministry of Refugees and

Repatriation and 100 per cent of those

identified, including women at risk, receive

assistance to cover their immediate needs.

• At least 20 per cent of the returnee population

receive shelter assistance in areas of return.

• Landless returnees and IDPs benefit from land

distribution to establish a home.

• National development programmes take into

account the needs of the returnee population.

• An increase in the Government’s capacity to

engage in the return operation, reintegrate

returnees and conduct a dialogue with the

neighbouring countries to address the broader

population-movement challenges.

• All asylum claims submitted to UNHCR in

Afghanistan are processed within a reasonable

time frame, with the increasing involvement of

Afghan authorities.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees Various 30 30 50 50

Asylum-seekers Various 20 20 - -

Returnees (refugees) 605,000 605,000 403,000 403,000

IDPs 120,000 120,000 120,000 50,000

Returnees (IDPs) 73,300 73,300 15,000 15,000

Total 798,350 798,350 538,050 468,050



Strategy and activities

The voluntary repatriation and initial reintegration of

returnees in the country in 2007 will continue to be

managed as a regional operation. UNHCR will engage

neighbouring countries, donors, civil society and UN

partners in the gradual transition of population move-

ments into and out of Afghanistan from a refugee per-

spective to a broader migration framework.

New return procedures will be introduced in 2007.

Revised transport and repatriation grants will take into

account the significant increases in fuel and other costs

during and upon return. The current tripartite agree-

ments with the Governments of the Islamic Republics of

Iran and Pakistan are expected to be extended in 2007.

Individual return assistance will be complemented by

UNHCR’s reintegration programme, particularly as

regards shelter. Shelter assistance will be provided to

14,000 of the most vulnerable families. An Employment

Service Centre, set up in partnership with ILO at the

Ministry of Refugees and Repatriation, will help returnees

find jobs. The situation of returnees will be monitored

and the Office will continue to provide legal aid to

them—and to IDPs—in 2007. Working with an NGO

partner, UNHCR will boost its capacity-building activi-

ties and advocacy with relevant actors, including the

Ministry of Justice and the judiciary.

UNHCR will also endeavour to strengthen the capacity

of the Ministry for Women’s Affairs, the Ministry of

Refugees and Rehabilitation, and others, in order to

identify and assist extremely vulnerable people, particu-

larly women and girls.

Closer links will be established with other development

actors so they can include the protection and reintegra-

tion needs of returnees into their development plans.

Financial and technical support will be given to the rele-

vant ministries to strengthen their capacity to facilitate

return and reintegration.

IDPs

Despite increasing returns among IDPs, it is estimated

that some 50,000 extremely vulnerable individuals

among them will continue to need assistance. UNHCR

will strongly advocate for their local integration with the

relevant authorities.
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Alemullah builds a solid house for his ten-member family in Tangi Cluster. The 20-year-old returnee says he is proud of the

growing community in a barren area of eastern Afghanistan. UNHCR / M. Nader Farhad



Constraints

The security situation continues to be a major concern

and will likely restrain operational access, especially in

the south and the south-east of the country.

Despite UNHCR’s efforts, the capacity of relevant gov-

ernment counterparts remains limited due to the high

turnover of officials both at the central and provincial

levels.

Landlessness continues to be an obstacle to return and

will remain so in 2007 unless major steps are taken to

secure land for returnees.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 18

Total staff 455

International 30

National 407

UNVs 15

JPOs 3

Coordination

The Afghanistan Compact emphasizes local and

regional cooperation and coordination. The Government

leads the Interagency Consultative Group which over-

sees the distribution of aid. UNHCR participates in the

sub-group for Refugees and Social Protection.

UNHCR will continue to work with other UN agencies,

bilateral donors and NGOs. It supports the Ministry of

Refugees and Repatriation in its coordination role, and

works closely with the Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation

and Development and the Afghan Independent Human

Rights Commission.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of Public Health, Ministry of
Refugees and Repatriation, Ministry of Women’s Affairs.

NGOs: Abu Muslim Khorasany Rehabilitation Unit, Afghan
Agency for Integrated Development, Afghan Bureau for
Reconstruction, Afghan General Help Coordination,
Afghan Health Development Services. Afghan Planning
Agency, Afghan Public Welfare Organization, Afghanistan
Research and Evaluation Unit, Afghan Women's Education
Centre, Afghan Women’s Skills Development Centre,
Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development,
Ansari Rehabilitation Association for Afghanistan, Blind
Roshandillan Association of Afghanistan, Child Fund
Afghanistan, Civil Affairs Organization, Community Forum
Development Office, Co-operation Centre for Afghanistan,
Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance, Coordination of
Rehabilitation and Development Services for Afghanistan,
Development and Humanitarian Service for Afghanistan,
Development Association for National Cooperation of
Afghanistan, Emam Saheb Construction and Rehabilitation
Organization, Engineering and Rehabilitation Service for
Afghanistan, Huge Afghanistan Rehabilitation and
Development Organization, Human Dignity Society,
Humanitarian Action for the People of Afghanistan,
Humanitarian Aid for Women and Children of Afghanistan,
Independent Humanitarian Service Association,
International Rescue Committee, INTERSOS, Jawidan
Rehabilitation Organization for Afghanistan, Khahan
Improvement Organization, Malteser International,
Masood Akbar Construction Agency, Medica Mondiale
E.V., National Consultancy and Relief Association,
Norwegian Refugee Council, Peace Winds Japan,
Reconstruction and Employment Unit for Afghan Refugees,
Rehabilitation and Development Organization, Sanayee
Development Organization, Save the Children, Services
Women Relieve Centre for Afghanistan, Shafaq
Reconstruction Organization, Shams Women's Needs and
Help Organization, Sharq Foundation for Rehabilitation
and Development, Sheerzad Reconstruction Organization,
Sina Association Rehabilitation Service, Society for
Afghanistan Development and Assistance in Technologies,
Society for Sustainable Development, Voluntary
Association for the Rehabilitation of Afghanistan, Watan's
Social and Technical Services Association, Welfare and
Development Society for Social Services, Women Activities
and Social Services Association, Women's and
Reconstruction Organization of YASIR for Afghanistan,
Youth Assembly for Afghanistan Rehabilitation.

Others: Afghanistan Independent Human Rights
Commission, British Broadcasting Corporation, Deutsche
Gesellschaft Technische Züsammenarbeit, ILO, United
Nations Volunteers.

Operational partners

Government: Ministry of Rural Rehabilitation and
Development.

Others: United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan,
UN Country Team, World Bank.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 13,182,154 13,583,773

Community services 180,000 575,000

Domestic needs 7,575,777 4,905,000

Health 277,440 235,000

Income generation 4,766,000 3,600,000

Legal assistance 3,392,000 3,205,000

Operational support (to agencies) 2,749,618 2,110,000

Shelter and infrastructure 12,420,698 9,849,800

Transport and logistics 10,435,096 9,507,500

Water 1,000,000 0

Total operations 55,978,783 47,571,073

Programme support 4,999,938 4,699,885

Total 60,978,721 52,270,958

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Programme support
8.2%

Water 1.6%

Transport and
logistics 17.1%

Shelter and
infrastructure 20.4%

Operational support
(to agencies) 4.5%

Legal assistance 5.6%

Income
generation 7.8%

Health 0.5%

Domestic
needs
12.4%

Community
services 0.3%

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination 21.6%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Programme support
9.0% Protection,

monitoring and
coordination 26.0%

Community
services 1.1%
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Islamic Republic of Iran

Working environment

The context

Since 1979 the Islamic Republic of Iran has received

millions of Afghans and Iraqis fleeing conflict or

persecution in their homelands. While almost all these

refugees have settled amidst local communities

throughout the country, some 3 per cent live in six

camps managed by the Bureau of Aliens and Foreign

Immigrant Affairs (BAFIA) at the Ministry of the Interior.

Currently, the country is seeing the movement of signifi-

cant numbers of people to and from Afghanistan. Most

of those crossing the border are seasonal migrant

workers. However, the number of Afghans returned to

their country by the Iranian authorities increased signifi-

cantly in 2006. Discussions are underway between the

Governments of the two countries on how best to man-

age these movements.

The past year saw a decline in the number of voluntary

repatriations. Though more than 1.5 million Afghans

have gone back to their country since 2002, the pace of

return in 2006 suggests that a period of massive volun-

tary repatriation is coming to an end. The decline is

attributed to poverty and lack of marketable skills

among many of the potential returnees, as well as the

deep assimilation of many Afghans into Iranian society.

Of the approximately 54,000 Iraqis in the Islamic

Republic of Iran, some 49,000 are settled in urban

areas or villages. The other 5,000 live in 12 camps

managed by the authorities. Iraqis in the Islamic

Republic of Iran are well integrated and have access to

legal employment, schools and the health system.

The needs

At the end of 2005 the Iranian authorities registered

some 920,000 Afghan refugees holding valid identity

cards. Many of them are expected to decline the option

of voluntary repatriation and remain in the country. This

will require a review of UNHCR’s operations.

As UNHCR does not have access to all refugees, it does

not have a complete picture of their living conditions in

the country. A comprehensive household poverty and

vulnerability study of all Afghans needs to be carried out

in order to address protection gaps; tailor solutions for

specific groups — such as couples in mixed marriages;

and provide support to those who will not or cannot

return to Afghanistan.
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Despite the lack of comprehensive data, UNHCR recog-

nizes that many refugees lack the marketable skills that

would allow them to rebuild their lives in Afghanistan,

while others lack the financial resources to do so. In

order to create an environment conducive to gradual vol-

untary repatriation, these refugees will need to be helped

to gain the necessary skills and resources for return.

The country’s protection framework needs to be readjusted.

An increasing number of Afghans, some of whom may

be documented refugees, are subject to arrest, detention

and deportation. A screening mechanism established at

border exit stations has been only partially effective in

preventing the deportation of documented refugees and

identifying non-registered Afghans in need of protection.

Some form of guaranteed temporary stay for refugees is

needed if they are to complete their skills training and

sustain themselves for a period without fear of deporta-

tion. Complicating the issue is the Government’s refusal

to grant UNHCR the right to determine the refugee status

of individual asylum-seekers.

Finally, UNHCR must address the needs of those

refugees, both Afghans and Iraqis, who are identified as

especially vulnerable. They will need to be provided with

food, health care, education and shelter.

Total requirements: USD 12,849,430

Main objectives

• Continue voluntary repatriation to allow the return of

some 300,000 Afghan refugees over the period

2007-2010 together with a gradual improvement of

the economic situation in Afghanistan.

• Develop a framework to address migration issues and

avoid the forced return of Afghan refugees by the

Iranian authorities.

• Create a favourable asylum environment for refugees

in the Islamic Republic of Iran.

• Ensure that Afghan refugees are given assistance and

skills training to help them to rebuild their lives upon

return.

• Provide resettlement in special cases.

Key targets for 2007

• Voluntary repatriation of 100,000 Afghans and

4,000 Iraqis.

• Identification of all Afghan refugees in the

Islamic Republic of Iran and their

socio-economic profiles assembled through

household poverty and vulnerability studies.

• Refugees undergoing skills training are allowed

to remain temporarily in the country.

• Some 10,000 vulnerable refugees benefit either

from specialized health treatment or are

provided with financial or social assistance.

• Some 950 deserving individual cases are

resettled.

Strategy and activities

In pursuit of UNHCR’s long-term strategy to manage one

of the most protracted refugee situations in the world, in

October 2006 the High Commissioner and the Ministry

of the Interior agreed upon a Joint Declaration on stra-

tegic cooperation. If an agreement with the authorities

on different return procedures is reached in early 2007,

UNHCR plans to support the voluntary repatriation of

some 100,000 Afghan refugees. It will provide the

returnees with transport, medical screening, mine

awareness training and food assistance. Vulnerable

refugees in this group will benefit from special transport

arrangements and medical care. Repatriation process-

ing and departure will take place through six voluntary

repatriation centres and two border exit stations.

Protection will focus on the voluntary and gradual char-

acter of repatriation. Refugees must be provided with

the information necessary to make informed decisions,

and be able to sustain their return. In view of the above,

UNHCR will continue to support mass information cam-

paigns and dispute-settlement committees and provide

legal aid to facilitate repatriation.

Resettlement will remain an option for those refugees

who cannot return to Afghanistan or need international

protection. The support of the Iranian authorities will be
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Afghanistan 910,000 910,000 810,000 810,000

Iraq 53,000 53,000 49,000 49,000

Asylum-seekers Various 200 200 200 200

Total 963,200 963,200 859,200 859,200



essential to facilitate the departure of these people to

resettlement countries.

UNHCR’s assistance to refugees will continue to

emphasize self-reliance and aid to the most vulnerable.

It will concentrate on legal employment, skills training,

income generation, health and education, with the aim

of helping future returnees to better cope with their new

lives back in Afghanistan.

In cooperation with ILO and IOM, UNHCR will continue

to advocate for the respective Governments of the

Islamic Republics of Iran and Afghanistan to increase

their contacts in dealing with population movements in

and out of Afghanistan.

UNHCR will also establish closer ties with other UN

agencies and the Iranian ministries of health, education,

labour and welfare. This alliance is essential in jointly

combating drug addiction, human trafficking, HIV/AIDS

and domestic violence among refugees. Given the fluid

situation in Iraq, UNHCR will also maintain and update

its contingency plans.

Constraints

The Office continues to face restrictions on access to

Afghan communities. The screening operations in the

border exit stations have been curtailed by the author-

ities, making it impossible for UNHCR to identify

refugees among the increasing number of Afghans who

are deported.

The implementation of UNHCR’s projects is limited by

the lack of national and international NGOs. Few

national NGOs are authorized to work with UNHCR, and

the authorities insist that international NGOs can only

work for the refugee programme in the country if they

bring their own funding.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 7

Total staff 144

International 20

National 123

JPOs 1

Coordination

The Ministry of the Interior, through the Bureau for

Aliens and Foreign Immigrant Affairs is UNHCR’s main

counterpart and implementing partner. All discussions

with other line ministries and national NGOs, including

implementing partners, are coordinated through BAFIA,

which serves as the Secretariat for the National Council

for Foreigners Policy. A very limited number of national

NGOs work as implementing partners for UNHCR.
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The Office remains an active participant in the UN

Country Team. In an effort to develop partnerships with

development-oriented UN agencies and increase their

involvement in refugee issues, UNHCR continues to par-

ticipate in the development of the Common Country

Assessment (CCA) and the UN Development Assistance

Framework (UNDAF). It is hoped that in the future

WHO, UNICEF, UNDP, UNDOC, UNIDO, UNFPA, IOM

and ILO will play a greater role in helping refugee com-

munities find durable solutions.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of Education and Training, Ministry
of Health, Ministry of the Interior/Bureau for Aliens and
Foreign Immigrant Affairs.

NGOs: Assisting Marsh Arabs and Refugees, Iranian Red
Crescent Society, Iraqi Refugees Aid Council (IRAC), Pooya
Educational Research Society, Society to Protect Children
Suffering from Cancer.

Operational partners

Others: UN Country Team, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 5,835,434 5,134,754

Community services 1,000,000 792,000

Domestic needs 126,000 313,373

Food 75,068 15,998

Health 1,626,002 1,284,832

Legal assistance 509,156 407,324

Operational support (to agencies) 370,000 334,497

Shelter and infrastructure 50,000 57,777

Transport and logistics 4,158,960 2,088,356

Total operations 13,750,620 10,428,911

Programme support 2,660,508 2,420,519

Total 16,411,128 12,849,430

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination
35.6%

Community
services 6.1%

Domestic needs
0.8%

Food
0.5%
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9.9%
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Operational
support
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2.3%
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and logistics
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16.2%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Pakistan

Working environment

The context

Pakistan has hosted one of the larg-

est refugee populations in the world

for more than two decades. Even

though it is not party to the 1951

Refugee Convention or the 1967

Protocol, the Government of Pakistan

has generally respected international

protection principles. UNHCR con-

tinues to work with the Government

to find solutions for the Afghan

refugees remaining in Pakistan. Vol-

untary repatriation remains the pre-

ferred solution; since March 2002

more than 2.8 million Afghans have

returned to their country with UNHCR’s

assistance.

However, security has worsened in

some parts of the country, especially

in Baluchistan, where restrictions on

movement are often imposed. Condi-

tions are also difficult in the North-

West Frontier Province (NWFP)

along the Afghan border, to which

the United Nations has no access. In

general, however, Afghan refugees in

Pakistan have enjoyed a very toler-

ant regime, thanks to the generosity of the Pakistani

people and the Government’s respect for international

standards.

The level of voluntary repatriation — some 133,000

returnees in 2006 — has fallen significantly from previ-

ous years. This is largely due to the reluctance of many

long-staying refugees, who are well established in

Pakistan, to uproot themselves once again. Others are

fearful of returning home to areas of tribal conflict, or are

too poor to make new lives for themselves in their

war-ravaged homeland. Indeed, the Pakistani author-

ities have delayed the closure of four large camps as

planned (in the face of resistance from Afghans).

Following the devastating earthquake that affected the

North-West Frontier Province and Pakistan-administered

Kashmir in October 2005, UNHCR was quick to

respond to the Government’s request for help. Under the

framework of the new inter-agency “cluster approach”,

UNHCR took direct responsibility for camp manage-

ment. By the end of August 2006, the Office was able to

close its offices in the earthquake-affected areas and

hand over follow-up activities to an NGO partner.

The needs

Based on a census conducted by the Government and

UNHCR in March 2005, it was estimated that some 2.5

million Afghans remained in Pakistan in August 2006.

Of these, approximately a million were living in 85

settlements in the North-West Frontier Province and in

ten settlements in Baluchistan. An assessment carried

out in the settlements indicated that the refugee com-

munities still need basic assistance in the areas of edu-

cation, health, water and sanitation.

The Government and UNHCR agree that not all Afghans

remaining in Pakistan are of concern to the Office. These

people require solutions that go beyond humanitarian

assistance. The March 2005 census provided a better

profile of the Afghan population which will help in the

search for comprehensive solutions. The next step,
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registration of those Afghans covered by the census, is

to be concluded in late 2006. Registered Afghans will

receive a Proof of Registration document, valid for three

years and renewable, allowing them to stay legally in

Pakistan. The document will also help in the implemen-

tation of new return arrangements planned for 2007

and beyond.

Though only 22 per cent of Afghans in the country have

invoked security concerns as their reason for not return-

ing home, the 2005 census revealed that the majority of

those originating from the border provinces do not

intend to go back soon. Accordingly, UNHCR has

started discussions with the Government to move from

traditional basic assistance exclusively for Afghans to

local development initiatives in refugee-affected areas

that would also benefit the local Pakistani population.

The first phase of these initiatives, an assessment of

needs in the areas of health, education, water and sani-

tation, will be completed by late 2006. The second

phase, implemented under the leadership of UNDP, will

include development-oriented interventions.

Total requirements: USD 19,053,563

Main objectives

• Ensure that international protection and durable solu-

tions (voluntary repatriation and, to a much lesser

extent, resettlement) are provided to Afghan and

non-Afghan asylum-seekers and refugees.

• Help create an environment in which comprehensive

solutions to Afghan displacement issues are adopted

and supported by all concerned.

• Promote initiatives targeting selected refugee-affected

areas, within provincial and national development

plans, with the support of donors and UN agencies.

• Facilitate the development of a broad policy frame-

work for the management of the temporary stay of the

Afghan population in Pakistan.

• Promote the self-reliance of refugees in camps while

ensuring that the most vulnerable among them have

access to basic services.

Key targets for 2007

• Voluntary repatriation of 300,000 Afghans.

• Proof of registration documents distributed to

some 2.5 million people.

• Resettlement of 800 refugees who have special

protection needs.

• Inclusion of refugee-assistance projects in

national development programmes.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR’s multi-year strategy for Pakistan is based on

the premise that a bilateral accord between Pakistan

and Afghanistan to find practical solutions for Afghan

refugees needs to be promoted.

Data generated from the census and registration men-

tioned above will help in designing a range of solutions

for Afghans. These would include a renewed tripartite

agreement whereby UNHCR would help the respective

Governments to manage population movements.

By promoting the development of areas affected by

refugees and incorporating such interventions into the

national development plan, UNHCR will move its focus

away from traditional assistance programmes and

towards self-reliance, special needs and protection

issues. During this transitional period, interventions to

tackle the issue of forced labour and ensure the issuance

of birth certificates for refugee children will continue, as

will the provision of legal advice and counselling through

partners.

Resettlement remains an important durable solution for

certain categories of Afghan refugees, particularly women

at risk and refugees with security problems. UNHCR will
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Afghanistan 997,260 997,260 801,960 801,960

Various 410 410 340 340

Asylum-seekers
Afghanistan 1,600 1,600 1,100 1,100

Various 580 580 530 530

Total 999,850 999,850 803,930 803,930



also continue refugee status determination for non-Afghans

in need of international protection and pursue durable

solutions through voluntary repatriation or resettlement.

In this gradual phasing down of basic assistance

programmes, UNHCR will continue to help refugee com-

munities to assume more responsibilities in the manage-

ment of water supplies, health care and education.

Constraints

The deterioration of the security situation in the border

areas of Afghanistan and Pakistan and the lack of infra-

structure and job opportunities in Afghanistan continue

to be major concerns.

Without the political and financial engagement of all

partners (including the Government of Pakistan, donor

countries, UN agencies and NGOs), development initia-

tives in the refugee affected areas will not succeed. Such

support would also help move these programmes into

the mainstream of national development programmes.

Organisation and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 6

Total staff 176

International 28

National 140

UNVs 7

JPOs 1

Coordination

UNHCR’s activities will continue to be carried out in

collaboration with the Ministry of States and Frontier

Regions. In order to support the transition period,

UNHCR will work closely with provincial authorities,

donor countries, the UN Country Team and NGO partners.

It will also solicit support from non-traditional multilateral

and bilateral development agencies, specialized agen-

cies, the representatives of the Afghanistan Government

in Pakistan and the refugee communities. This collabor-

ation was formalized by the creation of a federal-level

task force by the Pakistan authorities. UNHCR’s

programme is aligned with the UN Millennium Development

Goals and regional development initiatives.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of States and Frontier Regions.

NGOs: Afghan Medical Welfare Association, American
Refugee Committee, Association of Medical Doctors of
Asia, Basic Education and Employable Skills Training, Basic
Education for Afghan Refugees, Caritas (Pakistan), Church
World Service (USA), Health Net International
(Netherlands), International Rescue Committee (USA),
Kuwait Joint Relief Committee, Lawyers for Human Rights
and Legal Aid, Ockenden International (UK), Pakistan Red
Crescent Society, Save the Children Federation (USA),
Savera Counselling Services, Sayyed Jamal-ud-din Afghani
Welfare Organisation, Society for Community Support to
Primary Education, Society for Humanitarian Rights and
Prisoners, Struggle for Change, Tataqee Foundation, The
Frontier Primary Health Care, Union Aid for Afghan
Refugees.

Others: UNV.

Operational partners

UN Country Team.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 8,906,090 7,093,855

Community services 583,043 663,039

Domestic needs 201,130 51,803

Education 3,333,038 2,170,020

Health 3,653,507 2,926,933

Income generation 150,000 0

Legal assistance 1,807,449 1,328,284

Operational support (to agencies) 1,310,271 1,487,657

Sanitation 86,007 139,500

Shelter and infrastructure 77,157 0

Transport and logistics 151,261 164,030

Water 459,758 368,832

Total operations 20,718,711 16,393,952

Programme support 2,608,459 2,659,611

Total 23,327,170 19,053,563

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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support 11.2%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

Tajikistan

Turkmenistan

Uzbekistan

Central Asia

Working environment

The fallout from the Andijan events in Uzbekistan in

May 2005, when hundreds of protesters were killed

by government troops, continues to affect the overall situ-

ation in Central Asia, where there have been further signs

of deterioration in the protection environment in 2006.

The refoulement of four Uzbek refugees and one Uzbek

asylum-seeker by Kyrgyzstan in August 2006 and the

subsequent abduction of Uzbek asylum-seekers from

Kyrgyzstan were preceded in April 2006 by the Uzbek

Government’s decision to close UNHCR’s office in the

country. In general, access to asylum has been further

constrained, and granting of refugee status is subject to

more restrictive interpretations.

Nevertheless, there was progress in some areas. The

search for solutions for Tajiks in Central Asia has moved

forward. In June 2006 under the terms of the cessation

clause of UNHCR’s statute, refugee status for Tajiks was

considered to be no longer applicable in light of

improved conditions for them in their homeland and

elsewhere. More than 10,000 Tajiks have received citi-

zenship in Turkmenistan. Furthermore, a naturalization

campaign for Tajik refugees in Kyrgyzstan will be almost

complete by the end of 2006, with some 8,700 people

given citizenship. Following these developments,

UNHCR’s returnee programme for Tajiks is about to be

phased out. Reintegration activities will be taken over by

development agencies.



Afghan refugees in all the Central Asian Republics have

also benefited from durable solutions. Many of them

have been resettled in third countries; those who have

not are trying to gain permanent resident status with the

help of UNHCR. In Tajikistan, in particular, UNHCR and

the Government are discussing the possibilities of longer-

term forms of residence for the 1,000 Afghans still in the

country.

Given the fragile political situation in the region, particu-

larly in Uzbekistan’s Ferghana Valley, UNHCR and its

partners have prepared a contingency plan which is

regularly updated.

Strategy

UNHCR will continue to support Central Asian Govern-

ments to improve their national asylum regimes to guar-

antee the protection of refugees and others of concern.

Supporting national refugee status determination proce-

dures remains UNHCR’s top priority in the region.

In this regard, partnerships with civil society institu-

tions, human rights NGOs, international organizations

and key States in the region are critical.

Another equally important objective for UNHCR in 2007

is finding durable solutions for Afghan refugees. UNHCR

has decided that in 2007 it will move resources from

resettlement to local integration activities, particularly

for those Afghans for whom return is not an option.

In 2007, the offices in the region will focus on the

implementation of activities which take into consider-

ation the needs of specific groups in the population

including women, girls, boys, older people and people

with specific needs.

UNHCR and its partners will continue to update contin-

gency plans at the national and regional levels in consul-

tation with key stakeholders. The re-establishment of an

office in Osh, southern Kyrgyzstan, has improved the

Office’s capacity to receive asylum-seekers and respond

to emergencies.

Operations

UNHCR will support Kazakhstan’s decision to develop a

migration strategy and encourage the Government to

adopt national refugee legislation. Pending adoption of

such laws, UNHCR will work with the Government on

interim arrangements for the protection of asylum-seekers

and refugees. In addition, the Office will provide legal

assistance and protection to all those in need. This will

cover temporary health and financial assistance to the

most vulnerable refugee families; informal education for

refugee children not enrolled in the national system; and

income-generation programmes.

The drastic changes in the political and government

structures in Kyrgyzstan together with the crisis in

Uzbekistan have weakened Kyrgyzstan’s asylum system.

Only after lengthy discussions did the Kyrgyz authorities

agree to register all Uzbek asylum-seekers–but on
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condition that they are immediately resettled if their sta-

tus is confirmed by UNHCR. This new agreement repre-

sents a step backwards from previous procedures.

Significant efforts are necessary to restore the local

authorities’ capacity to provide protection to asylum-

seekers and refugees.

UNHCR will continue efforts to find durable solutions for

all refugees in Kyrgyzstan. These will range from helping

to finalize the naturalization process for Tajik refugees

and strengthening laws related to local integration, to

advocating the naturalization of other refugee

populations. The Office will also help ascertain the

number and categories of stateless people and assist

the Government in devising a strategy to reduce state-

lessness in the country.

UNHCR will provide medical assistance through the

state health insurance programme and facilitate access

to primary and secondary education. It will empower

refugee women through vocational skills training and

programmes for the prevention of sexual and gender-

based violence.

In Tajikistan, UNHCR will continue its efforts to assist

national institutions to deal with asylum-seekers and

refugees in accordance with international standards.

Furthermore, UNHCR and the Government are working
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Microcredit programmes set up by UNHCR have helped hundreds of Tajik returnees rebuild their lives back in their country.
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to develop an asylum regime which fully respects the

principle of non-refoulement and conducts refugee

status determination in accordance with accepted stan-

dards. UNHCR has recently been re-included in the

National Refugee Status Determination Commission.

UNHCR and the Tajikistan Government are discussing

the possibility of granting longer-term forms of residence

to those Afghans remaining in the country after current

resettlement programmes are completed. In addition,

the Office will continue to promote awareness

programmes on HIV-AIDS and the prevention of sexual

and gender-based violence.

In Turkmenistan, some 10,000 Tajik refugees of

Turkmen origin will be naturalized by the end of 2006.

UNHCR will continue to push for the naturalization of

another 2,500 Tajik refugees of Uzbek and Afghan

origin. It will assist in the local integration process to

ensure that former refugees attain living standards simi-

lar to those of the local population. Such projects cover

schooling, vocational training and the empowerment of

women and girls.

UNHCR remains committed to helping the State Service

for Registration of Foreign Citizens and other govern-

ment agencies dealing with asylum issues to boost their

ability to implement the national refugee law. However,

with solutions being found for most of the refugees in

Turkmenistan, it is likely that UNHCR’s operations in

the country will be reduced in 2007.

The UNHCR office in Uzbekistan was closed abruptly in

April 2006 at the request of the Government. Therefore,

in 2007 UNHCR will depend on the good offices of

UNDP to find solutions for some 1,400 Afghan refugees

remaining in the country. Group resettlement and volun-

tary repatriation would be the best solutions for this

group.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Kazakhstan 1,834,526 1,644,523

Kyrgyzstan 1,291,566 1,439,904

Tajikistan 1,319,032 1,152,957

Turkmenistan 1,020,770 765,635

Uzbekistan 1,277,649 0

Total 6,743,543 5,003,019

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Uzbekistan
18.9%

Kazakhstan
27.2%

Tajikistan
19.6%

Kyrgyzstan
19.2%

Turkmenistan
15.1%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Turkmenistan
15.3%

Kazakhstan
32.9%

Kyrgyzstan
28.8%

Tajikistan
23.0%



Asia

South Asia

East Asia and Pacific



Bangladesh

India

Nepal

Sri Lanka

South Asia

Working environment

In 2006 there have been both positive and negative

developments in the overall security environment and

conditions of the displaced in the South Asia region.

Despite a number of outstanding challenges, there is a

sense of progress towards solutions to protracted

situations.

In Nepal, the 107,000 refugees living in seven camps in

the eastern part of the country saw some glimpses of a

solution to their plight: progress was made on a refugee

census and resettlement of vulnerable cases. Though

some of that headway was lost in the political upheavals

of April, a six-month truce between the Government and

Maoist insurgents has given new impetus to the search

for lasting solutions for this group.

Sri Lanka, however, appears poised once again on the

edge of an open conflict. While the 2002 ceasefire has

not been formally denounced by either side, its violation

by both parties resulted in more than 1,000 deaths and

the displacement of over 200,000 people. More than

15,000 Sri Lankan refugees arrived in the southern

Indian state of Tamil Nadu in 2006.

In India, meanwhile, the situation of urban refugees

primarily from Afghanistan and Myanmar in New Delhi

has deteriorated over the years. UNHCR has been

encouraging more proactive engagement by resettle-

ment countries. While the option of local integration for

the majority of Afghan refugees seems in sight, those

with protection needs will still require resettlement. The

stream of asylum applications in 2006 continued at the



same rate as the year before (around 300), and no letup

is expected in 2007. Refugees from Myanmar remain

the largest refugee population in India. Palestinians who

had been living in Iraq also began to arrive early in

2006.

In Bangladesh, UNHCR has refocused international

attention on the worsening conditions for the refugees

housed in two camps in the country. Intense negotiations

with the Government resulted in an NGO that had been

barred from the camps being allowed to return; further-

more, the Government has agreed to other NGOs and

UN agencies working in the camps. However, with

Bangladesh gearing up for elections in January 2007,

refugee issues and forced displacement do not seem to

attract much attention.

Repatriation movements have been halted since July

2005. Resettlement continues to be a solution for a few

refugees only, and the Government of Bangladesh will

not allow any form of self-reliance for Myanmar refugees

in Cox’s Bazar district.

Strategy

UNHCR will respond effectively to any new displacement

while actively promoting lasting solutions for refugees

and others of concern in the region. Throughout Asia,

the Office is focusing on solutions for protracted refugee

situations. There are refugees who have lived in camps

for two decades in Nepal, Bangladesh and Thailand.

UNHCR believes it is not acceptable to consider these

situations as open-ended assistance operations. At the

same time, it has become clear that solutions cannot be

found without the active involvement of the interna-

tional community. In this regard, it is notable that in

2006, all three situations have benefited from the growing

engagement of donor and resettlement countries.

The key objective is to improve the overall protection

environment for refugees and asylum-seekers. At the

same time, through implementation of the age, gender

and diversity mainstreaming policy, UNHCR will work to

meet the individual needs of refugee men, women and

children.

In Bangladesh, UNHCR will strengthen its assistance,

and will launch, together with the Government, a pilot

programme to replace shelters that have become dilapi-

dated over the past ten years. It will also seek the

involvement of other actors, including sister UN agen-

cies, in working with refugees as part of their develop-

ment activities. Indeed, since 2006 the refugees have

become a priority for the joint programming of the UN

Country Team. A working group on refugees within the

UN Country Team has been established, with refugees

from the Northern Rakhine State (Myanmar) as one of

its priorities. A UN technical mission to the Cox’s Bazar

region is expected to provide a blueprint for joint devel-

opment that will raise the living standards surrounding

the camps. Nonetheless, the camp population will still

require international assistance. However, of all UN
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agencies, only UNHCR and WFP provide assistance

and/or international protection to refugees from

Myanmar. UNHCR hopes that other international or UN

agencies will become involved whether with funding

from UNHCR or from their own resources.

Constraints

Deteriorating security and lack of access in Sri Lanka

and elsewhere in the region, as well as an overall

decline in funding for protracted refugee situations,

remain key challenges. These will affect UNHCR’s abil-

ity to meet immediate refugee needs, especially in the

camps in Nepal and Bangladesh.

For the refugees in Nepal, there is little indication that

there will be any substantive progress on the repatria-

tion of at least those who were verified as eligible to

return (600 people) in November 2005, and this will

most likely pose a challenge to other durable solutions.

The absence of a national refugee protection regime and

the lack of formal status of the Office in India are con-

cerns, as this diminishes UNHCR’s ability to identify

and promote solutions for refugee populations.

UNHCR’s overall funding for 2007 does not make provi-

sion for improvements to living conditions and skills

training in the camps; however it is possible that efforts

to involve other agencies will result in new programmes.

Operations

UNHCR’s operations in Nepal and Sri Lanka are

covered in separate country chapters.

Some 28,000 refugees from Myanmar live in two camps

in Bangladesh. The Government remains adamant that

the only durable solution available for them is voluntary

return to Myanmar. Refugees remain dependent on exter-

nal support to cover their basic needs as they are not

allowed to benefit from any self-reliance activities.

The successful completion of a verification exercise in

the third quarter of 2006 will provide essential data to

ensure protection and assistance are available to all,

especially the most vulnerable. In addition, a joint

UNHCR/WFP assessment mission has provided recom-

mendations to address the root causes of malnutrition in

these camps.

UNHCR’s main activities will include facilitating a

limited number of voluntary return movements;
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Myanmar refugees in Bangladesh live in appalling conditions, like this makeshift camp in Teknaf, Cox’s Bazar District.
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promoting international standards of treatment and

services in the refugee camps; promoting systematic

registration, including of births, and provision of personal

documentation; ensuring access to formal education

for all children; and promoting activities empowering

women. Refugees are involved in the planning process

though their involvement in the delivery of assistance

remains low.

For urban refugees, UNHCR will continue refugee status

determination (RSD). Recognized refugees in urban

areas will be helped to attain self-reliance. UNHCR will

also continue to raise awareness among government

officials of its mandate, including the protection of state-

less people, as well as of refugee and human rights law.

In particular, UNHCR will seek a solution for the

250,000 stateless Urdu-speaking people, known as

Biharis, to ensure effective implementation of the

Bangladeshi High Court’s decision concerning their

citizenship.

In India, UNHCR focuses on providing protection and

assistance to some 11,000 urban refugees, most of

them from Afghanistan and Myanmar. The Office will

continue to pursue durable solutions for these refugees,

focusing on resettlement. With the Government having

been persuaded to accept naturalization as the solution

for the Sikh and Hindu Afghan refugees, UNHCR will

promote this process, which currently is hampered by

bureaucratic backlogs. The Office will continue to

promote self-reliance activities designed to strengthen

refugees’ coping mechanisms and thereby reduce their

dependence on UNHCR’s assistance. Individual and

family subsistence allowances are being gradually

phased out, while vocational training has been offered

to prepare refugees to seek employment.

Additionally, UNHCR has set up a protection clinic,

providing a specialized venue for refugee women to dis-

cuss their concerns, particularly on domestic violence

and other forms of sexual and gender-based violence.

UNHCR began to expand HIV/AIDS activities through-

out the whole of Asia in 2005 with the appointment of a

Senior Regional HIV/AIDS Coordinator. Activities have

focussed on assessment of the HIV/AIDS situation of

refugees, returnees and other persons of concern and

on the provision of technical support. In 2007 UNHCR

will strengthen and expand activities in key areas:

preventing infection in health care settings; targeting

prevention activities among groups at higher risk of

infection; providing access to treatment for men with

sexually transmitted infections; and strengthening

HIV/AIDS-related surveillance, monitoring and evalua-

tion. Refugees will be integrated into local, regional and

national HIV/AIDS initiatives. Particular attention will be

paid to reducing the vulnerability of refugee women and

children to HIV infection.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Bangladesh 3,090,368 2,890,103

India 3,858,589 3,438,192

Nepal 6,865,442 6,975,643

Sri Lanka 8,827,990 7,331,779

Total 22,642,389 20,635,717

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Bangladesh
13.6%

India
17.0%

Nepal
30.3%

Sri Lanka
39.0%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Bangladesh
14.0%

India
16.7%

Nepal
33.8%

Sri Lanka
35.5%



Nepal

Working environment

The context

In April 2006, following weeks of increasing violence

and street protests, King Gyanendra agreed to reinstate

Parliament and allow the formation of an interim

government pending elections. In response, Maoist

insurgents announced a three-month ceasefire,

extended for another three months, ending on 31

October. While violence throughout the country has

abated as both parties have adhered to the ceasefire, at

the time of writing, talks between political parties and

the Maoists had failed to produce any progress on fun-

damental issues such as disarmament, constitutional

reform, peace and elections. With elections for a consti-

tutional assembly planned for April 2007, and as the

end of the ceasefire period approaches, Nepal seems to

be heading for another period of uncertainty. It is

unclear whether the Maoists will extend the ceasefire

beyond October 2006 or resume their insurgency.

Nevertheless, the ceasefire has led to a period of relative

stability, and there has been a renewed international

focus on the plight of the more than 100,000 refugees

in the country. The efforts made by a group of

resettlement States were instrumental in obtaining the

permission of the Government of Nepal to resettle a

small number of vulnerable refugees. Moreover, Nepal

has agreed to UNHCR’s long-standing request that it

conduct a census of the camp populations.

The needs

While there is real optimism that solutions are finally in

sight for the refugees in Nepal, these are probably not

imminent, and UNHCR will continue to care for the camp

populations for the foreseeable future. Gaps in program-

ming and assistance have been identified through assess-

ments with partners and feedback from refugees and other

stakeholders. The major gaps include the lack of compre-

hensive refugee bio-data and national asylum legislation,

as well as the absence of provisions for basic documents

such as birth and marriage certificates.

Refugees’ freedom of movement is hindered by regulations

requiring exit permits. In most camps there are no security

forces and no street lighting. Living conditions are deplor-

able due to lack of adequate space, and general disrepair of

camp dwellings and structures, especially latrines. There is

little opportunity for gainful employment, and other possibil-

ities for self-reliance are virtually non-existent.
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Tibetans in transit will continue to require assistance and

protection, especially protection against refoulement.

Total requirements: USD 6,975,643

Main objectives

• Seek durable solutions for refugees and asylum-seekers

to bring an end to their protracted situation in the

camps, while continuing to ensure they receive ade-

quate legal and physical protection.

• Prevent the refoulement of new Tibetan arrivals.

• Provide international protection to individual refugees

and asylum-seekers pending assessment of their

claims, and grant financial assistance to refugees

pending durable solutions.

• Support efforts to provide protection and solutions for

people displaced within Nepal by conflict. Ensure that

comprehensive information is available on the overall

situation of internally displaced persons (IDPs) within

Nepal and that they have access to basic rights as

citizens of the country, including the right to return to

their homes in conditions of safety and dignity.

Key targets for 2007

• Camp populations and their household

composition are profiled.

• All assistance to refugees in the camps meets

UNHCR standards.

• No new Tibetan arrivals are refouled.

• All new arrivals at the Tibetan Transit Centre are

provided with adequate food, shelter and health

care.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR will continue to work closely with the

Government, the Core Group of resettlement countries

and Bhutan to find durable solutions for refugees. To

keep the refugee community fully informed, UNHCR is

running an information campaign and conducting an

outreach programme among various refugee groups.

The refugee situation in Nepal has become politicized,

with a number of so-called refugee leaders vocally

opposed to any solution other than repatriation. While

UNHCR respects the rights of individual refugees to

express their opinion, and remains supportive of volun-

tary repatriation as the preferred solution, it warns

against applying pressure on refugees that reduces their

freedom to choose their own solutions.

While hoping that prospects for repatriation will

improve, UNHCR urges that refugees have access to

whichever solution is available, and not be blocked by

the lack of progress on repatriation. There will also be

refugees for whom local integration is a preferred option,

and it is important that the range of possibilities offered

does not exclude it. Refugee women married to

Nepalese citizens, as well as their children, are entitled

to Nepalese citizenship, which could also permit their

local integration.

Tibetans

New arrivals from Tibet will continue to seek protection

and a durable solution in India for the foreseeable

future. It is expected that India will continue to provide

de facto solutions for the vast majority of them. UNHCR

foresees that it will remain responsible for protection

and assistance to Tibetan arrivals in transit through

Nepal for the next few years.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Bhutan 107,200 107,200 103,000 103,000

Tibet 20,000 - 20,000 -

Various 180 180 180 180

Asylum-seekers
Bhutan 500 - 100 -

Various 80 - 80 30

IDPs 100,000 5,000 - -

Others of Concern
Bhutan 10,000 - 10,000 -

Tibet (recent arrivals) 900 900 900 900

Total 238,860 113,280 134,260 104,110



Approximately 20,000 Tibetan refugees who arrived in

Nepal before 1990 have to a large extent already inte-

grated locally. However, formal recognition of many of

their rights as citizens is still outstanding. Moreover, the

recent conflict between the Government and the Maoist

insurgency has illustrated the tenuous nature of their life

in Nepal. UNHCR advocates for access to identity docu-

mentation and registration of births and marriages, as

well as for increased government support for Tibetans.

While other agencies provide assistance, their overall

protection is ensured by UNHCR and the Nepalese

Government.

Urban refugees

In the absence of national legislation on refugees, the

Government of Nepal considers recognized refugees as

illegal immigrants. As such, local integration is not a via-

ble option. UNHCR is trying to identify durable solutions

for recognized urban refugees. When voluntary repatria-

tion is not possible, resettlement in a third country

remains the option for most of this group. In today’s vol-

atile security situation UNHCR processes the cases of

recognized refugees for resettlement very rapidly.

While UNHCR will continue administering services in

accordance with its mandate for this group, the long-term

goal is similar to that for the Tibetans: it is hoped that

eventually the Government will take over the refugee

status determination process.

Internally displaced persons (IDPs)

The spontaneous return home of internally displaced

persons, including returns assisted by NGOs, has con-

tinued since the ceasefire. But a clear UN-led frame-

work for returns is still missing.

UNHCR believes that conditions for sustainable return

are often not present without a sustained and permanent

ceasefire and peace process. Furthermore, the reasons

for displacement, including serious human rights viola-

tions and breaches of international humanitarian law by

both parties to the conflict, have not been properly

addressed. As such, their recurrence cannot be ruled out.

The return of the displaced within and outside Nepal,

particularly those targeted by the insurgents, is likely to

be highly politicized at the local level — where issues of

property restitution and compensation are most critical.

UNHCR and its protection partners need to ensure the

right to return in safety and dignity, and that the rights of

returnees will be respected.

UNHCR is working closely with the Office of the High

Commissioner for Human Rights and OCHA in develop-

ing an overall protection framework for the return of

internally displaced persons.

Constraints

The provision of security for refugees and humanitarian

staff is limited by constraints of manpower and geography

as well as political factors. In the polarized environment of

the camps, UNHCR aims to ensure access to accurate

information and guarantee the freedom of individual refu-

gees to make their own decisions on their future. The vari-

ous tensions within the camp community also carry

potential risks for the security of refugees, partners and

UNHCR.

With regard to the internally displaced, sustainable

returns will depend on the political situation. Without a

lasting peace agreement and an end to political and

social instability, it will not be possible to adequately

assist and protect them.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 2

Total staff 55

International 9

National 39

UNVs 4

JPOs 3

Coordination

UNHCR Nepal will continue to cooperate with the

Government and the Core Group of resettlement coun-

tries on issues related to refugees in the camps. At the

camp level, coordination with WFP, UNICEF, UNFPA,

OCHA, UNAIDS and implementing and operational
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Election of refugee camp representatives.
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partners will continue as in previous years. UNHCR and

OHCHR co-chair the IDP protection working group at

the country level. UNHCR chairs the shelter working

group, where other material assistance such as house-

hold needs for IDPs are also discussed. OCHA is also

responsible for the overall coordination and reporting on

activities implemented in the context of the consolidated

appeals process (CAP).

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Home Ministry.

NGOs: Association of Medical Doctors of Asia, CARITAS
(Nepal), Nepal Bar Association (Jhapa Unit), Lutheran
World Federation.

Others: Forum for Protection of Public Interest.

Operational partners

Others: UN Country Team.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 1,663,725 1,790,507

Community services 92,859 82,665

Domestic needs 2,054,683 1,347,547

Education 488,336 584,698

Food 114,193 236,231

Health 677,360 654,883

Legal assistance 114,817 236,141

Operational support (to agencies) 297,160 194,419

Sanitation 30,093 19,239

Shelter and infrastructure 159,186 183,270

Transport and logistics 170,542 171,761

Water 61,771 61,220

Total operations 5,924,725 5,562,580

Programme support 940,717 1,413,063

Total 6,865,442 6,975,643

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination
24.2%

Community
services
1.4%

Domestic needs
29.9%

Education 7.1%

Food 1.7%

Health 9.9%

Legal
assistance

1.7%

Operational
support

(to agencies)
4.3%

Sanitation
0.4%

Shelter and
infrastructure

2.3%

Transport and
logistics 2.5%

Water 0.9%

Programme support 13.7%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination
25.7%

Community
services
1.2%

Domestic needs
19.3%

Education 8.4%

Food 3.4%

Health 9.4%

Legal
assistance 3.4%

Operational
support

(to agencies)
2.8%

Sanitation
0.3%

Shelter and
infrastructure

2.6%

Transport and
logistics 2.5%

Water 0.9%

Programme support 20.3%



Sri Lanka

Working environment

The context

The security situation in Sri Lanka deterior-

ated steadily in 2006. Sustained ground

and air combat on separate fronts led to a

rapid decline in the safety and security of

many civilians across the north and the

east of the country. In the east, continued

clashes between government forces and

the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam

(LTTE) have aggravated earlier displace-

ment. In the north, the sudden escalation

in fighting in August uprooted large groups

of people and cut vital supply routes. Polit-

ical efforts to further the peace process

have stalled, and it is widely believed that

the humanitarian situation will worsen.

By September 2006, the upsurge in vio-

lence had resulted in the displacement of

more than 207,000 people. In addition to

those internally displaced, some 15,000

Sri Lankan refugees have arrived on the

shores of southern India. At the beginning

of 2006 and prior to these recent events,

there were already some 312,000 inter-

nally displaced persons (IDPs) from Sri

Lanka’s 1983-2002 civil war.

The security of civilians, particularly of displaced

people, has become of grave concern. The internally

displaced are increasingly open to attack as the conflict

encroaches on areas previously deemed safe, and the

deteriorating security has also put aid workers in a

vulnerable position. The violence has disrupted the daily

lives of hundreds of thousands of people, hindering their

access to food, employment, health facilities and

education.

The needs

A comprehensive needs assessment survey of welfare

centre residents revealed that in some areas the majority

of IDPs preferred relocation or local integration. How-

ever, the survey, conducted with the Government, could

not cover all districts because of security constraints.

Subsequently, UNHCR and UNDP organized a pilot

survey of 200 potential return, relocation and local

integration villages across the north and east of the

country to assess housing and infrastructure needs, ser-

vices and overall conditions. UNHCR has used these

profiles to guide its own interventions and seek the

assistance of others. One outcome, reached in collabo-

ration with the Government and the World Bank, is a

four-year programme to build 6,500 houses in Puttalam

in 2007. More welfare centre surveys and profiling of

villages will be carried out in 2007.

Having fled with little more than what they were able to

carry, IDPs who have moved into public buildings

urgently need emergency shelter materials and basic

household items. Those staying with host families need

assistance to enable them to contribute to basic needs.

The magnitude of the displacement has overwhelmed

local responses. The strain has been great on host fami-

lies and on communal buildings such as schools where

the displaced take shelter. Indeed, pressure has

mounted to reopen schools in order to minimize disrup-

tion to education.
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While it is unclear how the situation in the north and

east will unfold in 2007, an emergency response will

continue to be required for a considerable period.

Total requirements: USD 7,331,779

Main objectives

UNHCR’s goal is to meet the protection and assistance

needs of Sri Lanka’s IDPs, while paying particular atten-

tion to the needs of women, children and the elderly. To

that end it will:

• Respond to new displacement by providing basic pro-

tection, shelter materials and non-food relief items

and work with partners to ensure adequate assistance

items.

• Monitor the security and welfare of IDPs and provide

them with legal assistance, assist them to obtain civil

documentation, take measures to prevent and

respond to sexual and gender-based violence and help

the Government with IDP registration and advocacy.

• Implement confidence-building and stabilization

measures to support host communities through

quick-impact projects, reducing conflict between

communities and prepare the ground for return.

• Seek durable solutions through local integration,

return and relocation projects.

Strategy and activities

UNHCR's strategy for Sri Lanka includes two components.

On one side is long-term protection, coupled with the

search for durable solutions; on the other, effective

responses to new displacement emergencies through

protection and assistance.

Protection and durable solutions

In the Field, UNHCR and its partners will continue to

monitor the general welfare and security situation of all

IDPs. Special attention will be given to the needs of the

most vulnerable by ensuring gender- and age-sensitive

protection and assistance. This will include raising

awareness of and responding to sexual and gender-based

violence, training and information programmes on

HIV/AIDS, community mobilization and the provision of

sanitary materials, hygiene kits and culturally appropri-

ate clothing.

UNHCR will support the Government in registering

newly displaced people, de-registering returnees or

onward movers, and maintaining accurate statistics. In
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees Various 130 130 120 120

Asylum-seekers Pakistan 100 100 80 80

Returnees (refugees) 400 400 — —

IDPs 465,000 465,000 465,000 465,000

Returnees (IDPs) 100,000 100,000 50,000 50,000

Total 565,630 565,630 515,200 515,200

Key targets for 2007

• Unhindered access to all areas of displacement

under the control of the Government or the LTTE.

• All IDPs have access to national protection at the

same level as for citizens who are not displaced.

• All IDPs have access to UNHCR and its partners

to raise protection issues in confidence.

• All IDPs have access to emergency shelter and

basic household items.

• Transportation of relief items and shelter

materials within ten days of displacement and/or

return.

• 900 houses are constructed for returnees and

those relocating or integrating locally.

• Host communities are supported through the

implementation of quick-impact projects

• Improved relations between communities and

armed forces, brought about through awareness

programmes and human rights training for the

armed forces and police.

• Increased the national awareness of sexual and

gender-based violence and HIV/AIDS through

advocacy campaigns and training.

• All asylum-seekers are interviewed and their

refugee status determined within one month of

registration.

• 120 recognized refugees resettled.



addition, it will update displacement figures and assess-

ments of village infrastructure as conditions permit.

UNHCR will provide additional financial support to

conflict-affected communities, both host and IDP alike,

through the implementation of some 50 quick-impact

projects with a community-based approach that suc-

cessfully assisted 28 areas in 2006. The implementa-

tion arrangement with an NGO consortium will continue

in 2007 to ensure that grassroots projects in IDP and

host communities are technically sound and sustainable.

At the Government’s request, UNHCR has developed

guidelines on confidence-building and stabilization

measures for IDPs in the north and east. The guidelines

recommend steps to build trust among communities,

on the one hand, and between communities and the

civil administration, armed forces and law-enforcement

agencies on the other. Short-term measures include the

strengthening of community policing, quick-impact pro-

jects, legal aid centres, IDP advocacy groups, and train-

ing in human rights for the authorities and civil-military

liaison committees. Longer-term interventions centre on

laying the groundwork for voluntary and sustainable

return, including compensation and restitution of prop-

erty, and restoration of livelihoods through links with

development actors.

Emergency response

For those displaced by recent events, UNHCR will

address needs for protection, emergency shelter and

non-food relief items. The organization will be ready to

respond to any new displacement in 2007. It will also

engage partners to help communities cope with dis-

placement and reduce fear and mistrust among those

who have suffered violence and hostility.

To implement its emergency-shelter policy, UNHCR will

advocate a ladder of “options” (in order of preference):

(i) accommodating people with host families; (ii) placing

people in welfare centres with existing capacity and/or

in vacant or decommissioned tsunami transitional

shelter sites; (iii) giving them shelter in public premises

(schools, churches, temples, etc.); and, as a last resort,

(iv) in open sites under tents. Emergency shelter

materials to enlarge premises will be provided across all

options.

The Office will maintain a contingency stock of non-food

relief items in order to respond rapidly to IDP needs, and

anticipates the distribution of standard emergency kits

to some 22,500 families in 2007.

Constraints

The security situation remains fluid. Obstacles that

existed prior to the new displacement in 2006 (security

concerns barring return; poverty; inadequate investment

in the repair of infrastructure; the presence of land-

mines; and the impact of the December 2004 tsunami)

still prevent those displaced by recent events from

returning home.

Ethnic violence has become part of the current environ-

ment and has already led to the polarization of communi-

ties in some areas. More violence, displacement and

distrust are likely to fracture communities to a point where

reconciliation will require a very substantive effort from all

sides.

While hostilities continue, responding to the needs of

both the newly and long-term displaced people is ham-

pered by concerns for staff security and restrictions on

access (including the disruption of supply routes). These

problems threaten basic operations in certain areas.

Another factor is the importance for humanitarian agen-

cies to maintain a public perception of neutrality in spite

of adverse media campaigns.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 7

Total staff 87

International 12

National 55

UNVs 18

JPOs 2
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People fleeing fighting in Jaffna province try to take as

many possessions as they can with them. UNHCR / J. Park



Coordination

The UNHCR Office in Sri Lanka will continue to cooper-

ate with the Government and local authorities to provide

assistance to IDPs. Coordination with WFP, UNICEF,

UNFPA, OCHA, ICRC and various NGOs takes place in a

formal setting through the IDP Working Group. In the

short to medium term, UNHCR will be responsible for

protection, emergency shelter, including site manage-

ment, and non-food relief items. District coordination

committees that include Government and NGO counter-

parts will distribute shelter and relief items and will

liaise with the Colombo-based Inter-Agency Shelter

Coordination Cell.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: National Centre for Victims of Crime,
Ministry of Disaster Management and Human Rights,
Ministry of Nation Building and Development.

NGOs: Arbiter-Samariter-Bund Deutschland, Campaign for
Development and Solidarity, Centre for Housing Rights
and Evictions, Centre for Policy Alternatives, Danish
Refugee Council, Easter Rehabilitation Organization,
Foundation for Co-Existence, Human Rights Commission,
Jaffna Social Action Centre, Muslim Aid, Non-violent
Peace Force Sri Lanka, Norwegian Refugee Council, Peace
and Community Action, Rural Development Foundation,
The Refugee Rehabilitation Organization, The United
Methodist Committee on Relief, Women in Need.

Others: Sri Lanka Red Cross Society (Mannar, Trincomalee
and Vavuniya).

Operational partners

Government: District Government Agents, North-east
Provincial Council, Ministry of Disaster Management and
Human Rights, Ministry of Nation Building and Planning,
Ministry of Resettlement, President’s Office.

Others: National Human Rights Commission, UNDP,
UNOPS, UNV, World Bank.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 2,737,229 2,330,145

Community services 712,831 1,169,613

Domestic needs 673,927 598,019

Education 12,475 24,594

Health 9,980 14,757

Legal assistance 2,132,888 970,512

Operational support (to agencies) 463,666 350,116

Transport and logistics 165,235 208,390

Total operations 6,908,230 5,666,145

Programme support 1,919,760 1,665,634

Total 8,827,990 7,331,779

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Legal assistance
24.2%

Transport and
logistics 1.9%

Programme support
21.7%

Operational
support

(to agencies)
5.3%

Health 0.1%

Education 0.1%

Domestic needs 7.6%

Community
services 8.1%

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination
31.0%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Legal assistance
13.2%

Transport and
logistics 2.8%

Programme support
22.7%

Operational
support

(to agencies)
4.8%

Health 0.2%

Education 0.3%

Domestic needs 8.2%

Community
services 16.0%

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination
31.8%



Australia

Cambodia

China

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea

Indonesia

Japan

Lao People’s Democratic Republic

Malaysia

Mongolia

Myanmar

New Zealand

Papua New Guinea

Philippines

Republic of Korea

Singapore

South Pacific States

Thailand

Timor-Leste

Viet Nam

East Asia and
Pacific

Working environment

There was evidence of greater tolerance of refugees

and awareness of their needs in Australia, Malaysia,

New Zealand and the South Pacific in 2006. UNHCR

also managed to raise funds in the region by presenting

its needs to governments, civil society groups and the

general public.

A second tripartite technical meeting between Cambodia,

Viet Nam and UNHCR in August 2006 reviewed pro-

gress arising from the Memorandum of Understanding

on the Montagnards. At the time of writing, durable solu-

tions had been achieved for almost all the 750

Montagnards specifically referred to under the Memoran-

dum. Only 15 of this original group — ten of whom are

scheduled for resettlement — remain in Cambodia.

UNHCR's monitoring missions have covered more than

70 per cent of the returnees to Viet Nam.

In China, UNHCR continues to seek durable solutions for

individual refugees, principally through resettlement. It

also advocates the granting of nationality to Indo-Chinese

refugees and their children in recognition of their suc-

cessful integration into Chinese society over the last 25

years.

In Myanmar, thousands of residents of northern and

western Kayin State, Toung Oo Township in Bago

Division and parts of Kayah State have been forced to

flee as a result of intense military activity between the

Myanmar Government and the Karen National Union

(KNU), despite an informal ceasefire agreement in 2003.



The number of displaced peo-

ple has continued to rise, with

more than 3,000 fleeing to

Thailand.

UNHCR has been able to con-

duct its activities in the Northern

Rakhine State without hindrance

and in April 2006 signed an

agreement with the Ministry of

Border Areas and National

Races. This provides a legal

basis for UNHCR’s presence

and activities in south-eastern

Myanmar.

Strategy

UNHCR’s plans for 2006-2008

focus on protection. Region-wide

initiatives at the national level

aim to widen the humanitarian

space for refugees and others

of concern; improve the treat-

ment of asylum-seekers and

refugees; build national asylum

capacity; address stateless-

ness; and protect those dis-

placed within their country by

conflict. Efforts are under way

to expand the use of resettle-

ment as a durable solution and

encourage refugee self-reliance

in protracted refugee situations.

Repatriation is also part of the overall strategy to resolve

protracted refugee situations. UNHCR will speak in

regional forums on issues related to forced displacement

(within a broader migration context) and will work to

strengthen partnerships.

Additionally, UNHCR offices in the region, particularly

in Australia, Japan, the Republic of Korea and Malaysia,

will create more public awareness of refugee issues and

UNHCR’s work, while seeking financial support.

Constraints

In China, protection concerns include the lack of appro-

priate national refugee regulations, and the legal status

of North Koreans; in particular, the need to prevent

forced deportations and to create humanitarian space.

The working environment remains seriously constrained

for humanitarian actors in Myanmar. Even though

UNHCR now has a legal basis to operate in south-

eastern Myanmar, access to areas most affected by

recent displacement remains restricted.

Operations

Operations in Thailand are presented in a separate

chapter.

UNHCR protection activities in Australia, New Zealand

and the South Pacific States will include monitoring of

the implementation of the 1951 Refugee Convention.

The Office will also encourage the eight States in the

South Pacific that have not yet signed the Convention to

do so, and promote the enactment of legislation and sat-

isfactory national practice in Fiji, Samoa, the Solomon

Islands and Tuvalu. Attitudes to asylum will be improved

through dialogue, parliamentary briefings, discussion

papers and workshops. The generous resettlement

programmes of Australia and New Zealand will be used

for protection purposes.

In Cambodia, UNHCR will continue to operate under

the framework of the above-mentioned Memorandum of

Understanding to provide solutions for the Montagnards,

essentially through resettlement and repatriation. The

Office will also assist the Government to establish the

necessary framework for refugee protection and asylum.
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In the meantime, UNHCR will continue to conduct

refugee status determination (RSD), assist needy refugees

and seek solutions for the urban refugees who have

been in the country for many years.

UNHCR will urge the Government of the Hong Kong

SAR (China) to adopt refugee regulations, building on its

commitment to human rights and the rule of law. The

Office will push for the greater involvement of the local

authorities in the assessment of asylum claims.

UNHCR will continue RSD, seek durable solutions and

provide assistance to refugees in need. In May 2006 the

Hong Kong SAR Government began providing basic

assistance to the most vulnerable asylum-seekers. For

its part, UNHCR will provide basic financial assistance

to refugees until the Government agrees to do so.

UNHCR will support Indonesia’s accession to the 1951

Refugee Convention, which is planned for 2008. The

Office will focus on building a constituency of interlocu-

tors and developing the ability of government bodies to

deal with refugee issues. It will reach out to national and

regional institutions and international agencies involved

in general migration and displacement issues. In the

absence of national refugee legislation, and pending

durable solutions, UNHCR will protect and assist urban

refugees and others of concern. Furthermore, UNHCR

will help strengthen ASEAN’s Committee on Disaster

Management. Public information activities will raise

awareness of refugee matters.

In Japan, UNHCR will assist the authorities to

strengthen asylum procedures envisaged in national

legislation. The Office will cooperate with the Ministry of

Justice to monitor RSD procedures. It will support legal

counselling for bona fide refugees to improve their

chances of obtaining asylum. The Office will also

strengthen its monitoring and capacity-building activi-

ties to promote fair asylum procedures, adequate recep-

tion arrangements for asylum-seekers, alternatives to

detention, complementary forms of protection, and the

creation of a resettlement programme.

In the Republic of Korea, UNHCR continues to assist

the Government to implement the 1951 Refugee

Convention and establish a national asylum system. The

Office aims to improve the country’s asylum regime in

close cooperation with concerned ministries. It will

press for the country’s accession to the 1954 Convention

relating to the Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961

Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness. In part-

nership with national NGOs it will establish a safety net-

work for vulnerable groups.
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In Timor-Leste UNHCR provided shelter and non-food relief items and set up a technical mobile team to improve living

conditions in makeshift IDP camps. UNHCR / N. Ng



In the Macao SAR (China), which adopted new asylum

legislation in 2004, the Office will continue to support

the authorities develop their capacity to address asylum

issues.

Protection in the region will be strengthened and ratio-

nalized, particularly with regard to RSD, legal advice,

the development of coherent strategies and training.

These activities will be supported by the Regional

Protection Hub based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The

achievements of previous years with regard to asylum

space will be consolidated. Close cooperation will be

sought with national authorities, non-governmental

partners and refugee communities.

Resettlement opportunities will be found for those with

no prospect of attaining durable solutions in Malaysia.

UNHCR will continue RSD activities and promote

responsible migration management. Partnerships with

local actors will be important in the legal arena and in

the provision of shelter, health care, education, employ-

ment, vocational training and community services.

In Mongolia, UNHCR continues to monitor the

well-being and protection of asylum-seekers. Though

there was little progress towards a country agreement or

accession to the 1951 Convention, UNHCR will con-

tinue to help the Government establish asylum mecha-

nisms and domestic legislation in line with the

Convention.

In Myanmar, UNHCR will work towards the voluntary

repatriation of refugees in Bangladesh and assist return-

ees with their initial re-establishment in Northern

Rakhine State. The Office will regularly monitor return-

ees as well as the entire stateless population in the state

to mitigate the likelihood of any renewed outflow. In par-

ticular, the Office will promote the refugees’ systematic

registration and provision of personal documents as a

first step towards legal status.

UNHCR will design its assistance to empower beneficia-

ries and strengthen their coping mechanisms. These

efforts will include literacy in the language of Myanmar

to facilitate communication and integration. The Office

will disseminate information on reproductive health

practices and support community centres for women,

elderly persons and children. Where possible, UNHCR

will provide logistical support to the wider humanitarian

community in the area.

UNHCR will establish a roving presence in south-eastern

Myanmar, with a field unit in Mawlamyine, to collect

and analyse data in order to plan community-based

responses. The Office will expand its microprojects with

an emphasis on community mobilization. The aim is to

improve basic services in communities affected by

displacement.

In Papua New Guinea, local integration will be sought

for refugees from the Indonesian province of Papua. In

2007 this programme will be supported by humanitar-

ian assistance and community development activities

such as training in skills, small-scale microcredit initia-

tives and interventions to ensure access to basic health

and education. The national and provincial governments

will be helped to prepare to respond to any influx, while

local officials will be made more aware of refugee

issues.

The Government is expected to make progress in devel-

oping and implementing a protection regime, withdraw-

ing seven reservations to the 1951 Refugee Convention.

It is also expected to enact the revised Migration Act and

establish an effective system to issue residence per-

mits to all West Papuan adults. UNHCR will help the

Government to continue issuing birth certificates to all

refugee children born in the country to reduce their risk

of statelessness.

In the Philippines, durable solutions will be achieved for

a number of urban refugees, primarily through natural-

ization, the granting of permanent residence and reset-

tlement. UNHCR will provide legal aid and some

financial assistance to ensure the living standards and

fulfil the protection needs of the persons of concern.

An operational capacity for timely refugee status deter-

mination and resettlement activities will be maintained,

as required by the national context in Singapore, by an

implementing partner overseen by the Regional

Representation in Jakarta.

Timor-Leste will be assisted to upgrade its capacity to

conduct RSD in accordance with international stand-

ards. These activities were suspended for most of 2006 due

to the civil and political unrest in the country, which

caused massive displacement. In the meantime, the

daily needs of refugees will be met by UNHCR. The Office

will also contribute to the coordinated inter-agency

response to those recently displaced within the country,

should this intervention be warranted in 2007.

In Viet Nam, UNHCR will continue visits to the returnee

areas in the Central Highlands, aiming at 100 per cent

coverage of the returnees. The Office will fund

microprojects to improve the infrastructure in returnee

areas. It will also liaise with the host country and major

resettlement countries about possibly expanding the

resettlement of Montagnards directly from Viet Nam.

UNHCR will provide training on international refugee

law for national and provincial officials. Some 2,360

stateless Cambodian refugees continue to live in camps

set up by UNHCR in the late 1970s in southern Viet Nam.

As there are no prospects of finding durable solutions

through repatriation or resettlement for these people,

they remain in a vulnerable situation.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Australia and New Zealand 1,121,818 1,096,908

Cambodia 1,391,801 1,054,371

China 4,212,665 3,676,243

Indonesia 2,659,546 2,107,133

Japan 3,352,845 3,188,257

Malaysia 3,268,264 3,931,313

Mongolia 111,846 131,710

Myanmar 4,845,122 4,304,946

Papua New Guinea 465,732 462,600

Philippines 219,395 196,845

Republic of Korea 861,340 920,154

Singapore 46,000 43,800

Thailand 7,665,945 9,785,736

Timor-Leste 308,888 218,656

Viet Nam 443,937 255,722

Regional activities1 230,000 359,622

Total 31,205,144 31,734,016

1 Includes general protection activities, dissemination of refugee law, transport and repatriation activities for Indo-Chinese refugees.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Australia and New Zealand
3.6%

Cambodia
4.5%

China
13.5%

Indonesia
8.5%

Japan
10.7%

Malaysia
10.5%

Myanmar
15.5%

Thailand
24.6%

Other countries and
regional activities

8.6%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Australia and New Zealand
3.5%

Cambodia
3.3%

China
11.6%

Indonesia
6.6%

Japan
10.0%

Malaysia
12.4%Myanmar

13.6%

Thailand
30.8%

Other countries and
regional activities

8.2%



Thailand

Working environment

The context

Thailand is not a party to the 1951 Convention Relating

to the Status of Refugees but has traditionally maintained

a generous asylum policy, hosting some 1.2 million

refugees over the past three decades. The status of

refugees from Myanmar in the camps is regulated by ad

hoc administrative arrangements, while refugees out-

side the camps fall under provisions of the Immigration

Law and are considered illegal migrants. Admission to

the camps is managed by Provincial Admission Boards

(PABs), which now work along criteria similar to the refu-

gee definition found in the 1951 Convention.

Most refugees have been living within the confines of the

camps for long periods, some for up to 20 years. They

have no right to employment and, if caught outside the

camps, are liable to arrest and deportation. Such pro-

longed confinement has created a host of social, psy-

chological and protection problems for the refugees,

with negative effects on their mental health and coping
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Myanmar 130,000 130,000 140,000 140,000

Various 600 600 600 600

Asylum-seekers
Myanmar 15,000 - 5,000 -

Various 500 - 500 -

Others of concerns Various 150 - 150 -

Total 146,250 130,600 146,250 140,600



mechanisms. At the same time, conditions in the coun-

try of origin are not conducive to repatriation, and the

number of refugees has continued to rise as more people

flee ongoing fighting in eastern Myanmar. In May, some

15,000 people were displaced by fresh offensives,

including some 3,000 who fled across the border to

Thailand.

The Thai authorities are aware of the negative conse-

quences of prolonged encampment, and are making a

transition to durable solutions. This new approach,

which NGOs and UNHCR had been advocating, has

been praised by the international community. The con-

structive dialogue among stakeholders has resulted in a

number of key developments. A major resettlement

programme involving ten countries was introduced in

2005, and UNHCR completed registration of all the

refugees in the country in the same year. The PABs pro-

vided some 27,000 refugees with documents, effec-

tively regularizing their status. As the authorities have

increasingly permitted more educational opportunities

in the camps, in 2006 an agreement was reached to

establish legal aid centres for refugees. This will improve

protection in the camps.

More recently, following the High Commissioner’s visit

to Thailand in August 2006, progress was made

towards the issuance of identity cards to all refugees, the

inclusion of refugees in the Thai HIV/AIDS programme

and the setting up of pilot income-generating projects in

the camps.

UNHCR continues to undertake refugee status determin-

ation for asylum-seekers originating from countries other

than Myanmar. Although the numbers are not compar-

able to those of refugees from Myanmar, the illegal sta-

tus of recognized refugees poses serious challenges to

their rights and to the search for durable solutions. The

risk of arrest and detention and the ban on employment

remain key protection concerns.

The needs

Participatory planning with NGOs — an ongoing process

throughout the year — resulted in a comprehensive plan

which details assistance and protection gaps in the

camps, and identifies ways to address them.

A key concern identified by refugees is violence, with

women and children particularly at risk. Furthermore,

there are problems with camp infrastructure and plan-

ning, which have never been the responsibility of any

one agency. Geo-technical assessments in 2005
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UNHCR has set up technical schools in camps to help some of the 140,000 refugees from Myanmar. Refugees learn practical skills

such as clay charcoal stove making. UNHCR / J. Redfern



warned of landslides and soil erosion if preventive mea-

sures were not taken immediately. Water supply, sanita-

tion and solid waste management are other areas in

need of urgent improvement. Joint assessments have

revealed a need for training and equipment to support

camp management structures.

Though refugee food baskets meet nutritional require-

ments, they provide a monotonous diet. With little or no

income, refugees cannot buy supplementary items.

Camps are increasingly overcrowded, with little space

for expansion, especially of recreational and education

facilities. Refugees have become dependent on outside

assistance for items such as cooking fuel, stoves, cloth-

ing, blankets, mosquito nets and sleeping mats. Gaps

identified as priorities in this area are soap, water con-

tainers and lighting. The provision of health, education

and vocational training requires careful planning and

review.

Total requirements: USD 9,785,736

million

Main objectives

UNHCR’s operation in Thailand will be designed to:

• Improve protection in the camps.

• Promote and assist the development of the State-run

asylum system.

• Mitigate the consequences of prolonged encampment

on refugees and improve prospects for self-reliance.

• Broaden the strategic use of resettlement as part of a

comprehensive solution to the protracted refugee situ-

ation in the camps.

• Strengthen partnerships and participatory planning

with NGOs and other stakeholders.

• Improve protection and the search for durable solu-

tions for refugees from countries other than Myanmar.

Strategy and activities

Refugees from Myanmar

UNHCR will collaborate closely with the Government

and will help build the capacity of the PABs to process

applications in a timely and efficient manner.

UNHCR will expand group resettlement programmes,

which have focused on only two camps so far, and

will improve the current system of identification of

refugees for referral. The Office will ensure that NGOs and

community-based organizations are provided a clear

understanding of the resettlement process. UNHCR will

also encourage NGOs involved in identifying refugees for

resettlement to do so in a fair and efficient manner.

Building on indications of a more flexible national policy on

refugees, UNHCR’s advocacy efforts will focus on pro-

moting refugee rights and self-reliance. The Office will also
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Key targets for 2007

• Reception arrangements are in place for refugee

status determination in field locations, to be carried

out by a trained and capable pool of government

professionals through the PABs.

• At least 65,000 refugees have access to private and

confidential legal counselling through the legal aid

centres in camps; standard operating procedures to

deal with sexual and gender-based violence are

developed and applied in each field location.

• All refugees have equal and fair access to resettle-

ment opportunities; the target number of cases

referred for resettlement is 10,000, of which at

least 100 urban refugees are resettled in third

countries.

• All refugees benefit from, and are able to maintain,

a clean environment; at least 100 refugees are

trained to repair and maintain roads in the camps;

900 refugees are trained in environmental protec-

tion, and some 9,000 trees are planted to prevent

soil erosion.

• All refugees have access to health care and are

included in Thailand’s national HIV/AIDS

programme.

• All unaccompanied minors are registered and

monitored.

• At least 5 per cent of refugees in the camps are

enrolled in vocational training programmes and

acquire employable skills.

• An average of 400 urban refugees and 20 in deten-

tion centres receive a monthly subsistence allow-

ance to meet their basic needs; up to 600 refugees

have access to counselling, social and psychologi-

cal services and emergency accommodation.

• All refugee women and girls receive sanitary

napkins.



advocate that refugees should be allowed to leave the

camps and work. In this context, UNHCR will propose that

camp passes be issued so that refugees are not subject to

arrest and deportation if found outside the camps. The

Office will also work with government agencies to improve

overall protection and, in particular, administration of just-

ice and the protection of children. It will also work to pre-

vent sexual and gender-based violence. These efforts will

be sustained through the Strengthening Protection

Capacity Project, aimed at developing, funding and imple-

menting projects to fill protection gaps.

Humanitarian assistance in the camps is primarily pro-

vided by NGOs with their own funding. Nevertheless,

while UNHCR will focus on protection, advocacy and

the search for durable solutions, it will also play a

greater role where it sees gaps that need to be filled.

Urban refugees

UNHCR will continue to review the situation of urban

refugees to find appropriate solutions on a case-by-case

basis. These can include alternative approaches to

protection.

Constraints

The military coup of 19 September 2006 has led to a

change of government. It is too early to tell if this change

will have any impact on asylum issues.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 97

International 21

National 62

UNVs 6

JPOs 4

Deployees 4

Coordination

UNHCR will coordinate its protection and assistance

programme closely with the Government, NGOs and

donors. The Office is an active participant in the

monthly meetings of the Committee for Coordination of

Services to Displaced Persons, a body that coordinates

NGOs involved in protection and humanitarian assis-

tance. UNHCR also participates in various inter-agency

working groups, which are organized by the Govern-

ment, the UN Resident Coordinator, the UN Country

Team and the Security Management Team.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of Education, Operations Centre for
Displaced Persons/Ministry of the Interior.

NGOs: Aide Médicale Internationale, Catholic Office for
Emergency Relief and Refugees, Handicap International,
International Rescue Committee, Shanti Volunteer
Association, WEAVE, ZOA Refugee Care.

Others: UNDP, UNOPS.

Operational partners

Government: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of
Justice, Ministry of Social Welfare, National Security
Council.

NGOs: American Refugee Committee, ICS Asia, Jesuit
Refugee Service, Malteser International, Taipei Overseas
Peace Service, Thai-Burmese Border Consortium.

Others: ILO, UNICEF, UNFPA, UNOHCHR, WHO, WFP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 2,561,490 2,612,332

Community services 740,000 816,100

Domestic needs 375,000 308,500

Education 500,000 866,900

Forestry 120,000 210,000

Health 90,000 198,200

Legal assistance 940,000 1,618,100

Operational support (to agencies) 310,000 543,700

Sanitation 50,000 163,540

Shelter and infrastructure 100,000 140,000

Transport and logistics 25,000 98,500

Total operations 5,811,490 7,575,872

Programme support 1,854,455 2,209,864

Total 7,665,945 9,785,736

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Programme support
24.2%

Transport and
logistics 0.3%

Shelter and
infrastructure

1.3%

Sanitation
0.7%

Operational support
(to agencies) 4.0%

Legal assistance 12.3%

Health 1.2%

Forestry 1.6%

Education 6.5%

Domestic needs 4.9%
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2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector
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Europe

Eastern Europe

South-Eastern Europe

Central Europe and
the Baltic States

Western Europe



Armenia

Azerbaijan

Belarus

Georgia

Republic of Moldova

Russian Federation

Ukraine

Eastern Europe

Working environment

There has been some improvement in security in the

subregion, though the situation remains volatile.

The gains have allowed the United Nations to lower its

security alert level in Chechnya from Phase Five to Four

(see Glossary). A permanent UN presence will be

re-established in Grozny, making it easier to monitor

returnees and internally displaced persons (IDPs).

The first year of the Inter-Agency Transitional Work Plan

for the northern Caucasus was a success. The donor

community strongly supported UNHCR’s efforts to pro-

tect and assist refugees and find durable solutions for

the displaced.

Several important developments took place in the

southern Caucasus in 2006. New oil revenues from

the trans-Caucasus pipeline bolstered the budget of

Azerbaijan and negotiations to resolve the conflict over

Nagorno-Karabakh moved forward.

In Armenia, an ongoing refugee census confirms the

success of the Government’s naturalization strategy for

ethnic Armenian refugees from Azerbaijan. Following

analysis of protection gaps, a new asylum law is being

drafted. The conflict in the Middle East in 2006 saw

about 600 mostly ethnic Armenians from Lebanon,

Syria and Israel flee to Armenia; 250 of them have

applied for asylum.



In Azerbaijan, since neither resettlement nor voluntary

repatriation are viable options for the majority of man-

date refugees, UNHCR will focus on local integration

and the adoption of a temporary protection regime for

certain categories of such refugees, mainly Chechens.

In Georgia, following the mission in late 2005 of the

Representative of the Secretary-General on the Human

Rights of Internally Displaced Persons, the Government

has begun to formulate a national plan to provide strate-

gic direction for improving the living conditions of inter-

nally displaced populations with broad-based

governmental and international support. The progres-

sive rise throughout the year in tensions between the

Russian Federation and Georgia has had a negative

impact on the prospects of resolving the conflicts in the

breakaway regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia in

Georgia, two peace processes led by the United Nations

and the OSCE, respectively.

Belarus and Ukraine are now located along the eastern

border of the expanded European Union, while the

Republic of Moldova will border the Union in 2007. All

three countries are confronted with common challenges

with regard to establishing comprehensive migration

policies, building national asylum systems and finding

durable solutions for refugees. UNHCR has supported

cross-border linkages between the European Union and

the States beyond its eastern border, as well between

those States themselves. Many of these exchanges are

channeled through the Söderköping Process, which

offers an integrated forum for cross-border dialogue on

migration and asylum.

Strategy

UNHCR’s primary objective is to improve asylum sys-

tems in line with international standards. UNHCR will

strive to provide durable solutions to Chechen refugees

in Georgia and Azerbaijan. The Office’s expanded role in

responding to internal displacement will become more

evident in the Caucasus, where there are currently close

to one million IDPs. The engagement with IDPs is

closely linked to UNHCR’s participation in conflict reso-

lution efforts throughout the region. The office will pay

particular attention to specific vulnerable groups and

make its plans with the participation of all partners. Les-

sons learned from gender, age and diversity analyses

will be mainstreamed into all operations.

In Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine,

UNHCR’s strategy for 2007 is to improve asylum sys-

tems which at present are not sustainable without exter-

nal assistance. UNHCR will continue to strengthen the

capacity of all partners involved in the asylum-building

process.

Constraints

A continued tense security situation in the conflict zones

of Abkhazia and South Ossetia in Georgia could affect

UNHCR’s operations. The frozen peace process and the

unresolved status of the two breakaway regions con-

tinue to hamper the work of development agencies and

donors. The lack of security and social infrastructure, as

well as the lack of a legal framework for the restitution of

property in South Ossetia, also impede returns.
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Not many resettlement countries accept Chechen refu-

gees, and a smaller number of Chechens were resettled

last year than in previous years, while the legal frame-

work is not conducive to local integration.

In Armenia, nascent national welfare structures, a tight

UNHCR budget and the appreciation of the local cur-

rency against the US dollar are the biggest constraints

for durable solutions.

Azerbaijan remains a destination and transit country

for asylum-seekers and refugees. The unresolved

Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and the resulting displace-

ment continue to overshadow all other issues in the

country.

In Belarus the constraints continue to be the absence of a

comprehensive complementary or humanitarian status;

gaps in national legislation; a lack of readmission agree-

ments with neighbouring States; and insufficient free

legal aid for asylum-seekers and refugees. Other chal-

lenges include the propiska (residency permit) regime,

which makes it difficult for refugees and asylum-seekers

to join the labour market and access social and health

services. Furthermore, refugees and asylum-seekers are

not provided with Convention travel documents.

A difficult economic situation and dependence on exter-

nal support affects the ability of the Republic of Moldova

to deal with illegal migration, the trafficking of women

and asylum issues. Internal political conflicts could hin-

der the development of a coherent asylum and migration

policy and related institutions. A breakdown of negotia-

tions over the region of Transdniestra could reverse rec-

onciliation efforts.

Ukraine’s asylum institutions remain weak, and national

legislation needs to be brought in line with international

standards. Difficulties in gaining access to asylum

procedures are aggravated by insufficient reception

capacity. The prospects for local integration of recog-

nized refugees are very limited. Furthermore, inade-

quate resources and frequent administrative reforms

affect the retention rate of experienced staff.

Operations

UNHCR’s operations in the Russian Federation are

described in a separate chapter. The following covers

operations in the rest of Eastern Europe.

In Armenia, UNHCR will conclude the refugee census

and end a shelter programme for the local integration of

naturalized refugees. In collaboration with the authori-

ties and the Danish Refugee Council, the Office will help

draft a new asylum law in accordance with international

standards. UNHCR’s plan to phase out assistance to

vulnerable naturalized refugees from Azerbaijan will

hinge on the Government’s ability to meet the needs of

this group. Meanwhile, UNHCR will continue to assist

10,000 people of concern who have special needs.

In Azerbaijan, UNHCR and the Government will develop

a framework for the possible return of IDPs when the

situation permits. The Office will also speak out for the

rights of IDPs, including the right to better living condi-

tions. UNHCR will encourage the Government to better

meet the needs of refugees and of asylum-seekers in

health care, education and access to employment while

their cases are being examined. The awareness of rele-

vant officials of reception standards in other countries

will be promoted through expert meetings, study tours

abroad and training.

In Georgia, the Office will focus on strengthening the

self-sufficiency of Chechen refugees living in the Pankisi

Valley. Strengthening the asylum system will include

the regularization of refugee status in Georgia’s legal

system and building the Government’s capacity to deal

with referrals, receive asylum-seekers in accordance

with international standards and conduct refugee status

determination. To achieve these goals UNHCR will work

closely with relevant counterparts in the Government,

the judiciary, the media and civil society.

UNHCR will reaffirm its engagement in issues pertain-

ing to internal displacement which are linked to conflict

resolution in Abkhazia and South Ossetia. The Office will

continue providing technical support to the Government in

the development and implementation of the national

strategy on internally displaced persons. To support

returns the Office will implement confidence-building

measures, rehabilitate undertake schools and under-

take capacity-building activities for local NGOs and local

authorities.
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Georgia. Thanks to UNHCR income-generating and

skills-training projects, many IDPs are able to sustain

themselves and their families. UNHCR / R. Hackman.



Belarus, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine do not

consider asylum issues among their top priorities, as

they are often preoccupied by wider political, social and

economic problems. Financial constraints make it diffi-

cult for these Governments to build asylum systems in

line with international standards. UNHCR’s technical

and financial assistance is vital if these States are to

meet their obligations to asylum-seekers.

In Belarus, UNHCR will provide targeted assistance and

training to sustain indispensable parts of the national

asylum system. The Office will cooperate with the

Ministry of the Interior to improve asylum laws and with

the regional authorities in the integration of recognized

refugees.

In the Republic of Moldova, UNHCR will support the

recently created Bureau for Migration and Asylum

within the Ministry of the Interior. Appeal judges and the

national and border police will be trained in refugee law.

UNHCR will also provide basic assistance to vulnerable

asylum-seekers and refugees. Within a broader regional

context, UNHCR will help the authorities develop a sus-

tainable integration programme for refugees.

In Ukraine, UNHCR will provide legal and technical

advice on new draft laws on refugees and aliens in par-

ticular with a view to ensure the introduction of comple-

mentary and temporary protection regimes to close

important protection gaps. It will also help the asylum

authorities and relevant ministries harmonize national

asylum laws with the 1951 Refugee Convention so that

refugees can access social services. UNHCR will provide

legal and material support to asylum-seekers through its

network of implementing partners. The Office will also

promote Ukraine’s accession to instruments on state-

lessness and assist the authorities to deal both with

Crimean Tartars and ethnic Georgian refugees who fled

the Abkhaz-Georgian conflict.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Armenia 1,535,176 1,410,270

Azerbaijan 3,564,813 3,023,063

Belarus 1,054,028 977,312

Georgia 4,304,911 4,462,858

Republic of Moldova 624,950 618,977

Russian Federation 15,609,817 13,415,656

Ukraine 3,054,883 3,073,876

Regional activities1 195,000 100,000

Total 29,943,578 27,082,012

1 Includes activities in: Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Armenia
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Belarus
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2007 Annual Programme Budget by country
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Russian Federation

Working environment

The context

The Russian Federation faces significant challenges

related to economic migration and illegal entry. Refugees

and asylum-seekers represent only a small segment of

those entering the Federation, and the authorities often

do not distinguish between them and other arrivals.

Furthermore, there is a significant gap between laws

pertaining to refugees and asylum-seekers and their

implementation. The number of asylum-seekers recog-

nized as refugees annually has decreased over the past

few years, while temporary asylum is granted under

restrictive conditions. The Russian Federation has, how-

ever, signalled its preparedness to consider accession to

the conventions on statelessness.

The security situation in the northern Caucasus remains

volatile. Both internally displaced persons (IDPs) and

returnees continue to rely on humanitarian assistance

and protection as they have few opportunities to

improve their livelihoods. In Chechnya, however, the

needs of people of concern to UNHCR cannot be met by

humanitarian assistance alone and require recovery-

oriented support to sustain the reintegration of the

displaced.

The needs

The situation of asylum-seekers has not improved signifi-

cantly and refugee recognition rates remain very low.

Substantial backlogs of asylum cases have built up,

caused by administrative delays and the lack of staff and

funds at the Federal Migration Service of the Russian

Federation. Large groups of asylum-seekers and refugees

continue to depend on UNHCR for assistance pending

consideration of their application under protracted

refugee status determination (RSD) procedures. UNHCR

continues to call for a reduction of the long waiting period

preceding RSD and provision of legal documentation to

asylum-seekers when they approach the authorities.

More reception facilities are needed in and around

Moscow and St. Petersburg. Public information activities

need to address xenophobia issues.

In the northern Caucasus, given the complex transition

towards recovery and the prevailing security environment,
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UNHCR’s protection is essential to ensure that the rights

of IDPs and returnees are respected. Humanitarian

access must be fully guaranteed if the Office is to protect

and assist the displaced in the region. In cooperation

with the concerned Governments, local integration

needs to be considered for those IDPs in Ingushetia who

do not wish to return to Chechnya. Integration opportu-

nities need to be maintained in North Ossetia-Alania for

refugees from South Ossetia (Georgia) .

Total requirements: USD 13,415,656

Main objectives

• Support the development of an asylum system that

meets international standards and ensures full and

unhindered access to asylum procedures.

• Promote accession to the conventions on statelessness

and acquisition of citizenship by stateless persons.

• Identify and pursue appropriate durable solutions for

refugees.

• Protect and assist IDPs and returnees, work with

development actors on reintegration and recovery and

build new partnerships with stakeholders specialising

in the protection of human rights.

• Strengthen public information and public awareness

and develop local fund-raising capacities.

Key targets for 2007

• All asylum-seekers, refugees and IDPs have

legal support, proper documents and effective

judicial protection.

• All asylum-seekers in need of international

protection in Moscow and St. Petersburg have

access to basic, preventive and reproductive

health services, including HIV/AIDS prevention.

• All cases of statelessness reported to the Office

are referred for assistance to implementing

partners.

• Training on statelessness and citizenship

issues is supported at the institutional level.

• Each individual has an appropriate durable

solution identified.

• Vulnerable IDPs and refugees in the northern

Caucasus are provided with shelter assistance.

• Local fund-raising capacities are increased by

targeting the private sector.

• Public information activities combat

xenophobia and encourage more tolerant

attitudes towards populations of concern to

UNHCR.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Afghanistan 1,400 1,400 1,500 1,500

Various 200 200 180 180

Asylum-seekers
Afghanistan 280 280 320 320

Various 70 70 80 80

Returnees (refugees) 150 150 150 150

IDPs 160,000 160,000 150,000 150,000

Returnees (IDPs) 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

Others of concern

Afghans in a refugee-like
situation

105,990 3,370 105,700 2,640

IRPs (forced migrants) 80,000 40,000 50,000 25,000

Stateless Meskhetians 6,000 6,000 2,000 2,000

Total 359,090 216,470 314,930 186,870

This shoemaker shop, which produces and repairs

orthopedic footware for the disabled, is one of UNHCR’s 54

quick-impact projects for returnees in Chechnya.

UNHCR / T. Makeeva



Strategy and activities

Asylum-seekers and refugees

UNHCR is concentrating its activities in the regions

where the highest numbers of persons of concern live.

Those regions are Moscow and its immediate environs,

St. Petersburg and the northern Caucasus.

The Office will work with the authorities to address gaps

in the legal and institutional framework relating to

access to the territory and admissibility to procedures.

Other areas to be covered under this partnership are the

establishment of reception centres, the provision of doc-

uments, assistance and legal counselling to asy-

lum-seekers and a reduction in waiting periods for

decisions on asylum. The Office will also support the

authorities through training and by providing informa-

tion on best practices and refugee legislation.

As asylum-seekers cannot work or access public services

legally, UNHCR will implement a substantial multi-sec-

toral assistance programme. This will include cash

assistance for the most vulnerable. UNHCR will register

asylum-seekers at the Refugee Reception Centre in Moscow

and the Refugee Counselling Centre in St. Petersburg.

Staff at these centres will provide legal counselling, liaise

with law enforcement agencies on the rights of refugees,

follow up on detention cases and address instances of

domestic violence. Voluntary repatriation and resettle-

ment will remain key durable solutions.

In North Ossetia-Alania, UNHCR will offer legal assis-

tance through an implementing partner to refugees try-

ing to integrate locally. The Office will also participate in

a shelter programme for refugees with other interna-

tional organizations.

Countrywide, UNHCR will support a network of legal

counselling centres, focusing not only on legal advice

but also on monitoring the asylum/migration situation

— especially in border areas. It will also train and help

build the skills of NGOs and government officials. Public

awareness and information programmes will continue in

Moscow, St. Petersburg and other selected regions.

UNHCR’s protection, programme and community ser-

vices staff will spend considerable time on individual

refugees. They will intervene at airports to prevent

refoulement, interview asylum-seekers in detention

centres, expedite resettlement for those about to be

deported and ensure that protection issues are handled

sensitively by implementing partners.

Stateless persons

UNHCR has been providing legal assistance through a

local partner to the Meskhetians in Krasnodar Krai who

have not benefited from the resettlement programme to

the United States of America implemented by IOM. The

Office will assist those with no status to obtain citizen-

ship and proper documents.

Internally displaced persons and
conflict-affected populations in the
northern Caucasus

UNHCR and its implementing partners will continue to

monitor the situation of IDPs in the northern Caucasus.

Protection activities will increase in Chechnya to moni-

tor returnees in order to provide more accurate assess-

ments and facilitate intervention in individual cases.

Shelter and quick-impact projects will also support the

reintegration of returnees. In Ingushetia, a joint integra-

tion initiative will assist IDPs who opt to settle perma-

nently there.

In Ingushetia and Chechnya, UNHCR will continue to

monitor IDPs in private accommodation and in tempo-

rary settlements. The network of legal counseling cen-

tres established in the northern Caucasus will provide

access to individual legal assistance. In Chechnya,

UNHCR will cooperate with the Ombudsman’s office to

protect the conflict-affected population and conduct

training sessions on the rights of the displaced.

Limited emergency shelter activities will ensure that IDPs

have adequate shelter in the areas of displacement. Per-

manent shelter interventions will complement govern-

mental plans to facilitate local integration in Ingushetia

and the reintegration of voluntary returnees to Chechnya.

Constraints

The relatively low priority given to asylum issues in view of

the multiple migration challenges faced by the Government

may delay revision of the Law on Refugees and related

laws and procedures. Xenophobic tendencies and

restrictions on employment constrain the potential for

self-reliance of asylum-seekers and refugees.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 86

International 13

National 52

UNVs 18

JPOs 3
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Management structure

UNHCR’s operations in the Russian Federation will con-

tinue to be led and managed by the Representation in

Moscow. UNHCR will have offices in Nazran and

Vladikavkaz, while offices is to be established in Grozny

together with other UN agencies in early 2007.

Coordination

UNHCR works closely with other United Nations agencies,

relevant inter-governmental organizations and federal and

regional authorities in the Russian Federation. Regular coor-

dination meetings include ICRC, OCHA, UNDP, UNDSS,

UNICEF, WHO, WFP and other actors engaged in humani-

tarian operations in the northern Caucasus. In Moscow, the

Humanitarian and Development Forum include NGOs and

embassies. In the northern Caucasus, UNHCR chairs

the Protection and Shelter Working Groups. Govern-

mental partners include the Ministries of Foreign Affairs

and of the Interior, the Federal Migration Service and the

regional migration departments, Ombudsman offices,

Moscow City Department of Education and the

Governments of Chechnya, Ingushetia and North

Ossetia-Alania.

Partners

Implementing partners

NGOs: Association of Media Managers, Caucasian Refugee
Council, Children’s Fund of North Ossetia-Alania,
Children’s Fund of Stavropol, Civic Assistance,
Inter-Cultural Education Ethnosfera Centre for, Danish
Refugee Council, EquiLibre Solidarity, Faith, Hope, Love,
Guild of Russian Filmmakers, Magee Woman Care
International, Memorial Human Rights Centre, Nizam,
Peace to the Caucasus, Pomosch, Stichting Russian Justice
Initiative, St. Petersburg International Cooperation of the
Red Cross Center, St. Petersburg Red Cross Society, Vesta.

Others: IOM, UNV.

Operational partners

Government: Federal Migration Service of Russia and its
Departments in the regions, Governments of North
Ossetia-Alania, Ingushetia and Chechnya, Moscow City
Education Department, Institute of Migration Processes
Management of the State University of Management,
Ombudsman Offices.

NGOs: Psychological Support Centre Gratis.

Others: Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, UNDP.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 3,720,107 3,698,479

Community services 810,417 503,198

Domestic needs 778,883 401,687

Education 634,549 408,232

Health 1,031,306 833,856

Income generation 35,469 11,827

Legal assistance 3,888,706 3,900,508

Operational support (to agencies) 963,259 1,011,992

Shelter and infrastructure 1,267,456 648,528

Transport and logistics 376,469 0

Total operations 13,506,621 11,418,306

Programme support 2,103,196 1,997,350

Total 15,609,817 13,415,656

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection, monitoring and
coordination 23.8%

Community
services 5.2%

Domestic
needs
5.0%

Education
4.1%

Health 6.6%

Income generation 0.2%

Legal assistance
24.9%

Operational
support

(to agencies)
6.2%

Shelter and
infrastructure

8.1%

Transport and
logistics 2.4%

Programme support
13.5%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection, monitoring and
coordination 27.6%

Community
services
3.8%

Domestic
needs
3.0%

Health 6.2%

Education 3.0%

Income generation 0.1%

Legal assistance
29.1%

Operational
support

(to agencies)
7.5%

Shelter and
infrastructure 4.8%

Programme support
14.9%



Albania

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Croatia

Montenegro

Serbia

The former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia

South-Eastern
Europe

Working environment

The inhabitants of the western Balkans, including some

130,000 refugees and 430,000 internally displaced

persons (IDPs) whose lives were disrupted by the wars

in the former Yugoslavia, witnessed significant political

developments in 2006. Perhaps the most notable was

the referendum in Montenegro in May that led to its dec-

laration of independence from the State Union of Serbia

and Montenegro on 3 June 2006. A week later the

Republic of Montenegro became the 192nd Member

State of the United Nations.

Negotiations on the future status of the province of

Kosovo (Serbia) began with the Secretary-General’s

nomination in November 2005 of Martti Ahtisaari as his

Special Envoy for the Future Status Process for Kosovo.

His recommendations will form the basis for a decision

by the Security Council on the future status of Kosovo.

Although there has been some improvement in the overall

security situation and freedom of movement in Kosovo,

instances of harassment, abuse and low-level violence

against minorities in the province (particularly ethnic

Serbs and Roma) continue. This highlights the need for

international protection and greater preparedness on the

part of UNHCR, pending a decision on Kosovo’s status.

The objectives of the Sarajevo Declaration of January

2005, which are to end all displacement in the region

by the end of 2006 and ease the return or local



integration of refugees and IDPs, will not be met in this

timeframe. This is partially due to unresolved tenancy

rights issues and poor socio-economic conditions, both

of which hinder reintegration or local integration in the

region.

Strategy

UNHCR’s objectives in South-Eastern Europe focus on

refugees and IDPs displaced by the wars in Croatia and

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH); refugees and IDPs displaced

from and within Kosovo; and asylum-system development.

The Office will continue to seek durable solutions for

those displaced by the wars in Croatia and BiH. At the

same time, it will gradually reduce its operational

involvement in this region. This follows the recognition

that the main need here is for development, as lasting

solutions for the displaced are dependent on improved

socio-economic conditions. UNHCR’s phase-down will

entail the closure of three field offices in BiH and two

satellite offices in Croatia.

The closure of these offices in Croatia and BiH will

enable UNHCR to focus its attention on Kosovo. There,

the Office will pursue a flexible strategy to deal with a

rapidly changing environment and cooperate with its

partners to provide assistance to the most vulnerable

refugees and IDPs. The Office will also look at local inte-

gration and repatriation, subject to the consent of the

authorities and the displaced.

UNHCR’s overall objective in the region is to help gov-

ernments and other national actors develop an asylum

system capable of protecting refugees and asylum-seekers

in accordance with international standards. Much still

needs to be done to fully implement asylum legislation

and establish adequate reception conditions. Another

goal is to establish region-wide monitoring and referral

systems for survivors of sexual and gender-based violence.

Constraints

For the reasons previously stated, it is unlikely that

the goals of the Sarajevo Declaration regarding those

displaced by the wars in Croatia and BiH will be met

with the set timeframe. Unemployment and bureaucratic

obstacles also impede the search for durable solutions.

In Kosovo, the precarious situation of minorities, and

uncertainties surrounding the outcome of the status

talks, make it difficult to find durable solutions for persons

of concern in the province.

Operations

In Albania, UNHCR will continue to cooperate with the

Government to protect and assist asylum-seekers and

refugees. This will include monitoring of the refugee status

determination procedure conducted by the Government,

the search for durable solutions for recognized refugees
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and their temporary accommodation, primarily in the

National Reception Centre.

In Croatia, UNHCR will reduce its capacity to monitor

the post-Dayton population of concern (mainly return-

ees from Serbia and BiH) with the closure of the satellite

offices in Sisak and Knin. However, it will continue to

provide legal advice and assistance in resolving property

and housing disputes. The Office will also work with the

Government to develop an efficient and fair asylum sys-

tem in line with international standards.

In Montenegro, UNHCR will focus on identifying dura-

ble solutions for refugees from BiH and Croatia by pur-

suing voluntary repatriation, culminating in the closure

of the collective centre. It will place greater emphasis on

assisting those who fled to Montenegro from Kosovo in

1999 and on finding durable solutions for them. This

will include clarifying their legal status — with a focus

on the prevention of statelessness. Montenegro adopted

a new asylum law in May 2006; UNHCR will now help

the authorities to implement it. These activities are

linked to UNHCR operations in the neighbouring

countries.

In mid-2006 there were approximately 2,000 refugees

in The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. Nearly

all are ethnic minorities from Kosovo, particularly Roma,

Ashkalija and Egyptians who fled in 1999. The search

for durable solutions for these refugees is constrained by

the uncertainties surrounding Kosovo’s future status and

the absence of possibilities for their local integration.

UNHCR will continue to provide these people with basic

assistance and work with the Government to allow them

to stay in the country. Building on an established moni-

toring and referral system, the Office will pay special

attention to sexual and gender-based violence, which is

particularly acute in this group.

UNHCR’s operations in BiH and Serbia (including

Kosovo) are described in greater detail in separate

chapters.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Albania 1,119,392 734,890

Bosnia and Herzegovina 10,688,257 6,702,164

Croatia 4,513,641 3,191,177

Montenegro 0 2,162,812

Serbia1 24,918,958 20,956,650

The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 3,901,288 3,085,829

Total 45,141,536 36,833,522

1 In 2006, UNHCR's activities in Montenegro, amounting to USD 2,387,055 are included in the budget for Serbia.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Albania
2.5%

Bosnia and Herzegovina
23.7%

Croatia
10.0%

Serbia and
Montenegro

55.2%

The former
Yugoslav Republic

of Macedonia
8.6%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

Albania
2.0%

Bosnia and Herzegovina
18.2%

Croatia
8.7%

Serbia
56.9%

Montenegro
5.9%

The former
Yugoslav Republic

of Macedonia
8.4%



Bosnia and Herzegovina

Working environment

The context

The general elections held in Bosnia

and Herzegovina (BiH) in October

2006 propelled the country into a

new era of self-governance. In the

lead up to the elections, the enact-

ment of laws aimed at concluding

a stabilization and association

agreement with the European Union

slowed down markedly.

The Office of the High Representa-

tive, established to oversee the

implementation of the General

Framework Agreement for Peace

("Dayton Agreement") in BiH, will

close in June 2007. An Office of the

European Union Special Representa-

tive will open in its place and take

over some of its functions.

The verification of the status of internally

displaced persons (IDPs) is expected

to result in a significant reduction in

the number of those considered IDPs

in the country. As for repatriation,

some 778 refugees returned to Croatia

with UNHCR’s support in the first nine

months of 2006.

UNHCR, together with government ministries and the

country’s Parliamentary Commission is reviewing dura-

ble solutions for refugees and stateless persons. The

most important discussions revolve around the possibil-

ity of refugees and stateless persons applying for citizen-

ship after four years of lawful residence in the country.

The needs

A participatory assessment conducted in 2006 con-

firmed that those refugees who have moved out of

reception centres have been much more successful at

integrating locally and becoming self-reliant in recent

months. However, the difficult economic situation ren-

ders subsistence allowances necessary in order to make

local integration sustainable. For refugees from Kosovo,

shelter assistance was reiterated as the primary need as

they have no social ties in BiH and, therefore, lack

informal support networks.

The documented needs of the displaced population,

who are compelled to remain in collective accommoda-

tion, far exceed what UNHCR can accomplish within its

limited mandate and resources. In terms of shelter

alone, more than 120,000 people have applied for

assistance to rebuild a total of approximately 40,000

damaged or destroyed homes. In light of the overwhelming

needs of IDPs, the concerns of asylum-seekers, refugees

and temporary admission card holders are not given the

same priority by the Government.

Total requirements: USD 6,702,164

Main objectives

UNHCR’s programme in BiH consists of two compo-

nents: fostering durable solutions in the post-Dayton

situation and strengthening the country’s asylum system.
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Overall objectives

• Support the national authorities as they develop an

asylum system to meet international standards.

• Collaborate with governments, the Organization for

Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and the

European Commission to bring the “3x3 Initiative”,

fostering conditions conducive to return, to a success-

ful close.

• Assist asylum-seekers and refugees with protection

and support.

• Find viable durable solutions for refugees and

temporary admission card holders.

• Support returnees and the local integration of IDPs

through shelter assistance and small-scale economic

projects.

• Encourage national authorities and development

actors to tackle the challenges of post-war recovery,

including political and economic transition issues,

and rehabilitate infrastructure.

Key targets for 2007

• 1,200 Croatian refugees return home and receive

repatriation grants prior to their departure.

• All IDPs, asylum-seekers, refugees and returnees

have access to legal advice.

• 30 vulnerable asylum-seeker and refugee

families receive living allowances and move out

of reception centres.

• 35 vulnerable IDP families move back into their

homes following their reconstruction.

• 30 communities benefit from infrastructure and

small-scale economic support that improves the

sustainability of IDP and refugee returns.

• Construction of an asylum centre by the authorities

is started and set to be completed in 2008.

• The number of IDP families living in collective

centres and alternative accommodation

decreases by 1,100.

Strategy and activities

Joint initiatives and partnerships with other organizations

and the Government are crucial to ensure effective pro-

tection and assistance for the large number of persons of

concern to UNHCR in BiH. These partnerships will con-

tinue to play an increasingly important role in 2007.

The European Commission supports BiH through its

Community Assistance for Reconstruction, Development

and Stabilisation (CARDS) programme, with UNHCR as

an implementing partner. The Ministry for Human

Rights and Refugees leads the “3x3 Initiative” (whereby

regional governments committed themselves to finding

durable solutions for the displaced by the end of 2006)

for the BiH side and supports sustainable returns that

are complemented by bilateral projects. UNHCR will

participate in these initiatives and involve other actors in

finding durable solutions for all persons of concern.

As part of its phase-down strategy in BiH, the Office will

hand over responsibilities to its various national part-

ners. UNHCR will provide technical expertise and train-

ing to the Government and other partners in order to

build their capacity to take over some of its work. After

almost 15 years, UNHCR’s offices in Banja Luka, Tuzla

and Mostar will close at the end of June 2007.

UNHCR will, however, continue to attend to the material

needs of especially vulnerable people. Those in need of

medical assistance will be steered to the national health

system.

Refugees and asylum-seekers

The majority of refugees in BiH are ethnic Serbs from

Croatia and ethnic minorities from other countries of the

former Yugoslavia. While half of these refugees are

expected to settle in BiH, returns to Croatia will continue
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Croatia 5,000 2,000 3,800 1,500

Montenegro and Serbia 2,200 750 1,700 600

Various 20 10 10 10

Asylum-seekers
Montenegro and Serbia 100 100 100 100

Various 50 50 50 50

Returnees (refugees) 1,200 250 1,200 100

IDPs 150,000 20,000 80,000 17,000

Returnees (IDPs) 5,000 3,000 4,000 2,500

Total 163,570 26,160 90,860 21,860



in 2007. UNHCR anticipates that only a small number

of refugees will be resettled.

Refugees and displaced people returning
to and within BiH

The Office anticipates that following the validation of their

IDP status, some 80,000 people will remain registered as

internally displaced in the country. Specific areas of the

country with a high number of IDPs will be selected for

interventions in 2007. Those still living in collective

accommodation will be provided with free legal aid and

support in finding durable solutions.

Constraints

The complex regional political context will continue to

affect BiH. Negotiations on a stabilization and association

agreement with the European Union will not begin until

key obstacles are overcome. Slow economic growth is

likely to prevent the Government from allocating suffi-

cient resources to the national health and social services

to meet the needs of vulnerable refugees and IDPs.

High unemployment impedes both local integration and

returns to or within BiH. The successful conclusion of

the “3x3 Initiative” will require a concerted effort by the

parties involved. Other regional issues, particularly the

final status talks on Kosovo, will also affect BiH.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 60

International 7

National 47

JPOs 1

UNVs 5
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Coordination

UNHCR will work closely with the authorities at all levels.

The Office is a member of the Board of Principals

chaired by the High Representative, the UN Country

Team and the "3x3 Initiative". UNHCR will also work

with the OSCE, the European Commission, donor

embassies in Sarajevo and multilateral and bilateral

bodies.

Partners

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry for Human Rights and Refugees,
Ministry of Security.

NGOs: Bosnia and Herzegovina Humanitarian Logistics
Service, Bosnia and Herzegovina Women’s Initiative,
Catholic Relief Service, Hilfswerk Austria, Vasa Prava.

Operational partners

NGOs: Mercy Corps (Scotland).

Others: Council of Europe Development Bank, European
Commission, Swiss Development Corporation, World Bank.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 3,382,680 1,423,093

Community services 1,276,162 634,784

Domestic needs 524,126 467,069

Food 270,168 173,561

Health 28,368 42,406

Legal assistance 1,195,374 621,085

Operational support (to agencies) 458,788 183,412

Shelter and infrastructure 972,794 1,219,468

Transport and logistics 274,221 338,216

Total operations 8,382,680 5,103,093

Programme support 2,305,577 1,599,071

Total 10,688,257 6,702,164

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Programme support
21.6%

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination 31.6%

Community
services 11.9%

Domestic needs 4.9%

Food 2.5%

Health 0.3%

Legal assistance
11.2%

4.3%
Operational support

(to agencies)

9.1%

Shelter and
infrastructure

Transport and
logistics 2.6%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination 21.2%

Community
services 9.5%

Domestic
needs 7.0%

Food 2.6%

Health 0.6%

Legal assistance 9.3%

Operational support
(to agencies) 2.7%

Shelter and
infrastructure

18.2%

Transport and
logistics 5.0%

Programme support
23.9%



Serbia

Working environment

The context

Serbia

The three-year-old State Union of

Serbia and Montenegro came to an

end on 3 June 2006, when

Montenegro declared its independ-

ence following an earlier referendum.

As a consequence, one of UNHCR’s

main counterparts in the Union, the

Ministry of Human and Minority

Rights, was dissolved. Some of the

Ministry’s functions were transferred

to the Office for Human and Minority

Rights of Serbia.

Another important development for

Serbia was the start of the United

Nations-mediated talks on the

future status of Kosovo. So too was

the suspension in May 2006 of

negotiations on the stabilisation and

association agreement between the

European Union (EU) and Serbia.

The main reason for the collapse of

the talks was Belgrade’s failure to

arrest and hand over Ratko Mladic,

the Serb general accused of atrocities during the wars

that engulfed the former Yugoslavia, to the International

Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia. The EU expressed

its willingness to resume the negotiations once Serbia

fulfilled its obligations in this regard. In July, the

Government of Serbia adopted a plan to cooperate

with the tribunal to improve its EU-accession

prospects.

Kosovo

The overall security situation in the province of Kosovo

remains stable but fragile. Though there has been a

decrease in serious ethnically motivated crimes, minorities

are still subject to low-level violence, intimidation and

harassment. The precarious security environment is

aggravated by the weakness of the rule of law and
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Planning figures: Serbia

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Croatia 56,500 56,500 38,100 38,100

BiH 22,000 22,000 14,450 14,450

Various 20 20 20 20

Asylum-seekers Various 50 50 90 90

IDPs 206,700 206,700 204,000 204,000

Others of concern Stateless 3,000 - 3,000 -

Total 288,270 285,270 259,660 256,660



dearth of criminal investigations or prosecutions. Ethnic

imbalances in local law-enforcement authorities in sev-

eral areas have also contributed to fears among the pop-

ulation who have limited freedom of movement in the

province.

Talks on the future status of Kosovo, which are expected

to culminate in late 2006, have heightened a sense of

uncertainty among minorities in the province. The

potential for further unrest and displacement remains.

Meanwhile, important government functions are being

transferred from the UN Interim Administration Mission

in Kosovo (UNMIK) to the newly created Provisional

Institutions of Self Government (PISG). Regardless of

the outcome of the status talks, these institutions will

need to be strengthened so they can effectively assume

their responsibilities.

The needs

Serbia

UNHCR’s activities in Serbia are linked to refugees from

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) and the Republic of

Croatia, also known as the "post-Dayton population";

internally displaced persons (IDPs) from Kosovo; and

asylum system development.

A participatory assessment has found that among refugees

opting for local integration there is a need for housing,

vocational training and livelihood support. Vulnerable

refugees in collective centres need basic humanitarian

assistance, while others need psychosocial support and

institutional care. Many of these refugees also require

legal aid to obtain personal documents and regain their

property. This is especially the case with regard to lost

tenancy rights among refugees displaced from previ-

ously socially owned housing in Croatia.

IDPs in Serbia have many of the same needs as refugees,

particularly housing assistance and livelihood support. In

2007 UNHCR plans to expand its programme to IDPs,

who have so far not benefited from this type of

assistance.

Kosovo

At the macro level, there is a need to bridge humanitarian

relief and development. Long-term strategies targeting

infrastructure projects, housing, economic investment

and employment for minorities and returnees must be

designed and implemented. The aim is to ensure the full

economic, social and civic reintegration of minority

returnees, IDPs and refugees into stable communities.

Freedom of movement and access to services, housing,

jobs, civil registration, balanced information and legal

assistance are needed by all persons of concern to

UNHCR in Kosovo. Those forcibly returned from Western

Europe, in particular, are often in dire need of subsistence

assistance and accommodation.

Certain needs are particularly acute among specific

non-Serb minority populations, especially the Roma,

Ashkalija and Egyptians. These groups suffer from low

literacy, lack of support for traumatized adults and chil-

dren and insufficient care for the elderly or chronically ill.

Total requirements: USD 20,956,650

Main objectives

Serbia

• Support refugees from Croatia and BiH to find durable

solutions.

• Support IDPs from Kosovo, and returnees arriving in

Serbia under readmission agreements, to find durable

solutions.

• Protect and assist the most vulnerable refugees, IDPs

and other marginalized groups.
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Planning figures: Kosovo

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
The FYR of Macedonia 600 600 - -

Various 310 310 300 300

Returnees (refugees) 8,000 2,000 10,000 3,000

IDPs 19,000 19,000 15,000 15,000

Returnees (IDPs) 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000

Others of concern
Minorities at risk 85,000 85,000 85,000 85,000

Stateless - - 3,000 3,000

Total 117,910 111,910 118,300 111,300



• Assist the Government to build an asylum system

and devise procedures in harmony with international

standards; hand over refugee status determination

(RSD) to the Government.

Kosovo

Contribute to the establishment of conditions for the

sustainable return and integration of minority returnees,

including monitoring and supervision, to prevent further

displacement.

• Address the integration needs of IDPs within Kosovo,

in concert with other local and international actors.

• Find durable solutions for refugees from the former

Yugoslavia and mandate refugees.

• Support the local government to build municipal

return and integration capacities and develop protec-

tion skills.

• Develop a fair and efficient asylum system that matches

regional standards through sustained capacity building,

particularly at the Ministry of the Interior.

• Strengthen UNHCR’s preparedness (and that of its

partners) to deal with status-related challenges that

could result in renewed displacement.

Strategy and activities

Serbia

While repatriation remains the preferred durable solution

for most refugees, there are some obstacles in the way.

Most of these are related to property issues and require

intervention and coordination with UNHCR offices in

neighbouring BiH and Croatia. Organized repatriation to

Croatia will be gradually phased out in 2007, though the

transport of refugees’ personal belongings will continue.

UNHCR will also continue to provide legal advice on

housing and property issues, as well as help with per-

sonal documentation and in-court representation.

UNHCR will also facilitate the local integration of refugees

by advocating their inclusion in the poverty reduction

and development strategies of European and multilateral

institutions. UNHCR will help the authorities close the

remaining collective centres for refugees by assisting those

moving out with cash assistance and other forms of aid,

vocational training and microcredit and income-generating

activities. Vulnerable refugees in private accommodation

will also benefit from this assistance.
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Key targets for 2007

Serbia

• 200 refugee families are repatriated with their

belongings to Croatia.

• 20,000 refugees obtain citizenship ID cards and

are de-registered.

• 1,200 refugees move out of the remaining

collective centres and are provided with financial

and in-kind assistance.

• 5,000 IDPs given legal advice to help them access

social services and obtain personal documents.

• 1,800 IDPs receive legal counselling on return

issues.

• 3,800 IDPs move out of collective centres and

receive financial help and assistance.

• 620 IDPs participate in vocational training.

• A database is developed by the authorities to

facilitate the profiling and monitoring of persons of

concern returning under readmission agreements.

• 5,000 refugees receive legal aid, including

representation in court, to help with property

restitution.

• 54 mobile teams provide psychosocial support and

community services to vulnerable refugees and

IDPs.

• After the enactment of an asylum law (in late 2006

or early 2007), by-laws and operational

instructions are adopted, an asylum reception

centre and referral system are established, and RSD

is handed over to the authorities.

Kosovo

• All IDPs within and outside Kosovo have access to

timely and reliable information on the situation in

return locations, related projects and available

assistance.

• All returnees and refugees have access to free legal

advice.

• All vulnerable minority returnees, refugees, IDPs

and asylum-seekers receive basic material

assistance.

• Procedures to deal with sexual and gender-based

violence are refined and prevention strengthened.

• Legislative and institutional asylum frameworks are

established.

• PISG officials, border-police officers and judges are

trained in protection issues.



UNHCR will also assist the authorities to protect and

assist the most vulnerable IDPs. Special attention will

be given to internally displaced Roma who face serious

obstacles in gaining access to the legal system, civil reg-

istration, documentation and their social and economic

rights. Due to the prevailing security situation and the

uncertain outcome of the Kosovo status negotiations,

UNHCR will continue to help individual returnees to

Kosovo purely on a voluntary basis. The Office will

search for alternative solutions for IDPs who are unable

or unwilling to return. The outcome of the final status

talks on Kosovo could result in new population move-

ments for which UNHCR is strengthening preparedness.

UNHCR will monitor and assist the most vulnerable

refugees and IDPs, such as the elderly, women, children

and adolescents. A network of mobile outreach teams

will improve social services at the municipal level and

connect the vulnerable to existing support structures.

The introduction of the age, gender and diversity

mainstreaming approach in mid-2006 will further

strengthen UNHCR’s understanding of the varied needs

of persons of concern.

The final draft of the Law on Asylum, which was pre-

pared by a government working group in June 2006, is

expected to be ratified by the end of 2006 or early

2007. Until then UNHCR will continue to conduct refugee

status determination (RSD). The Government will require

UNHCR’s support to implement the asylum legislation,

especially to put in place a fair and efficient RSD procedure.

Admission to the territory, prevention of refoulement

and the establishment of a referral mechanism and

appropriate reception conditions will be important pil-

lars of the new asylum system. Links with UNHCR oper-

ations in neighbouring countries, as well as with the

European Commission and its asylum programmes, will

help with training and capacity building in Serbia.

In 2005 the Government of Serbia adopted a Citizenship

Law that generally complies with international legal

standards and has offered Serbian citizenship to a large

number of refugees from BiH and Croatia. However, it

will need help to implement an efficient naturalization

process and mechanisms for the de-registration of

refugees. UNHCR will assist the Department for Admin-

istration of the Ministry of the Interior to upgrade its

capacity to process refugees’ applications for Serbian

citizenship.

Kosovo

UNHCR has developed a flexible strategy to adapt to the

changing political environment affected by the status

talks. It will gradually scale down direct assistance to

returnees, though it will continue to monitor their condi-

tions. The Office will put more effort into empowering

the municipal and central authorities and local NGOs to

take over the responsibility of providing adequate

services to returnees.

The Office will continue to conduct RSD, but will place

more emphasis on the development of an asylum sys-

tem in accordance with international standards. Again,

UNHCR will work to gradually hand over RSD responsi-

bilities to the authorities.

UNHCR will provide food and domestic items, shelter

assistance, legal and social counselling, self-reliance

and income-generating support for the neediest among

minority returnees, refugees and IDPs in Kosovo. Given

the high number of unregistered individuals from the

Roma, Ashkalija and Egyptian populations in Kosovo,

UNHCR (together with UNMIK, PISG and local NGOs)

will implement a registration campaign. It is expected

that this will also reduce these communities’ risk of

being excluded from public services and denied their

civil rights.

In order to promote dialogue among the parties con-

cerned, UNHCR will continue to chair the Direct Dialogue

Working Group on Returns. "Go-and-see" visits will con-

tinue, while micro projects to ease inter-ethnic dialogue

and integration will be implemented at the community

level.

Constraints

Serbia

The “3x3 Initiative”, whereby the regional governments

committed themselves to finding durable solutions for

the displaced by the end of 2006, is behind schedule.

The deadline will not be met mainly due to the lack of

agreement on issues related to former tenancy rights

holders in Croatia.

The precarious security situation, lack of freedom of

movement, inadequate conditions for sustainable rein-

tegration and uncertainty surrounding the outcome of

the Kosovo talks will have a negative impact on the
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return of IDPs to Kosovo. The eventual decision on the

status question will also affect the orientation of

UNHCR’s long-term strategy for IDPs.

Kosovo

The uncertainty surrounding the status talks has had a

negative effect on minority returns. Many are waiting for

the outcome of the negotiations before making their

decision on return. Other impediments to return include

insecurity, restricted freedom of movement, limited

PISG capacity, a shortage of housing, unresolved prop-

erty disputes and a general lack of employment opportu-

nities. Furthermore, IDPs and returnees are confronted

with obstacles in accessing to and/or lack of infrastruc-

ture in the areas of health and education, justice and

public administration. Return projects approved through

a joint PISG-UN appraisal mechanism remain largely

under-funded.

Moreover, Kosovo has the highest unemployment rate in

the subregion. This is exacerbated by rapid population

growth, with 40-50,000 young people added to the

labour pool each year. Kosovo also faces a difficult tran-

sition from a predominantly agricultural society to a

market economy.

Organization and
implementation

UNHCR presence (Serbia, excluding Kosovo)

Number of offices 2

Total staff 75

International 6

National 49

UNVs 20

UNHCR presence (Kosovo)

Number of offices 5

Total staff 90

International 17

National 63

UNVs 9

Deployees 1

Management

Serbia

The operations in Serbia (excluding Kosovo) will be

managed by the UNHCR office in Belgrade and the field

office in Kraljevo, with the latter covering central and

southern Serbia. With Montenegro’s independence, the

UNHCR office in Podgorica will be responsible for man-

aging all activities in that country.

Kosovo

UNHCR in Kosovo will continue to be headed by the

Chief of Mission based in the office in Pristina. In addition

to Pristina, UNHCR will retain its presence in Mitrovica,

Peja/Pec, Prizren and Gjlan/Gnjlane.

Coordination

Serbia

UNHCR’s main government counterparts are the

Serbian Commissioner for Refugees and the Ministry of

Labour, Employment and Social Affairs, the Ministry of

the Interior of Serbia, the Coordination Centre for Kosovo

and Metohija, the Ministry for Public Administration and

Local Self-Government and the Office for Human and

Minority Rights. The Office will coordinate closely with

other UN agencies through the UNDAF framework and

advocate for the inclusion of refugees and IDPs in the

assistance programmes of bilateral development agen-

cies, the Council of Europe Development Bank and the

European Commission, including the European Agency

for Reconstruction, the Council of Europe and the OSCE.

UNHCR will also cooperate with NGOs and legal

networks.

Kosovo

UNHCR regularly arranges meetings with all imple-

menting partners and participates in NGO coordination

meetings focusing on best practices and lessons

learned. The Office will continue regular meetings with

donors and their liaison offices in Kosovo, concerned

PISG Ministries and UNMIK. These will be comple-

mented by areas of responsibility-based coordination

mechanisms with implementing partners and other

stakeholders in the return process. Close coordination

with UNHCR Offices in Serbia, Montenegro and The

former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia will also

continue.
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Partners: Serbia

Implementing partners

Government: Ministry of Employment and Social Affairs of
the Republic of Serbia, Serbian Commissioner for
Refugees, Ministry of Labour.

NGOs: AmitY, Danish Refugee Council, Humanitarian
Centre for Integration and Tolerance, International
Consortium of Solidarity, INTERSOS, Micro Development
Fund, Microfins, Praxis, UNION.

Operational partners

Government: Coordination Centre for Kosovo and
Metohija, Ministry for Public Administration and Local
Self-Government.

Others: Council of Europe, Council of Europe
Development Bank, European Commission, OSCE, UN
Country Team and UNV.

Partners: Kosovo

Implementing partners

NGOs: Advocacy Training and Resource Centre, Civil
Rights Program/Kosovo, Danish Refugee Council,
Developing Together, International Catholic Migration
Commission, Mercy Corps, Mother Theresa Society and
Norwegian Church Aid.

Operational partners

Government: PISG/UNMIK.

Others: European Union, IOM, OSCE, UNDP, UNHCHR,
UNICEF, UNFPA, WHO.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006
1

2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 5,963,886 5,944,393

Community services 2,343,142 876,201

Domestic needs 1,269,390 1,333,410

Education 508,920 559,400

Food 111,914 19,500

Health 210,556 126,628

Income generation 67,371 200,000

Legal assistance 3,269,103 2,576,095

Operational support (to agencies) 1,770,796 1,364,491

Sanitation 10,568 0

Shelter and infrastructure 3,179,308 2,995,000

Transport and logistics 1,428,931 1,172,500

Total operations 20,133,886 17,167,617

Programme support 4,785,072 3,789,033

Total 24,918,958 20,956,650

1 Includes activities in Montenegro for an amount of USD 2,387,055.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination 23.9%

Community
services 9.4%

Domestic
needs 5.1%

Education 2.0%

Food 0.4%

Health 0.8%

Income generation 0.3%

Legal assistance 13.1%

Operational support
(to agencies) 7.1%

Sanitation 0.1%

Shelter and
infrastructure

12.7%

Transport and
logistics 5.7%

Programme support
19.2%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Protection,
monitoring and
coordination 28.4%

Community
services 4.2%

Domestic
needs 6.4%

Education 2.7%

Food 0.1%

Health 0.6%

Income generation 1.0%
Legal assistance 12.3%

Operational support
(to agencies) 6.5%

Shelter and
infrastructure

14.3%

Transport and
logistics 5.6%

Programme support
18.1%



Bulgaria

Cyprus

Czech Republic

Estonia

Hungary

Latvia

Lithuania

Poland

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Turkey

Central Europe and
the Baltic States

Working environment

A major focus among European Union members in

the Central Europe and Baltic States region will be

the continued implementation of the Union’s directives

on asylum. Efforts are under way to incorporate Brussels’

asylum legislation into Member States’ legal frameworks,

while at the same time upholding applicable international

standards. UNHCR is closely associated with the process

and will monitor all related developments, including

those that arise following the accession of Bulgaria and

Romania to the Union in January 2007.

Some 8,800 asylum applications were recorded in this

subregion (excluding Turkey) in the first six months of

2006. This was a decline of more than 30 per cent from

the same period in 2005. The nine new Member States

of the European Union in this region received almost

7,600 new asylum requests, almost 40 per cent fewer

than in the first six months of 2005. Among the coun-

tries experiencing a significant decrease were Slovenia,

Estonia and Cyprus (down by 76 per cent, 50 per cent

and 48 per cent respectively).

Despite the current fall in the number of asylum

applications in the subregion, it should not be forgotten

that due to their location on the borders of the European

Union, Central European countries face considerable

pressure from broader migration movements. This makes

the need for greater cooperation and burden- and

responsibility- sharing among the Union’s Member

States all the more acute.



Strategy

The Central European States that joined the European

Union in May 2004 have become important entry points

into Western Europe for asylum-seekers and refugees. In

this context, UNHCR’s operational strategy is to ensure

that all asylum-seekers, refugees and others of concern

in the region receive harmonized treatment within a

common European asylum system, no matter where

they enter the Union. In 2007 UNHCR will redouble

efforts to convince governments in the region to assume

their full responsibilities towards asylum-seekers,

refugees and others of concern.

UNHCR’s regional strategy is built upon four priorities,

which are:

• the access of asylum-seekers to the territory of the

States and to appropriate asylum procedures;

• adequate reception facilities and conditions in accord-

ance with international standards;

• high-quality refugee status determination by States;

and

• prospects for recognized refugees to integrate into

their host communities.

Furthermore, UNHCR has reconfigured its presence in

Europe around six regional offices, which are respon-

sible for overseeing the work of other UNHCR offices

under their geographical coverage. Besides being more

cost-effective, the new arrangement encourages the

formulation of regional strategies.

Constraints

The changing pattern of asylum continues to pose a

challenge to countries in the region. This is especially

the case with mixed population movements in which

asylum-seekers need to be distinguished from other

migrants, both legal and illegal. The pressure of these

large movements of people, coupled with security

concerns related to terrorism, has led to increased border

controls. It has also given rise to a tendency to impose

more restrictive asylum measures in the context of the

European Union’s directives.

One of the consequences of the economic austerity

programmes introduced by governments in the region

has been a reduction in funding for the maintenance and

development of national asylum systems and infrastruc-

ture. This trend is of particular concern to UNHCR, as

States bear the primary responsibility for protecting and

assisting asylum-seekers and refugees.

UNHCR will make every effort to ensure that asylum

systems in the region receive the necessary human,

financial and material support from the governments
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concerned. It will also ensure that civil society groups

participate in asylum systems. Funding is crucial for

these strategic interventions.

Operations

Information on UNHCR’s operations in Turkey is pro-

vided separately in the next chapter. This section covers

the rest of Central Europe and the Baltic States.

Access to asylum systems and
procedures

To ensure that the principle of non-refoulement is

respected, UNHCR will focus on systematic and inde-

pendent monitoring at airports and other entry points

at land and sea borders. Border guards, NGO staff,

lawyers and other actors will be trained in the correct

procedures.

Asylum-seekers will continue to be provided with relevant

protection information, such as the 1951 Convention,

the Dublin II regulation and European Union directives.

UNHCR will also do its best to ensure that any detention

of asylum-seekers is limited and in compliance with

international law. Furthermore, it will monitor detention

facilities, push for compliance with its guidelines on

detention and provide legal assistance to detained

asylum-seekers.

Adequate reception conditions in
accordance with international standards

UNHCR will make every effort to ensure that the

material, psychosocial, legal and protection needs of

asylum-seekers are addressed while taking account of

diversity, age, gender and special needs. It will raise

awareness of issues such as sexual and gender-based

violence and separated children with governments,

NGOs, the legal profession and others. UNHCR will also

encourage asylum-seekers to participate in the manage-

ment and servicing of accommodation centres.
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Poland. Education of refugee children helps their chances of integration into their new communities. UNHCR / M. Sunjic.



Quality refugee status determination
(RSD)

UNHCR will advocate for the inclusive interpretation of the

1951 Convention and try to ensure that the transposition

of European Union asylum directives into national law

respects international standards. It will monitor status

determination procedures through regular visits to facili-

ties, random spot checks and scrutiny of procedures,

interviews and files.

Effective integration of recognized
refugees

The primary durable solution for refugees in the region

continues to be local integration. However, recognized

refugees trying to integrate into their new communities

face difficulties in learning the national language,

finding jobs, acquiring housing and accessing social

services. These common difficulties were clearly dem-

onstrated during an assessment carried out in several

countries by joint government, NGO and UNHCR

teams in 2005. While UNHCR is not in a position to

solve all the problems related to integration, it will con-

tinue to encourage action by governments, NGOs and

the refugees themselves to find practical solutions.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Bulgaria 1,042,971 846,372

Cyprus 838,791 710,813

Czech Republic 927,603 420,643

Hungary 2,364,094 2,060,516

Poland 955,036 807,938

Romania 1,092,737 979,681

Slovakia 762,151 496,666

Slovenia 380,121 194,000

Turkey 7,065,521 6,716,171

Regional activities1 300,000 240,000

Total 15,729,025 13,472,800

1 Includes promotion of refugee law.

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

Bulgaria
6.6% Cyprus

5.3%

Poland
6.1%

Czech Republic
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Hungary
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Turkey
44.9%
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2007 Annual Programme Budget by country
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7.3%

Slovakia
3.7%

Slovenia
1.4%

Turkey
49.8%

Regional
activities

1.8%



Turkey

Working environment

The context

UNHCR’s operations in Turkey are shaped by the

Government’s decision to maintain the “geographic limi-

tation” which restricts its obligation under the 1951

Refugee Convention to people uprooted by events in

Europe. Until a national asylum system for non-Europeans

seeking international protection is established, UNHCR

will continue to conduct refugee status determination

(RSD) under its mandate. Turkey nevertheless provides

non-European refugees with temporary asylum, pending

UNHCR’s efforts to secure their resettlement.

Turkey’s candidacy for membership of the European

Union (EU) also continues to influence UNHCR’s opera-

tions in the country. The Government has committed

itself to implement the EU Acquis on asylum, migration,

border monitoring and human rights.

A “National Action Plan for the Adoption of the EU

Acquis in the Field of Migration and Asylum” provides

a roadmap for the development of a comprehensive

asylum system. The plan includes the creation of a

specialized agency for asylum and migration, a regional

network of reception centres and other measures for the

protection of refugees and solutions to their plight. It

sets 2012 as the target for eliminating the geographical

limitation to the 1951 Convention, thus providing a time

frame for the phase out of UNHCR’s direct operational

role in Turkey.

Turkey lies along major migration routes leading from

Africa, South and South-West Asia and the Middle East

into Europe. The complex nature of contemporary

migratory movements poses a particular challenge for

the Government. The authorities intercept tens of thou-

sands of irregular undocumented migrants each year as

they attempt to transit through the country, usually with

the assistance of human smugglers or in the hands of

traffickers. Many originate from countries mired in con-

flict and civil war, and are clearly in a refugee-like situa-

tion. A large number are African asylum-seekers who

approach UNHCR without any resources and in need of

emergency assistance and medical treatment.

Progress on the voluntary repatriation of approximately

13,000 Turkish refugees still in Iraq depends on the

improvement of the security environment in the country.

Only then will UNHCR and its partners be able to assess

their intentions and initiate information sharing and

confidence-building activities. The success of voluntary

repatriation is also tied to the security situation and

socio-economic conditions in the area of return in

eastern Turkey.
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The needs

In the absence of a fully established national asylum

system, UNHCR has to continue to conduct refugee status

determination under its mandate, exercise an intensive

protection and monitoring role, find solutions for those

recognized as refugees, mainly through resettlement, and

provide basic assistance and essential services during their

temporary stay in Turkey. Whereas some medical needs

are met by the public sector, most non-European refugees

and asylum-seekers in Turkey live on the brink of destitu-

tion, and despite being remarkably resilient, depend on the

assistance provided by UNHCR.

The Government has designated the Social Services

and Child Protection Institutions to support with their

network of social workers and institutions the welfare

of refugees and asylum-seekers (particularly women

and children). In order to help fulfil these responsibilities

effectively, UNHCR provides specialized training and,

through its Gender and Children Team as a steering

group, supports the expansion of the social counselling

network to the provincial cities where most refugees and

asylum-seekers live.

Of particular concern to UNHCR are those Iranian refugees

who entered Turkey from Iraq. These refugees have very

limited prospects for resettlement, for return to their first

country of asylum or for repatriation. Due to the limited

integration perspectives and their material hardship,

these refugees are in need of UNHCR’s assistance.

Total requirements: USD 6,716,171

(Annual programme only. The financial requirements

for the supplementary programme are being finalized.)

Main objectives

UNHCR’s 2007 programme in Turkey has two compo-

nents. The first is an annual programme covering the

Office’s objective to strengthen asylum in Turkey and

find solutions for refugees, besides providing them their

basic needs. The second component is a programme

under the Iraq supplementary budget that will provide

assistance to Iranian refugees, who had previously

sought refuge in Iraq, and will support the reintegration

of Turkish refugees currently in Iraq if they opt to

repatriate.

Annual programme

• Support the establishment of a new legal framework

to provide refugees with effective access to interna-

tional protection as Turkey moves towards lifting the

geographical limitation to the 1951 Convention.

• Develop institutional arrangements for RSD supported

by a dedicated cadre of specialists in asylum issues.

• Explore the possibilities for local integration of refugees

in Turkey. This would entail legislative reforms and

programmes to promote economic self-reliance and

social inclusion.

• Build new partnerships with civil society to ensure

that national NGOs, foundations, universities, bar

associations and other actors play a role as service

providers for refugees and asylum-seekers and as

advocates for their protection.

• Work to establish a framework agreement that will

permit the voluntary return of Turkish refugees from

Iraq.
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees
Islamic Rep. of Iran 2,350 2,350 2,350 2,350

Various 760 760 760 760

Asylum-seekers

Iraq 2,500 2,500 2,000 2,000

Islamic Rep. of Iran 1,700 1,700 1,700 1,700

Various 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

Returnees (refugees) 50 50 500 500

Total 8,860 8,860 8,810 8,810

UNHCR has arranged a play area for children of asylum-seekers to wait while

their parents put forward their claims. UNHCR Ankara.



Supplementary programme

• Provide basic material assistance to the Iranian refu-

gees who entered Turkey from Iraq.

• Facilitate the voluntary repatriation of Turkish refu-

gees in safety and dignity and support their reintegra-

tion as required.

Key targets for 2007

Annual programme

• The backlog of asylum applications is reduced

by 20 per cent.

• The Government is assisted to enact new asylum

legislation that permits the local integration of

refugees.

• 1,700 refugees are resettled in third countries.

• 1,000 non-European refugees and

asylum-seekers are provided with financial

assistance.

• Scheduled RSD and resettlement interviews are

conduct every month for an average of 110

refugees and asylum-seekers who are provided

local travel allowances.

Supplementary programme

• A subsistence allowance is provided to all

vulnerable Iranian refugees who entered Turkey

from Iraq.

• An estimated 450 Turkish refugees are

repatriated from Iraq.

Strategy and activities

While the involvement of the Government and civil society

groups in UNHCR’s operational activities will gradually

increase during the transition period, the Office will

retain its core responsibility for ensuring that individual

non-European refugees and asylum-seekers are pro-

tected and assisted. To help streamline asylum proce-

dures, UNHCR will continue to provide advanced

“on-the-job” training in RSD to government officials.

Resettlement opportunities for non-European refugees

will be pursued as a protection and responsibility-sharing

tool. At the same time, UNHCR will encourage resettle-

ment countries to adopt more flexible selection criteria

in terms of nationalities and case profiles. UNHCR is con-

fident that when conditions are conducive to their return,

some of the Turkish refugees in Iraq will repatriate.

UNHCR estimates some 450 refugees may opt to

repatriate in 2007 with UNHCR’s logistical and material

assistance.

The organization will meet the basic subsistence needs of

non-European refugees and asylum-seekers while also

working to increase the engagement of government institu-

tions and civil society groups in supporting refugees and

asylum-seekers. The Government has been requested to

play a bigger role in providing services to asylum-seekers

when UNHCR discontinues routine medical, education

and shelter support for them in 2007.

Finally, UNHCR will encourage Turkey to accede to the

1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless

Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of

Statelessness.

Constraints

Delays or obstacles in EU membership negotiations

might negatively affect the aligning of the asylum system

to the EU Acquis and to international standards. Recep-

tion facilities and processes might not develop on time,

and the procedural and institutional framework for RSD

might not be established by 2012.

The inability to secure additional resources or delays in

the handover of assistance responsibilities to the

authorities might result in an insufficient provision of

basic needs to refugees and asylum-seekers, and as a

consequence, create social hardship.

The continuing uncertainty over Iraq’s nation building

and its weakening security situation might create major

population movements to Turkey, which will be an

additional challenge for Turkey and UNHCR in terms of

protection, durable solutions and assistance responses.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence

Number of offices 4

Total staff 67

International 6

National 53

UNVs 4

JPOs 3

Coordination

UNHCR’s office in Turkey will continue its coordination,

training and capacity-building activities with the relevant

government agencies including the Ministry of Interior,

General Directorate for Security, Gendarme General

Command, Coast Guard General Command, Turkish

Land Forces, Ministry of Justice and the Social Services

and Child Protection Institutions. UNHCR will also pro-

mote closer cooperation between the Government and
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civil society by providing opportunities for dialogue,

besides engaging government institutions and national

NGOs and foundations in joint operational activities.

UNHCR will participate with the UN Country Team in

the UN Development Assistance Framework process.

Partners

Implementing partners

NGOs: Association for Solidarity with Asylum-Seekers and
Migrants, Human Resources Development Foundation,
International Catholic Migration Commission.

Operational partners

Government: Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Directorate-General for Consular Affairs, Ministry of
the Interior, Gendarmerie General Command, General
Directorate of Security, Social Services and Child
Protection Institutions.

NGOs: Bar Associations of Turkey, Caritas, Human Rights
Centre and Women's Community Centre (Van), Refugee
Legal Aid Program of the Helsinki Citizens Assembly.

Others: Bilgi University, (Istanbul), Hacettepe University
School of Social Work, IOM, Middle East Technical
University, Ankara, Turkish Red Crescent Society,
United Nations Country Team.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Protection, monitoring and coordination 2,346,404 3,558,097

Community services 250,850 27,775

Domestic needs 632,000 568,501

Education 41,000 0

Food 6,550 0

Health 252,000 0

Legal assistance 121,600 505,055

Operational support (to agencies) 73,000 67,454

Shelter and infrastructure 80,000 0

Transport and logistics 33,000 23,215

Total operations 3,836,404 4,750,097

Programme support 3,229,117 1,966,074

Total 7,065,521 6,716,171

Protection, monitoring
and coordination
33.2%

Community
services 3.6%

Domestic needs 8.9%

Food 0.1%

Health 3.6%

Legal assistance 1.7%

Operational support
(to agencies) 1.0%

Shelter and infrastructure
1.1%

Education 0.6%

Transport and logistics

0.5%

Programme
support

45.7%

2006 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Programme
support

29.3%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by sector

Operational
support

(to agencies)
1.0%

Transport
and logistics

0.3%

Legal assistance

7.5%
Community services 0.4%

Domestic needs 8.5%

Protection, monitoring
and coordination
53.0%



Andorra

Austria

Belgium

Denmark

Finland

France

Germany

Greece

Ireland

Italy

Liechtenstein

Luxembourg

Malta

Monaco

Netherlands

Norway

Portugal

San Marino

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

United Kingdom

Western Europe

Working environment

The number of asylum claims in Western Europe fell in

2006. In the first six months of the year some 89,000

people applied for asylum in the region, compared with

some 112,000 over the same period in 2005, a reduc-

tion of 18 per cent. A few countries reported marked

decreases: asylum claims in Luxembourg and France

were down by 55 per cent and 41 per cent, respectively,

while both Finland and Greece saw declines of 38 per

cent. On the other hand Portugal, Malta and Sweden

faced increases of 22 per cent, 20 per cent and 11 per

cent. Statistics for the Netherlands showed an increase

of 71 per cent in asylum claims, though this included

repeat applications and those of resettled refugees who

arrived in the first half of the year.

Despite the overall decrease, asylum remains one of the

most sensitive political issues in many European Union

(EU) Member States. Immigration, which encompasses

issues related to both legal and illegal migration, refugees,

asylum-seekers and returns, remains high on the political

agenda.

Much attention is focused on the arrival of undocu-

mented migrants on Western Europe’s Mediterranean

shores. The Canary Islands saw a significant rise in the

number of arrivals in 2006, despite the dangers of the

sea voyage. Boatloads continued to arrive in Italy (most

notably in Lampedusa), Malta and Greece. Given the

mixed nature of the inflows, UNHCR’s priority is to

ensure that those in need of international protection can

access the asylum system in the country of arrival.



A distinct category of arrivals from Lebanon was

observed in Cyprus, and to a lesser extent in Greece.

Cyprus, in particular, was used as a transit point for

evacuees from Lebanon. Although the arrivals were

mainly third-country nationals, a number of Lebanese

citizens had also left their country in this manner.

Strategy

In line with its Global Strategic Objectives and the

Agenda for Protection, UNHCR in Western Europe will

focus on asylum law, policy and practice at both the

national and EU levels. In the face of ever-stricter gov-

ernment policies in the region, the organization will con-

tinue to work towards ensuring access to territories and

asylum procedures, and to monitor the quality of

national asylum systems. Gender, age and diversity will

be taken into account in all aspects of UNHCR’s work.

The Office will also foster a more receptive environment

for refugees and others in need of international

protection. To support these objectives, the Office will con-

tinue to cultivate strategic partnerships with the European

Commission, the Council of Europe, the Organization

for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the

International Organization for Migration (IOM), the

International Centre for Migration Policy and Development

(ICPMD), other organizations and institutions, as well as

NGOs.

UNHCR will attach strategic importance to steering EU

asylum policy in a direction that supports the international

protection regime. The promotion of resettlement will

receive particular attention. Offices in major European

capitals will also play a key role in mobilizing political

and financial support for refugees and the work of

UNHCR globally.

In the context of the regionalization process launched by

UNHCR in Europe, offices in Berlin and Rome will

assume full regional responsibilities by the beginning of

2007. Their functions will include coordinating strategy

at the subregional level and providing administrative

and operational support to countries covered by these

offices.

Constraints

In Western Europe, asylum and migration remain politically

sensitive issues despite the significant decline in the

number of asylum-seekers. Little distinction is made by

the public between refugees, others in need of international

protection and economic migrants. States in general

remain more focused on migration control. In this

climate, UNHCR ensures that appropriate procedures

are in place to identify asylum-seekers, grant them

access to States’ territories and ensure their fair treatment.

The challenges many governments face in the integration

of immigrants have lessened their willingness to receive

those in need of international protection.
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Operations

Harmonization of European asylum
policy

UNHCR will monitor legal and policy developments in

countries in the subregion. The Office will also provide

technical advice and support in the transposition of EU

laws into national legal frameworks. UNHCR will

encourage States not to abandon more generous prac-

tices towards refugees as they harmonize national laws

with EU asylum directives. UNHCR has also highlighted

the need for further burden-sharing efforts between the

European Union’s Member States, including the reloca-

tion of persons in need of international protection.

Ensure access to territory/asylum
procedures

UNHCR will continue to focus on access to territory and

to asylum procedures for persons arriving in mixed

flows. It will boost efforts to ensure that border guards

respect the basic principles of international refugee law.

UNHCR is concerned about detention and will do its

best to ensure that any detention of asylum-seekers is

limited and in compliance with international law. The

Office will push for compliance with its guidelines on

detention and provide legal assistance to detained

asylum-seekers.

In tandem with European States and other countries,

UNHCR is exploring ways to deal with arrivals by sea.

For instance, the organization participated in a confer-

ence on rescue at sea and maritime interceptions in the

Mediterranean in Madrid in May 2006. UNHCR is ready

and willing to help develop solutions and set up procedures

to assist in tackling the asylum-migration nexus in the

Mediterranean.

Search for durable solutions

UNHCR will cooperate with national and local authorities

and NGOs to highlight the need to help refugees integrate

locally. It will also seek to increase the number of

resettlement countries in Europe.
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it to European shores, like this group intercepted by the Italian Coast Guard off the coast of Lampedusa. UNHCR / L. Boldrini



Mobilization of political and financial
support for refugee protection and
assistance and UNHCR’s work

UNHCR aims to keep the political authorities, civil soci-

ety representatives and the general public informed on

refugee issues. Offices in Europe will continue to hold

regular media briefings on issues of concern, develop

relationships with journalists who follow asylum and

refugee issues, liaise with NGO counterparts to identify

and develop common strategies, and participate in

public events that help promote refugee issues.

Particular attention will also be given to attract more visitors

to the national UNHCR websites, which have proven to

be widely visited and consulted in Western European

countries.

Financial support from Western European governments

is needed now more than ever. UNHCR will sustain the

interest of its donors by providing them with information

about refugee protection and assistance programmes. In

selected countries, private sector fund raising will be

strengthened.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Austria 1,425,580 903,189

Belgium 3,352,605 3,135,633

France 2,286,391 2,586,052

Germany 2,203,919 2,287,121

Greece 1,589,106 1,055,939

Ireland 640,596 622,061

Italy 2,519,308 2,583,528

Malta 55,235 35,320

Portugal 64,600 51,679

Spain 925,853 978,285

Sweden 1,964,978 1,712,091

Switzerland 694,874 653,170

United Kingdom 1,620,742 1,499,071

Total 19,343,787 18,103,139

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country
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2007 Annual Programme Budget by country
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The Americas

North America and
the Caribbean

Latin America
(Mexico Plan of Action)



Antigua and Barbuda

Bahamas

Barbados

British overseas territories
(Anguilla, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands,
Cayman Islands, Turks and Caicos
Islands, Montserrat)

Canada

Cuba

Dominica

Dominican Republic

French overseas departments
(Martinique, Guadeloupe)

Grenada

Haiti

Jamaica

St. Kitts and Nevis

St. Lucia

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Trinidad and Tobago

United States of America

North America and
the Caribbean

Working environment

The implementation of the Safe Third Country Agree-

ment between Canada and the United States, in

effect since December 2004, has been carried out

according to the terms and principles of the bilateral

accord. The agreement requires asylum-seekers who

have transited through one country and lodged an

asylum claim at a land border of the other to be returned

to the “country of last presence” for consideration of

their claim. The agreement provides exceptions for some

asylum-seekers, including those with adult family mem-

bers who have legal status or a refugee claim pending in

the receiving country; unaccompanied minors; and those

who do not require a visa to enter the receiving country.

In Canada, the termination of the so called “direct back”

policy is a positive development in the implementation

of the Safe Third Country Agreement. Through this pol-

icy, asylum-seekers arriving at certain border ports of

entry were directed back to the United States and given

an appointment for an eligibility interview at a later

stage in Canada — without knowing if they would qualify

for an exception under the agreement. This policy was of

serious concern to UNHCR, because it risked undermining

the principle of non-refoulement.

In the United States, the general preoccupation with

national security and irregular immigration has to some

extent affected access to protection for asylum-seekers

and refugees. The application of the material support



bar to admission to the United States under the provi-

sions of the 2001 Patriot Act and the Real ID Act has

been of particular concern to UNHCR. As a result of this

provision, many refugees in need of resettlement and

some people with a genuine fear of persecution have

been denied asylum and access to the territory of the

United States. At the time of writing, UNHCR and the

United States were discussing the issue.

UNHCR continues to monitor the situation in the

Caribbean. The Office has increased its presence in the

United States to ensure effective coverage of this region.

In light of recent developments, UNHCR’s immediate

focus has been on updating contingency plans for poten-

tial population outflows in the region.

Strategy

In North America, UNHCR assists governments in main-

taining high standards of refugee protection. Such stan-

dards ensure that asylum-seekers are granted full

access to refugee status determination (RSD) proce-

dures; that refugees and others of concern are given

alternatives to detention; that gender-based asylum

claims are considered in a manner consistent with inter-

national standards; and that separated children are

treated appropriately.

The United States and Canada have highly complex

asylum systems, and their policies and legislation on

asylum issues set standards for other countries. With

the current strong emphasis on national security and

migration, UNHCR is working to help find the right bal-

ance between legitimate security concerns and interna-

tional refugee protection needs.

Another priority for UNHCR in the United States and

Canada is to ensure these countries’ political and finan-

cial support for UNHCR’s operations worldwide. The

Office will engage in dialogue with both countries on

matters of policy and strategy. The Office will also seek

greater support for the Mexico Plan of Action, an agree-

ment that seeks to improve the protection of displaced

people in Latin America.

Resettlement is a key area of cooperation between

UNHCR, the United States and Canada. The Office will

increase submissions to both countries, and will work to

strengthen its capacity to process resettlement and

maintain the integrity of resettlement programmes

requests worldwide.

With regard to the Caribbean, UNHCR is improving its

ability to react promptly and efficiently to any group of

asylum-seekers. It will assist Caribbean Governments to

make prompt refugee status determination decisions;

build protection networks with NGOs and the legal and

academic communities; and strengthen its network of

honorary representatives in the region.
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Constraints

UNHCR’s work in North America will be greatly affected

by political considerations. Since the 11 September

2001 terrorist attacks, public opinion in the United

States has tended to favour more restrictive immigration

laws, many of which are linked to anti-terrorism legisla-

tion. Lawmakers, including some who favour strength-

ening refugee protection, are reluctant to challenge

restrictive national security legislation for fear of the

political consequences. In such an environment,

UNHCR expects that the judiciary will play an important

role in striking a balance between individual (and

refugee) rights and national security concerns.

Operations

In Canada, UNHCR’s protection strategy focuses on three

areas. First, the Office ensures that asylum-seekers

have access to full, fair and effective RSD procedures. In

this context, it monitors the implementation of the Safe

Third Country Agreement, as well as claims lodged

inland and at airports. The Office also tries to persuade

the authorities to process asylum claims in line with the

highest protection standards and monitors the detention

policies and practices of the Government as they relate

to refugees and others of concern to UNHCR.

Canada is a major donor, an active member of UNHCR’s

Executive Committee and a key participant in interna-

tional debates on a variety of topics related to migration

and asylum, human security issues and other relevant

subjects. UNHCR will therefore redouble efforts to give

Canada a clear understanding of the Office’s activities

and goals, as well as the challenges it faces.

Canada is also a major resettlement country for refugees

in need of such a durable solution. In 2007, the Office

will seek the support of the Canadian Government and

NGOs for the resettlement of as many refugees as pos-

sible. On the other hand, it will ensure that UNHCR per-

sonnel have a clear understanding of the Canadian

Government’s resettlement objectives and concerns.

In the United States, UNHCR will promote legislation

and policies that take refugee protection into account

alongside legitimate security concerns. To this end, the

Office will push for a clear separation of asylum and ter-

rorism issues among government agencies, Congress,

the media and academic think-tanks.
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UNHCR will also promote screening procedures for

asylum-seekers that guard against refoulement. This

will be done by monitoring expedited removals at ports

of entry. The Office will also support the development of

laws on the detention of asylum-seekers that take their

rights into account. Furthermore, UNHCR will encour-

age the Government to guard against diluting asylum

procedures in its efforts to combat immigration fraud.

To bolster its advocacy efforts in the country, UNHCR

will conduct congressional briefings and organize mis-

sions to regions of strategic interest to the United States.

It will promote tolerance and respect for refugees and

others of concern to UNHCR through briefs for congres-

sional officers and administration officials and media

campaigns. UNHCR will work to maximize support in the

United States for resettlement both within the country

and in other States, particularly those participating in

the regional resettlement programme of the Mexico Plan

of Action.

In the Caribbean, UNHCR will develop contingency

plans and review the human and material resources that

could be mobilized in case of mass population move-

ments. It will monitor political and human rights devel-

opments and socio-economic conditions while

strengthening partnerships with other international

organizations in the region. UNHCR will also dissem-

inate information to Caribbean States on the procedural

and legal issues related to massive refugee flows.

To make up for its lack of physical presence in the

Caribbean, UNHCR will expand its network of honorary

representatives in the region. The Office will develop

standard operating procedures for honorary representa-

tives to help them receive and channel asylum requests,

undertake refugee status determination activities and

search for durable solutions. At the same time, UNHCR

will promote the adoption of legislation that guarantees

minimum rights to refugees and others of concern. Other

priorities will be self-reliance projects and alliances with

voluntary organizations to promote local integration of

recognized refugees.
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Budget (USD)

Country

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

UNHCR Office in New York1 2,780,654 3,002,256

Canada 1,638,952 1,877,024

Cuba 400,000 287,600

United States of America2 3,689,220 3,477,033

Total 8,508,826 8,643,913

1 For a description of activities under the Office in New York, please refer to the Headquarters chapter under Executive Direction and Management.
2 Includes legal assistance and durable solutions for asylum-seekers and refugees in the United States, and refugee protection and capacity building in the Caribbean

(Trinidad and Tobago, the Dominican Republic and Jamaica).

2006 Annual Programme Budget by country

UNHCR Office
in New York

32.7%

Canada
19.3%Cuba

4.7%

United States
of America

43.4%

2007 Annual Programme Budget by country

United States
of America

40.2%

UNHCR Office
in New York

34.7%

Cuba
3.3%

Canada
21.7%



Argentina

Belize

Bolivia

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Costa Rica

Ecuador

El Salvador

Guatemala

Guyana

Honduras

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

Suriname

Uruguay

Venezuela

Latin America
(Mexico Plan of
Action)

Working environment

Nine Latin American countries held presidential

elections in 2006. It is hoped that in 2007 their

new governments will engage in an effective dialogue on

asylum matters, especially the implementation of the

Mexico Plan of Action.

Mexico and all the Central American countries (Belize,

El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua) are

signatories to the 1951 Refugee Convention and its

1967 Protocol. The region hosts close to 5,000

refugees and asylum-seekers, a number that has

remained relatively stable in the past few years.

There has been progress towards the local integration

of long-staying refugees. In Belize, El Salvador and

Nicaragua, refugees received citizenship or permanent

residence in the first half of 2006. In Guatemala,

refugees have received driving licences and their refugee

identity cards have been accepted for the purpose of

opening bank accounts.

At the same time, the poor socio-economic conditions in

most of these countries produce many economic

migrants. In 2005, official figures say 245,000 people

were intercepted and turned back from Mexico’s south-

ern border, but civil society organizations estimate that

the real figure is 30 to 40 per cent higher. The vast



majority of undocumented migrants, who cross into

Mexico largely with the aim of reaching the United

States or Canada, come from Central America.

At the time of writing, it was not clear if the volatile

political situation in post-election Mexico would affect the

governmental refugee agency. Nonetheless, UNHCR

hopes to pursue its goals in the country as planned. The

same applies to Nicaragua, where presidential elections

are due at the end of 2006. In both countries, a change

of government may require building new capacity in

governmental institutions and new cooperation agreements

based on the Mexico Plan of Action.

In southern Latin America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,

Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay), favourable attitudes

towards human rights issues are likely to sustain the

governments’ receptivity to refugee matters, including

their commitment to the Mexico Plan of Action and its

resettlement component. However, upcoming presiden-

tial elections in Argentina and Paraguay and internal

problems in Bolivia mean that UNHCR will have to

redouble efforts to keep refugee issues high on national

agendas in 2007.

There are relatively few refugees and asylum-seekers in

southern Latin America, but the number is rising

steadily. This is particularly true in Chile, where the flow

of refugees, mostly Colombians, has increased by 40

per cent in one year. UNHCR estimates that given current

arrival trends, more than 2,300 people will ask for asylum

in the region in 2007. Of these, more than 80 per cent

will be Colombians.

Strategy

The Mexico Plan of Action, adopted by 20 governments, is

a continent-wide framework for the protection of displaced

people. By adopting the Plan, governments have commit-

ted themselves to strengthening refugee protection and

implementing an integrated approach to durable solutions.

The Plan has three main pillars for finding durable solu-

tions: Borders of Solidarity; Cities of Solidarity; and

Resettlement in Solidarity. The first pillar strives to assist

both refugees and local host communities in border areas

to coexist. Under this pillar, UNHCR supports several

small projects such as the construction of water supply

systems and the repair of school buildings and health

centres. The second pillar caters to the vast majority of

displaced people living in urban areas. This pillar advo-

cates local integration through self-reliance by providing
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job placements, vocational training, community-based

childcare centres and microcredit schemes. The third

pillar is a regional resettlement programme that seeks

durable solutions for Colombian refugees in Ecuador

and Costa Rica by resettling them in other countries in

the continent.

In 2006, the most notable achievements under the Plan

were the signing of agreements with major cities to

ensure that the displaced are granted their basic rights

and social benefits, as well as an increase in resettle-

ment opportunities within the region.

In Mexico and Central America, UNHCR’s primary objec-

tives are to promote the naturalization of long-staying

refugees and to ensure the protection of refugees within

broader migratory flows, in particular by monitoring the

southern border of Mexico and strengthening national

asylum systems.

UNHCR will work with government counterparts to

establish comprehensive legal frameworks for refugee

protection. It is crucial to ensure that refugee protection

is adequately addressed despite considerations of secur-

ity and migration control. UNHCR will be active in

regional discussions on migration, including the Puebla

Process conference, to ensure that asylum remains on

the agenda despite ever-stricter measures to control

irregular migratory movements.

In southern Latin America, UNHCR will expand the

intra-regional resettlement programme for Latin

American refugees. Other objectives are to strengthen

asylum legislation and the work of eligibility commis-

sions; to monitor sensitive border areas; and to train

border officials in identifying those in need of interna-

tional protection within broader migration move-

ments. UNHCR’s objective in Brazil is to reach a

purely supervisory role while government and civil

society actors assume operational and financial

responsibility for refugee protection.

Constraints

Although new refugee legislation has been drafted with

UNHCR’s support in Mexico and Nicaragua, elections in

2006 make it unlikely that the laws will be passed soon.

The regional resettlement programme has been affected

by a lack of long-term financial support. Financial com-

mitments have not covered the 12 months of integration

assistance that are deemed necessary to help refugees

adjust to their new lives.

Operations

The countries that form part of the Colombia Situation

(i.e. Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Panama and

Venezuela) are described in a separate chapter.

In Mexico and Central America, the age, gender and

diversity mainstreaming strategy has been fully imple-

mented and the protection risks of vulnerable people

identified. Assessments conducted with the participation

of displaced people have provided important inputs for

UNHCR and its implementing partners.

In Mexico, microcredit projects for refugee women were

shown to be a key element in the integration of refugee

families. In 2007, UNHCR will increase support for

microcredit projects in order to aid self-reliance. The

Office will also continue to provide legal assistance for

refugees. Training and other capacity-building activities,

including raising awareness on gender-based persecu-

tion, will aim to reinforce protection skills in the region.

These activities will be targeted particularly at asylum offi-

cers and members of the national refugee commissions.

UNHCR’s field presence in Tapachula, the principal

border crossing in southern Mexico, continues to be of

critical importance to ensure that asylum-seekers within

mixed migratory flows have access to international pro-

tection. There are many unaccompanied children within

this group who are vulnerable to human rights viola-

tions, often at the hands of smugglers and traffickers. As

such, a priority for UNHCR in 2007 will be improving

the protection of children in mixed migratory flows. The

Office is working with Mexico’s migration authorities,

Foreign Ministry and civil society actors on the legal,

institutional and social aspects of child protection.

Initial results of this cooperation, obtained through the

secondment of a Child Protection Officer to Tapachula,

have been encouraging as the topic is starting to gain

interest. A first step has been taken to create an

inter-agency working group on the issue.

In Brazil, the participatory assessment carried out

among urban refugees confirms that there are consider-

able differences in their ability to integrate depending on

their origin, age, gender and geographical location. But

common to most refugees are the problems of finding

jobs and affordable housing. This is particularly the case

in big cities such as São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro,

where more than half of the refugees in the country

live. In 2007, UNHCR will sharpen its focus on

income-generating activities. It will also establish cru-

cial partnerships with public entities and civil society

organizations in the smaller urban centres closer to

refugee entry points where the potential for integration

seems to be greater.
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The resettlement programme in Brazil is the only one in

Latin America that makes provision for emergency referrals

and has a special project for women at risk. The Office will

further consolidate the regional resettlement programme in

country. In light of the positive results of a decentralized

resettlement strategy, UNHCR will refer resettlement

requests to a variety of municipalities. With its partners,

the Office will establish alliances with public and private

actors to build reception and integration infrastructure.

There is an increasing number of Colombians in the

Amazon region who are believed to be in need of inter-

national protection. UNHCR will strengthen alliances

with local authorities and NGOs to help this population.

UNHCR’s Regional Office in Argentina, which also covers

Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, will strengthen

the protection of refugees and asylum-seekers. It will

promote the adoption of national refugee laws in

Argentina and Uruguay and the introduction of a new

draft law in Chile. In Argentina and Uruguay, the laws

have already passed one chamber, but require the

approval of the other one. UNHCR hopes that, the laws

will be passed before the end of 2006. The Office will

also seek to improve the functioning of national refugee

commissions in Bolivia, Chile and Uruguay. It will also

strengthen national and regional protection networks,

which are of particular importance in border areas.

In Argentina and Chile, refugees have difficulty finding

jobs and housing. UNHCR will help them attain self-

reliance, in particular by supporting micro-businesses

and job placement. In Bolivia, the Office will help train

national authorities, establish registration and docu-

mentation mechanisms and strengthen the National

Refugee Commission.

UNHCR will also consolidate the regional resettlement

programme in order to improve reception and local inte-

gration infrastructure. The experience of the first

refugees to be resettled in Argentina and Chile reveals

that integration is more successful in smaller urban

centres than in big cities. Accordingly, alliances will be

sought with municipal authorities in Chile (e.g. Arica,

Antofagasta, Iquique and Calama) to expand and decen-

tralize resettlement areas. These alliances will also

benefit the increasing number of refugees arriving in

northern Chile.
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Budget (USD)

Country

2006 2007

AB AB SB Total

Argentina regional office1 2,322,652 2,302,621 0 2,302,621

Brazil 1,787,569 2,353,162 0 2,353,162

Colombia2 8,443,625 353,362 13,255,230 13,608,592

Costa Rica 1,705,293 1,926,507 0 1,926,507

Ecuador 3,944,085 4,446,802 0 4,446,802

Mexico regional office3 2,765,089 2,281,010 0 2,281,010

Panama 857,493 847,304 0 847,304

Venezuela regional office4 2,941,696 3,045,617 0 3,045,617

Total 24,767,502 17,556,385 13,255,230 30,811,615

1 Includes local integration in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, as well as resettlement in Argentina, Chile and Uruguay.
2 In 2007, the requirements for internally displaced people in Colombia are presented in a Supplementary Programme Budget.
3 Includes local integration in El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Belize.
4 Includes local integration in Northern South America.
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Colombia Situation
Colombia

Costa Rica

Ecuador

Panama

Venezuela

Working environment

The context

Colombia continues to be caught in a complex internal

conflict involving the State, two main guerrilla groups

and various paramilitary organizations. Since 1990,

more than 40,000 people, most of them civilians, have

been killed in the armed conflict. Millions of people have

been displaced within Colombia; thousands have fled to

surrounding countries. Indeed, with more than three

million internally displaced people (IDPs), Colombia has

one of the largest displaced populations in the world. In

addition, more than half a million Colombians have fled

to Ecuador, Venezuela, Panama and Costa Rica as a

result of the generalized violence. Most of these people

have not come forward to officially seek asylum for fear

of deportation or discrimination, or because they are not

aware of asylum procedures. Nonetheless, they are in
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Planning figures

Type of population Origin

Jan 2007 Dec 2007

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Total

in country

Of whom

assisted by

UNHCR

Refugees

Colombia 25,120 550 29,720 650

Cuba 660 - 660 -

Nicaragua 620 - 620 -

Various 2,860 1,720 3,120 1,940

Asylum-seekers
Colombia 10,560 7,860 14,560 10,460

Various 1,180 680 1,670 1,100

IDPs Colombia 3,000,000 265,000 3,000,000 350,000

Others of concern

Colombians in Ecuador 250,000 - 250,000 -

Colombians in Venezuela 238,000 15,560 254,000 31,350

Colombians in Panama 10,470 4,570 10,690 4,790

Total 3,539,470 295,940 3,565,040 400,290



need of international protection and thus of concern to

UNHCR.

In Colombia, the humanitarian situation has not improved

following the re-election of President Alvaro Uribe in 2006

and the demobilization of paramilitary groups. Human

rights violations, including extra-judicial killings and

disappearances, are common. Illegal armed groups

recruit children – often forcibly – in many areas of the

country. More than a million children do not go to school.

In 2006, an escalation of violence led to new displace-

ments, particularly among indigenous and Afro-Colombian

communities in Chocó, Nariño, Norte de Santander and

Guajira provinces. In some cases it was not conflict but

military operations to eradicate coca crops that forced

people to flee. It is likely that the displaced population

will continue to increase in 2007, with indigenous

people and Afro-Colombian groups under the most

threat. Many communities at risk remain trapped in the

midst of conflict without any solution in sight.

The Government is the main provider of humanitarian

assistance for displaced people in Colombia. In 2005, it

approved a budget of USD 2 billion to assist displaced

people between 2006 and 2010. Government

programmes focus mainly on recovery issues, such as

housing, income generation, education and health.

Colombia has a very sophisticated legal framework and

institutional structure to support the humanitarian

response. Nevertheless, as reiterated by the Represen-

tative of the Secretary-General on the Human Rights of

Internally Displaced Persons, there is a considerable

gap between the legislation and its implementation. This

has been acknowledged by the country’s Constitutional

Court. The Court has ordered the Government to provide

a minimum standard of assistance for the displaced,

additional resources for that purpose and comprehen-

sive reports on the progress made, including on com-

pensation for the victims of the conflict.

Elections will take place in Venezuela and Ecuador at

the end of 2006 in complex political landscapes. In both

cases, UNHCR will look for an effective dialogue with

the new governments on their asylum obligations and

more specifically on the implementation of the Mexico

Plan of Action.

The needs

The majority of displaced Colombians seek anonymity in

the big cities of the region. Without official registration

and proper documentation, they have difficulty availing

themselves of basic government assistance, employ-

ment, health care and education. Displaced girls are

often more vulnerable to sexual and gender-based

abuse, exploitation and early pregnancy than other

teenagers. There is a need for survivors of sexual and

gender-based violence to have access to medical,

psychological and legal assistance.

Colombian refugees and asylum-seekers in the region

generally have the same access to public health and

education services as the local population. In the most

isolated areas, however, public services are often insuf-

ficient even for the local population. But the biggest

problem is access to land and employment. This situation

is particularly serious for those families of concern to

UNHCR who lack documentation. Many of these people

are victims of discrimination and extortion and live in

very precarious conditions in big cities or close to the

borders. Refugees with specific needs find it particularly

difficult to integrate locally; resettlement is often the

only viable durable solution for them.

In 2006, UNHCR’s assessment of public policies in

Colombia revealed that security issues and difficult access

to economic and social rights are the main preoccupa-

tions for displaced people. According to the Presidential

Agency for Social Action and International Cooperation,

the main problems for displaced households are related

to access to land, housing and jobs. The average

monthly income of a displaced person is far lower than

the national average, and most work in the informal

sector. The situation is particularly precarious for dis-

placed families headed by single women; adolescents

vulnerable to crime or forced recruitment into armed

groups; and older people without support.

Total requirements: USD 23,874,822
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A mobile registration team, part of an emergency

documentation campaign for newly-displaced people in

south-western Colombia. UNHCR / M.-H. Verney



Main objectives

UNHCR seeks to promote a collaborative and compre-

hensive response to internal displacement in Colombia

and to protect Colombian asylum-seekers and refugees

in the surrounding countries.

In the asylum countries, UNHCR will:

• Provide international protection to all refugees and

asylum-seekers in the region.

• Seek durable solutions for refugees, particularly

through local integration and resettlement.

• Ensure that other Colombians in need of international

protection enjoy basic rights.

In Colombia, UNHCR will:

• Help prevent displacement.

• Ensure protection and humanitarian assistance for

displaced people.

• Foster durable solutions.

Strategy and activities

In 2007, a supplementary programme will cover UNHCR’s

activities for internally displaced Colombians, whereas the

operations for refugees, asylum-seekers and others of con-

cern are covered under the annual programme.

In line with the Mexico Plan of Action (see the regional

overview for Latin America), UNHCR promotes a compre-

hensive response to displacement within Colombia and

the protection of Colombian asylum-seekers and refugees

in the surrounding countries. The overarching goal is to

promote an effective response by States and civil society

groups. In Colombia, border monitoring, early warning

procedures and the provision of country of origin informa-

tion to asylum countries is an integral part of this regional

strategy. In the surrounding countries, UNHCR will pro-

mote self-reliance and socio-economic integration.

UNHCR will reach almost half a million Colombians in

need of international protection. The Office strives to

gauge the numbers, as well as the main characteristics

and needs of Colombians who need international protec-

tion but have not sought asylum.

Refugees, asylum-seekers and other
Colombians of concern to UNHCR

In the asylum countries, UNHCR will consolidate the

legal framework for the protection of displaced people
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Key targets for 2007

Asylum countries

• All asylum-seekers and refugees in the region

are duly documented.

• In Panama, permanent residence is granted to

the protracted refugee population (some 230

refugees from El Salvador and Nicaragua) and

to at least 400 Colombians under temporary

humanitarian protection.

• All survivors of incidents of sexual and

gender-based violence who come to UNHCR’s

knowledge have access to medical,

psychological and legal support.

• All refugees and asylum-seekers in the region

have access to public health and education

services.

• At least 470 new microcredits are granted

benefiting some 2,000 refugees in Costa Rica,

Ecuador, Panama and Venezuela.

• Some 150 community-based projects are

implemented in border communities in Costa

Rica, Ecuador, Panama and Venezuela,

benefiting some 75,000 people, including

refugees, other Colombians of concern and

local populations.

• At least 900 vulnerable refugees in Ecuador

and Costa Rica are resettled in third countries.

Colombia

• State institutions implement the orders of the

Constitutional Court on minimum standards of

treatment for displaced people.

• 120,000 undocumented displaced people are

provided with documentation by the Special

Unit for Assistance to Vulnerable Populations

of the National Registry.

• 33,000 families that are either displaced or

at risk of being displaced benefit from land

property protection measures in seven

provinces. Women and men are registered as

land owners.

• Free legal and psychological assistance is

given by legal aid clinics in nine big cities,

directly benefiting some 8,000 displaced

families.

• At least 1,300 families in Nariño,

Bucaramanga, Putumayo and Soacha benefit

from economic stabilization programmes.

• The presence and capacity of the Office of the

Ombudsman is strengthened in all border areas

and the areas most affected by the conflict.

• Nine indigenous organizations and 68

Afro-Colombian community councils actively

participate in the formulation of public

policies on the prevention of and response to

displacement.

• A common humanitarian strategy and plan of

action for 2007 is implemented by the

Humanitarian Country Team.



by strengthening national eligibility commissions and

developing regional protection networks. The Office will

undertake assessments on the number and the needs of

those Colombians who are in need of international pro-

tection, but who have not come forward to seek asylum.

UNHCR will foster the economic integration of refugees,

particularly in urban areas, through the development of

microcredit schemes and job placements.

In close coordination with governments, UN agencies,

NGOs and international organizations, UNHCR will

implement community-based projects (e.g. for basic ser-

vices and programmes to encourage self-reliance) that

help both displaced Colombians and the local population.

The Office will seek to have these programmes included

in the respective national development programmes.

UNHCR will also seek to strengthen the capacity of state

actors and implementing partners to deal with sexual and

gender-based violence. Lastly, the Office will consolidate

its resettlement programme in the region.

Internally displaced Colombians

UNHCR will promote a comprehensive and coordinated

response to the humanitarian crisis in order to protect

the rights of displaced people and those at risk of dis-

placement. It will seek durable solutions, taking into

account the specific needs of vulnerable people. Follow-

ing discussions with the Government, in 2007 UNHCR

will consolidate its presence in the Field and open a

new office in Medellín. Under the framework of the

Humanitarian Country Team, consisting of UN agencies

and international NGOs, a common humanitarian strategy

will be developed and a comprehensive humanitarian

action plan for 2007 implemented.

The Office will continue to help build institutions respon-

sible for the protection and assistance of displaced

people, particularly in isolated areas that are at risk of dis-

placement (e.g. Magdalena Medio, Chocó and Nariño).

UNHCR will also reinforce IDP associations, as well as

local organizations focusing on protection, citizens’ rights

and access to social services. In accordance with the High

Commissioner’s priorities, the Office will sensitize and

educate displaced young people on issues such as human

rights, sex and reproduction, and HIV/AIDS prevention.

Specific programmes will be implemented to encourage

the participation of indigenous and Afro-Colombian com-

munities in the formulation of public policies, prevention

of displacement and the implementation of projects.

Constraints

In certain areas of Colombia, the internal conflict makes

it difficult for humanitarian aid agencies to reach

affected communities. The presence of armed groups

has reportedly increased in certain border areas, making

staff security a serious and persistent concern.

Many displaced people live in isolated border areas

where the presence of the State is very weak. The lack of

security and public services hinders return and causes

further displacement. The presence of landmines is

another serious constraint. According to Government

figures, the casualty rate from landmines in Colombia is

now the highest in the world.

In surrounding countries, xenophobia is on the rise and

public attitudes towards Colombian refugees and

asylum-seekers are hardening.

Organization and implementation

UNHCR presence Colombia
Asylum

countries

Number of offices 12 9

Total staff 102 94

International 17 18

National 59 48

UNVs 20 22

JPOs 3 6

Deployees 3 -

Coordination

In the countries of asylum, UNHCR coordinates its

activities with government institutions and NGOs

dealing with refugee issues. In 2007, UNHCR will

strengthen partnerships with civil society organizations

such as the Catholic Church, international organizations

and NGOs. UNHCR will also continue to participate in

UN Country Teams. In Ecuador, the Office will coordi-

nate the Northern Border Inter-Agency Thematic Group

established to draw up a common development and

humanitarian strategy for that area.

In Colombia, UNHCR works closely with the Govern-

ment, a wide range of national partners, international

organizations and NGOs to provide protection. Each of

the UN agencies is called upon to contribute to the

response to internal displacement based on its mandate

and expertise. While overall responsibility for the UN

response lies with the Humanitarian Coordinator,

UNHCR has the lead role in IDP protection. In line with

the UN Humanitarian Reform and as recommended by

the Inter-Agency Standing Committee, three thematic

groups (protection, assistance and basic services, and

early warning) have been established. As designated

lead agency for the Protection Group, UNHCR will coor-

dinate the development of a comprehensive protection

strategy and plan of action for 2007.
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Partners

Asylum countries

Government: Immigration Board, Ministry of Labour
(Costa Rica); Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Ecuador); Oficina
Nacional para la Atención de Refugiados (ONPAR),
Ministerio de Gobierno y Justicia (Panama); Comisión
Nacional para Refugiados (Venezuela).

NGOs: Asociación de Consultores y Asesores Internacionales
(ACAI); Asociación de Profesionales para el Desarrollo
(APRODE); Comisión Pro-Refugiados; Ecuadorian Red Cross;
Fundación Ambiente y Sociedad; Catholic Church Ibarra;
Fundación Esquel; Desarrollo, Acción y Vida; Hebrew
Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS); Cooperazione Internazionale
(COOPI); Vicariato del Darién; Pueblos del Bosque;
Panamanian Red Cross; Caritas Táchira; Jesuit Refugee
Services; Caritas Machiques; Caritas Venezuela; Justicia y Paz;
Comitato Internazionale per lo Sviluppo dei Popoli (CISP).

Other: UNV.

Colombia

Government: Agencia Presidencial para la Acción Social y
la Cooperación Internacional, Defensoría del Pueblo
(Ombudsman’s Office), Procuraduría General de la Nación
(Procurator’s Office), Registraduría (National Registry).

NGOs: Centro de Investigación y Educación Popular,
Consultoría de Derechos Humanos y el Desplazamiento,
Fundación Compartir, Instituto Latinoamericano de
Servicios Legales, Opción Legal, Secretaría Nacional de
Pastoral Social, Organización Nacional Indígena de
Colombia, Liga de Mujeres Desplazadas.

Others: Universidad Nacional de Colombia, UNV, IOM.
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Budget (USD)

Activities and services

2006 2007

AB
1

AB
2

SB Total

Protection, monitoring and coordination 4,658,510 2,351,823 3,451,961 5,803,784

Community services 1,775,192 813,312 1,532,889 2,346,201

Domestic needs 605,182 725,007 0 725,007

Education 523,898 335,655 428,806 764,461

Food 83,916 145,928 0 145,928

Health 332,294 240,414 0 240,414

Income generation 607,521 473,179 601,673 1,074,852

Legal assistance 3,552,582 1,430,554 3,560,541 4,991,095

Operational support (to agencies) 1,232,015 818,298 807,652 1,625,950

Sanitation 50 0 0 0

Shelter and infrastructure 210,668 140,913 118,440 259,353

Transport and logistics 45,723 31,101 0 31,101

Water 960 0 0 0

Total operations 13,628,510 7,506,183 10,501,962 18,008,145

Programme support 4,263,681 3,113,409 2,753,268 5,866,677

Total 17,892,191 10,619,592 13,255,230 23,874,822

1 Includes activities in Colombia (USD 8,443,625), Costa Rica (USD 1,705,293), Ecuador (USD 3,944,085), Panama (USD 857,493), Venezuela (USD 1,841,696) and regional

activities (USD 1,100,000).
2 Includes activities in Colombia (USD 353,362), Costa Rica (USD 1,926,507), Ecuador (USD 4,446,802), Panama (USD 847,304) and under the Regional Office in Venezuela

(USD 3,045,617). Note that the 2007 requirements for internally displaced people in Colombia are presented in a Supplementary Programme Budget.
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Global programmes
Introduction

In addition to its country operations, UNHCR under-

takes a broad range of projects and activities of a

global or regional nature, called global programmes.

They are designed to support field operations and are

mostly implemented in the Field, but budgeted for and

managed at Headquarters in Geneva. These global

programmes are divided into three categories: projects

supporting the implementation of policy priorities;

programme support activities; and other activities.

Projects related to policy priorities

In 2007, UNHCR will continue to support its field opera-

tions through its global programmes. These will cover

activities such as women, children and community devel-

opment, improving life-sustaining sectors, the environ-

ment, HIV/AIDS and emergency-related projects.

Women, children and community
development

Refugee children and adolescents

UNHCR’s planned 2007 activities for refugee children

and adolescents are multi-faceted and designed to

address many of the protection problems they have.

UNHCR will translate community services resource

materials into French and Arabic and will disseminate

them to partners and local authorities. The Office will

also finalize and disseminate guidelines and reference

material on community-based psychosocial responses

to problems faced by refugee children and adoles-

cents, based on research conducted in Malawi and

Pakistan. Peace education workshops will be orga-

nized for partner staff. In addition, UNHCR will train

partners on the Action for the Rights of Children prin-

ciples to increase their capacity to protect and care for

children and adolescents in emergency situations.

Further research on displaced children will be under-

taken in two subregions. This will support the follow-up

on the recommendations made in the United Nations

Secretar-General’s Study on Violence against Children.

The “Guidelines on Formal Determination of the Best

Interests of the Child” will be disseminated, with guid-

ance to be offered to selected UNHCR operations that

assist a large number of children.

Prevention and response to sexual and gender-based

violence

This project will comprise global activities to promote

gender equality and the prevention of and response to

sexual and gender-based violence, such as the finaliza-

tion of leadership skills training modules for refugee

women and training of trainers for staff and partners; the

dissemination of Security Council Resolution 1325 on

Women, Peace and Security to staff and partners; eco-

nomic empowerment projects for women; technical

guidance and support to UNHCR field offices in imple-

menting standard operating procedures; interventions to

sensitize men and boys regarding gender equality; and

improving the capacity of UNHCR and partner staff to

conduct gender analysis.

Improving life-sustaining sectors

UNHCR will strengthen its field operations through key

activities designed to minimize gaps in the delivery of

assistance to refugees and others of concern. In 2007,

Building the skills of displaced women is one important step towards

gender equality. UNHCR / R.Goldstein-Rodiriguez



the Office will implement a project to support field oper-

ations in four broad sectoral groupings: food and nutri-

tion; health; water and sanitation; and shelter.

In the food and nutrition sector, UNHCR will provide

condiments that are high in micronutrients, targeting

mostly women and children. Complementary food will

be provided to children in selected operations. For water

and sanitation, training modules on environmentally

sound sanitation and personal hygiene practices will be

developed and integrated into UNHCR’s programmes.

New health publications will be disseminated to at least

ten country operations, while other priority interventions

in the health sector will include reproductive health ini-

tiatives, outbreak prevention and management. Con-

cerning shelter, UNHCR will carry out research and

develop new and better quality winterized tents and

undertake an evaluation of the effectiveness of the light-

weight emergency tents used in various field operations.

The environment

UNHCR’s environmental coordination activities com-

prise several projects with the overall aim of improving

natural resource management in refugee and returnee

operations worldwide. In 2007, UNHCR will continue

to provide direct support to the Field and promote sound

environmental management, paying particular attention

to the integration of UNHCR’s environmental policy and

guidelines into all aspects and phases of refugee-related

activities. UNHCR’s environmental strategies in 2007 in

pursuit of the above objectives are to:

• Provide technical support to field operations on envi-

ronmental matters.

• Promote best practices and introduce new environ-

mental management techniques to field operations.

• Support four national environmental management

training events for UNHCR staff, implementing part-

ners and government counterparts.

• Support field activities through demonstration pro-

jects that promote UNHCR’s environmental policies

and guidelines.

• Build UNHCR’s capacity in environmental assess-

ment, planning, monitoring and evaluation tools, and

develop action plans and strategies for selected

country programmes in four priority countries.

• Improve the monitoring of compliance with UNHCR’s

policies and guidelines related to the environment.

• Address refugee-related environmental issues through

the implementation of a comprehensive environmen-

tal education and awareness-raising programme.

• Establish new partnerships with competent agencies

to address environmental issues in refugee and

returnee situations.

HIV/AIDS

For details on UNHCR’s policies and activities related to

HIV/AIDS, please refer to the Policy priorities chapter in

Part I.

Emergency-related projects

For details concerning emergency-related projects,

please refer to the Strengthening emergency response

chapter in Part I.
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Other activities

The Promotion of Refugee Law and Advocacy Project

will continue to boost the operational protection capac-

ity of government and non-governmental partners.

UNHCR will implement activities aimed at promoting an

understanding of international protection principles and

standards amongst policy makers, refugee status deter-

mination adjudicators, academics and civil society

groups. UNHCR will organize and deliver the annual

International Refugee Law course in English, French,

Arabic and Spanish at the International Institute of

Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy. The Office will

also disseminate refugee protection principles through

the presentation of protection policies, guidelines and

learning modules on international protection at training

events organized by other UN agencies and NGOs.

UNHCR will coordinate and publish an inter-agency

handbook on internally displaced persons (IDPs) to

support the Protection Cluster goal of ensuring a more

predictable, accountable and effective humanitarian

response.

Resettlement Projects

The UNHCR-International Catholic Migration Commis-

sion (ICMC) resettlement deployment scheme will con-

tinue to be an important mechanism to support field

resettlement operations. The deployment of resettle-

ment experts will improve UNHCR's capacity to identify

and refer refugees for resettlement. Please refer to the

Finding durable solutions chapter in Part I for further

information on policies and initiatives concerning

resettlement.

Other protection-related projects,
including voluntary repatriation

The Strengthening Protection Capacities Project

(SPCP) works in collaboration with the Regional

Bureaux and field offices to implement a comprehensive

and consultative methodology to strengthen the capac-

ity of States to fulfil the rights of refugees and other

populations of concern to UNHCR. Utilizing a

multifunctional team approach within UNHCR and with

partners, such as governments, international organiza-

tions, members of civil society, refugees and others of

concern, it coordinates the development of activities to

address gaps in the protection of refugees and others of

concern.

In 2007, the SPCP will continue to be implemented in

Benin, Burkina Faso, Kenya and the United Republic of

Tanzania. The project will also continue in Thailand,

where UNHCR will undertake a range of discussions with

governmental partners, refugee committees, community-

based organizations and NGOs working in both camp and

urban locations across the country to develop and imple-

ment specific interventions. In Zambia, UNHCR will

assist the Government in replacing the 1970 Refugee

Control Act with legislation that is in line with interna-

tional protection principles; strengthen the country’s

administrative institutions; expand opportunities for

durable solutions, including facilitating sustainable local

integration in a manner that also benefits host communi-

ties; and address the specific risks faced by women and

children. The SPCP will also include a regional protection

initiative for the southern Caucasus. UNHCR will work to

ensure that asylum systems in Armenia, Azerbaijan and

Georgia are in accordance with international standards.

The Refugee Status Determination (RSD) Project is

designed to enhance the quality, integrity, consistency

and efficiency of mandate RSD operations globally. It

includes the provision of advice and support to UNHCR

country offices in implementing RSD procedural stan-

dards. Under this project, consultants and UN volun-

teers will be deployed to respond to specific needs in

UNHCR’s refugee status adjudication operations, such

as case processing (in case of a sudden influx or back-

log), training on substantive and procedural matters,

and/or review of RSD processes.

The objective of the Protection Surge Capacity Project

(Surge) is to develop and maintain a flexible and

dependable staff deployment mechanism that provides

prompt assistance to UNHCR’s field operations requir-

ing temporary and/or additional protection capacity.

Since its first deployment in early 2002, Surge has been

successful in dispatching qualified protection officers to

fill gaps in non-emergency situations. UNHCR will liaise

closely with the International Rescue Committee, whose

staff will continue to manage the scheme’s day-to-day

administrative procedures.

Research, evaluation and documentation

The Legal and Policy Research Project commissions

research papers, guidelines and assessments that pro-

vide a sound research base on refugee protection.

UNHCR draws upon this research base as a matter of

routine as it develops legal positions, formulates guide-

lines and provides in-house legal and policy support to

the Regional Bureaux and the Field.

Registration/Project Profile

The modernization of UNHCR’s registration system and

documentation standards and tools will continue to be

an organizational priority. This is reflected in the perfor-

mance targets set by the High Commissioner, which call

on all UNHCR offices to ensure they adopt procedures

for continuous registration. Activities will focus on con-

tinued field training and registration support, further
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printing of identity cards and building the capacity of

both partners and governments. While the introduction of

the proGres registration software will continue to be led by

Headquarters, UNHCR’s network of field-based regional

registration officers will take on additional responsibility in

providing support to partners and governments. Further

improvements to the quality and availability of docu-

mentation given to refugees and others of concern, as

well as to the various uses of registration data to support

protection, assistance and durable solutions activities,

will also be priorities in 2007.

Data management

In 2007, UNHCR will develop staff members’ skills and

build the capacity of field offices in the area of opera-

tional data management. This will contribute to improv-

ing the measurement of operational performance and

results-based management. Guidelines and standards

for data management will be established and strategic

partnerships created to tackle common information

problems, with a focus on data sharing between partner

agencies. Key activities will include the publication the

Statistical Yearbook and the Standards and Indicators

Report. Training through the Operational Data Manage-

ment Learning Programme will continue as well.

Public information and media projects
and private sector fund raising

UNHCR’s public information and media activities are

aimed at providing a steady flow of relevant, accurate

and timely information to the international media and

external audiences worldwide in support of the Office’s

mandate.

Public information activities will increase UNHCR’s

overall global visibility – particularly through television,

direct media contacts and the Internet. Other activities

include efforts to expand UNHCR’s donor base; support

to field and headquarters units by highlighting their

challenges and successes; combating intolerance and

negative stereotyping of refugees and asylum-seekers;

and supporting the achievement of durable solutions

through mass information activities. In addition,

UNHCR’s growing network of more than 25 national

websites will be expanded in 2007.

In addition, UNHCR’s public affairs projects include

activities designed to raise public awareness about

UNHCR and refugee issues. The objectives are to lay the

foundations for strengthened political and legal support

for refugees and to create a wider space for asylum.

They also aim at encouraging financial contributions

from individuals and corporations through a better

understanding of UNHCR’s role and mandate.

These activities are built around three main pillars:

World Refugee Day, the Goodwill Ambassador

Programme and the Nansen Refugee Award. World

Refugee Day is celebrated in over 100 countries every

year on 20 June. The Goodwill Ambassador programme

provides influential celebrities with a platform to add

their voice to UNHCR’s in calling for global support to

refugees. In 2007, UNHCR will have two new regional

Goodwill Ambassadors in this programme: singer

George Dalaras from Greece and Uruguayan-born actor

Osvaldo Laport from Argentina, who joined the

programme in late 2006. All Goodwill Ambassadors will

help raise the profile of UNHCR and the refugee cause

through public appearances, publicized field missions

and participation in World Refugee Day 2007. Goodwill
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Ambassador Angelina Jolie will, in addition, lend her

support to the new monthly contributions programme

called Emergency Response Team. The Nansen

Refugee Award will be given to a person or organization

that has rendered exceptional service to the refugee

cause.

Education projects

UNHCR will implement two projects in 2007 with the

aim of improving opportunities for refugee girls and boys

to have access to and complete their education.

In 2007, the “Education for All” project comprises the

following activities:

• The Guidelines on Prevention and Response to

Violence in School Settings will be disseminated and

operationalized.

• The use of UNHCR’s standardized teacher training

manual and minimum standards for education in

emergency situations will be promoted through

regional workshops.

• Technical field support missions will be undertaken to

train staff on how to use UNHCR’s education tools,

provide concrete recommendations to increase enrol-

ment and retention rates, and develop targeted

actions for children and adolescents.

• Vocational training for adolescents at risk in West

Africa will be expanded.

• A hundred female students in Ghana and Uganda,

who had previously received the “Houphouët-Boigny

Peace Prize” scholarship will be supported to com-

plete their secondary education.

• Girls’ access to education will be promoted through

several community-based education initiatives.

The German-funded DAFI scholarship programme,

which provides educational opportunities at university

level for young refugees in more than 40 countries, will

also continue in 2007. The programme aims to develop

qualified human resources within the refugee commu-

nity in order to contribute to the reconstruction of their

country of origin upon repatriation. Approximately

1,000 students receive DAFI scholarships every year,

and serve as a role model for other refugees to further

their education. UNHCR will continue to identify and

select refugee students, with 1,000 receiving support.

The DAFI policies and guidelines will be reviewed to fur-

ther improve the programme. A comprehensive review

of the achievements and impact of UNHCR’s implemen-

tation of the DAFI programme over the past 15 years

will also be carried out.

Linking humanitarian assistance and
development

UNHCR’s participation in the inter-agency Early Recov-

ery Cluster and in the UN system-wide transition and

peace-building initiatives will require additional support

and training in areas related to post-conflict interven-

tions. UNHCR will focus on capacity-building efforts to

strengthen the quality of projects linking humanitarian

assistance to longer-term development. Another objec-

tive will be to establish better partnerships with develop-

ment actors in order to ensure the sustainability of

programmes leading to or offering durable solutions for

refugees and others of concern.

Modules related to comprehensive durable solutions

and linking humanitarian assistance to development will

be created in 2007 and incorporated into larger training

programmes, offered by UNHCR to headquarters and

field staff worldwide throughout the year, such as the

Protection Learning Programme and the Operations

Management Learning Programme. Relevant aspects of

self-reliance, livelihoods and empowerment will also be

included in these modules, as well as in a protection

thematic learning programme on durable solutions.

UNHCR will furthermore support field staff through the

systematic dissemination of lessons learned and good

practices to encourage better design of innovative

approaches in self-reliance, local integration and reinte-

gration operations. Information will also be made avail-

able through web-based technologies and an internal

web portal that will be updated continuously.

Technical support, strategic planning, strengthened

capacity and partnerships will have a positive impact on

the protection and livelihoods of refugees and other

displaced populations. As UNHCR improves its internal

capacity in 2007, there will still be a need to engage

external personnel with subject-specific expertise.

UNHCR will establish, together with relevant UN agen-

cies and NGOs, a network of technical consultants with

experience in refugee livelihoods and self-reliance,

strategic planning of durable solutions and establish-

ment and implementation of local integration and rein-

tegration operations. These consultants will be easily

available and deployed upon request from regional

bureaux and field offices. Priority operations that will

be supported in 2007 are being identified through

internal mechanisms, such as the Task Force on Local

Integration in Africa and the UNDP-UNHCR joint

review of cooperation in Africa.

An area that will receive attention in 2007 is the

self-reliance of displaced women, particularly through

an enhanced partnership with ILO. UNHCR will also pay

special attention to youth empowerment and employ-

ment projects, as well as to partnerships with develop-

ment agencies involved in the Youth Employment

Network. These partnerships will serve to engage



inter-agency support in the mainstreaming of refugee,

IDP and returnee needs into national and regional devel-

opment plans and poverty reduction strategies, as well

as in the formulation of sustainable integration or reinte-

gration strategies. UNHCR will continue to implement

cooperation agreements with development partners,

especially with FAO and the Japan International

Cooperation Agency (JICA).

Programme support activities

Division of Operational Services

Emergency and Technical Support Service: For details

concerning the emergency-related programme sup-

port activities, such as the eCentre in Tokyo, the pro-

curement of emergency relief items, the increase in

warehouse storage capacity and the organization of

workshops on emergency management, please refer to

the Strengthening emergency response chapter in Part I.

Division of Information Systems and
Telecommunicationsn (DIST)

Business Solutions Service and ICT fixed costs – Field

support: Global programmes carried out by the Division

of Information Systems and Telecommunications relate

mainly to the Management Systems Renewal Project

(MSRP) and other activities relating to information tech-

nology support to UNHCR’s field operations. In 2007,

DIST will complete the introduction of the MSRP finance

and supply chain component, mostly in the Americas

and Africa. The system's successful introduction in

Europe, CASWANAME and Asia over the past two years

has added impetus to the 2007 implementation plan.

The MSRP team will introduce the human resources

function to the Field and will also provide technical and

functional production support to all human resources

and payroll users.

The Information and Telecommunications Service

within DIST will expand the operations at the two hubs

of the Global Service Desk in Geneva and Kuala

Lumpur. These hubs will provide a single point of con-

tact for first-level support to all UNHCR technology

users, including support for the newly introduced MSRP

financial and human resource systems. Information

Technology (IT) training courses will be expanded and

will concentrate on cost-effective delivery channels,

including distance learning. In 2007, work will also

begin on a new IT standard for field offices so UNHCR

can introduce new technologies that support the grow-

ing needs of its staff, improve remote access to applica-

tions and meet the needs of mobile users.

UNHCR has entered into a partnership with a commer-

cial service provider of satellite communications to sup-

port the Office’s work with refugees and to improve the

quality of telecommunications and to expand its capac-

ity. As a result, the Office anticipates saving USD seven

million over the next five years. The process of transfer-

ring management of UNHCR’s VSAT network services

will be completed in the first half of 2007.

Division of Human Resources
Management

Training of UNHCR Staff: The restructured Management

Learning Programme features a new assessment tool

that will provide a clearer picture of what each learner is

achieving. All senior staff at the D-2 and D-1 levels and

30 staff at the P-5 level will have completed this training

by the end of 2006. The remaining P-5 staff and a

select number of P-4 staff will complete the programme

in 2007, thus covering more than 200 senior managers

in the organization. Moreover, UNHCR is developing an

integrated management assessment framework to

improve management capacity; identify managerial

potential early on; and link learning, assessment and

appointments. The target group for assessment will be

middle managers who are on track for more senior man-

agement positions.

UNHCR will continue to offer the Facilitation of Learning

Programme and the Effective Writing Programme to

staff worldwide. An “effective reading” course is being

developed in collaboration with the Commonwealth of

Learning in Vancouver, Canada. UNHCR is also devel-

oping a virtual learning environment that will enable

staff members worldwide to share information, tools

and experiences of good learning practices, thus maxi-

mizing the use of limited resources. Electronic learning

courses will continue through intranet and CD-ROM,

thus making them accessible to staff members worldwide.

Furthermore, a new programme targeting senior man-

agement, entitled The Strategic Leadership Learning

Programme, was piloted in 2006. This initiative is

based on the recommendations of an organization-wide

learning-needs analysis and is funded by the Canadian

Consultant Management Fund. In 2007, UNHCR will

evaluate the pilot phase and will extend it to senior man-

agers across the organization.

Special staff costs including voluntary separation: As

part of UNHCR's restructuring efforts, the Office will

offer voluntary separation and early retirement pack-

ages. This will be done in accordance with the needs of

the organization. The availability of these packages will

reflect current staffing priorities, as defined during con-

sultations between DHRM and the Executive Office.
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Budget (USD)

Activities

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Policy priorities

Women, children and community development 2,174,536 1,536,450

Improving life-sustaining sectors 602,999 498,399

Environment 666,000 532,800

HIV/AIDS 1,170,000 1,962,867

Emergency-related projects1 5,886,852 4,816,000

Sub-total 10,500,387 9,346,516

Other activities

Promotion of refugee law and advocacy 331,200 221,960

Resettlement projects 2,196,000 2,273,265

Protection-related projects / Voluntary repatriation2 3,084,601 2,998,317

Research, evaluation and documentation 258,750 150,000

Registration / Project Profile 1,147,500 848,000

Public information / Media projects / Private sector fund raising3 6,526,520 9,727,474

Training-related projects 223,000 190,000

Education4 0 2,599,503

Linking humanitarian assistance to longer-term development 460,665 207,972

Miscellaneous5 1,538,000 1,559,959

Sub-total 15,766,236 20,776,450

Programme support activities

Division of Operational Services

Emergency and Technical Support Service6 15,895,854 15,965,712

Division of International Protection Services

Resettlement field support 155,000 100,000

Division of Information Systems and Technology
7

Business Solution Service and ICT fixed costs - Field 3,303,556 5,626,303

Information and telecommunications - Field support 2,191,742 958,618

Division of Human Resources Management

Training of UNHCR staff 3,350,000 3,267,000

Special staff costs including voluntary separation 8,500,000 10,296,187

Sub-total 33,396,152 36,213,820

Grand total 59,662,775 66,336,786

1 Includes emergency and security management and support (USD 700,000), rapid emergency preparedness and response (USD 1,000,000), e-Center (USD 500,000),

stockpiling, warehousing and deployment of emergency relief items and equipment (USD 2,616,000).
2 Includes refugee status determination (USD 345,739), legal and policy research project (USD 192,000), provision of protection information (USD 164,812), voluntary

repatriation of individual refugees (USD 55,000), Surge Protection Capacity Project (USD 1,996,766), and Strengthening Protection Capacity Project (USD 244,000).
3 Includes public affairs activities (USD 344,880), public information activities (USD 607,090), private sector fund raising (USD 8,473,104), visibility and promotional

items supply (USD 95,400), library and visitors centre (USD 207,000).
4 In 2006, education projects under the Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative Fund (DAFI) were included under the regional operations.
5 Includes non refugee legal matters (USD 70,000), NGO liaison and support for effective cooperation (USD 120,960), mainstreaming of standards and indicators (USD

576,000), implementation of UNHCR Assessment Framework (USD 593,000), costs of insurance and inspection of goods (USD 200,000).
6 Includes costs for maintaining Minimum Operating Security Standards and funds for unforeseen security needs (USD 1,500,200), cost-sharing of the United Nation 's

Department of Safety and Security annual operations in the field and other security, emergency, technical and related costs.
7 Includes ICT fixed costs for field and ICT project costs (USD 4,860,302) and information technology services for field operations, such as telecommunications, user

services, application development etc.



Headquarters
Executive Direction and
Management

The Executive Office formulates policy, ensures

effective management and oversees UNHCR activ-

ities worldwide. It designates corporate and program-

matic priorities in consultation with senior management

and endeavours to secure political and financial sup-

port for the Office. The Executive Office comprises the

High Commissioner, the Deputy High Commissioner,

the two Assistant High Commissioners and the Chef de

Cabinet with their staff. The Inspector General’s

Office, the Policy Development and Evaluation Service

and UNHCR’s office in New York report directly to the

High Commissioner.

The Inspector General’s Office (IGO) plays an essential

role in enabling the High Commissioner to fulfil his

internal oversight responsibilities and ensuring account-

ability. It carries out three core oversight functions:

1) inspecting the management standards of UNHCR

operations; 2) investigating possible misconduct by

UNHCR personnel; and 3) inquiring into violent attacks

on UNHCR personnel and operations as well as incidents

causing loss or damage to the Office’s credibility or

assets. Since its creation, the role of the IGO has been

evolving to meet the emerging management support

needs.

Incipient management problems will be addressed in a

timely manner through ad hoc inspections carried out

rapidly and with small teams, in order to improve cost

efficiency in 2007. This will complement a core set of

standard inspections to be undertaken during the year.

The development and implementation of procedures for

effective follow-up on findings will also be a priority.

Compliance missions will also account for an integral

part of the inspection programme.

The IGO’s Investigation Unit will ensure that cases of

possible misconduct by UNHCR personnel that fall

within its competence are investigated efficiently. Con-

currently, it will further develop and refine the investiga-

tion process and methods.

Cases involving resettlement and status determination

fraud, which require complex and time-consuming

investigations, frequently including collaboration with

national authorities, will be prioritized. In cases where

findings have significant management implications,

relevant observations and recommendations will be for-

mulated as separate Management Implication Reports

(MIRs) for concerned managers. A useful tool for
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management, MIRs will cover issues ranging from basic

administrative matters, such as asset management, to

strategic considerations such as fraud prevention.

A new Policy Development and Evaluation Service

(PDES) has been established in UNHCR, replacing the

former Evaluation and Policy Analysis Unit (EPAU). The

new Service is located in the Executive Office and works

closely with the High Commissioner and the two

Assistant High Commissioners.

The Service advises the High Commissioner and his

senior management team on global policy issues, ensur-

ing that UNHCR policies are coherent, consistent and

clearly articulated. PDES is also responsible for the

management and development of UNHCR's evaluation

function and aims to ensure that evaluation findings and

recommendations are effectively utilized for the purpose

of strategic planning, policymaking and programming.

PDES is committed to working in a participatory man-

ner, and will seek to ensure the active engagement of

Executive Committee members and partner organiza-

tions in its activities. The Service is also committed to a

high level of transparency and will ensure that all evalu-

ation reports are placed in the public domain.

PDES will strengthen the capacity and effectiveness of

UNHCR's policy development and evaluation function

by means of staff training, internal networking, coalition-

building with partner organizations and the engagement

of external expertise. UNHCR's evaluation policy and

procedures will also be reviewed and revised to ensure

that they are consistent with the system-wide standards

endorsed by the UN Evaluation Group.

PDES will establish a flexible programme of work in

2007, enabling the Service to focus on those issues and

operations that are of most importance to UNHCR,

Executive Committee (ExCom) members and the organi-

zation's operational partners. PDES will endeavour to

undertake evaluations of all major new operations and

will commission at least one independent evaluation of

a key operational policy issue. In this context, a review

of UNHCR's efforts to combat sexual and gender-based

violence is under consideration.

UNHCR’s office in New York represents the Office’s

views at the United Nations and, in turn, provides policy

guidance based on new developments at UN Headquar-

ters. In 2007, efforts to build and strengthen partner-

ships within the UN system in New York, the diplomatic

community, the UN press corps and other actors includ-

ing non-governmental partners, will be central to

UNHCR’s work.

In 2007, the New York office will, in close coordination

with the Executive Office and other concerned entities at

Headquarters, follow up on the 2005 World Summit

Outcome Document and the UN reform initiatives aimed

at strengthening the system which bear an impact on

UNHCR. The office will engage, in particular, with the new

Peacebuilding Commission, the Peacebuilding Support

Office, and the Peace Building Fund to underscore the

importance of sustainable returns through comprehen-

sive post-conflict recovery and reconstruction efforts.

More details on the activities of the office in New York can

be found under the “Working in Partnership with others”

chapter. The budget is shown under the Regional Over-

view for North America and the Caribbean.
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Change Management Initiative

In February 2006, the High Commissioner launched a process of Structural and Management Change.

The aim of the Change Process is to ensure that UNHCR’s structures, processes and workforce composi-

tion are aligned with current needs and challenges and that, by being optimally cost-effective, they

enable the Office to devote a maximum level of its resources to its beneficiaries.

The Change Process has been sparked by a number of key concerns. The first of these is to ensure that

UNHCR is properly positioned, in a changing international environment, as a central humanitarian

agency with a key role in addressing the problem of human displacement. Refugee numbers around the

world are falling. Certainly, responding to the needs of refugees in insecure and difficult environments

remains a core responsibility and a daunting task for the Office, but the challenges of today relate equally

to internal displacement and to mixed flows of migrants and asylum-seekers. Consequently, the Office

needs to ensure that it is properly structured and equipped to play a role in meeting these challenges and

in supporting the efforts of the broader United Nations system to bring the required degree of coherence

and effectiveness to the system-wide response to humanitarian needs. For UNHCR, this entails not only

bringing its own systems to their maximum level of effectiveness, but recalibrating them where necessary

to respond to different and more collaborative ways of working.



The Deputy High Commissioner

The Deputy High Commissioner oversees all functions

related to management and administration of the Office.

The Organizational Development and Management

Service, the Controller and Director of the Division of

Financial and Supply Management, the Division of

External Relations, the Division of Human Resources

Management, and the Division of Information Systems

and Telecommunications, as well as the Legal Affairs

Section and the Mediator, are under the purview of the

Deputy High Commissioner.

The Organizational Development and Management

Service (ODMS) is responsible for coordinating practical

efforts to implement results-based management (RBM)

principles, and is the focal point for all RBM-related

issues within UNHCR.

In 2007, ODMS will continue to refine the RBM frame-

work and strategy to support the development of a culture

of management based on results within the organization

with a particular focus on strategic planning, accountabil-

ity, performance management, and most significantly,

the development of a results-based management

software.

ODMS will support organizational development and

management through participating in multi-disciplinary

working groups, task forces and internal bodies with

managerial perspectives, such as the Joint Advisory

Committee, and researching best practices to propose

solutions. Organizational performance and capacity will

be strengthened through organizational development

initiatives within the organization.
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As part of its efforts to achieve maximum responsiveness and cost-effectiveness, UNHCR also needs to

ensure that an increased percentage of its resources is devoted to its operations and its beneficiaries.

This involves reversing the upward trend in staffing and administrative costs in its overall budget. There

is a moral and an efficiency imperative for UNHCR to make sure that what it spends on its administration

is not at the expense of the assistance it provides to refugees and others of its concern.

Amongst the key outputs expected from the Change Process are: increased operational responsiveness,

flexibility and effectiveness; a greater portion of the budget allocated to operations; a leaner Headquar-

ters, with support functions closer to the point of delivery; and administrative services located where they

are the most cost-effective and yield the greatest impact.

The High Commissioner has appointed a full time Director for Structural and Management Change,

supported by a small team and drawing on the resources of the bureaux and divisions in Headquarters as

well as those of the Field.

As a first step in the Change Process, an analysis of previous institutional reform efforts was carried out to

identify lessons learned and recurrent concerns. Inter-agency consultations were likewise instrumental in

the early stages of the Change Process, allowing UNHCR to draw on best practices from other organiza-

tions, both inside and outside the United Nations.

UNHCR’s Senior Management is closely involved in all stages of the Change Process. Consultations and

involvement of the Field has been ensured through the establishment of a Field Reference Group, com-

prising country and regional Representatives, which provides advice on the substance of the process,

including the Headquarters component, in order to ensure that it is strongly informed by a field

perspective.

The Change Process also involves wide consultation within the organization at all levels, notably with the

Staff Council. Various communication tools have been developed to ensure dialogue with UNHCR staff

members. An intranet forum serves as a vehicle for the Change Team to disseminate reports on recent

developments as well as for staff to express their ideas and concerns. Newsletters issued at regular inter-

vals provide another important channel for information exchange, and are complemented by direct

contact with the staff, through all-staff meetings.



Division of Financial Supply and
Management (DFSM)

The Office of the Controller is responsible for the man-

agement of financial resources entrusted to UNHCR.

The provision of financial analysis and advice as well as

maintaining internal control systems in the organization

are the key functions of the Controller’s office. The Office

of the Controller is also responsible for the preparation of

the annual budget.

Bearing in mind that cost analyses can significantly con-

tribute to policy changes and reform, in 2007, DFSM

will strengthen its capacity to undertake global and

regional cost analyses, diagnose UNHCR’s financial

health and continue to provide timely financial policy

advice.

The implementation of the Management Systems

Renewal Project (MSRP) will enter its final phase in

2007. Once the MSRP Travel and Expense module is

completed, significant efficiency gains will be made in

the areas of financial management, supply chains and

administrative functions.

In line with UNHCR’s Structural and Management

Change process, financial and budgetary functions in

DFSM will be realigned and consolidated.

In 2006, a new Financial Internal Control Framework

was implemented and two booklets providing related

guidance were issued. Building on the Financial Internal

Control Framework, DFSM will update the accountabil-

ity agreements with Bureau and Division Directors to

strengthen control and accountability. DFSM will also
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Results-Based Management Initiative

In 2007, UNHCR will continue to build a culture of results-based management to get the best possible

results in its operations in the most efficient manner. In recognition of its importance, institutionalizing

results-based management as a fundamental performance and accountability framework for the organi-

zation has become one of UNHCR’s Global Strategic Objectives. To ensure sustained focus on RBM, the

High Commissioner has assigned focal point responsibilities to the Deputy High Commissioner with the

support of ODMS to lead and coordinate efforts to implement RBM in the organization.

During the year, priority will be given to the following areas: refinement of the RBM framework; efforts to

strengthen strategic planning and accountability; refinement and use of standards and indicators in oper-

ations; increase in the use of participatory assessment as a tool for mainstreaming age, gender and diver-

sity in UNHCR operations; and the ongoing development of the new software application, Focus.

Long-term strategic planning and accountability will be improved following the finalization of UNHCR’s

Corporate Plan built around the Global Strategic Objectives 2007-2009 and linked to the United

Nations’ strategic planning framework for 2008-2009.

With a move to a biennial programme-budgeting cycle in 2008-2009, regional bureaux and divisions

will develop multi-year strategic plans in 2007 elaborating a corporate plan and global strategic priorities.

Headquarters plans will also describe planned objectives, outputs and timeframes to serve as a manage-

ment tool for measuring progress achieved during the year.

The new formats developed in 2006 for the annual country/regional operations plan, and the country

report, will continue to be refined in order to strengthen reporting of results and achieved impact in rela-

tion to objectives and targets.

The Division of Human Resources Management will work to strengthen performance management by

revising the Appointments, Promotions and Postings Board rules and procedures, developing a more rig-

orous approach to management assessment including a 360-degree assessment for senior manage-

ment, and introducing an annual global staff survey as a diagnostic and accountability tool.

Other initiatives aimed at improving management, performance and accountability – critical to institu-

tionalizing RBM by various sections – include an accountability framework for age, gender and diversity

mainstreaming; code of conduct guidelines for managers; implementing partner selection system; policy

and procedures for managing performance; and strengthening of individual performance management.

The RBM software, Focus, that was designed, built and field tested in 2006 will be piloted in a range of

typical operational settings during 2007. It is expected that in early 2008, it will be used by all operations

and facilitate results-based budgeting at Headquarters. The software will support the planning,

management, monitoring of, and reporting on UNHCR’s operations worldwide, as well as the communi-

cation and central coordination of operational plans in the Field and at Headquarters.



improve risk assessment and management systems to

minimize risks of mismanagement and waste. This will

include improving implementing partners’ third party

auditing system.

The Financial Resources Service comprises the Budget,

Finance and Treasury Sections. The Service is responsible

for global financial planning, monitoring, control and

reporting on the use of resources. This includes the cen-

tral management of resource allocation; the provision of

budgetary and statutory financial information for internal

and external bodies; the preparation of UNHCR Finan-

cial Statements; as well as the provision of analysis and

advice on budgetary and financial issues. The Service

also oversees all financial aspects of the implementation

of MSRP and supports its roll-out to the Field. In 2007,

the Service will continue to prepare UNHCR for the

transition from an annual to a biennial programme and

budget cycle and develop results-based budgeting

principles.

An important new initiative for 2007 is the planned

implementation of a treasury management system. The

aim is to substantially increase real-time liquidity and

strengthen risk management through the centralized

pooling of available funds and the mitigation of foreign

exchange risk exposure by matching cash inflows and

outflows in various currencies.

The Service will also devote substantial resources to the

transition from the United Nations Systems Accounting

Standards to the International Public Sector Accounting

Standards (IPSAS), which UNHCR will have to comply

with as of January 2010. Among the expected benefits

of the IPSAS are increased transparency of the financial

health of the organization in terms of balance sheet and

income and expenditure disclosure, better management

of all assets and liabilities, which could generate con-

siderable savings and improved budget management.

DFSM is also responsible for managing costs related to

the services of the International Computing Centre

(ICC), outsourced services provided by the United

Nations Office at Geneva (UNOG), and running costs

for UNHCR headquarters buildings. Efforts will be

made, in 2007, to contain administrative costs and

realize efficiency gains in these services.

The UNHCR Audit Service of the United Nations Office

of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS) assumes the

internal audit function for UNHCR. Auditors are based

in Geneva, Nairobi and, when required, in major emerg-

ency operations. Focusing on high-risk areas and key

activities, the Service reviews, evaluates and reports on

the use of the Office’s resources; and provides an

assessment of the internal controls established by man-

agement. Internal audit provides the High Commissioner

with information on breakdown of internal controls and

identified risks, and makes recommendations on how to

address them. Whenever feasible, internal audit identifies

quantifiable savings and recoveries.

In 2007, a dedicated Professional Practice Unit will be

established in OIOS to improve procedures and quality

control of the audit process. To determine high-risk

areas, identified risks will be analyzed and rated using a

structured framework. Controls put in place to mitigate

the risks will also be tested for effectiveness. This audit

approach to UNHCR’s activities will guarantee that

internal audit covers major risks and weaknesses and

contributes to reducing them.

Division of External Relations (DER)

The Division of External Relations is responsible for

mobilizing public, political and financial support for

UNHCR. It is also tasked with supporting the Office’s

governing body and maintaining relations with partners

in the UN system and the NGO sector.

In 2007, DER will build support for the programmes

and activities of the Office by improving synergy within

the Division to deliver a comprehensive and coordinated

strategy. The Division will also work to increase

UNHCR’s ability to perform as an effective, engaged,

responsive and respected humanitarian agency worthy

of public, political and financial support. DER will like-

wise strengthen the internal communications function

during a time of change in the organization.

The Donor Relations and Resource Mobilization Service

(DRRMS) is responsible for relations with the govern-

mental donor community and resource mobilisation.

The Service seeks to provide donors with a clear under-

standing of UNHCR’s objectives and resource require-

ments; and assists the Field and Headquarters to

generate the information needed for this purpose.

DRRMS supports UNHCR’s participation in the

inter-agency consolidated appeals process, and ensures

a smooth allocation and reporting process of the new

pooled funding mechanisms in close collaboration with

the UN family. DRRMS also organizes donor field

missions, informal and formal donor consultations as

well as operational briefings for donors based in Geneva

and capitals worldwide. The Service issues appeals for

newly established supplementary programmes, and

publishes the annual Global Appeal, Mid-Year Financial

Report and Global Report. In 2007, DRRMS will focus

on strengthening support from traditional government

donors by increasing consultations to reach shared

objectives; on broadening its donor base by targeting

countries that do not traditionally contribute to

UNHCR’s budget but are considered likely donors; and

on the new pooled funding mechanisms.
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The Media Relations and Public Information Service

provides daily information to the international media

and general public to support the Office’s overall advo-

cacy efforts on behalf of the world’s refugees. It uses a

variety of in-house channels, such as: the Media Unit;

Print Publications Unit; Electronic Publications Unit;

Video-Audio Unit; and the Visibility/ Distribution Unit to

disseminate information globally.

In 2007, the Service will aim to raise UNHCR’s overall

visibility, branding and image as an effective and

responsive humanitarian agency. The service will

strengthen its Video Unit with the addition of a second

producer to allow for one television producer to be avail-

able for field work at all times. More emphasis will also

be placed on the UNHCR public website

(www.unhcr.org), produced and maintained by the

Electronic Publishing Unit. With an average of some 1.5

million page hits per month and nearly six million

annual visitors, the website remains one of the pillars of

the Office’s public information strategy.

UNHCR is committed to increasing its investments in

private sector fundraising to meet Global Strategic

Objective 5.3: “an enlarged donor-base and increased

contributions to UNHCR programmes and a reduced

gap between UNHCR total budget and funds received”.

In 2007, Private Sector and Public Affairs Service

(PSPA) will continue to diversify the Office’s donor base

among corporations, foundations, municipalities and

individuals. It will play a key role in public awareness on

refugee issues and engage in awareness-raising

programmes. For more details on activities, please refer

to PSPA projects under the Global Programmes chapter.

The Secretariat and Inter-Organization Service (SIOS)

supports the work of UNHCR’s Executive Committee

(ExCom) and acts as Headquarters’ focal point for the

Office’s relations with a number of United Nations

bodies as well as international organizations. In 2007,

SIOS will continue to support the Office’s dialogue with

ExCom and its strategic partnerships with other United

Nations system entities as well as with other interna-

tional organizations in order to ensure international

protection and durable solutions for refugees, returnees

and internally displaced people. A major focus of the

Service, in close coordination with the New York Office,

will be on relevant United Nations reform initiatives as

well as the improvement of the global humanitarian

response capacity.

The NGO Liaison Unit will continue to promote collabor-

ation with NGOs in an equitable and transparent

manner to achieve the Office’s priorities of protection

and assistance as well as durable solutions for persons

of concern to UNHCR. The Unit will focus on creating

and maintaining strategic partnerships with NGOs to

capitalize on the expertise, resources and added value

that they bring to UNHCR and humanitarian operations

in general. Over the years, several partnerships have

been concluded, with particular emphasis on emergency

preparedness. The needs-oriented and results-based

planning and programming process further reinforces

this approach, which reduces duplication and utilizes

resources effectively, both at the policy formulation level

and in field operations.

In 2007, the Unit will focus on supporting national NGO

partners, which make up the largest group of UNHCR’s

implementing partners. The Unit will revise and pro-

mote the implementation of the Framework Agreement

on Operational Partnership.

UNHCR will also work in partnership with umbrella

groups and individual NGOs on advocacy and policy for-

mulation. The Unit will continue to support the work of

the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre housed in

the Norwegian Refugee Council and promote strategic

engagements with NGOs to respond to IDP situations.

With the aim to broaden the role of NGOs in UNHCR’s

governing body, the Unit will review the effectiveness of

the consultative process in the preparations of the

ExCom conclusions and decisions and investigate

options to expand NGO participation to include imple-

menting and operational NGO partners. The annual con-

sultations with NGOs will continue to provide a forum

for discussions on issues of mutual concern and the Unit

will strive to improve its linkage with ExCom.

The Records and Archives Section will be responsible

for the management, preservation and use of UNHCR's

current and historical records, as well as for Library and

Visitors Services, and for the reproduction of UNHCR

documents.

Division of Human Resources
Management (DHRM)

The Division of Human Resources Management is

responsible for the implementation of human resources

policy, personnel administration and payroll, perfor-

mance management, post classification, recruitment

and postings, staff development, and medical and staff

welfare.

In 2007, DHRM will continue to develop an integrated

human resource strategy that links human resources

management with UNHCR’s goals and objectives. To

this end, the Division will provide the Structural and

Management Change process with technical support on

human resources issues.

Given the nature of UNHCR’s work, developing flexibil-

ity in the workforce will be a primary requisite for quick

and appropriate responses to new operational needs.

The workforce strategy will stress flexibility in postings.

Staffing rules are being reviewed in consultation with

the Joint Staff-Management Advisory Committee. In

2007, DHRM will continue to implement measures to
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reduce staff costs. The International Professional Roster

will remain an important tool for filling recognized gaps

in UNHCR's staffing profile in a timely manner.

DHRM will evaluate the impact of human resources pol-

icies to determine its effectiveness. It will also partici-

pate in the Human Resources Network and sessions of

the International Civil Service Commission to ensure that

UNHCR’s needs are reflected at the inter-agency level.

UNHCR, as one of the first United Nations agencies to

recognize the importance of maintaining ethical stan-

dards, has instituted mandatory reporting on Code of

Conduct compliance for all operations. All UNHCR staff

members are required to complete an online training

course on prevention of workplace harassment developed

as part of a joint UN effort. In 2007, DHRM will con-

tinue to work with the United Nations Ethics Office to

implement new policies; and, through the creation of an

Ethics Forum, will explore ways to encourage discussion

of ethical issues.

Work on a gender policy will continue. Several measures

have been taken to increase the number of women in

UNHCR especially at the managerial level, and more

will be proposed during 2007.

Staff welfare will continue to be an important element of

UNHCR's human resources management. The imple-

mentation of the programme on HIV/AIDS in the work-

place, launched in 2006, will continue. A study on

minimum working and living standards for staff has led

to the preparation of a policy document on basic stan-

dards for work, particularly in hardship locations.

Division of Information Systems and
Telecommunications (DIST)

The Division of Information Systems and Telecommuni-

cations comprises two services:

The Business Solutions Service is responsible for the

development and support of information systems at

Headquarters and in the Field, including the Management

Systems Renewal Projects (MSRP) and Project

Profile/proGres (refugee registration); and

The Information and Telecommunications Service is

responsible for headquarters and field computing

infrastructure, network development and support, field

user support, and the expansion of global satellite

communications.

DIST has published a comprehensive Information and

Communications Technology (ICT) Strategic Plan to guide

UNHCR's technology investment strategy for the period

2006-2008. The Plan identifies initiatives in software

development and infrastructure, and defines a new

divisional structure to reinforce accountability and

streamline ICT service delivery. In 2007, DIST will

deploy MSRP to the Field, continue to support proGres

(refugee registration), and increase document informa-

tion retrieval and usage capacity at Headquarters and in

the Field. Other initiatives include the development of a

field-based global ICT support structure and the partici-

pation in planning exercises at strategic, operational and

emergency response levels.

Assistant High Commissioner
(Operations)

The Assistant High Commissioner (Operations) will over-

see the functioning of the five Regional Bureaux respon-

sible for field operations in Africa, Asia and the Pacific;

Central Asia, South-West Asia, North Africa and the

Middle East (CASWANAME); Europe and the Americas,

as well as the Division of Operational Services.

Division of Operational Services (DOS)

The Division of Operational Services supports UNHCR

operations carried out in the Field. The Division is made

up of three services: Emergency and Technical Support

Service (ETSS); Performance Support Service (PSS);

and the Supply Management Service (SMS). SMS was

added to the Division in October 2006. The recent

Lebanon emergency confirmed the importance of hav-

ing a strong logistics and supply function to rapidly

deliver relief supplies from a wide range of sources, under

difficult conditions.

In 2007 DOS will strengthen UNHCR's emergency

response capacity to respond to emergencies of up to

500,000 people. Assistance will be delivered more effi-

ciently and in a cost-effective manner by strengthening

functions of warehousing, inventory, asset and fleet

management, and by fully implementing an integrated

supply chain.

UNHCR operations will benefit from improved program-

ming, through a renewed emphasis on results-based

management and collection of accurate baseline data

for setting programme objectives; this improved pro-

gramming will also allow for better monitoring and

assessment of programmes, of which are indispensable

tools for efficient reviewing of operations and allocation.

UNHCR's contribution to sustainable return movements

and thereby to UN peacebuilding efforts will be

strengthened by increased attention to developing liveli-

hood capacities of returnee communities in partnership

with host governments and development actors.
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Pilot countries designated for cluster arrangements for

situations of internal displacement as well as other IDP

operations will be provided with timely advice and tech-

nical support on protection, camp coordination and

camp management and emergency shelter, through the

respective Regional Bureau.

Priority issues, such as HIV/AIDS, safe motherhood,

malaria, nutrition, education, environment, building

better linkages between relief and development activi-

ties and other forms of partnership, will be pursued in

accordance with established measurable performance

targets. Please refer to the Policy priorities and the Global

programmes sections for more details in these areas.

Challenges faced by the United Nations Security

Management System have a corresponding impact on

UNHCR’s ability to manage staff safety effectively while

carrying out its mandate responsibilities. The Field Safety

Section within ETSS will continue to emphasize the orga-

nizational and mandate-related security concerns, nota-

bly the physical protection of refugees and its effect on

staff security.

Based on a review of the security policy and policy

implementation, the associated work plan for

2005-2006 and initiatives such as the Refugee Security

Package for Chad, in 2007 the Section will continue to

strengthen the Office’s security management system. It

will also reinforce the physical protection of beneficiaries

as part of UNHCR’s overall security and risk manage-

ment programme.

Limited funding for some country operations has led to

constant re-examination of priorities, and security-

enhancing initiatives have often been postponed to give

priority to operational needs. Despite these constraints,

UNHCR will strive to meet the established minimum

operating security standards.

The Supply Management Service plans, implements

and controls the cost-effective flow, use and storage of

goods and materials, records-related information from

points of origin to consumption and mobilizes people,

resources, skills and knowledge to help refugees and

other persons of concern. While UNHCR spends some

USD 400 million annually on the procurement of goods

and services, SMS will aim to make considerable

savings in the coming years by better sourcing and

prioritizing allocation of resources.

In 2007, the new procurement system under MSRP will

be integrated in the financial modules of commitment

control and payable accounts. The new system will

bring supply and service planning, sourcing, delivery,

inventory management and asset management into one

unique structure. The revised asset management poli-

cies will improve UNHCR’s ability to record and rede-

ploy assets by delegating authority to the Field and

improving data analysis. A new fleet management sys-

tem has been developed and is being field-tested.

During the year, SMS will search for partnerships with

private sector companies and synergies with supply

units of other UN agencies and for inter-agency joint

training and professional qualification accreditation and

continue to explore further linkages to improve delivery

to field programmes.

As part of the efforts to operationalize protection, a new

Performance Support Service (PSS) will replace the

interim structures that have been in place in DOS since

early 2006. The new service will support operations in

planning and strategizing their activities, and measuring

the results of the interventions. It will focus on the “how

to” aspects, i.e. development and usage of qualitative

and quantitative indicators, as well as data and knowl-

edge management, and, thus, contribute to the

strengthening of results-based management in UNHCR.

By applying a multi-functional team approach, DOS will

transcend the traditional limits of programme and oper-

ations support and focus on both delivery of protection

and assistance to refugees, IDPs and others of concern

to UNHCR.

Assistant High Commissioner
(Protection)

The Assistant High Commissioner (Protection) will

oversee the Division of International Protection Services,

direct UNHCR’s overall protection policy development,

promote consistency in the delivery of protection globally,

and oversee the development of an accountability

framework for age, gender and diversity mainstreaming

activities. The Assistant High Commissioner (Protection)

will direct the organization’s efforts to address asylum-

migration related problems which beset refugees and

others of concern to UNHCR.

Division of International Protection
Services (DIPS)

The Global Strategic Objectives for 2007-2009 and the

Agenda for Protection will provide the anchor for the work

of the Division of International Protection Services in

2007. DIPS will work closely with Bureaux to bring pro-

tection support closer to the point of delivery. The pro-

tection needs of IDPs will increasingly receive the

attention of the Division.

A rights-based approach to protection will be imple-

mented, recognizing refugees and IDPs as partners

rather than beneficiaries. Community-based approaches

involving the host communities will be used to find pro-

tection solutions. A consultative process will be employed
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to maximize the input of various actors and increase politi-

cal will, donor support and tangible benefits to refugees.

The restructuring of DIPS, which started in 2006, will be

consolidated in 2007. The changes include the creation

of a Resettlement Service, the incorporation of the Com-

munity Development, Gender Equality and Children

Section from DOS into the Division and a dedicated focal

point within DIPS for the Strengthening Protection

Capacity Project (see Global programmes). The Protec-

tion Information Section and the Refugee Status Deter-

mination Unit have been merged into one section, and

the main focus of the Solutions and Operations Support

Section’s is now on finding solutions to protracted situa-

tions and internal displacement.

The Resettlement Service will aim to increase the use of

resettlement as a protection tool, a durable solution and

as a responsibility and burden-sharing mechanism. In

particular, the Service will ensure that resettlement is

fully considered as part of comprehensive durable solu-

tions agreements with particular emphasis on address-

ing protracted refugee situations.

The Resettlement Service will identify refugees most in

need of resettlement through participatory assessments

and protection profiling methodologies. Ensuring the

integrity of resettlement procedures will be a priority in

2007. The Resettlement Anti-Fraud Plan of Action will

be implemented to increase the capacity of field offices

to mitigate fraud in the resettlement process. Resettle-

ment procedures in use by the field offices will be

systematized through the application of standard oper-

ating procedures.

The Solutions and Operations Support Section (SOSS)

provides support to UNHCR field operations in relation

to the Office’s mandate, legal standards and operational

involvement as the lead agency in the protection cluster

for IDPs. Moreover, the Section will support field

operations in the realization of solutions for refugees and

others of concern to UNHCR, including the development

of benchmarks for progress in achieving local integration;

and, in collaboration with DOS, issuing a catalogue of

good practices. The Section will provide substantive

inputs to the design of voluntary repatriation strategies.

The Statelessness Unit will support field operations in

identifying, preventing and reducing statelessness as

well as protecting stateless persons, particularly in pro-

tracted statelessness situations.

The Protection Capacity Service builds the capacity of

staff by developing, designing and implementing pro-

tection learning activities at the induction, intermedi-

ate and advanced levels. Protection awareness and

capacity-building activities also target government

and non-governmental partners. The section manages

the Surge protection deployment roster and represents

the Division with regard to recruitment and appoint-

ment activities. Training activities and tools in 2007

will include those related to IDP protection, targeting

both, UNHCR as well as other agencies and partners.

The Protection Operations and Legal Advice Section

promotes and develops refugee protection standards

through legal analysis, research, and development of

guidelines as well as other protection tools. The Section

supports the Field and other units at Headquarters in

ensuring harmonised application of protection standards

and formulation of and in addressing complex protection

issues. The section will utilize human rights and humani-

tarian law principles to improve refugee protection in its

liaison work with human rights bodies. Finally, the

Section will continue to service the protection discus-

sions at ExCom and ensure consistency in the evolution

of refugee law and doctrine.

Moving the Community Development, Gender Equality

and Children Section (CDGECS) from DOS to DIPS has

enabled the Service to reinforce a multifunctional team

approach to mainstream age, gender and diversity in the

delivery of protection and to promote protection strategies

using a rights and community-based approach. Through

missions, capacity building and technical advice to

country offices, the Section will support the Field to

work in partnership with communities to achieve gender

equality, women’s empowerment, develop integrated

SGBV prevention and response programmes, and pro-

mote children's participation and youth employment.

The Section will also manage community service and

child protection deployments and build Headquarters’

capacity to mainstream age, gender and diversity in

policies, guidelines and training.

The Status Determination and Protection Information

Section includes the Protection Information Unit and,

since 2006, the Refugee Status Determination (RSD)

Unit. The RSD Unit will increase the capacity of field

offices to implement quality RSD procedures. To better

support the Field, two regional RSD officers’ posts will

be maintained in East Africa and Asia and a third post

will be created to harmonize RSD approaches and stan-

dards in the Middle East. The section will continue to

make accessible comprehensive and objective protection-

related information to UNHCR staff and external users

through, among other things, the Refworld. The section

will coordinate the production of country research papers

and assist government counterparts in their efforts to build

country-of-origin information capacity.
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Staff Council

UNHCR's Staff Council is established in accordance

with Article VIII of the United Nations Staff Regulations

and Rules, which upholds the principle of freedom of

association by allowing UN staff members to form and

join associations, unions or other groupings. It is a rep-

resentative body that maintains contact and communi-

cation between the High Commissioner and staff on

issues relating to staff welfare including conditions of

work and personnel policies.
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Budget (USD)
1

Divisions / Departments

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Executive Direction and Management

Executive Office (including Office of the Mediator) 4,170,175 3,945,140

Inspector General's Office 3,469,609 3,472,170

Legal Affairs Section 1,158,770 1,059,612

Change Management Section 0 759,070

Policy Development and Evaluation Service 592,654 980,045

Organization Development and Management Service 1,944,273 2,136,207

Sub-total 11,335,481 12,352,244

Division of Information Systems and Telecommunications

Office of the Director and ICT fixed costs for Headquarters 722,441 2,683,278

Information and Telecommunications Service 13,102,361 10,868,728

Business Solutions Service 24,600,971 18,483,174

Sub-total 38,425,773 32,035,180

Division of International Protection Services

Office of the Director 1,719,798 1,553,299

Specialized Sections 10,409,079 9,454,994

Sub-total 12,128,877 11,008,293

Division of Operations

Division of Operational Services

Office of the Director 2,024,346 2,465,428

Specialized Sections 4,182,601 3,010,171

Programme Coordination and Operations Support Section2 2,477,225 2,347,476

Sub-total 8,684,172 7,823,075

Regional Bureaux

Office of the Director - Africa 4,012,177 4,142,190

Sudan / Chad Situation Unit Headquarters 709,591 553,548

Desk for West Africa 1,749,854 1,130,569

Desk for East and Horn of Africa 1,323,148 1,000,792

Desk for Central Africa and the Great Lakes 1,457,189 1,276,953

Desk for Southern Africa 994,396 777,467

Bureau for Central Asia, South-West Asia, North Africa and the Middle East 4,851,878 4,470,799

Bureau for Asia and the Pacific 2,861,833 2,609,036

Bureau for Europe 5,012,002 4,835,680

Bureau for the Americas 2,150,942 2,090,213

Sub-total 25,123,010 22,887,247

Sub-total Department of Operations 33,807,182 30,710,322

Division of External Relations

Office of the Director 1,395,219 839,033

Donor Relations and Resource Mobilization Service 3,402,193 3,466,754
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Divisions / Departments

Annual Programme Budget

2006 2007

Media Relations and Public Information Service 4,266,744 4,253,666

Private Sector and Public Affairs Service 2,481,052 2,315,746

Secretariat and Inter-Organization Service 1,882,305 2,065,454

NGO Liaison Unit 592,327 558,052

Records and Archives Section 2,264,254 2,173,274

Electronic Document Management 587,841 394,734

Sub-total 16,871,935 16,066,713

Division of Human Resource Management

Office of the Director 2,365,129 2,585,508

Specialized Sections 16,610,360 14,926,206

Joint Medical Service 2,201,595 1,912,017

Sub-total 21,177,084 19,423,731

Division of Financial and Supply Management

Office of the Controller and Director 1,716,984 1,721,664

Financial Resources Service 7,853,127 8,291,491

Supply Management Service3 6,312,550 6,122,190

Audit 3,013,660 3,031,005

UN Finance Division (including security and safety at Headquarters) 3,500,000 3,315,000

Headquarters running costs 10,999,263 9,809,875

Sub-total 33,395,584 32,291,225

Staff Council 410,394 400,381

Grand total 167,552,310 154,288,089

1 Includes allocations of USD 32,873,515 (2006) and USD 34,431,685 (2007) from the UN Regular Budget.
2 This section is now part of the newly-created Performance Support Service.
3 The Supply Management Service is moving from the Division of Financial and Supply Management (DFSM) to the Division of Operational Services at the time of writing.

It is shown under DFSM for comparative purposes.



Glossary
4Rs Repatriation, Reintegration,

Rehabilitation and Reconstruction

- In post-conflict situations in

countries of origin, UNHCR

proposes the 4Rs concept, bringing

together humanitarian and

development actors and funds. It

aims to ensure linkages between all

four processes so as to prevent the

recurrence of mass outflows,

facilitate sustainable repatriation

and help create good local

governance.

Acquis Used in the EU context to refer to

the “acquired” or agreed set of

instruments relating to cooperation

on asylum matters.

Agenda for
Protection

A declaration of States Parties and

a programme of action comprising

six goals to improve the protection

of refugees and asylum-seekers

around the world, agreed by

UNHCR and States as part of the

Global Consultations process,

endorsed by the Executive

Committee in October 2002, and

welcomed by the General

Assembly.

Asylum The grant, by a State, of protection

on its territory to persons from

another State who are fleeing

persecution or serious danger.

Asylum encompasses a variety of

elements, including

non-refoulement, permission to

remain on the territory of the

asylum country and humane

standards of treatment.

Asylum-seeker An individual who is seeking

international protection. In

countries with individualized

procedures, an asylum-seeker is

someone whose claim has not yet

been finally decided on by the

country in which the claim is

submitted. Not every

asylum-seeker will ultimately be

recognized as a refugee, but every

refugee was initially an

asylum-seeker.

Cartagena
Declaration on
Refugees

A Declaration adopted by a

colloquium of experts from the

Americas in November 1984. The

Declaration enlarges the 1951

Convention definition of refugee to

include “persons who have fled

their country because their lives,

safety or freedom have been

threatened by generalized violence,

foreign aggression, internal

conflicts, massive violation of

human rights or other

circumstances which have seriously

disturbed public order.” While the

Declaration is not a treaty, its

provisions are respected across

Central America. Its refugee

definition has been incorporated in

the legislation of all bar one of the

Central American and Caribbean

countries and several Latin

American countries.

Cessation
Clauses

Legal provisions that set out the

conditions in which refugee status

comes to an end because it is no

longer needed or justified.

Cessation clauses are found in

Article 1 (C) of the 1951

Convention and in Article I(4) of

the 1969 OAU Refugee

Convention.

Children Persons who are below the legal

age of majority and are therefore

not legally independent. This term

includes adolescents. Under the

Convention on the Rights of the

Child, a “child” is a person who is

below the age of eighteen, unless

the applicable law sets a lower age.

Cluster
Leadership
Approach

The “cluster leadership approach”

is part of the overall UN-led

humanitarian reform process

initiated in 2005 aimed at

improving the effectiveness of

humanitarian response through

improving the predictability and

accountability of humanitarian

actions. It was adopted by the

Inter-Agency Standing Committee

as a mechanism that would

address identified gaps in response

and enhance the quality of

humanitarian actions by

strengthening partnerships between
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UN agencies, the Red Cross

movement, international

organizations and NGOs and

through enhanced coordination of

response in the areas where this is

required.

UNHCR has taken responsibilities

as cluster lead for emergency

shelter, camp coordination and

management and protection in

situations of conflict-related

internal displacement.

Community-
based
approach

An inclusive partnership strategy

that recognizes and builds on the

capacities and resources of people

of concern, enabling their

participation throughout the

programme cycle to ensure their

protection and sustainable

ownership.

Complementary
food

Food items provided by UNHCR in

addition to the basic food ration

supplied by WFP.

Complementary
protection

Formal permission, under national

law or practice, to reside in a

country extended by that country to

persons who are in need of

international protection even

though they do not qualify for

1951 Convention refugee status.

Convention on
the Reduction
of
Statelessness

A treaty that provides for the

acquisition of nationality by those

who would otherwise be stateless

and who have an appropriate link

with the State through birth on the

territory or through descent from a

national. The Convention also

provides for the retention of

nationality by those who would

become stateless if they were to

lose the State’s nationality. UNHCR

has been mandated with specific

functions under Article 11 of this

Convention.

Convention
Plus

An initiative presented by the High

Commissioner in 2002 to improve

refugee protection worldwide and

to facilitate the resolution of

refugee problems by responsibility-

and burden-sharing through

multilateral special agreements on

issues such as secondary

movement, resettlement and the

link between assistance and

development.

Convention
refugees

Persons recognized as refugees by

States under the eligibility criteria

in Article 1 of the 1951

Convention, and entitled to the

enjoyment of a variety of rights

under that treaty.

Convention
relating to the
Status of
Refugees (1951
Convention)

This treaty establishes the most

widely applicable framework for the

protection of refugees. The

Convention was adopted in July

1951 and entered into force in

April 1954. Article 1 of the

Convention limits its scope to

“events occurring before 1 January

1951” but this restriction was

removed by the 1967 Protocol

relating to the Status of Refugees.

As of 1 March 2006, there are

146 States Parties to the 1951

Convention and/or the 1967

Protocol.

Convention
relating to the
Status of
Stateless
Persons

A Convention that provides the

definition of a stateless person and

establishes a framework by which

a stateless person who is lawfully

resident in a State can have legal

status. The Convention was

adopted in September 1954 and

entered into force in June 1960.

Development
Assistance for
Refugees (DAR)

Additional development assistance

for improved burden-sharing for

countries hosting large numbers of

refugees; promoting better quality

of life and self-reliance for refugees

pending different durable solutions;

and a better quality of life for host

communities.

Development
through Local
Integration
(DLI)

Where local integration of refugees

in countries of asylum is a viable

option, UNHCR proposes a DLI

strategy to solicit additional

development assistance aimed at

attaining durable solutions for

refugees through local integration.

Dublin II Effective from 1 September 2003,

this European Council regulation

provides the legal basis for

establishing the criteria and

mechanism for determining the

State responsible for examining an

asylum application by a third

country national in one of the

Member States of the EU

(excluding Denmark), as well as in

Iceland and Norway).
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Durable
solutions

Any means by which the situation

of refugees can be satisfactorily

and permanently resolved to enable

them to live normal lives. UNHCR

traditionally pursues the three

durable solutions of voluntary

repatriation, local integration, and

resettlement.

Exclusion
clauses

Legal provisions that deny the

benefits of international protection

to persons who would otherwise

satisfy the criteria for refugee

status. In the 1951 Convention,

the exclusion clauses are found in

Articles 1D, 1E and 1F. These

clauses apply to the following

categories: persons who are

receiving protection or assistance

from United Nations agencies other

than UNHCR; persons who possess

the rights and obligations attached

to the possession of nationality of

their country of residence; and

persons in respect of whom there

are serious reasons for considering

that they have committed a crime

against peace, a war crime, a

crime against humanity, a serious

non-political crime, or acts contrary

to the purposes and principles of

the United Nations.

Executive
Committee of
the High
Commissioner’s
Programme
(ExCom)

The Committee charged with

approving UNHCR’s assistance

programmes, advising the High

Commissioner on the exercise of

his/her functions and overseeing

the Office’s finances and

administration. ExCom is

composed of representatives of 70

States with a demonstrated interest

in refugee issues. Other States may

attend, along with IGOs and NGOs,

as observers.

Facilitated
voluntary
repatriation

Even when conditions in the

country of origin are too difficult or

dangerous for the majority of

refugees to return, UNHCR can

assist (“facilitate”) the repatriation

of any refugees who make an

informed and voluntary decision to

return and request such assistance.

Gender-related
persecution

Persecution that targets or

disproportionately affects a

particular gender. Under certain

factual circumstances,

gender-related persecution may

come within the refugee definition.

Good
Humanitarian
Donorship

An initiative launched by donors in

2003 with the aim to improve their

response to humanitarian crises.

Group-based
protection
responses

Approaches whereby the protection

and assistance needs of refugees

are met without previously

determining their status on an

individual basis. Appropriate where

asylum-seekers arrive en masse

and individualized procedures are

neither feasible nor necessary (the

cause of flight often being

self-evident). The two main

approaches are recognition of

refugee status on a prima facie

basis and temporary protection.

Groups with
specific needs

Individuals, families or groups

requiring additional support to

enable them overcome the

challenges they face in accessing

and enjoying their rights.

Implementing
partner

Any organization or agency (e.g.

governmental, non-governmental,

intergovernmental, United Nations,

multilateral) to which UNHCR

delegates responsibility for the

implementation of material

assistance and provides funds for

this purpose through a standard

agreement.

Internally
displaced
person (IDP)

An individual who has been forced

or obliged to flee from the

individual’s home or place of

habitual residence, “…in particular

as a result of or in order to avoid

the effects of armed conflicts,

situations of generalized violence,

violations of human rights or

natural or human-made disasters,

and who have not crossed an

internationally recognized State

border” (according to the Guiding

Principles on Internal

Displacement).

Internal flight
alternative or
relocation
principle

A factual determination that an

asylum-seeker could have avoided

persecution in the individual’s

country of origin by relocating to

another part of the same country.

The idea that refugees should first

try to find a place within the

country of origin where they would

be safe, before seeking asylum

outside the country - rests on

understandings which are basically

at odds with fundamental refugee

protection principles. This term is

not favoured by UNHCR as it is
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often used to limit access to status

determination procedures or to

deny refugee status. UNHCR’s

position is that the possibility of

internal relocation is relevant to

status determination only in certain

limited cases and, even then, its

application will depend on a full

consideration of all aspects of the

refugee claim.

International
protection

The actions by the international

community on the basis of

international law, aimed at

protecting the fundamental rights of

a specific category of persons

outside their countries of origin,

who lack the national protection of

their own countries. See also

“Protection” below.

Junior
Professional
Officer (JPO)

Government-sponsored young

professional working for UNHCR.

Local
integration

A durable solution to the plight of

refugees that involves their

permanent settlement in the

country in which they sought

asylum.

Mandate
Refugees

Persons who are recognized as

refugees by UNHCR acting under

the authority of its Statute and

relevant UN General Assembly

resolutions. Mandate status is

especially significant in States that

are not parties of the 1951

Refugee Convention or its 1967

Protocol.

Management
Systems
Renewal
Project (MSRP)

UNHCR’s computer systems for

finance, supply chain, human

resources and payroll.

Mexico Plan of
Action

The Mexico Plan of Action,

launched in 2004, aims to

enhance international refugee

protection in Latin America by

further developing international

refugee law, consolidating

protection networks and improving

the ability of States to provide

effective protection to all persons in

need of it. It focuses on durable

solutions for urban refugees, in

particular self-reliance, and the

special needs of refugee women,

the Colombian conflict and its

impact, and solutions at border

areas, as well as the use of

resettlement opportunities in the

region.

Migrants
(Economic)

Persons who leave their countries

purely for economic reasons

unrelated to the refugee definition,

or in order to seek material

improvements in their livelihood.

Economic migrants do not fall

within the criteria for refugee status

and are therefore not entitled to

benefit from international

protection.

OAU
Convention
Governing the
Specific
Aspects of
Refugee
Problems in
Africa

This regional complement to the

1951 Convention provides for a

broader refugee definition. Adopted

in 1969, the OAU Convention

stipulates that the term “refugee”

also “applies to those fleeing from

external aggression, occupation,

foreign domination or events

seriously disturbing public order in

either part or whole of the country

of origin”.

Operational
partner

Any organization or agency with

which UNHCR collaborates to

provide protection and assistance

for refugees or other persons of

concern to UNHCR, but which

does not receive funds from

UNHCR to implement activities on

its behalf.

PHARE European Community assistance

programme for economic

restructuring in the countries of

Central and Eastern Europe.

Prima facie
refugees

Persons recognised as refugees, by

a State or UNHCR on the basis of

objective criteria related to the

circumstances in their country of

origin that justify a presumption

that they meet the criteria of the

applicable refugee definition. See

also Group-based protection

responses.

Promoted
voluntary
repatriation

Voluntary repatriation encouraged

and organized by UNHCR when

conditions are considered

conducive to return in safety and

with dignity (cf “facilitated”

voluntary repatriation).

Protection All activities aimed at obtaining full

respect for the rights of the

individual in accordance with the

letter and the spirit of the relevant

bodies of law (i.e., international
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human rights law, international

humanitarian law and refugee law).

Refoulement When used in relation to refugees

and asylum-seekers, the removal of

a person to a territory or frontiers of

a territory where the person’s life or

freedom would be threatened on

account of the person’s race,

religion, nationality, membership of

a particular social group or political

opinion. The duty of

non-refoulement is a part of

customary international law and is

therefore binding on all States,

whether or not they are parties to

the 1951 Convention.

Refugee A person who meets the eligibility

criteria under the applicable

refugee definition, as provided for

international or regional

instruments, under UNHCR’s

mandate, and/or in national

legislation.

Refugee Status
Determination
(RSD)

Legal and administrative

procedures undertaken by States

and/or UNHCR to determine

whether an individual should be

recognized as a refugee in

accordance with national and

international law.

Reintegration A process which enables returnees

to regain their physical, social,

legal and material security needed

to maintain life, livelihood and

dignity and which eventually leads

to the disappearance of any

observable distinctions vis-à-vis

their compatriots.

Resettlement The transfer of refugees from the

country in which they have sought

asylum to another State that has

agreed to admit them. The refugees

will usually be granted asylum or

some other form of long-term

resident rights and, in many cases,

will have the opportunity to

become naturalized citizens. For

this reason, resettlement is a

durable solution as well as a tool

for the protection of refugees. It is

also a practical example of

international burden- and

responsibility-sharing.

Results-based
management
(RBM)

A management philosophy and

approach that emphasizes the

achievement of results as the

essential task of management.

Returnee An individual who was of concern

to UNHCR when outside the

individual’s country of origin and

who remains so for a limited period

(usually two years) after returning

home to the country of origin. It

also applies to internally displaced

persons who return home to their

prior place of residence.

Sexual and
gender-based
violence
(SGBV)

Acts that inflict physical, mental or

sexual harm or suffering, threats of

such acts, coercion or arbitrary

deprivation of liberty, that target

individuals or groups of individuals

on the basis of their gender.

Self-reliance In the refugee context, the ability of

an asylum-seeker or refugee to

provide for his/her own living needs

and those of his/her dependants.

Sphere Project A project set up by several NGO

consortia to develop a set of

universal minimum standards in

core areas of humanitarian

assistance. Its aim is to improve

the quality of assistance provided

to people affected by disasters and

to enhance the accountability of

the humanitarian system in disaster

response.

Stateless
persons

Persons who are not considered as

nationals by any State under the

operation of its law, including

persons whose nationality is not

established.

Surge Project The Surge Protection Capacity

Project is UNHCR’s response to

increased and sudden temporary

protection staffing needs in

circumstances where the Office’s

own protection staffing capacity is

insufficient. The Project’s main

feature is a roster of external

candidates available for immediate

deployment.

Söderköping
Process

An initiative launched by UNHCR

and the Swedish Migration Board

to promote dialogue on asylum and

irregular migration issues among

the countries situated along the

eastern border of the European

Union.

Temporary
Protection

An arrangement or device

developed by States to offer

protection of a temporary nature to

persons arriving en masse, from

situations of conflict or generalized
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violence, without prior individual

status determination. Temporary

protection has been mostly used in

industrialized States.

Trafficking
(human)

The organized illegal movement of

persons for profit. The critical

additional factor that distinguishes

trafficking from migrant smuggling

is the presence of force, coercion

and/or deception throughout or at

some stage in the process - such

deception, force or coercion being

used for the purpose of

exploitation. While the additional

elements that distinguish trafficking

from migrant smuggling may

sometimes be obvious, in many

cases they are difficult to prove

without active investigation.

Unaccompanied
children

Children who are not in the

company of parents or another

adult caregiver.

United Nations
Security
Phases

The United Nations security plan is

country-specific and takes into

consideration the particular

political, geographical and other

circumstances of the duty station

concerned. The UN utilizes a

worldwide five-phase security

management system. The five

phases are:

Phase One – Precautionary: It is

used to warn staff that the security

situation in the country or a portion

of the country is such that caution

should be exercised. Travel to the

duty station requires advance

clearance from the Designated

Official responsible for security.

Phase Two – Restricted Movement:

Will be declared to signify that the

situation warrants a much higher

level of awareness and

preparedness than the

precautionary phase and to impose

major restrictions on the movement

of staff members and their eligible

dependants who may be directed

to remain at home unless otherwise

instructed. Phase Two should be

used as a transition measure. No

travel to or within the country will

occur unless specifically authorized

by the Designated Official as

essential travel.

Phase Three – Relocation: Indicates

a substantial deterioration in the

security situation, which may result

in the relocation of non-essential

staff members or their eligible

dependants. The determination of

essential staff members for security

purposes will be made by the

Designated Official, and the Security

Management Team.

Phase Four – Emergency

Operations: All internationally

recruited staff may be evacuated,

apart from staff directly concerned

with security matters, emergency or

humanitarian relief operations. The

purpose of Phase Four is to limit

the numbers of international staff

members at the duty station to

those vital for emergency,

humanitarian relief, security

operations or any other operation

deemed essential by the

Secretary-General. All other

internationally-recruited staff

members will be relocated at this

time.

Phase Five – Evacuation: Signifies

that the situation has deteriorated

to such a point that all remaining

internationally recruited staff

members are required to leave.

Phase Five can only be declared

with the approval of the

Secretary-General.

United Nations
Volunteers
(UNV)

The volunteer arm of the United

Nations was created by the General

Assembly in 1970 to serve as an

operational partner in development

cooperation at the request of UN

member States. It deploys qualified

volunteers to different UN

organizations.

Voluntary
repatriation

Return to the country of origin

based on the refugees’ free and

informed decision. Voluntary

repatriation is one of the three

durable solutions and may be

organized (when it takes place

under the auspices of the

concerned governments and/or

UNHCR) or spontaneous (the

refugees return by their own means

with no involvement of UNHCR

and governments). See also

“facilitated“ and “promoted

voluntary repatriation”.
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List of Acronyms
ADB Asian Development Bank

AfDB African Development Bank

ALAC Advice and Legal Aid Centre

ART Anti-retroviral therapy

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian

Nations

AU African Union

AU/PSC African Union Peace and Security

Council

CA Consolidated Appeal

CAP Consolidated Appeals Process

(Inter-agency)

CARDS Community Assistance for

Reconstruction, Development and

Stabilisation

CASWANAME UNHCR’s Regional Bureau for

Central Asia, South-West Asia,

North Africa and the Middle East.

CBCP The Söderköping/Cross Border

Cooperation Process

CBSA Canada Border Services Agency

CCA Common Country Assessment (UN)

CEDAW Committee on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination Against

Women

CEB Council of Europe Development

Bank

CEP Community empowerment projects

CERF Central Emergency Response Fund

(formerly Central Emergency

Revolving Fund)

CHAP Common Humanitarian Action Plan

CIC Citizenship and Immigration

Canada

CIS Commonwealth of Independent

States

CoE Council of Europe

COP Country Operations Plan

CPA Comprehensive Plan of Action

CPR Conflict Prevention and

Post-Conflict Reconstruction

Network

DAC Development Assistance

Committee (United Nations)

DAFI Albert Einstein Academic

Scholarship Programme for

Refugees

DAR Development Assistance for

Refugees

DDRRR Demobilization, Disarmament,

Repatriation, Reintegration and

Resettlement

DPA United Nations Department of

Political Affairs

DPKO United Nations Department of

Peacekeeping Operations

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

EC European Commission

ECA Economic Commission for Africa

(UN)

ECHA Executive Committee on

Humanitarian Affairs (United

Nations)

ECHO European Commission

Humanitarian Office

ECOSOC Economic and Social Council

(United Nations)

ECOWAS Economic Community of West

Africa States

ECRE European Council on Refugees and

Exiles

EDF European Development Fund

ELENA European Legal Network on Asylum
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ERC Emergency Relief Coordinator

(United Nations)

EU European Union

EUFOR European Force

ExCom Executive Committee of the High

Commissioner’s Programme

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization

GDP Gross domestic product

GLIA Great Lakes Initiative for Africa

GPS Global Positioning System

HIV/AIDS Human Immunodeficiency

Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency

Syndrome

IASC Inter-Agency Standing Committee

ICC International Computing Centre

ICMC International Catholic Migration

Commission

ICRC International Committee of the Red

Cross

ICT Information and Communications

Technology

IDP Internally Displaced Person

IFRC International Federation of Red

Cross and Red Crescent Societies

IGAD Intergovernmental Authority on

Development

IGASOM IGAD Peace Support Mission in

Somalia

ILO International Labour Organization

IMF International Monetary Fund

IOM International Organization for

Migration

IPSAS International Public Sector

Accounting Standards

IUCN World Conservation Union

JAM Joint Assessment of Needs Mission

JICA Japan International Cooperation

Agency

LAIC Legal Aid and Information Centre

LOU Letter of Understanding

MDGR Millennium Development Goals

Review

MDGs Millennium Development Goals

MDRP Multi-Country Demobilization and

Reintegration Programme

MERCOSUR Mercado Común del Sur -

Common Market of the Southern

Cone

MINURSO United Nations Mission for the

Referendum in Western Sahara

MONUC United Nations Observer Mission in

the Democratic Republic of the

Congo

MOSS Minimum Operational Security

Standards

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

NAP National Action Plan

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NEPAD The New Partnership for Africa's

Development

NFIs Non-food items

NGO Non-Governmental Organization

NWFP North-West Frontier Province

(Pakistan)

OAS Organization of American States

OCHA Office for the Coordination of

Humanitarian Affairs (United

Nations)

ODA Official Development Assistance

OECD Organization of Economic

Cooperation and Development

OHCHR (UN) Office of the High

Commissioner for Human Rights

OHR Office of the High Representative

(Bosnia and Herzegovina)

OIC Organization of the Islamic

Conference
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OIOS United Nations Office of Internal

Oversight Services

OMS Operations Management System

ONUB United Nations Operation in

Burundi

ONUCI United Nations Mission in Côte

d’Ivoire

OSCE Organization for Security and

Cooperation in Europe

PISG Provisional Institutions of

Self-Government (Kosovo)

PRSP Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper

QIPs Quick Impact Projects

RLU Regional Legal Unit

SAARC South Asian Association for

Regional Cooperation

SGBV Sexual and gender-based violence

SOLSES Sustainable Options for Livelihood

Security in Eastern Sudan

SRI Sustainable Reintegration Initiative

(Angola)

SRS Self-Reliance Strategy (Uganda)

SRSG Special Representative of the

United Nations Secretary-General

TACIS Technical Assistance to the

Commonwealth of Independent

States

THAP Temporary Humanitarian Assisted

Persons

UNAIDS Joint United Nations Programme

on HIV/AIDS

UNAMA United Nations Assistance Mission

for Afghanistan

UNAMI United Nations Assistance Mission

for Iraq

UNAMSIL United Nations Peacekeeping

Mission in Sierra Leone

UNCAS United Nations Common Air

Services for Somalia

UNCT United Nations Country Team

UNCTAD United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development

UNDAF United Nations Development

Assistance Framework

UNDCP United Nations International Drug

Control Programme

UNDG United Nations Development Group

UNDP United Nations Development

Programme

UNDSS United Nations Department of

Safety and Security

UNEP United Nations Environment

Programme

UNESCO United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural Organization

UNFPA United Nations Population Fund

UN-HABITAT United Nations Human Settlements

Programme

UNHAS United Nations Humanitarian Air

Service

UNHCHR United Nations High Commissioner

for Human Rights

UNICEF United Nations Children’s Fund

UNIDO United Nations Industrial

Development Organization

UNIFEM United Nations Development Fund

for Women

UN-IP United Nations Integrated

Development Programme

UNIOB United Nations Integrated Office in

Burundi

UNIOSL United Nations Integrated Office in

Sierra Leone

UNJLS United Nations Joint Logistics

Centre

UNMAS United Nations Mine Action Service

UNMEE United Nations Mission in Ethiopia

and Eritrea

UNMIK United Nations Interim

Administration Mission in Kosovo
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UNMIL United Nations Mission for Liberia

UNMIS United Nations Mission in Sudan

UNODC United Nations Office on Drugs and

Crime

UNOMIG United Nations Observer Mission in

Georgia

UNOPS United Nations Office for Project

Services

UNV United Nations Volunteers

VCT Voluntary counselling and testing

WFP World Food Programme

WHO World Health Organization

ZAR Zone d’accueil des réfugiés
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ExCom Members

Bureau of the Executive Committee

Chairman: H.E. Mr. Love Mtesa, Ambassador Extraordinary

and Plenipotentiary, Permanent Representative of

Zambia to the United Nations Office at Geneva.

Vice-Chairman: H.E. Mr. Wegger Strømmen,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,

Permanent Representative of Norway to the United

Nations Office at Geneva.

Rapporteur: Ms Emina Tudakovic, First Secretary,

Permanent Mission of Canada to the United Nations

Office at Geneva.
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Algeria Holy See Poland

Argentina Hungary Portugal

Australia India Republic of Korea

Austria Iran (Islamic Republic of) Romania

Bangladesh Ireland Russian Federation

Belgium Israel Serbia

Brazil Italy Somalia

Canada Japan South Africa

Chile Jordan Spain

China Kenya Sudan

Colombia Lebanon Sweden

Côte d’Ivoire Lesotho Switzerland

Cyprus Madagascar Thailand

Democratic Republic of the Congo Mexico Tunisia

Denmark Morocco Turkey

Ecuador Mozambique Uganda

Egypt Namibia United Kingdom

Ethiopia Netherlands United Republic of Tanzania

Finland New Zealand United States of America

France Nicaragua Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)

Germany Nigeria Yemen

Ghana Norway Zambia

Greece Pakistan

Guinea Philippines
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